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TROPICAL FUKAYA ALGEBRAS
SUSHMITA VENUGOPALAN AND CHRIS WOODWARD
Abstract. We introduce a tropical version of the Fukaya algebra of a Lagrangian
submanifold and use it to show that tropical Lagrangian tori are weakly unob-
structed. Tropical graphs arise by studying the behavior of pseudoholomorphic
disks under a multiple cut operation on a symplectic manifold that produces a
collection of cut spaces each containing relative normal crossing divisors, following
works of Ionel [20] and Brett Parker [31, 32]. Given a Lagrangian submanifold in
the complement of the relative divisors in one of the cut spaces, we first study a
broken Fukaya algebra whose structure maps count broken disks associated to rigid
tropical graphs. We introduce a further degeneration of the matching conditions
(similar in spirit to Bourgeois’ version of symplectic field theory [5]) which results
in a tropical Fukaya algebra in which the structure maps are sums of products
over vertices of tropical graphs. We show the tropical Fukaya algebra is homo-
topy equivalent to the original Fukaya algebra. In the case of toric Lagrangians
contained in a toric component of the degeneration, an invariance argument im-
plies the existence of projective Maurer-Cartan solutions.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the behavior of a Fukaya algebra of a Lagrangian under a
multiple symplectic cut. The multiple symplectic cut operation is a generalization
of the simple cut operation of Lerman [23] in which multiple circle actions are used
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for degeneration. The input of the construction, in our framework, is a decompo-
sition of a compact symplectic manifold X into submanifolds-with-corners indexed
by a collection P of convex polytopes. The multiple cut produces a collection of
symplectic manifolds
X = ∪P∈PXP .
Each manifold XP is obtained by collapsing a submanifold-with-corners X
◦
P ⊂ X
by a collection of torus actions. The cut spaces XP contain the lower dimensional
manifolds XQ, Q ⊂ P and their union is a normal crossing divisor, see Figure 2.
One may think of X as the space resulting from stretching necks so that the singular
almost complex structure on X is obtained as a limit of a sequence {Jν}ν>0 of almost
complex structures on X as ν → ∞. The case of a normal-crossing, smooth toric
degeneration is a special case when each of the limiting pieces is a toric variety. In
the case of toric degeneration with discriminant locus, to apply the results of this
paper it would be necessary to adjust the degeneration so that the singularities are
transverse to the cutting hypersurfaces.
The behavior of holomorphic curves in the limit of multiple-neck stretching has
been studied in a number of papers. In the case of a single cut the resulting relative
Gromov-Witten theory of Ionel-Parker [21] and J. Li [24] is a special case of sym-
plectic field theory of Bourgeois-Eliashberg-Hofer-Wysocki-Zehnder [5]. The basic
compactness result is that any bounded energy sequence of maps has a subsequence
that converges to a holomorphic building. The domain of a holomorphic building
is a nodal curve, and each curve component is mapped either to a cut space, or
to a neck piece which is a projectivized line bundle over the separating divisor. A
generalization of this result to the case of multiple neck stretchings was developed
by Eleny Ionel [20] and Brett Parker [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] using a multi-
dimensional version of holomorphic buildings. The target space of such a building
consists of a variety of neck pieces, each of which is a toric bundle over a boundary
divisor or an intersection of boundary divisors. The tropical approach is developed
in Parker [31]. The corresponding Gromov-Witten invariants in algebraic geometry
are studied in, for example, Abramovich-Chen-Gross-Siebert [2]. In Parker [31] a
Figure 1. A holomorphic curve and a tropical graph
renormalization of the neck parameters on each bubble in the limit gives rise to
tropical graph. On the intersection of the necks in X one has multiple coordinates
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corresponding to the various neck directions, and so bubbles that develop on these
neck regions inherit a natural collection of tropical coordinates. Associated to any
nodal curve is a graph called the type Γ = (Vert(Γ),Edge(Γ)) whose vertices Vert(Γ)
resp. edges Edge(Γ) correspond to irreducible components resp. nodes of the curve.
Assigning to each component in the limit its tropical coordinates, and to each node
a slope given by the ratio of intersection multiplicities with boundary divisors, we
obtain a map T from the curve type Γ = (Vert(Γ),Edge(Γ)) into the dual complex
for the degeneration. We call the map T a tropical structure on the graph Γ and its
image T (Γ) is a tropical graph. Here the dual complex consists of a complementary
dimensional polytope P∨ for every element P of P, see Figure 3.
The objects we study in a multiply cut manifold are broken maps. A broken map
is modelled on a graph Γ and consists of a collection of holomorphic maps
uv : Cv → XP (v), v ∈ Vert(Γ)
from curves Cv (possibly with boundary) whose target space
XP (v) = XP (v)×P∨(v)
is a thickening of one of the cut spaces XP (v); satisfying for each edge e ∈ Edge(Γ)
a matching condition (Horizontal matching), (Vertical matching) on the lifts of the
nodal points which includes matchings of certain leading order terms in a Taylor
expansion; and such that the graph Γ is equipped with the structure of a tropical
graph. The slopes of edges e ∈ Edge(Γ) in a tropical graph joining vertices v± have
rational slopes T (e) given by intersection multiplicities of the broken map uv± with
boundary divisors at the nodal point Cv+ ∩ Cv− . The broken map, equipped with
a tropical structure, differs from a holomorphic building in [5] in that it is not a
continuous map into a topological space. In a broken map, curve components are
mapped to different spaces, and the matching conditions are based on identifications
between regions of these manifolds. The tropical graph determines how the various
pieces of the target space are positioned with respect to each other in the ether
containing them. One of the main points of Parker’s work [31] is the description of
a somewhat complicated topology on the target of the broken map so that the map
becomes continuous.
The set of broken maps has a natural action of a tropical symmetry group arising
out of the torus action on neck pieces. The tropical symmetry group of a broken map
is generated by symmetries of the tropical graph : these are ways of moving the vertex
positions without changing edge slopes, see Figure 4. In particular, the symmetry
group is trivial if in the tropical graph vertex positions are uniquely determined by
the edge slope. We call such tropical graphs rigid.
Our goal is to study the effect of a multiple cut on the Fukaya algebra of a
Lagrangian that is disjoint from the cut locus. We assume the Lagrangian L ⊂ X
and the symplectic form ω ∈ Ω2(X) are compact, connected, and rational in the
sense that X admits a line bundle whose curvature is the symplectic form and some
tensor power is flat over L. This allows us to use Cieliebak-Mohnke perturbations [9]
to regularize the moduli spaces of broken disks. These perturbations are collections
P = {PΓ = (JΓ, FΓ)}
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of domain-dependent perturbations PΓ for each type Γ of disk, each consisting of
a domain-dependent almost complex structure JΓ and Morse function FΓ on the
Lagrangian L. For any generic perturbation datum P , denote by
M˜Γ(L,P )
the regularized moduli space of broken maps of type Γ. Its quotient by the tropical
symmetry group is called the reduced moduli space and is denoted by
MΓ(L,P ) := M˜Γ(L,P )/Ttrop(Γ).
The dimensions of the moduli space M˜Γ(L,P ) resp. the reduced moduli space
MΓ(L,P ) are given by a certain index resp. reduced index, see (4.23). In Section 4
we prove:
Theorem 1.1. Given a rational Lagrangian L ⊂ X, for generic perturbation data
P the compactified moduli space of broken disksM(L,P )≤1 of expected dimension at
most one is regular with topological boundary the union of configurations u : C → X
whose domain C is a treed disk with a unique edge of infinite length.
Here expected boundary means that the topological boundary components corre-
spond to configurations with a boundary edge of infinite length. Theorem 1.1 is a
consequence of transversality and compactness results for the moduli space of broken
disks given by Theorems 4.32 and 6.2 below. The action of the tropical symmetry
group does not have infinitesimal stabilizers, and so, for a zero or one-dimensional
moduli space the symmetry group is necessarily trivial. For the case of a single cut,
broken maps of index zero or one do not have any components in a neck piece. This
fact turns out to be a special feature limited to the case of a single cut. In a mul-
tiply cut manifold, there are maps with index zero that have components mapping
to the neck, see Figure 4 for an example. Counts of rigid elements of the moduli
space of broken disks with boundary in L leads to a broken Fukaya algebra denoted
CFbrok(L) with A∞ structure maps
mbrokd : CFbrok(L)
⊗d → CFbrok(L), d ≥ 0,
see Section 8. The single cut version of this A∞ algebra has been constructed by
Charest-Woodward [8]. We prove the following result in Section 8.
Theorem 1.2. For a rational Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ X as above, the broken
Fukaya algebra CFbrok(L) is homotopy invariant to the unbroken Fukaya algebra
CF (L).
Here CF (L) is the Fukaya algebra of the Lagrangian L in the Morse model con-
structed in, for example, Seidel [42] in the exact case and Charest-Woodward [8] in
the rational case. The underlying vector space generated by critical points of the
Morse function, with structure maps defined by counting holomorphic treed disks.
As usual in symplectic topology, the result should be independent of the choice of
chain model or perturbation scheme and so, for example, should also work with
Parker’s de Rham model [31] with more effort.
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The ingredients of this result, proved in Proposition 8.20 below, are a convergence
result and its converse, which is a gluing result. The convergence result is a general-
ization of sft compactness ([5], [10]) for a single cut and is proved in Section 6. The
statement is that given a sequence of maps uν : C → X holomorphic with respect to
almost structures Jν that are stretched along multiple necks, there is a subsequence
that converges to a broken map. The limit is unique up to the action of the tropical
symmetry group. The gluing result in Section 7 is proved only for broken maps of
index zero : an index zero regular broken map can be glued to produce a family
of Jν-holomorphic maps uν : C → X. We remark that the convergence and gluing
preserve indices of maps, see Proposition 4.33. Therefore to obtain the homotopy
equivalence, the broken Fukaya algebra must be defined using counts of index zero
broken maps, and not that of broken maps whose reduced index is zero.
Our main interest is a further degeneration of the matching condition in broken
maps to a split form. The construction is motivated by, and has similarities to
the Bourgeois version of symplectic field theory [5] where the degeneration is via
the flow of a Morse function, as well as the Fulton-Sturmfels degeneration of the
diagonal in a toric variety [15]. The paper [8] by Charest-Woodward uses Bourgeois’
degeneration to give a split form in case of a single cut. The idea in [8] is to
deform the matching condition at node by a torus-invariant Morse function. Given
a deformation parameter t ∈ (0,∞), a t-deformed map is defined by replacing the
matching condition at a node by a condition that the lifts of the node are the
end-points of a length t Morse trajectory. As t → ∞ the Morse trajectory at
any node degenerates to a broken Morse trajectory. Thus in [8], the matching
condition degenerates to the following condition: The lifts of the node lie on two
transversely intersecting Morse cycles, namely the stable and unstable submanifold
of some critical point of the Morse function. This approach does not work in the
case of multiple cuts because some of the unstable and stable manifolds of torus-
invariant Morse functions are contained in boundary divisors that neighbour other
pieces of the broken manifold. As a result taking the limit of t-deformed maps, as
t→∞, will give objects, called split maps, that have bubbles even in the rigid case.
In this paper we degenerate the matching condition of only those nodes that lie in
toric regions of the broken manifold, leaving the general case for future work. The
set of nodes that are degenerated correspond to a subset of edges, which we call
split edges. The torus action on the region containing the node is used to deform
the edge-matching condition to a split form. A sequence uν of index zero deformed
maps, in the degeneration limit ν → ∞, converge to a split map u∞ with positive
index. The index of u∞ is equal to the codimension of the edge-matching conditions.
Thus, u∞ belongs to a positive-dimensional connected family of split maps denoted
by M(u∞). However, split maps have a sufficiently large tropical symmetry group,
and the family M(u∞) is exactly a single orbit of the tropical symmetry group.
Counts of orbits of split maps satisfy an A∞-relation and the resulting A∞-algebra
CFtrop(L) is called the tropical Fukaya algebra. The deformation process together
with a gluing theorem implies that it is homotopy equivalent to the broken Fukaya
algebra. These results about tropical Fukaya algebras appear in Section 9 and are
summarized in the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.3. Suppose that L is a torus orbit in a toric piece XP of the broken
manifold X. The tropical Fukaya algebra CFtrop(L) is homotopy equivalent to the
broken Fukaya algebra CFbrok(L).
The proof of the Theorem is completed in Proposition 9.47 below. We conjecture
that the matching condition can be degenerated at all nodes, including the nodes
which map to divisors that are not toric. In that case the composition maps in the
tropical Fukaya algebra can be expressed as a sum of products, where the sum is
over all rigid tropical graphs, and the product is over all vertices in the graph. A
limited version of such a factorization formula is given in Remark 9.38.
Using the tropical Fukaya algebra, we prove a basic fact about unobstructedness
of Lagrangian tori: We call a Lagrangian L ⊂ X a tropical torus if there exists
a polytope P ∈ P of maximal dimension such that XP is a toric manifold and
L is the pre-image of a Lagrangian torus orbit L ⊂ X◦P . A tropical torus in our
sense is a somewhat stronger requirement than the notion of moment fiber in a
toric degeneration used in mirror symmetry, where “discriminant” singularities are
allowed along codimension two strata. Essentially we are requiring smoothness of
the degeneration in a neighborhood of the top-dimensional stratum containing the
Lagrangian.
The tropical Fukaya algebra is used to prove that tropical tori are weakly unob-
structed in the following sense. Recall that the projective Maurer-Cartan equation
for b ∈ CF (L) with positive q-valuation is
(1.1) m0(1) +m1(b) +m2(b, b) + . . . ∈ span(1L)
where 1L ∈ CF (L) is the strict unit, see Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [16]. The space of
odd solutions to the equation (1.4) is denoted MC(L). By definition there exists a
function
W : MC(L)→ Λ, m0(1) +m1(b) +m2(b, b) + . . . = w(b)1L
called the potential of the curved A∞ algebra CF (L).
Corollary 1.4. If L ⊂ X◦P is a tropical torus, then there exists a solution b ∈
MC(L) to the projective Maurer-Cartan equation.
Corollary 1.4 generalizes the result in the case that L is an honest toric moment
fiber proved by Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [17].
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2. Broken symplectic manifolds
In this section we review the multiple cut construction and the associated degen-
erations of almost complex structures.
2.1. Symplectic cuts. We review the symplectic cut construction of Lerman [23]
and Gompf [18]. The construction uses Hamiltonian circle actions on symplectic
manifolds.
Definition 2.1. (Lerman’s symplectic cut construction)
(a) (Hamiltonian circle actions) Let (X,ω) be a compact symplectic manifold.
Let
S1 = {z ∈ C | |z| = 1}
denote the circle group; we identify its Lie algebra Lie(S1) with R by division
by i. A Hamiltonian action of the circle group S1 on X is an action S1×X →
X generated by the Hamiltonian flow of a moment map
Φ : X → R, ω(ξX , ·) = −dΦ
where the generating vector field of an element ξ ∈ R
ξX ∈ Vect(X), ξX(x) = d
dt
|t=0 exp(itξ)x.
In particular the affine line C has symplectic form
ωC = (−i/2)dz ∧ dz ∈ Ω2(C).
The Hamiltonian action of S1 is given by scalar multiplication and has mo-
ment map
ΦC : C→ R, z 7→ −|z|2/2.
(b) (Global symplectic cuts) The product Xˆ = X × C has product symplectic
form ωˆ = pi∗1ωX + pi∗2ωC. The diagonal action of S1 has moment map
Φˆ : Xˆ → R, (x, z) 7→ Φ(x)− |z|2/2.
The zero level set is the union of two pieces where the original moment map
is zero, and the piece where both components are non-zero:
Φˆ−1(0) = (Φ−1(0)× {0}) unionsq {(x, z)|Φ(x) = |z|2/2 > 0}
The action z 6= 0 has a natural slice given by z ∈ R>0 so that
{(x, z)|Φ(x) = |z|2/2 > 0} ∼= Φ−1(R>0).
The symplectic quotient Φˆ−1(0)/S1 is called the symplectic cut
(2.1) X+ := Xˆ//S
1 = (X//S1) ∪ Φ−1(R>0).
One has a similar construction of a cut space X− which is the union of the
symplectic quotient X//S1 and Φ−1(R>0). The symplectic manifolds X−, X+
both contain a copy of X//S1 given by embeddings
i− : X//S1 → X−, i+ : X//S1 → X+
with opposite normal bundles N± → X±, so that N−1− ∼= N+.
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(c) (Local symplectic cuts) Given an open subset U ⊂ X with a Hamiltonian
S1-action with moment map Φ : U → R, gluing together the cut U+ ∪ U−
with X − Φ−1(0) produces cut spaces X+, X− and
X0 := Φ
−1(0)/S1.
Example 2.2. For example, if X is a genus g surface and U ∼= S1 × (−, ),  > 0
a tubular neighbourhood of a non-separating embedded circle then the local cut
construction removes a circle from X and replaces it with two copies of the point
U//S1, to produce a surface of genus g − 1.
We recast the definition of a symplectic cut in terms of an tropical Hamiltonian
circle action.
Definition 2.3. (Tropical Hamiltonian circle actions) A tropical Hamiltonian circle
action is a triple (X,Φ, c) where X is a compact symplectic manifold, Φ : X → R is
a smooth map and c ∈ R is a regular value such that in a neighbourhood of Φ−1(c),
Φ is a moment map for an S1-action.
Definition 2.4. (Cut spaces) The cut spaces for a tropical Hamiltonian circle action
(X,Φ, c) are
(a) the symplectic manifolds X+, X−, Xc defined as
X± := {±Φ ≥ c}/ ∼, Xc := Φ−1(c)/S1,
where in all instances ∼ mods out the boundary Φ−1(c) by the S1-action:
x ∼ tx, ∀x ∈ Φ−1(c), t ∈ S1;
(b) together with embeddings i± : Xc → X±, whose images are symplectic sub-
manifolds;
(c) and a bundle isomorphism
ψ : N+ ⊗N− → C,
where N± is the normal bundle of Xc in X±, and C := Xc × C is the trivial
line bundle.
2.2. Neck-stretching. In this section, we define a family of neck-stretched almost-
complex structures which are tamed by the symplectic form, so that the family of
almost complex manifolds degenerates into the union of cut spaces. The neck region
for a tropical Hamiltonian circle action is a neighbourhood of the separating hyper-
surface. One can stretch the neck to obtain a family of almost complex structures
which converge, roughly speaking, to the almost complex structure on the broken
manifold.
Definition 2.5. (Neck-stretched manifold) Let (X,Φ, c) be a tropical Hamiltonian
circle action. Let
(2.2) Z := Φ−1(c) ⊂ X
be the separating hypersurface. Let  > 0 be sufficiently small so that
U := Φ−1([c− , c+ ])
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is a tubular neighbourhood of Z with an identification U ' Z × [−, ]. We call U
the neck region. Let
(2.3) X•◦ = X − U,
be the complement and let
Z± = Z × {±} ⊂ ∂X•◦
be the copies of Z on the boundary of X•◦. For any ν > 0 let
Xν = X•◦
⋃
Z+={−ν}×Z
Z−={ν}×Z
[−ν, ν]× Z
obtained by gluing together the ends Z−, Z+ of X•◦ using a neck Z× [−ν, ν] of length
2ν.
Definition 2.6. (Broken manifold) Suppose the manifold X has a tropical Hamil-
tonian circle action. The broken manifold corresponding to X is the disjoint union
X := X+ ∪X− ∪ Z(P1)
where X+, X− are the cut spaces from (2.1). The third space
Z(P1) := Z ×S1 P1
is a P1-bundle on X0, which can be viewed as the thickening of the cut space X0.
The space Z(P1) has two copies of X0, called X00 , X∞0 , as divisors corresponding to
the S1-fixed points 0, ∞ ∈ P1.
The neck regions of the manifolds Xν are equipped with a cylindrical almost
complex structure which we describe next. A cylindrical almost complex structure
is defined on the product Z × R, where Z ⊂ X is the separating hypersurface. The
separating hypersurface is a S1-principal bundle on X0 := Φ
−1(0)/S1. The manifold
Z × R has a natural C×-action given by
(2.4) s exp(it)(s0, z) = (s0 + s, exp(it)z).
Definition 2.7. (Cylindrical almost complex structure) An almost complex struc-
ture J ∈ J (R× Z) is of cylindrical form if
(a) there exists an almost complex structure JY on Y such that the projection
piY : R× Z → Y is almost complex:
DpiY J = JYDpiY ,
(b) J is invariant under the C×-action in (2.4),
(c) and J acts on the fiber directions as
J∂s = ∂θ
where ∂s ∈ Vect(R× Z) is the unit vector field in the vertical direction and
∂θ ∈ Vect(R× Z) generates the S1-action on R× Z.
The space of cylindrical almost complex structures is denoted J cyl(R× Z).
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To describe cylindrical structures on broken resp. neck-stretched manifolds, we
require an identification of the neck region with a subset of the cylinder Z×R. The
identification is chosen to be compatible with the symplectic form.
Definition 2.8. (Cylindrical structure) Let (X,Φ, 0) be a tropical Hamiltonian cir-
cle action with separating hypersurface Z := Φ−1(0). Let pi : Z → X0 be the projec-
tion onto the S1-quotient. A cylindrical structure on (X,Φ, 0) is an S1-equivariant
symplectomorphic embedding
(2.5) φ : ([−, ]× Z, pi∗ωX0 + d(tα))→ (X,ω)
that maps Z × {0} identically to Z, and α ∈ Ω1(Z) is a connection one-form on
Z → Xc. The identification φ yields maps
(2.6) φν : [−ν, ν]× Z → Xν , φ± : R∓ × Z → X±.
The map φν is uniquely determined, and φ± is uniquely defined up to R-translation
on the domain.
Definition 2.9. Let (X,Φ, 0) be a tropical Hamiltonian circle action with a fixed
cylindrical structure.
(a) (Cylindrical almost complex structure on Xν) An almost complex structure
Jν on Xν is cylindrical if the image of φν in (2.6) has a cylindrical almost
complex structure.
(b) (Cylindrical almost complex structure on X) An almost complex structure J
on X is cylindrical if there is a cylindrical almost complex structure J0 on
X0 such that
J|(Z(P1)\(X00 ∪X∞0 )) = J0, J| im(φ±) ≡ (φ±)∗J0,
where φ± is the cylindrical structure map from (2.6).
(c) (Tameness) A cylindrical almost complex structure J on X is tame resp. com-
patible if J|X± ∈ J (X±) and J0 ∈ J (X0) are both tame resp. compatible.
Remark 2.10. (Consistent coordinates on cylindrical ends) A choice of cylindrical
structure on (X,Φ) gives embeddings
i± : U±\X0 → R∓ × Z
where U± ⊂ X± is a neighborhood of the divisor X0 = Φ−1(0)/S1 in X±. The
maps i+, i− are uniquely determined up to post-composition by C×-action on the
target cylinder. There is a consistent choice of the pair (i+, i−) so that it respects
the isomorphism of normal bundles N+ ⊗ N− ' C in the following sense: For any
δ > 0, n± ∈ N±,
(2.7) pi(n+ ⊗ n−) = δ ⇔ (i+(ψ+(n+)) = i−(ψ−(n−)) + ln(δ),
where pi : C → C is projection on the fiber. After choosing i+ the condition (2.7)
uniquely determines i−. Consistent coordinates do not play an important role in
analyzing curves in a broken manifold with a single cut, but do play an important
role in the multiple-cut case (2.28).
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2.3. Multiple cuts in a symplectic manifold. We define multiple cuts corre-
sponding to polyhedral decompositions of a symplectic manifold. These polyhedral
decompositions appeared in, for example, Meinrenken [26]. In addition to the treat-
ment in Ionel and Parker’s work [20], [31], more recent treatment of the symplectic
analog of normal crossing singularities appears in [43].
Definition 2.11. (Delzant polytope) Let T be a torus with Lie algebra t. Let tZ ⊂ t
denote the coweight lattice of points that map to the identity under the exponential
map, so that T ∼= t/tZ. A convex polytope P in t∨ is described by a collection of
linear inequalities determined by constants cF ∈ R and normal vectors νF ∈ t:
P = {λ ∈ t∨ | 〈λ, νF 〉 ≥ cF , ∀F ⊂ P facets}.
The polytope P is a Delzant polytope if, for each vertex point λ ∈ P , the normal
primitive vectors νF ∈ tZ to the facets F ⊂ P containing λ form a lattice basis:
span(νF , F 3 λ) ∩ tZ = spanZ(νF , F 3 λ).
By Delzant [12], there is a bijection between Delzant polytopes P and smooth com-
pact symplectic manifolds VP equipped with a completely integrable generically free
torus action and moment map and polytope
Ψ : VP → t∨, Ψ(VP ) = P.
Definition 2.12. (Tropical Hamiltonian action) A tropical Hamiltonian action of a
torus T with Lie algebra t is a triple (X,Φ,P) consisting of a
(a) compact symplectic manifold X;
(b) a decomposition
P = {P ⊂ t∨}
of t∨ into Delzant polytopes P such that if P0, P1 ∈ P have non-empty
intersection, then P0 ∩ P1 ∈ P and is a face of both P0 and P1.
(c) a tropical moment map compatible with P
Φ : X → t∨
in the following sense. For any P ∈ P, we denote by
tP := ann(TP ) ⊂ t
the annihilator of the tangent space of P at any point p ∈ P , and by
TP = exp(tP )
the torus whose Lie algebra is tP . For any P ∈ P, there exists an open
neighbourhood UP of Φ
−1(P ) such that the composition
piP ◦ Φ : UP → t∨P
is a moment map for a free action of TP on UP .
In the single breaking case, we defined the tropical manifold as the datum (X,Φ, c).
This should be interpreted as the set of polytopes
P = {(−∞, c], {c}, [c,∞)}.
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Definition 2.13. (Cut space for a multiple cut) Given a tropical symplectic mani-
fold (X,Φ,P) for every polytope P ∈ P define a symplectic manifold
XP := Φ
−1(P )/ ∼,
where the equivalence ∼ mods out by the following torus actions:
(2.8) x ∼ tx, ∀x ∈ Φ−1(Q◦), t ∈ TQ
for all polytopes Q ⊆ P contained in P. Thus the open set Φ−1(P ◦) ⊂ Φ−1(P ) is
modded out by the TP -action and the quotient
X◦P := Φ
−1(P ◦)/TP
is an open subset of XP . The cut spaces for (X,Φ,P) are the manifolds XP , P ∈ P,
together with the data of inclusions
XQ ↪→ XP , P ⊂ Q,
and bundle isomorphisms
(NP+Q⊗NP−Q)|X◦Q → C, ∀Q ∈ P : codimQ = 1, Q ( P±,
where NP±Q is the normal bundle of XQ in XP± , and C := X◦Q × C is a trivial
complex line bundle.
For a face Q ⊂ P with codimP (Q) = 1, the corresponding subset XQ is called a
boundary divisor of XP . The boundary divisors intersect normally, and the inter-
sections correspond to a manifold XQ for some Q ∈ P.
P0 P1
P3 P2
XP0
XP3 XP2
XP1
XP01 XP∩
Figure 2. A multiple-cut of R2
Example 2.14. In Figure 2 the set of polytopes is
P = {Pi, 0 ≤ i ≤ 3, Pij , j = (i+ 1) mod 4, P∩}.
The manifolds XPi(i+1) , XP(i−1)i are boundary divisors of XPi .
Remark 2.15. A more general construction allows targets equipped with an integral
affine structures as follows. Let B be a compact differentiable manifold of dimension
n.
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(Tropical manifolds) An integral affine structure on B (see for example Gross
[19]) is a torsion-free flat connection on the tangent bundle TB with holo-
nomy contained in SL(n,Z). A lattice system is a system of lattices TZB ⊂
TB invariant under parallel transport. The quotients
TB/TZB, T
∨B/T∨ZB
are the torus resp. dual torus bundles. A polyhedral structure on B is a
decomposition of B into Delzant polytopes
B = ∪P∈PP
so that B is the disjoint union of the relative interiors P ◦, P ∈ P and each
TP ◦ is a flat sub-bundle of TP . The polyhedral structure is Delzant if at each
point b ∈ P , the local system of primitive normal vectors v1, . . . , vk ∈ T∨ZB
to faces of P forms an integral basis for its span span(v1, . . . , vk). The pair
(B,P) is called a tropical manifold.
(Tropical moment maps) Given such a structure denote by tP ⊂ T∨B the
annihilator of TP at any point λ ∈ P ◦, independent up to isomorphism, and
TP = tP /(tP ∩ T∨ZB) the corresponding torus. so that dim(TP ) = codim(P ).
Extend the sub-bundle TP ⊂ TB to an open neighbourhood UP of P by
parallel transport. For a sufficiently small neighbourhood UP is foliated by
submanifolds obtained by translation of P and we denote by piP : UP → t∨P
the natural quotient mapping P to 0. A moment map to the tropical manifold
B is a continuous, not necessarily smooth, map Φ : X → B such that for any
P ∈ P there exists an neighbourhood UP such that the composition
piP ◦ Φ : UP → t∨P
is smooth and generates a free TP -action in a neighbourhood of Φ
−1(P ).
Given these data one may form the cut space XP = Φ
−1(P )/ ∼ for any
P ∈ P as above.
2.4. Multiple neck-stretching. Starting from a symplectic manifold with a trop-
ical Hamiltonian action, we describe a family of almost complex structures corre-
sponding to neck-stretching. The construction of neck-stretched manifolds requires
a choice of gluing datum, for which we introduce some definitions.
Definition 2.16. (a) (Normal fan) Let P = {P ⊂ t∨} be a set of Delzant poly-
topes as in the definition of a tropical Hamiltonian action 2.12. A point
λ ∈ ∪P∈PP determines a fan in t∨ defined by
C(λ) := {Coneλ(P ), P ∈ P, P 3 λ}
where
(2.9) Coneλ(P ) := R≥0(P − λ)
is the cone on the polytope P ∈ P at λ. If λ lies in the interior of some
polytope Q ∈ P then C(λ) is independent up to isomorphism of λ and we
call it the normal fan C⊥(Q) of Q.
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(b) (Fan of a convex polytope) Any convex polytope P ⊂ t∨ determines a fan as
follows. For each face P ⊂ Q, let
ConeQ(P ) := Coneλ(P )
for any λ in the interior of Q. Let
(2.10) ConeQ(P )
∨ := {v ∈ t : 〈v, µ〉 ≥ 0 ∀µ ∈ ConeQ(P )}
be the dual cone. The union of the dual cones ConeQ(P )
∨ for all faces Q ⊂ P
is the fan C(P ) of P .
Definition 2.17. A gluing datum for a tropical action (X,Φ,P) is
(a) a collection of polytopes
P∨ ⊂ t∨P , P ∈ P
such that
(i) for each P , the fan C(P∨) is isomorphic to C⊥(P ), and
(ii) the polytopes {P∨}P∈P are compatible in the sense that if Q is a face
of P , then P∨ is the projection of a face of Q∨ onto t∨P ;
(b) and embeddings
P × P∨ ⊂ t∨, P ∈ P
for which
(i) P ×{0} is mapped to P , and so P ×P∨ is a tubular neighbourhood of
P in t∨,
(ii) the action of TP on Φ
−1(P × P∨) is free, and
(iii) projection to the P∨ factor is the moment map for the TP -action,
and there exist subsets P •◦ ⊂ P which are complements of neighbourhoods
of faces of P , so that
(2.11) im(Φ) = ∪P∈P(P •◦ × P∨)/ ∼,
where the equivalence relation ∼ identifies, for any pair Q ( P , the boundary
component Q•◦ × P∨ in Q•◦ ×Q∨ and P •◦ × P∨.
Using the gluing datum we define neck-stretched manifolds. They are constructed
by ‘stretching’ the region Φ−1(P × P∨) in the P∨-direction, see Figure 3. The
stretched pieces fit in together because of the relation (2.11). In the limit neck-
stretched manifolds degenerate into a broken manifold.
Definition 2.18. (Neck-stretched manifolds) For any ν ∈ R>0, define a neck-
stretched manifold as
(2.12) Xν :=
( ⋃
P∈P
Φ−1(P •◦)× νP∨
)
/ ∼,
where the identifications are along the boundaries of the pieces as in (2.11).
Definition 2.19. (Broken manifold) The broken manifold corresponding to the trop-
ical manifold (X,Φ,P) is a disjoint union
X := unionsqP∈PXP ,
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P0P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P •◦4 P
•◦
6
P •◦1
P •◦5
P∨1 P∨2
P •◦2
P∨3
P •◦3
νP∨1 νP
∨
2
νP∨3
νP∨0
P∨0
P∨1
P∨3
P∨2
P∨5
P∨4 P
∨
6
Neck stretch
Dual polytope B∨
P •◦5
P •◦4 P
•◦
6
Figure 3. Stretching
where
(2.13) XP := XP×P∨ := Φ
−1(P × P∨)/ ∼,
and ∼ mods out boundary components
Φ−1(Q× P∨), Q ⊂ P, resp. Φ−1(P × P∨0 ), P ⊂ P0
by the torus action of TQ/TP resp. TP /TP0 . Denote by
ΦP×P∨ : XP×P∨ → P × P∨
the map induced by Φ on the cut space XP×P∨ .
Definition 2.20. (Boundary divisors in a broken manifold) Denote by
F(P × P∨) = {Q ⊂ P × P∨)}
the set of facets of P × P∨. An element Q ∈ F(P × P∨) is horizontal resp. vertical
if it is the inverse image of a facet Q′ of P resp. Q′′ of P∨ under the projection
P × P∨ to P resp. P∨. Let
Fh(P × P∨) resp. Fv(P × P∨)
denote the set of horizontal resp. vertical facets. A boundary divisor DQ of XP×P∨
is the inverse image Φ−1P×P∨(Q) of a facet Q of the polytope P × P∨, and DQ is
horizontal resp. vertical if Q is. Let
(2.14) ΦP : XP×P∨ → P resp. ΦP∨ : XP×P∨ → P∨
be the composition of ΦP×P∨ with the projection P ×P∨ → P resp. P ×P∨ → P∨.
For a polytope P ∈ P, we denote
X◦
P
:= XP − ∪Q∈F(P×P∨)DQ
X
P
:= XP − ∪Q∈Fv(P×P∨)DQ
(2.15)
the complement of the divisors resp. vertical divisors respectively.
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Remark 2.21. The components of the broken manifold are fibrations over cut spaces,
and therefore can be regarded as thickenings of the cut spaces. The manifold XP =
XP×P∨ fibers as
(2.16) VP∨ → XP×P∨ piP−−→ XP ,
where VP∨ is a TP -toric manifold with moment polytope P
∨. Let V ◦P∨ ⊂ VP∨ denote
the locus on which TP acts freely. The space XP resp. XP is then a V
◦
P∨-bundle
over XP resp. X
◦
P .
2.5. Cylindrical almost complex structures. The broken manifold and the fam-
ily of neck-stretched manifolds are equipped with cylindrical almost complex struc-
tures which we describe next. The definition of cylindrical almost complex structures
requires an isomorphism
(2.17) t ' t∨,
given by a non-degenerate metric t× t→ R restricting to a map tZ× tZ → Z, which
we fix for the rest of the article.
Definition 2.22. (Cylindrical almost complex structure)
(a) (P -cylinder) For a polytope P ∈ P a P -cylinder is the space
ZP,C := ZP × t∨P
where ZP → XP is a TP -bundle defined as
(2.18) ZP := Φ
−1
P∨(g)
for an arbitrary point g in the interior of P∨, and where ΦP∨ : XP×P∨ → P∨
is the TP -moment map from (2.14). In fact, the P -cylinder ZP,C is the
complement X
P
of vertical boundary divisors in XP defined in (2.15):
ZP,C ' XP .
(b) (P -cylindrical symmetries) The torus TP,C acts on ZP,C by
teis(z, s0) = (tz, s0 + s), t ∈ TP , s ∈ tP
using the identification tP ' t∨P from (2.17).
(c) An almost complex structure J ∈ J (ZP,C) is P -cylindrical iff
(i) there exists an almost complex structure JXP on XP such that the
projection
piP : ZP,C → XP
is almost complex:
DpiPJ = JXPDpiP ,
(ii) there exists a connection one-form αP ∈ Ω1(ZP , tP ) on the TP -bundle
ZP → XP such that the horizontal sub-bundle
HP := ker(αP ) ⊂ TZP ⊂ TZP,C
is J-invariant.
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(iii) and the almost complex structure J is fixed on the fiber of piP by the
equation
JξX = ξ
∨, ∀ξ ∈ t,
where ξX ∈ Vect(ZP,C) is the vector field generated by ξ and ξ 7→ ξ∨
is the identification t→ t∨ in (2.17).
As a result, J is invariant under the TP,C-action on ZP,C. Denote by J cyl(ZP,C)
the space of P -cylindrical almost complex structures on ZP,C.
To define cylindrical almost complex structures on a broken manifold, neighbor-
hoods of boundary divisors have to be identified with P -cylinders. This identification
is made via the datum of a symplectic cylindrical structure defined below. For a
pair of polytopes Q ⊂ P , a symplectic cylindrical structure is a symplectomorphic
identification between a neighborhood UPQ of XQ in the cut space XP and a neigh-
borhood NPQ of the zero section normal bundle NPQ of XQ in XP .
We describe the symplectic form on neighborhoods of zero sections in the normal
bundles arising in broken manifolds. For a pair of polytopes Q ⊂ P , we denote
by NPQ the normal bundle of XQ in XP . To describe the symplectic forms, we
assume P is a top-dimensional polytope, and define the other cases by restriction.
Since XQ is a fixed point set of a local TQ-action, there is a linear TQ-action on the
fibers of NPQ. By the construction of cut spaces, for any top-dimensional polytope
P the normal bundle NPQ is an associated bundle of the TQ-bundle ZQ → XQ.
Neighborhoods of zero sections in the normal bundles are equipped with a symplectic
form via a choice of connection one-forms αQ ∈ Ω1(ZQ, tQ) on the TQ-bundle ZQ →
XQ for all polytopes Q ∈ P.
Definition 2.23. (Symplectic forms on normal bundles) For a top-dimensional poly-
tope P ∈ P, the symplectic form on a neighborhood NPQ of the zero section of the
normal bundle NPQ is the pullback by the TQ-equivariant bundle map over XQ :
(2.19) τQP : NPQ
'−→ (ConeP∨(Q∨)× ZQ, ωQ)/ ∼, ωQ := ωXQ + d〈αQ, piQ∨ , 〉
where the equivalence ∼ mods out boundaries ∂Q∨ by circle actions, and XQ is
identically mapped to {P∨} × ZQ/TQ. Since P∨ is a vertex of the polytope Q∨,
ConeP∨(Q
∨) is isomorphic to a quadrant (R≥0)codimP (Q). The maps satisfy the
following conditions :
(a) (Restriction) For a polytope P with positive codimension, and any Q ⊂
P , the form on NPQ is the restriction of the form on NP0Q for any top-
dimensional polytope P0 ⊃ P , and we require that the form on NPQ is
independent of the choice of P0.
(b) (Consistency of connection one-forms) The connection one-forms (αP )P∈P
are consistent if for a pair of polytopesQ ⊂ Q0 contained in a top-dimensional
polytope P , and a point x ∈ UPQ ⊂ XP
(2.20) ker(αQ0)|x = ker(αQ)|x ⊕ (tQ0)x⊕ dτQP (TQ∨0 ).
The consistency condition implies that on a neighborhood of XQ in XQ0 , the iden-
tification τQ0P and the connection one-form αQ0 is determined by τ
Q
P and αQ.
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Definition 2.24. (Cylindrical structure) A cylindrical structure for XP consists of
a collection of maps (φPQ)Q⊂P , where
(2.21) φPQ : NPQ→ UPQ
is a TQ-equivariant symplectomorphism on a neighborhood UPQ of XQ in XP , and
the set of maps (φPQ)Q⊂P is consistent in the following sense:
(a) (Restriction) For polytopes Q1, Q2 ⊂ P with intersection Q := Q1∩Q2, there
is a natural isomorphism NQ1P |XQ = NQQ2. The maps {φPQ}Q⊂P satisfy
φPQ1 |NQQ2 = φQQ2.
(b) (Patching intersecting neighborhoods) For polytopes Q1, Q2 ⊂ P with inter-
section Q := Q1 ∩ Q2, and any x ∈ XQ, n1 ∈ NQ1Q|x, n2 ∈ NQ2Q|x the
maps satisfy :
φPQ(n1 + n2) = φ
P
Q2(T (φQ1Q (n1), n2))
Here T (φQ1Q (n1), n2) is the parallel transport of n2 ∈ NQ1P |x toNQ1P |φQ1Q (n1)
along the path φQ1Q (tn1), t ∈ [0, 1] on Q1.
The symplectic cylindrical structure yields projection maps on neighborhoods of
boundary submanifolds
(2.22) piQ : UPQ→ XQ
for all pairs of polytopes Q ⊂ P . This ends the Definition.
The only place in this paper where the cylindrical structure is altered is while
fixing a stabilizing divisor, see Lemma 4.16 and Proposition 8.16. The cylindrical
structure is a fixed quantity everywhere else and is often not explicitly mentioned.
Lemma 2.25. (Existence of symplectic cylindrical structures) Suppose for a mul-
tiple cut (X,P), the normal bundles of boundary submanifolds are equipped with
symplectic forms as in Definition 2.23. Then there exists a cylindrical structure in
the neighborhoods of boundary submanifolds.
Proof. The Lemma is a consequence of an inductive application of the relative sym-
plectic neighborhood theorem (Lemma 2.26). 
Lemma 2.26. (Relative symplectic neighbourhood theorem) Let Y ⊂ X be a com-
pact symplectic submanifold of a symplectic manifold (X,ω). Let N be a neighbor-
hood of the zero section in the normal bundle NXY that is equipped with a symplectic
form ωN . Let ψ : N → U be a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood U ⊂ X of Y
that is identity on Y . Further, let Y ⊂ S ⊂ N be a subset satisfying
s ∈ S =⇒ ts ∈ S ∀t ∈ [0, 1], and (ωN − ψ∗ω)|TsN = 0.
Then, there is a smaller neighborhood N ′ ⊂ N of the zero section that contains S
and so that ψ can be homotoped to a symplectomorphism φ : N ′ → U satisfying
φ = ψ on S.
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The proof of the ordinary symplectic neighborhood ([28, Lemma 3.14]) can be
used to prove the slightly stronger statement of Lemma 2.26.
Remark 2.27. (Cylindrical ends in the broken manifold) A symplectic cylindrical
structure on a broken manifold X implies that the complement of the boundary
divisors may be viewed as a manifold with cylindrical ends. For any pair of polytopes
Q ⊂ P , codim(P ) = 0, the neighborhood UPQ embeds into the Q-cylinder
(2.23) UPQ ∩X◦P → ZQ,C ' ZQ × t∨Q,
The map is obtained by composing (2.21) with a natural embedding
φQ : (ConeP∨ Q
∨)◦ → t∨Q
that decays exponentially in the neighborhood of the boundary. Since φQ is unique
up to translation, the map (2.23) is also uniquely determined up to translation by
the TQ,C-action on ZQ,C.
Definition 2.28. Let XP be a broken manifold equipped with a cylindrical struc-
ture. An almost complex structure J = (JP×P∨)P∈P on the broken manifold
X = (XP×P∨)P∈P is cylindrical if there is a set of connection one-forms α consistent
in the sense of (2.20) that satisfies the following:
(a) (Fiber) Each JP×P∨ is P -cylindrical in the fibers of the map XP×P∨ → XP ,
and α(JP×P∨) = αP . The induced almost complex structure on the base XP
is denoted by JP .
(b) (Base) For any pair of polytopes Q ⊂ P , the base almost complex structure
JP is Q-cylindrical in the neighbourhood UXQ ⊂ XP via the embedding
(2.23) and the connection one-form αQ.
(c) (Consistency) The base almost complex structures are consistent :
∀P, P0 ∈ P, (P ⊂ P0) =⇒ (JP0 |XP = JP ).
The space of cylindrical almost complex structures on X is denoted by
J cyl(X).
In the space J cyl(X), the cylindrical structure maps {φPQ}Q⊂P from (2.21) are fixed,
but the connection one-form is allowed to vary.
The consistency conditions for cylindrical almost complex structures for broken
manifolds allow us to glue them to form neck-stretched manifolds with cylindrical
almost complex structures.
Definition 2.29. An almost complex structure on a neck-stretched manifold Xν is
cylindrical if it is P -cylindrical in the subset
Φ−1(P •◦)× νP∨,◦ ⊂ Xν .
Definition 2.30. (Tameness)
(a) (On broken manifolds) A cylindrical almost complex structure J on X is tame
resp. compatible if the base almost complex structures JP , P ∈ P are ωP -
tame resp. ωP -compatible on the cut spaces XP . The same definition applies
for the P -cylinder ZP,C.
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(b) (On neck-stretched manifolds) A cylindrical almost complex structure Jν on
Xν is tamed if there is a diffeomorphism φν : X
ν → X for which Jν is
(φ∗νω)-tamed.
The set of cylindrical tamed almost complex structures on X resp. ZP,C resp. X
ν is
denoted by
J cylτ (X) resp. J cylτ (ZP,C) resp. J cylτ (Xν).
We also a need a stronger notion of tameness and compatibility for cylindrical
almost complex structures.
Definition 2.31. (Strong tameness and compatibility) A compatible resp. tame
cylindrical almost complex structure J on the broken manifold (X,P) is strongly
compatible resp. strongly tame if the connection one-forms (αP )P∈P corresponding
to J coincide with the connection one-forms in the symplectic cylindrical structure.
Neck-stretching manifolds and components of a broken manifold are equipped
with a cylindrical metric.
Definition 2.32. (Cylindrical metric) A metric gP on ZP,C is P -cylindrical if gp is
a product metric, that is, the product of the given metric on t∨P and a TP -invariant
metric on ZP . On the multiply-stretched manifolds X
ν , a metric gν is cylindrical if
for any P ∈ P, it is P -cylindrical in the region Φ−1(P •◦)× νP∨.
2.6. Dual complex. The combinatorial type of our broken maps will be a graph
equipped with a map to the dual complex associated to the degeneration, defined
as follows.
Definition 2.33. The dual complex B∨ for the gluing datum (P∨, P ∈ P) is the
topological space
B∨ :=
( ⋃
P∈P
P∨/ ∼
)
⊂ t∨
where the equivalence ∼ is given by λP ∼ λQ whenever λP ∈ P∨, Q ⊂ P , λQ ∈ Q∨ is
on the face corresponding to P∨, and maps to λP under the projection map t∨Q → t∨P .
Example 2.34. In the case of a simple cut P = {(−∞, 0], {0}, [0,∞)}, the polytopes
P∨ consist {0}, [−1, 1], {0} with identifications given by inclusion of the endpoints.
Hence the identification produces the interval B∨ ∼= [−1, 1].
Components of the broken manifold may be identified with regions in neck-
stretched manifolds. In particular, for any P ∈ P, the broken manifold X◦P×P∨
is identified with the following subset of the neck-stretched manifold :
Definition 2.35. (P -cylindrical region on neck-stretched manifolds) The P -cylindrical
region in Xν is
(2.24) XνP :=
(∪Q∈P:Q⊂PΦ−1(Q•◦)× νQ∨,◦) / ∼ .
where ∼ is the relation in Definition 2.33.
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Remark 2.36. To examine the convergence behavior of maps in neck-stretched man-
ifolds to a limit map in the broken manifold, we need to embed P -cylindrical regions
of the neck-stretched manifold into the P -cylindrical component of the broken man-
ifold. The embedding is not unique, since any embedding can be post-composed
with the torus action on the fibers of XP → XP . The following is a parametrized
family of embeddings. For any ν, there is a natural projection map
(2.25) piνP : X
ν
P → XP ,
and the images of piνP exhaust X
◦
P as ν →∞. The fibers are subsets of TP,C. There
is a family of choices of lifts of piνP to a map between bundles X
ν
P → X◦P . For any
t ∈ νP∨, denote by
(2.26) e−t : XνP → X◦P×P∨ .
a lift of piνP that maps a level set {ΦνP∨ = c} ⊂ XνP to ZP × {c − t} ⊂ X◦P×P∨ . For
any t ∈ νP∨, the inverse of the map e−t is well-defined on a sequence of exhausting
subsets X◦P×P∨,ν ⊂ X◦P×P∨ :
(2.27) et := (e−t)−1 : X◦P×P∨ ⊃ X◦P×P∨,ν → XνP .
Remark 2.37. The family of embeddings above is parametrized by the dual complex
as follows. Consider any ν > 0. Suppose Q ⊂ P is a facet and i : νP∨ → νQ∨ is the
inclusion map whose image is a facet of νQ∨. Then, for any t ∈ νP∨, the map e−t
restricts to the map e−i(t) on XνQ. Since e
−t and e−i(t) may be viewed as the same
map, we view the translation t as an element in the scaled dual complex defined as
νB∨ := (unionsqP∈PνP∨)/ ∼ .
Here ∼ is as in the definition of B∨. Given sequences xν ∈ Xν , tν ∈ νB∨, the
statement
“e−tνxν converges to x ∈ X”
means the following : There is a polytope P ∈ P such that x ∈ X◦P×P∨ and tν ∈ νP∨,
and the sequence e−tνxν converges to x in X◦P×P∨ .
Remark 2.38. (Consistent cylindrical coordinates) We recall that the complement
of the boundary divisors may be viewed as a manifold with cylindrical ends, and
the neighborhoods of boundary divisors can be embedded into cylinders, see (2.23).
These embeddings can be chosen consistently across various components of the bro-
ken manifold. Such a consistent choice is necessary for stating the edge matching
condition for broken maps. For a pair of polytopes Q ⊂ P , the cylindricity of the
complex structure implies that there is a neighborhood UQ ⊂ XP of pi−1P (XQ) and
an embedding into the Q-cylinder
(2.28) iPQ : U
P
Q ∩X◦P → ZQ,C
that maps the fibers of the projection UPQ → XQ (from (2.22)) holomorphically to
the fibers of ZQ,C → XQ. Each of the maps iPQ can be adjusted by a TQ,C-translation
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so that the set of maps {iPQ : Q ⊂ P} satisfies the following for any x ∈ UQP , x′ ∈ UQP ′ ,
t, t′ ∈ Q∨:
(etx = et
′
x′) =⇒ (epi(t)iPQ(x) = epi(t
′)iP
′
Q (x
′)).
Here in the left-hand-side et : X◦
Q
→ XνQ is from (2.27), and in the right-hand-side
pi is the embedding Q∨ → t∨Q composed with the identification t∨Q ' ιtQ from (2.17).
The set of maps {iPQ} is unique up to the diagonal action of TC. We fix one of these
maps for the rest of the paper. Such a consistent set of maps can equivalently be
defined using the relations on normal bundles in a broken manifold. This approach
is taken in the case of single cuts, see Remark 2.10. The image of the embedding
is called the Q-cylindrical end of the complement X◦
P
of the boundary divisors XP .
The map iPQ is viewed as a coordinate on a Q-cylindrical end, taking values in ZQ,C.
This ends the Remark.
Example 2.39. We illustrate the concepts introduced for multiple cuts using an exam-
ple with two non-intersecting single cuts. Consider the tropical manifold (X,Φ,P)
where the torus is T = S1, and the polytopes in P are P0, P1, P2, P01, P12 ⊂ R :
P0 P1 P2P01 P12
c0 c1
The dual complex
P∨0 P∨01 P
∨
1 P
∨
2P
∨
12
is a subset of R. Let the point P∨i be gi for i = 0, 1, 2. For ν > 0, the neck-stretched
manifold is
Xν := XP0 ∪ ([νg0, νg1]× Z0) ∪XP1 ∪ ([νg1, νg2]× Z1) ∪XP2/ ∼,
where Zi := Φ
−1(ci), XPi is XPi minus a tubular neighbourhood of boundary divi-
sors, and ∼ identifies the copies of Z0 and Z1 on the boundaries. Let t ∈ νB∨ be a
translation. The following possibilities arise :
• t ∈ P∨i for i = 0, 1 or 2. We consider the case i = 1, since the others are
similar. Then t = νg1 and e
−t is the embedding
([νg0, νg1]× Z0) ∪Z0 XP1 ∪Z1 ([νg1, νg2]× Z1)
→ X◦P1 ' ((−∞, 0]× Z0) ∪Z0 XP1 ∪Z1 ([0,∞)× Z1).
• or t ∈ P∨i(i+1). Then t ∈ [νgi, νgi+1] and
e−t : [νgi, νgi+1]× Zi → R× Zi
maps {c} × Zi to {c− t} × Zi.
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3. Broken disks
The goal of this section is to define broken treed holomorphic disks, which are
an analog of what Parker [31] calls exploded holomorphic maps. These structures
combine the features of treed holomorphic disks and tropical maps. Treed holomor-
phic disks consist of surface components that are holomorphic disks or spheres in
a symplectic manifold whose boundary lies in a Lagrangian submanifold; and treed
segments attached to the boundary of disks which map to line segments in the dual
complex associated to the degeneration.
3.1. Treed disks. The domains of our pseudoholomorphic maps are combinations
of trees, nodal disks, and nodal spheres.
Definition 3.1. (a) (Nodal disks) A nodal disk S is a union
S =
 ⋃
α=1,...,d( )
Sα,
 ∪
 ⋃
β=1,...,d( )
Sβ,
 / ∼
of a collection of disk components Sα, and sphere components Sβ, , glued to-
gether by an equivalence relation ∼ generated by pairs of interior or boundary
nodal points
wγ = (w
+
γ , w
−
γ ) ∈ (∪αSα, )2 ∪ (∪βSβ, )2
with the property that the boundary ∂S is connected and there are no cycles
of components. A marking of a nodal disk is a collection of boundary and
interior points
z = (z ,i ∈ ∂S, i = 1, . . . , d( )), z = (z ,i ∈ S\∂S, i = 1, . . . , d( ))
distinct from the nodes. A marked nodal disk is stable if it admits no auto-
morphisms, or equivalently, if for each disk component S ,i the sum of the
number of special (nodal or marked) boundary points and twice the number
of interior special points is at least three, and each sphere component S ,i
has at least three special points.
(b) (Combinatorial type) The combinatorial type of a nodal disk Vert(Γ) is the
tree Γ whose vertices
Vert(Γ) = Vert (Γ) ∪Vert (Γ)
correspond to disk or sphere components, and whose edges Edge(Γ) corre-
spond to markings or nodes. The edges corresponding to markings are called
leaves. Thus Edge(Γ) admits two partitions
Edge(Γ) = Edge (Γ) ∪ Edge (Γ)
corresponding to whether the edge is of boundary or interior type, and
Edge(Γ) = Edge−(Γ) ∪ Edge→(Γ)
corresponding to whether the edge represents a marking or node. The com-
binatorial type includes a partition
Edge ,−(Γ) = Edge
0
,−(Γ) ∪ Edge(0,∞),− ∪Edge∞,−(Γ)
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of edges corresponding to boundary nodes into zero, finite, and infinite length
edges. The edge e0 corresponding to the boundary marking z0 is an outgoing
edge and is called the root edge. All the other boundary markings are incom-
ing edges. All edges corresponding to nodes are oriented to point towards the
root. Given a boundary vertex v ∈ Vert (Γ) the set of edges e ∈ Edge (Γ) in-
cident to v is equipped with a cyclic ordering, corresponding to the ordering
of the nodes and markings along the boundary.
(c) (Treed disk) A treed segment is obtained from a collection of (possibly infinite)
intervals I1, . . . , Ik by gluing along infinite endpoints, e.g.
[0,∞) ∪∞ (−∞,∞) ∪∞ (−∞, 0]
is a treed segment with three components. Each treed segment T has a
length l(T ) ∈ [0,∞] and a number of breakings b(T ) ∈ Z≥0, with l(T ) = ∞
if b(T ) > 0. A treed nodal disk C = S ∪ T is
(i) either obtained from a nodal disk by replacing each boundary node we,
e ∈ Edge ,−(Γ) with a treed segment with finite end-points, and each
boundary marking we, e ∈ Edge ,→(Γ) with a treed segment Te, e ∈
Edge (Γ) one of whose end-points is infinite;
(ii) or is a treed segment, both whose end-points are infinite.
(d) (Stable treed disk) A treed nodal disk C is stable if the underlying disk S
is stable, the treed segment at any node Te, e ∈ Edge ,−(Γ) has at most one
breaking, and treed segments at markings Te, e ∈ Edge→, (Γ) is unbroken. A
treed disk with no surface component is not stable.
For integers d( ), d( ) ≥ 0, denote by Md( ),d( ) the moduli space of isomorphism
classes of stable treed disks with d( ) incoming boundary markings, one outgoing
boundary marking and d( ) interior markings. For each combinatorial type Γ, denote
byMΓ ⊂Md( ),d( ) the set of isomorphism classes of stable treed disks of type Γ so
that the moduli spaces decomposes into strata of fixed type
Md( ),d( ) =
⋃
Γ
MΓ,
whose dimension is d( ) + 2d( )− 2.
The moduli spaces admit universal curves, which admit partitions into one and
two-dimensional parts. For any combinatorial type Γ let UΓ denote the universal
treed disk consisting of isomorphism classes of pairs (C, z) where C is a treed disk
of type Γ and z is a point in C, possibly on a disk component, sphere component,
or one of the edges of the tree. The map
(3.1) UΓ →MΓ, [C, z] 7→ [C]
is the universal projection, whose fiber over [C] is a copy of C. The union over types
Γ′ with MΓ′ ⊂MΓ is denoted UΓ. We denote by
SΓ, resp. T Γ
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the locus of points [C, z] ∈ UΓ where z lies on a disk or sphere component resp. an
edge of C. Hence UΓ = SΓ ∪ T Γ, and SΓ ∩ T Γ is the set of points on the boundary
of the disks meeting the edges of the tree.
3.2. Treed pseudoholomorphic disks. Treed pseudoholomorphic disks are maps
from broken treed disks to a symplectic manifold equipped with a tamed base almost
complex structure, and a Lagrangian submanifold. On the two-dimensional part of
the treed disk the map is pseudoholomorphic and the boundaries of the disks map
to the Lagrangian submanifold. On the one-dimensional part of the domain, the
map is a gradient flow line of a Morse function on the Lagrangian submanifold,
whose length is same as the length of the tree edge. The almost complex structure,
the Morse function and the metric on the Lagrangian have to be given domain-
dependent perturbations in order to regularize the moduli spaces. We now introduce
the necessary notation.
Definition 3.2. (a) (Gradient flow lines) Let gL be a Riemannian metric on L
and let F : L → R be a Morse function. Since L is assumed connected, we
may assume that F has a unique maximum x ∈ L. The gradient vector field
gradF ∈ Vect(L), df(·) = gL(gradF , ·).
Let I ⊂ R be an interval. A gradient flow line for F is a map
u : I → L, d
ds
u = − gradF (u)
where s is a unit velocity coordinate on I. Given a time s ∈ R let
φs : L→ L, d
ds
φs(x) = gradF (φs(x)), ∀x ∈ L
denote the time s gradient flow of F .
(b) (Stable and unstable manifolds) Denote by
I(L) := crit(F (L)) ⊂ L
the space of critical points of F (L). Taking the limit of the gradient flow
determines a discontinuous map
L→ crit(F (L)), y 7→ lim
s→±∞φt(y).
By the stable manifold theorem each x ∈ I(L) determines stable and unstable
manifolds
W±x :=
{
y ∈ L| lim
s→±∞φs(y) = x
}
⊂ L
consisting of points whose downward resp. upwards gradient flow converges
to x. The pair (F, gL) is Morse-Smale if the intersections
W+x− ∩W−x+ ⊂ L
are transverse for x+, x− ∈ I(L), and so a smooth manifold of dimension
i(x+)− i(x−).
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(c) (Almost complex structures) Let (X,ω) be a symplectic manifold. An almost
complex structure on (X,ω) given by
J : TX → TX, J2 = −I
is tamed if and only if ω(·, J ·) is positive definite and compatible if in addition
symmetric, hence a Riemannian metric on X. We denote by Jτ (X) the space
of tamed almost complex structures. The space Jτ (X) has a natural manifold
structure locally isomorphic to the space of sections satisfying the linearized
condition
δJ : X → End(TX), J(δJ) = −(δJ)J.
Definition 3.3. A holomorphic treed disk with boundary in L ⊂ X consists of a
treed disk C = S ∪ T and a continuous map
u : C → X
satisfying the conditions that the map is a pseudoholomorphic map on the surface
part, gradient trajectory on the tree parts, and the tree components and the bound-
ary of the surface components are mapped to the Lagrangian submanifold L :
Jd(u|S) = d(u|S)j(3.2)
− grad(F )(∂u|T ) = d
ds
(∂u|T )(3.3)
u(T ∪ ∂S) ⊂ L.(3.4)
A holomorphic treed disk u : C = S ∪ T → X is stable it has no automorphisms,
or equivalently
(a) each disk component Sv, ⊂ S on which the map u is constant (that is, a ghost
disk bubble) has at least one interior node or has at least three boundary
nodes;
(b) each sphere component Sv, ⊂ S on which the map u is constant (that is, a
ghost sphere bubble) has at least three nodes;
(c) each treed segment Te,i ⊂ Te on which the map u is constant has at most one
infinite end, that is, one of the ends of Te,i is an attaching point to a sphere
or disk Sv ⊂ S.
Note that the case C ∼= R equipped with a non-constant Morse trajectory u : C → L
is allowed under this stability condition. The energy of a treed disk is the sum of
the energies of the surface components,
E(u) =
∫
S
1
2
|du|2Sd VolS .
For a holomorphic disk the energy is equal to the symplectic area
Area(u) =
∫
S
(u|S)∗ω.
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3.3. Multiply-broken disks. A broken map is a map from a nodal curve to a
multiply cut manifold that is discontinuous at nodes. Different components of the
nodal curve map to different pieces of the multiply cut manifold, and the lifts of
the nodal points satisfy an edge matching condition. The nodal points carry an
additional data of intersection multiplicity with boundary divisors. This data is
packaged into a tropical structure, which is part of the combinatorial type of the
broken map.
Definition 3.4. (Tropical graph) Let B∨ ⊂ t∨ be the dual complex for a set of
polytopes P = {P ⊂ t∨} as in Definition 2.33. A tropical structure T on a graph Γ
relative to B consists of
(a) a polytope map
Vert(Γ)→ P, v 7→ P (v)
with the properties if v−, v+ are contained in an edge e then
P (e) := P (v+) ∩ P (v−)
is non-empty and is a face of both P (v−) and P (v+);
(b) a slope for each edge
T (e) ∈ tP (e),Z,
and tP,Z is the weight lattice in tP ;
so that there exists a tropical weight
(3.5) Vert(Γ)→ (P (v))∨ ⊂ B∨, v 7→ T (v)
satisfying the following.
(a) The difference of weights T (v±) between any two vertices v−, v+ connected
by an oriented edge e from v− to v+ (that is e = (v+, v−)) is in the positive
span of T (e):
(Slope condition) T (v+)− T (v−) ∈ R>0T (e).
If an edge has zero slope then the polytopes and weights are equal :
T (e) = 0 =⇒ (P (v+) = P (v−)) and T (v+) = T (v−).
(b) (Tropical structure on a treed graph) Suppose Γ is the type of a treed disk.
Then, in a tropical structure on Γ, we require that all boundary edges have
zero slope:
T (e) = 0 ∀e ∈ Edge (Γ).
The treed graph Γ together with a tropical structure is called a tropical graph.
The set of tropical weights on a tropical graph Γ is denoted
(3.6) W(Γ) = {(T (v), v ∈ Vert(Γ))}.
A tropical isomorphism between tropical graphs (Γ1, T1) and (Γ2, T2) is a graph
isomorphism Γ1 ∼= Γ2 that preserves the polytopes P (v) and edge slopes T (e).
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Definition 3.5. (Broken map) Let (X,P) be a broken manifold. Let P0 ∈ P be a
polytope for which the torus TP0 is trivial, and so, XP0 = XP0×P∨0 . Let L ⊂ XP0 be
a Lagrangian submanifold that does not intersect boundary divisors. A broken map
u to X is a datum consisting of
(a) (Type) a type Γ, which is the combinatorial type of a treed disk with a tropical
structure for which disk vertices map to P0 :
v ∈ Vert (Γ) =⇒ P (v) = P0;
(b) (Domain curve) a treed nodal disk C of type Γ; we denote for any v ∈ Vert(Γ)
the corresponding component of C by Cv and the complement of the interior
nodes by C◦v ⊂ Cv;
(c) (Map) a collection of treed holomorphic maps
(3.7) uv : Cv → XP (v), XP (v) := XP (v)×P (v)∨ , v ∈ Vert(Γ)
denoted u : C → X for short for which
uv(C
◦
v ) ⊂ X◦P (v)
and the collection (uv)v satisfies the continuity and edge matching condition
as follows.
• (Continuity) The restriction of the map u to disk components and treed parts
u|(∪v∈Vert (Γ)C◦v ) ∪ (∪e∈Edge (Γ)Te)
is continuous.
• (Matching at edges with zero slope) If an interior edge e ∈ Edge (Γ) has zero
slope T (e) = 0, the corresponding nodal points w±e ∈ Cv± map to X◦P (v±)
and the map u is continuous at the node :
u(w+e ) = u(w
−
e ) ∈ X◦P (v±).
• (Matching at edges with non-zero slope) For an edge e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edge (Γ)
with T (e) 6= 0, the maps
u− = u|Cv− , u+ = u|Cv+
with nodes w−(e), w+(e) ∈ Cv± satisfy the following.
(a) The evaluations of u± at the nodal points w±(e) lie on the space XP (e)
corresponding to the face P (e) in XP (v±). That is,
(piP (v±) ◦ u±)(w±(e)) ∈ X◦P (e) ⊂ XP (v±),
where piP (v±) : XP (v±) → XP (v±) is the fibration map from (2.16).
Further,
(Horizontal matching) piP (v−)(u−(w−(e)))) = piP (v+)(u+(w+(e))) =: x(e).
(b) (Vertical matching) The leading order terms in the vertical direction
agree on both sides of the node in the following sense. There exist local
coordinates
z+ : (Uw+ , w+)→ (P1,∞), z− : (Uw− , w−)→ (P1, 0),
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in the neighbourhood Uw = Uw+ ∪ Uw− of the node w such that
(3.8) lim
z−→0
z
T (e)
− u−(z−) = lim
z+→0
z
T (e)
+ u+(z+)
Here, u−(z−), u+(z+) are viewed as points in the P (e)-cylinder ZP (e),C
via the embedding
X◦
P (v±)
→ ZP (e),C
from (2.28) which is defined in a neighborhood of pi−1P (v)(XP (e)). The
coordinates z+, z− are called matching coordinates at the node we.
This ends the Definition.
As usual one obtains a Hausdorff moduli space after imposing a stability condition:
Definition 3.6. A broken map u : C → X is stable if either of the following equiv-
alent conditions hold:
(a) For each v ∈ vert(Γ), such that the horizontal projection piP (v) ◦ uv : Cv →
XP (v) is constant, Cv is stable as a marked curve, and any tree component
Te on which u|Te is constant does not contain an infinite segment;
(b) the reduced automorphism group Autr(C, u) is trivial.
Remark 3.7. The definition of stability differs from the standard definition of sta-
bility for holomorphic maps in that it rules out trivial cylinders : A trivial cylinder
is a map of the form
P1\{0,∞} → XP , z 7→ zµx
for some µ ∈ TP,Z and x ∈ XP , and 0, ∞ are the only special points on the domain.
In the following sequence of remarks, we give various alternate statements (Re-
mark 3.9, Remark 3.13 and Remark 3.15) for the edge matching condition for broken
maps.
Remark 3.8. (Vertical component of a map near a node) In the neighborhood of
a nodal point, a map splits into horizontal and vertical components. The vertical
component is useful in describing the edge matching condition and in stating an
exponential convergence result. Consider an almost complex manifold (X, J) for
which Y1, . . . , Yn are a set of transversely intersecting almost complex codimension
two submanifolds, and the almost complex structure J is cylindrical in a neighbour-
hood of each Yi. Let
Y := Y1 ∩ . . . ∩ Yn ⊂ X.
The cylindricity of J implies that there is a tubular neighbourhood map from the
normal bundle NY onto a neighbourhood UY of Y
(3.9) NY
i−→ UY ⊂ (X, J),
such that the fibers of NY → Y are i∗J-holomorphic, and in the decomposition
NY = ⊕iNYi, for each of the summands the fibers of NYi|Y → Y are i∗J-
holomorphic. Thus a neighbourhood of the zero section of the normal bundle can
be identified with a neighbourhood of Y without making any new choices.
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This leads to the following description of a map in terms of horizontal and vertical
parts. Suppose X and Y are as in the previous paragraph. Let u : C → X be a
holomorphic map that intersects Y at 0 ∈ C with multiplicity µ ∈ Zn. That is, the
intersection of u with the divisor Yi is of order µi, where µ = (µ1, . . . , µn).
(a) (Horizontal and vertical parts) Viewing u as a map toNY in a neighbourhood
of 0, the horizontal part of the map u is the projection uY : C → Y to Y .
The vertical part
uv : C → (NY )uY (0) ' ⊕i(NYi)uY (0) ' Cn
is the projection of u to the vertical direction for a choice of holomorphic
trivialization of the pullback bundle u∗YNY → C.
(b) (Vertical cylinder) The vertical cylinder asymptotically close to the map u at
0 is the leading order term of the Taylor expansion of each of the summands
of uv :
(3.10) uvert : C → (NY )uY (0), z 7→ (zµixi)i = zµx,
where x ∈ NY \∪iYi, which is a (C×)n-bundle over Y . Via the identifications
(3.9) and (2.28), the vertical cylinder may alternately be viewed as a map to
a cylinder
(3.11) uvert : C\{0} → Z × Rn, z 7→ zµx, x ∈ Z × Rn
where Z → Y is an (S1)n-bundle which is the product of the unit circle
bundles of NYi|Y .
The vertical cylinder uvert : C → (NY )uY (0) does not depend on the choice of
holomorphic trivialization because xi is the µi-th derivative of the vertical part and
the lower order derivatives vanish. A change in trivialization amounts to multiplying
(uv)i by a holomorphic function that is identity at the origin, and this transformation
does not alter xi. This ends the Remark.
Remark 3.9. (Edge matching via vertical cylinders) We state the vertical matching
condition for broken maps using the vertical component of a map near a node. The
vertical matching condition means that there exist holomorphic local coordinates
z+ : (Uw+ , w+)→ (P1,∞), z− : (Uw− , w−)→ (P1, 0),
in the neighborhood Uw = Uw+ ∪Uw− of the node w so that the vertical parts of the
maps u± coincide, that is, there exists x ∈ ZP (e),C such that
(Vertical matching) u±,vert(z±) = z
T (e)
± x.
The right-hand-side in (Vertical matching) lies inX◦P (v±), because the P (e)-cylindrical
end in X◦P (v±) has a fixed identification to the cylinder ZP (e),C via (2.28).
As usual, holomorphic curves with finite energy satisfy exponential convergence
conditions.
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Lemma 3.10. (Exponential convergence to the vertical cylinder) Let u : (C, 0) →
(X,Y ) be the map in Remark 3.8, and let uvert be its vertical component at 0 ∈ C.
There is a constant c > 0 such that
d(u(s, t), uvert(s, t)) ≤ ce−s, s ≥ s0,
using the cylindrical metric in Z × Rn and exponential coordinates in the domain
z = e−s−it in the domain.
Proof. In the horizontal projection to Y , we have
d(piY (u(z)), piY (uvert(z))) ≤ c|z|, z ∈ C,
because piY (uvert(z)) is the constant map piY (u(0)). Switching to an exponential
coordinate in the domain gives an exponential decay. In the vertical projection to
the fiber (NY )uY (0), we consider each summand in NY = ⊕ni=1NYi separately, and
obtain
d(uv,i(z), piY (uvert,i(z))) ≤ c|z|µi+1, z ∈ C.
Transforming both domain and target coordinates we get the required estimate of
exponential decay. 
Notation 3.11. (Evaluation map for leading order derivatives) In the above setting,
at 0 ∈ C the derivative normal to the divisor Yi vanishes up to order µi−1. Therefore
the µi-th normal derivative, or the µi-jet normal to Yi, denoted by
evµiYi u(0) ∈ NYi\Yi
is well-defined. We denote the tuple of µi derivatives by
(3.12) evµ u(0) = ⊕i evµiYi u(0) ∈ NY \ ∪i Yi.
We refer to evµ u(0) as the µ-th derivative normal to Y = ∩iYi. The derivative
evµ u(0) is equal to x in (3.10) in the description of the vertical cylinder. The
submanifold Y is not included in the notation because in the cases we need, the
divisors Yi can be read off from the intersection multiplicity µ, see Remark 3.12
below.
Remark 3.12. (Intersection multiplicity at nodes) At a node of a broken map, the
intersection multiplicity with boundary divisors is specified by the slope of the corre-
sponding edge in the tropical graph. Let e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edge ,−(Γ) be an edge. Let
± be either the symbol + or the symbol −. Let Q ⊂ P (v±)×P (v±)∨ be a facet and
XQ,P (v±) ⊂ XP (v±) be the boundary divisor corresponding to the facet Q. Let νQ ∈ t
be the primitive outward normal for the facet Q. If the map uv± : Cv± → XP (v±)
intersects the boundary divisor XQ,P (v±) at the nodal point w(e±), the intersection
multiplicity is
mw(e)(uv± , XQ,P (v±)) = (±T (e), νQ) ∈ Z>0.
This formula is a consequence of the fact that the intersection multiplicity of uv±
at the node w(e) is equal to that of the vertical cylinder uv,vert = z
T (e)
± x at z+ = 0,
z− =∞.
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Remark 3.13. (Edge matching via higher order evaluation maps) The vertical match-
ing condition can be stated as a matching of leading order derivatives on two maps.
Suppose e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edge (Γ) is an edge, we is the corresponding node, and
w±e ∈ Cv± denote the lifts of the node. Using notation 3.11 and the identification
(2.28), evT (e) uv±(w±e )), is a point in ZP (e),C. The vertical matching condition is
(3.13) pi⊥T (e)(ev
T (e) uv+(w
+
e )) = pi
⊥
T (e)(ev
T (e) uv−(w
−
e )),
and both sides of (3.14) lie in ZP (e),C/TT (e),C.
(3.14) pi⊥T (e)(ev
T (e) uv+(w
+
e )) = pi
⊥
T (e)(ev
T (e) uv−(w
−
e )),
and both sides of (3.14) lie in ZP (e),C/TT (e),C.
Remark 3.14. (Comparison to Ionel’s refined matching) In [20, p14], Ionel states
the edge matching condition using a ‘refined evaluation map’. In the terminology of
(3.10), the refined evaluation map for the map u and the point 0 ∈ C is a point in
the weighted projective space
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ P(µ1,...,µn)(⊕iNYi).
This point is well-defined since replacing the domain coordinate z by az for some
a ∈ C× has the effect of changing (x1, . . . , xn) to (aµ1x1, . . . , aµnxn). The evaluation
we use in stating the matching condition in (3.14)
pi⊥µ (ev
µ(0)) ∈ (Z × Rn)/Tµ,C
is Ionel’s evaluation map written using cylindrical coordinates on the target space.
Indeed, we view a neighbourhood of Y in X◦ as embedded in Z × Rn which has a
(C×)n-action. For any a ∈ C×, the point (aµ1x1, . . . , aµnxn) is in the Tµ,C-orbit of
(x1, . . . , xn). The cylindrical viewpoint appears more natural because in the image
of the refined evaluation map none of the coordinates xi vanish. On the other hand
all points in the cylinder (Z×Rn)/Tµ,C can possibly be in the image of the evaluation
map.
Remark 3.15. (Edge matching via projected evaluation maps) Suppose z± is a node
with edge multiplicity T (e) ∈ tP (e). The punctured curves Uz±\{z±} are mapped to
ZP (e),C, which is a TP (e),C-bundle over XP (e). Let
TT (e),C := exp(CT (e)) ⊂ TP (e),C
be the complex one-parameter subgroup generated by T (e) ∈ tP (e). The map
pi⊥T (e)(u) : Uz±\{z±} → ZP (e),C/TT (e),C
has a pre-compact image. Therefore the evaluation
(pi⊥T (e) ◦ u)(z±) ∈ ZP (e),C/TT (e),C
is well-defined. The matching condition is
(3.15) (Edge Matching) (pi⊥T (e) ◦ u)(z+) = (pi⊥T (e) ◦ u)(z−).
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Remark 3.16. The directions T (e) ∈ t∨ for the edges e ∈ Edge(Γ) coming out of any
vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ) satisfy the balancing property in t∨P (v)∑
e3v
pit∨
P (v)
(T (e)) = c1((piP (v) ◦ uv)∗ZP (v) → XP (v)))
where (piP (v) ◦uv) : Cv → XP (v) is the projection of the component uv corresponding
to v ∈ Vert(T ). Indeed, the map uv gives a section of the TP (v)-principal bundle
(piP (v)◦uv)∗ZP (v) → XP (v) on the complement of the intersections with the boundary
divisors corresponding to the edges e 3 v, and the monodromy of the section around
each such intersection is determined by T (e). In particular, if the horizontal projec-
tion piP (v)(uv) is constant (for example, if XP (v) is a point) then
∑
e3v T (e) = 0.
Remark 3.17. (Broken maps for a single cut) In case of a single cut, the target space
of a broken map is the broken manifold X = X+∪Z(P1)∪X− defined in Section 2.2.
The dual complex B is a line segment B ∼= [−1, 1] whose endpoints {±1} correspond
to the cut pieces X±. The tropical type of a broken map u : C → X modelled on a
graph Γ consists of the following information : For any vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ) whether
the curve component Cv maps to X+, X− or the neck piece Z(P1), and for any edge
e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edge (Γ), a slope T (e) ∈ Z. The sign of T (e) indicates the orientation
of e in the dual complex B, and |T (e)| is equal to the intersection multiplicity of the
map with the divisor Y at the nodal point w+e , w
−
e . In particular, the intersection
multiplicities are equal for both lifts of the node :
mw+e (uv+ , Y ) = mw−e (uv− , Y ).
The matching condition for an edge e only consists of a horizontal matching condi-
tion:
piY (uv+(w
+
e )) = piY (uv−(w
−
e )).
The vertical matching condition is vacuous : the fiber NY → Y is one-dimensional
(in C), and therefore the coefficient of the leading order term can be matched by
adjusting the domain coordinates. This ends the Remark.
Remark 3.18. (A comparison with symplectic field theory) Holomorphic buildings
in symplectic field theory [5] are comparable to broken maps on manifolds with a
single cut. The target space of a holomorphic building consists of X+, X− and k−1
copies of the neck piece Z(P1) for some k ≥ 1:
X[k] := X+ ∪Y Z(P1) ∪Y · · · ∪Y Z(P1) ∪Y X−,
and any pair of consecutive pieces are identified along a divisor Y . A holomorphic
building u : C → X[k] is a continuous map, where nodes map to the divisor Y , and
intersection multiplicities mw±e (uv± , Y ) are equal on both sides.
A holomorphic building differs from a broken map in two ways : it is a continuous
map, and it remembers an ordering for the neck piece components. In our view, this
ordering is not important: With suitable regularity assumptions a broken u map
with m components in neck pieces can be glued to give a 2m-dimensional family of
unbroken maps in Xν for any ν. Any sequence of maps uν : Cν → Xν lying in the
glued family converges to a broken map u′ : C ′ → X that is related to u : C → X
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by a tropical symmetry (as in Definition 3.19). The choice of the sequence {uν}ν
determines to which of the neck pieces a target Sv ⊂ C component maps. But
since the 2m-dimensional family is connected, the ordering of the pieces is not a
combinatorial invariant of the moduli space. We do not fully prove this in this paper,
and instead give a gluing proof only for rigid types. But we expect the proof can
be completed using the set-up in this paper. One effect of the differing definitions
is the following: Unlike holomorphic buildings, broken maps do not have trivial
cylinders. In holomorphic buildings trivial cylinders have to be inserted whenever
there is a node between components that are not in adjacent levels in order to achieve
continuity. This ends the Remark.
3.4. Symmetries and isomorphisms of broken maps. The definition of equiva-
lence for broken maps involves not only automorphisms of the domains, but the torus
actions on the “neck pieces” in the degeneration. These equivalences are encoded in
the action of a tropical symmetry group defined as follows.
Definition 3.19. (Tropical symmetry) A tropical symmetry for a tropical graph Γ
consists of translations gv ∈ TP (v),C for each vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ) satisfying
(3.16) gv+g
−1
v− ∈ TT (e),C, ∀e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edge(Γ).
Here TT (e),C ⊂ TP (e),C is the complex torus generated by T (e) ∈ tP (e),Z. The group
of tropical symmetries is denoted
(3.17) Ttrop(Γ) = {(gv)v∈Vert(Γ)|(3.16)}.
A tropical graph is rigid if its tropical symmetry group Ttrop(Γ) is trivial.
The condition (3.16) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the translations
(gv)v to preserve the matching condition at nodes.
Definition 3.20. (Isomorphisms)
(a) An isomorphism between two broken maps u : C → X, u′ : C ′ → X is a
biholomorphism φ : C → C ′ such that u = u′◦φ. The group of automorphism
of a map u : C → X is denoted Aut(C, u).
(b) A reduced isomorphism between two broken maps u : C → X, u′ : C ′ → X is
an isomorphism φ : C → C ′ and a tropical symmetry
(gv ∈ TP (v),C), v ∈ Vert(Γ))
intertwining the maps u, u′ in the sense that
(3.18) u′v = gvuv ◦ (φ|Cv), ∀v ∈ Vert(Γ).
The group of reduced automorphism of a map u : C → X is denoted
Autr(C, u).
The following lemma relates the set of tropical weights (associated to vertices in
the tropical graph) to the group of tropical symmetries.
Lemma 3.21. (a) For a tropical graph Γ, the set of tropical weights W(Γ) (de-
fined in (3.6)) is convex.
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P∨0
P∨1
P∨∩
P∨0
P∨1
P∨∩
Figure 4. The dual graph for the multiple cut in Figure 2 is a
rectangle. The tropical graph on the left is rigid. The one on the right
is not rigid since the vertices can be moved to the dotted positions.
(b) (From tropical weights to tropical symmetries) If a tropical graph has two
distinct tropical weights
(T0(v), v ∈ Vert(Γ)), (T1(v), v ∈ Vert(Γ))
then the difference (T0(v)−T1(v), v ∈ Vert(Γ)) generates a real-two-dimensional
subgroup of the tropical symmetry group Ttrop(Γ) (defined in (3.17)).
Proof. For the first statement, if T0, T1 ∈ W(Γ) are weights for a tropical graph Γ,
then for any t ∈ [0, 1]
(1− t)T0 + tT1 ∈ W(Γ)
is a tropical weight. If the weights T0, T1 are distinct, then
g(v) : C→ TC, z 7→ e(T1(v)−T0(v))z, v ∈ Vert(Γ)
is a non-trivial group of symmetries g ∈ Ttrop(Γ) for broken maps modelled on Γ. 
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4. Coherent perturbations and regularity
In order to obtain the necessary transversality our Morse functions and almost
complex structures must be allowed to depend on a point in the domain. A domain-
dependent perturbation is defined as a map from a universal curve to the space of
tamed almost complex structures. Any holomorphic map has as its domain a fiber
of the universal moduli space of domain curves.
4.1. Domain-dependent perturbations. We first fix subsets of the universal
treed disk on which to perturb. Let Γ be a combinatorial type of treed disk and
UΓ = SΓ ∪ T Γ its universal curve from (3.1). Fix a compact subset
T cpΓ ⊂ T Γ
containing, in its interior, at least one point z ∈ Te on a treed segment corresponding
to every boundary edge e ∈ Edge (Γ). Thus the complement T Γ − T cpΓ ⊂ T Γ is a
neighbourhood of infinity on each edge. Also fix a compact subset
ScpΓ ⊂ SΓ − {we ∈ SΓ, e ∈ Edge−(Γ)}
disjoint from the boundary and spherical nodes w(e) ∈ C, e ∈ Edge(Γ), containing in
its interior at least one point z ∈ Sv on each sphere and disk component Sv ⊂ C for
each fiber C ⊂ UΓ. Furthermore, the complement SΓ−ScpΓ ⊂ SΓ is a neighbourhood
of the boundary and nodes; these neighborhoods must be chosen compatibly with
those already chosen on the boundary for the inductive construction later.
Following Floer [14], we use a Cε-topology on the space of almost complex struc-
tures. For a section ξ of a vector bundle E → X, the Cε-norm is
‖ξ‖Cε :=
∑∞
k=0εk‖ξ‖Ck(X,E).
Here ε = (εi)i∈N is a fixed sequence of positive numbers that converges fast enough
to 0 as i→∞. If the convergence is sufficiently rapid, then the space of sections with
a bounded norm is a Banach space [14, Lemma 5.1] and contains sections supported
in arbitrarily small neighbourhoods of X.
Definition 4.1. (a) (Domain-dependent Morse functions) Suppose that Γ is a
type of stable treed disk, and T Γ ⊂ UΓ is the tree part of the universal treed
disk (recall that the tree part is entirely on the boundary). Let
(F : L→ R, G : T⊗2L→ R)
be a Morse-Smale pair. For an integer l ≥ 0 a domain-dependent perturbation
of F of class C l is a C l map
(4.1) FΓ : T Γ × L→ R
equal to the given function F away from the compact part:
FΓ|(T Γ − T cpΓ ) = pi∗2F
where pi2 is the projection on the second factor in (4.1).
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(b) (Domain-dependent almost complex structure) Let J0 ∈ J cylτ (X) be a strongly
tamed cylindrical almost complex structure. A domain-dependent almost
complex structure of class Cε for treed disks of type Γ and base J0 is a map
from the two-dimensional part SΓ of the universal curve UΓ to J cylτ (X) given
by
(4.2) JΓ : SΓ → J cylτ (X)
equal to the given J away from the compact part:
(4.3) JΓ|(SΓ − ScpΓ ) = J0,
and for any fiber SΓ ⊂ SΓ JΓ − J0 has finite norm in Cε(SΓ × X,End(TX)).
Definition 4.2. (Perturbation data) A perturbation datum for a type Γ of stable
treed disks is a pair PΓ = (FΓ, JΓ) consisting of a domain-dependent Morse function
FΓ and a domain-dependent almost complex structure JΓ.
The following are operations on perturbation data given my morphisms on types
of stable treed disks.
Definition 4.3. (a) (Cutting edges) Suppose that Γ, Γ′ are combinatorial types
of stable treed disks such that Γ is obtained by cutting an edge e ∈ Edge ,−
of Γ′ that contains a breaking, see Figure 5. (This is necessarily a boundary
edge.) A perturbation datum for Γ gives rise to a perturbation datum for Γ′
by pushing forward PΓ under the map pi
Γ′
Γ : UΓ → UΓ′ . That is, define
JΓ′(z
′, x) = JΓ(z, x), ∀z ∈ (piΓ′Γ )−1(z).
The definition for FΓ′ is similar.
(b) (Collapsing edges/making an edge length finite or non-zero) Suppose that Γ
is obtained from Γ′ by collapsing an edge or making an edge length finite/non-
zero (in case of a boundary edge). Any perturbation datum PΓ for Γ induces
a datum for Γ′ by pullback of PΓ under ιΓ
′
Γ : UΓ′ → UΓ.
01
2 3
1
2
0 1
2
0e
`(e) =∞
Cut e
Figure 5. Cutting an edge e relabels the boundary and interior markings.
We are now ready to define coherent collections of perturbation data. These are
data that behave well with each type of operation in Definition 4.3.
Definition 4.4. (Coherent families of perturbation data) A collection of perturba-
tion data P = (PΓ)Γ is coherent if it is compatible with the morphisms of moduli
spaces of different types in the sense that
(a) (Cutting edges) if Γ is obtained from Γ′ by cutting a boundary edge e ∈
Edge∞,−(Γ′) of infinite length, then PΓ′ is the push-forward of PΓ;
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(b) (Collapsing edges/making an edge length finite/non-zero) if Γ is obtained
from Γ′ by collapsing an edge or making an edge finite/non-zero, then PΓ′ is
the pullback of PΓ;
(c) (Products) if Γ is the union of types Γ1,Γ2 obtained by cutting an edge of
Γ′, then PΓ is obtained from PΓ1 and PΓ2 as follows: Let
pik :MΓ ∼=MΓ1 ×MΓ2 →MΓk
denote the projection on the k-th factor. Then UΓ is the union of pi∗1UΓ1 and
pi∗2UΓ2 . Then we require that PΓ is equal to the pullback of PΓk on pi∗kUΓk :
(4.4) PΓ|UΓk = pi∗kPΓk .
We also require the perturbation data to satisfy the following locality axiom which
ensures that the perturbations on any component only depend on special points on
that component, and the length of the treed segments on the boundary of the disk.
We first set up some notation: For a type Γ underlying treed disks, and a vertex
v ∈ Vert(Γ), let Γ(v) be the sub-tree consisting of the vertex v, and edges meeting a
vertex v. Let UΓ,v ⊂ UΓ be a fibration over MΓ whose fiber over m ∈ MΓ consists
of the curve component represented by v. Define a map
(4.5) piv : UΓ,v → UΓ(v) × ([0,∞])|Edge ,−(Γ)|,
whose first component UΓ,v → UΓ(v) is the natural projection map, and the second
component is the length function on boundary edges e ∈ Edge ,−(Γ).
(Locality Axiom) The restriction of the perturbation datum PΓ to UΓ,v is the
pullback via piv of some datum on UΓ(v) × ([0,∞])|Edge ,−(Γ)|.
This ends the Definition.
Let C be a possibly unstable treed disk of type Γ. The stabilization of C is the
stable treed disk st(C) of some type st(Γ) obtained by collapsing unstable surface
and tree components. Thus the stabilization st(C) of any treed disk C is the fiber
of a universal treed disk Ust(Γ). Given perturbation datum for the type st(Γ), we
obtain a domain-dependent almost complex structure and Morse function for C,
still denoted JΓ, FΓ, by pull-back under the map C → Ust(Γ). If Γ does not contain
vertices, i.e. if C is a single infinite segment Te, e ∈ Edge(Γ), then the perturbation
PΓ vanishes on C.
Remark 4.5. (On the locality axiom) The locality axiom ensures that forgetting a
marking ze on a treed curve affects the perturbation datum only on the component
containing ze. This feature is used in Proposition 6.30. The dependence on the
boundary edge lengths is useful for the following reason. Suppose Γ is a combinato-
rial type of treed disk depicted in Figure 5. By cutting an edge e in Γ, we obtain two
identical types. The cutting edge axiom requires that a coherent perturbation datum
on Γ is equal on both sides of the edge e. If in the locality axiom, the perturbation is
defined by pulling back by the map piv : UΓ,v → UΓ(v), then the perturbation datum
on both surface components will be required to be equal even when the edge length
of e is finite. This creates a problem, because in order to obtain transversality in
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the case `(e) = 0, we need the perturbation datum on both surface components to
be independent of each other.
4.2. Perturbed maps. Given domain-dependent perturbations as in the previous
section, the equations defining the moduli space of pseudoholomorphic maps are
perturbed as follows.
Definition 4.6. (Perturbed pseudoholomorphic treed disks) Given a coherent per-
turbation datum P = {PΓ}Γ, a pseudoholomorphic treed disk in X with boundary
in L consists of
(a) a treed disk C = S ∪ T with stabilized type Γ := st(C),
(b) and continuous maps
u : C → X,
such that the following hold:
(a) (Boundary condition) The tree components and the boundary of the surface
components are mapped to the Lagrangian submanifold :
u(∂S ∪ T ) ⊂ L.
(b) (Surface equation) On the surface part S of C the map u is J-pseudoholomorphic
for the given domain-dependent almost complex structure: if j denotes the
complex structure on S then
JΓ(z, u(z)) duS = duS j.
(c) (Boundary tree equation) On the boundary tree part T ⊂ C the map u is a
collection of gradient trajectories:
d
ds
uT = − gradFΓ(s,u(s)) uT
where s is a coordinate on the segment so that the segment has the given
length. Thus for each treed edge e ∈ Edge ,−(Γ) the length of the trajectory
u|Te is equal to `(e).
Definition 4.7. (Perturbed pseudoholomorphic broken treed disks) Given a coher-
ent perturbation datum P = {PΓ}Γ, a holomorphic broken treed disk in a broken
manifold XP with boundary in L ⊂ XP0 , P0 ∈ P, consists of
(a) a treed disk C = S ∪ T with type Γ′ whose stabilization st(C) is Γ;
(b) a tropical structure T on Γ;
(c) and a collection of maps
uv : Cv → Xv, v ∈ Vert(Γ), v ∈ Vert (Γ)
that is PΓ-holomorphic, and satisfies the edge matching condition (3.15)
at all interior edges e ∈ Edge (T ) and the Lagrangian boundary condition
uv((∂C)v) ⊂ L.
The stability condition for treed pseudoholomorphic disks is the following.
Definition 4.8. A treed pseudoholomorphic disk u : C → X is stable if
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(a) If Sv ⊂ S, v ∈ Vert(Γ) is a surface component and u|Sv has zero area (and
so is horizontally constant) then Sv with its special points is a stable curve.
(b) If Te ⊂ T, e ∈ Edge(Γ) is an infinite segment and u|Te is constant, then Te
has a finite end, that is, Te is infinite in both directions.
We will not introduce notation for the moduli space of broken maps, but instead
work directly with the regularized moduli spaces using Donaldson hypersurfaces and
domain-dependent almost complex structures.
4.3. Stabilizing divisors. Domain-dependent perturbations of the almost com-
plex structure are required to regularize the moduli space of pseudoholomorphic
disks/spheres. As in Cieliebak-Mohnke [9], we use Donaldson divisors for this pur-
pose. We will require the interior markings on the domains of disks/spheres to
coincide with the intersections points of the pseudoholomorphic map with the Don-
aldson divisor. If the divisor has high enough degree, all domain components are
stable as curves. Consequently the almost complex structure can be perturbed to
attain regularity on all domain components. We assume that all the symplectic
forms are rational so that Donaldson divisors can be constructed:
Definition 4.9. The symplectic manifold (X,ω) is rational if [ω] ∈ H2(X,Q). A
prequantum line bundle is a line-bundle-with-connection X˜ → X whose curvature is
(2pi/i)ω. A Lagrangian L ⊂ X is (strongly) rational if there exists a prequantum
bundle X˜ an integer k and a flat section of the restriction X˜⊗k|L.
We first recall results about stabilizing divisors for unbroken manifolds, and then,
present the modifications necessary for the broken case.
Definition 4.10. (a) A divisor in X is symplectic submanifold D ⊂ X of real
codimension codim(D) = 2.
(b) A tamed almost complex structure J ∈ Jτ (X) is adapted to D if J(TD) =
TD. The space of tamed almost complex structures that are adapted to D
is denoted by Jτ (X,D).
(c) Let D ⊂ X − L be a divisor disjoint from the Lagrangian L. For E > 0,
an adapted almost complex structure JD ∈ Jτ (X,D) is E- stabilized by a
divisor D iff
(i) (Non-constant spheres) D does not contain any JD-holomorphic sphere
with energy < E,
(ii) (Sufficient intersections) any JD-holomorphic sphere in X with energy
< E has at least 3 distinct points of intersection with D, and any JD-
holomorphic disk with energy < E has at least one intersection with
D.
A pair (J,D) consisting of a divisor D and J ∈ Jτ (X,D) is stabilizing if J is
E-stabilizing for all E > 0.
Proposition 4.11. (Existence of a stabilizing pair, [7, Section 4]) Suppose ω ∈
Ω2(X) is a rational symplectic form and L ⊂ X is a compact (strongly) rational
Lagrangian submanifold. Then, there exists a stabilizing pair (J0, D), and for ev-
ery E > 0 a neighbourhood J (X,D; J0, E) of J0 consisting of E-stabilizing almost
complex structures adapted to D. Additionally, L is exact in X −D.
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Remark 4.12. We recall some details in the proof of Proposition 4.11 which are used
in constructing stabilizing pairs for broken manifolds. For a tame almost complex
structure J ∈ Jτ (X), an integer k0 ∈ N is a degree bound for stabilization if for any
homology class α ∈ H2(X,Z) that is represented by a non-constant J-holomorphic
sphere u : P1 → X,
(4.6) k0ω(α) ≥ 2(c1(X), α) + dim(X) + 1.
If a divisor D is Poincare´ dual to k0[ω] satisfying (4.6), and if J is generic, then
(J,D) is stabilizing. The Proposition 4.11 is proved by showing that for any given
tamed almost complex structure J0, and  > 0, there exists a constant k(, J0)
that is a degree bound for stabilizing for any J ∈ Jτ (X) satisfying ‖J − J0‖ ≤
. This fact gives enough wiggle room to find a stabilizing pair. Indeed, by the
adaptation of Donaldson’s construction in Auroux-Gayet-Mohsen [3], one can find
an approximately J0-holomorphic divisor X−L for which there is an adapted almost
complex structure J1 close enough to J0. Next, J1 can be perturbed to J within
J (X,D)∩B(J0) to make it generic, so that (J,D) is stabilizing. See [9, Section 8]
for details. We recall from [9, Lemma 8.13] how the constant k(, J0) is determined.
Let α ∈ Ω2(X) be a representative of c1(TX) ∈ H2(X). For any 0 <  < 1, we have
(4.7) α(v,Kv) ≤ k∗ω(v,Kv), ∀v ∈ TX,K ∈ J τ (X) ∩B(J0),
where
k∗ =
(1 + )
(1− )‖α‖.
The estimate (4.7) implies that
c1(α) ≤ k∗ω(α)
for any homology class α ∈ H2(X,Z) that is represented by a K-holomorphic sphere
for K ∈ J τ (X) ∩B(J0). Then, any constant
k ≥ 2k∗ + 2n+ 1
is a degree bound for stabilizing for almost complex structures in a -neighbourhood
of J0.
By [7, Theorem 3.6], if the Lagrangian L is rational, for the divisors in X − L
produced by Auroux-Gayet-Mohsen [3], L is exact in X − D. Further, if X is a
broken manifold, D ⊂ X− L is a broken submanifold as in definition 4.14 below, L
is contained in a cut space X0 ⊂ X, and L is exact in (X0,D∩X0), then, L is exact
in the glued family Xν −Dν . This ends the Remark.
Remark 4.13. Exactness allows the following relation of area to intersection numbers.
If L is exact in X −D, then, the intersection number of a disk u : (C, ∂C)→ (X,L)
with the divisor D is proportional to the area of the disk, see [7, Lemma 3.4]. In
particular, if [D]∨ = k[ω] for some k ∈ Z, then,
(4.8) #u−1(D) = k
∫
C
u∗ω.
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4.4. Stabilizing divisors in broken manifolds. In this section, we construct sta-
bilizing divisors in a broken manifold by a modification of Donaldson’s construction.
Once the divisors are defined, the notions of adapted and stabilizing almost complex
structures extend naturally to the broken case.
Definition 4.14. (Divisor in a broken manifold) Suppose X is the broken manifold
associated to a collection of polytopes P. A broken divisor D in X consists of a
divisor DP ⊂ XP for every P ∈ P, such that DP is a lift of a symplectic divisor
DP ⊂ XP by the projection map piP : XP → XP , and for any pair of polytopes
Q ⊂ P , DQ is the intersection DP ∩ XQ. The broken divisor D is cylindrical, if
for any pair of polytopes Q ⊂ P , the divisor DP ⊂ XP is Q-cylindrical in the
neighbourhood of XQ. That is, there is a neighbourhood U
P
Q ⊂ XP of XQ that is
equipped with a projection map piQ : UQ → XQ as in (2.22), and DP ∩ UQ is equal
to pi−1Q (DQ).
Definition 4.15. (Adapted broken almost complex structure) Given a broken divi-
sor D ⊂ X, we denote by J cyl(X,D) the space of cylindrical almost complex struc-
tures that are adapted to D, that is J(TD) = TD. The subset of tamed adapted
almost complex structures is denoted by J cylτ (X,D).
The following Lemma shows that a broken divisor D can be made cylindrical via a
deformation of the symplectic cylindrical structure if D intersects boundary divisors
ω-orthogonally. It is easily seen that ω-orthogonality is a necessary condition for such
a deformation to exist. The following result shows that it is a sufficient condition.
Lemma 4.16. (Making a broken divisor cylindrical) Suppose X is a broken manifold
with a strongly compatible cylindrical almost complex structure J . For any 0 <
θ0 < 1, there exists θ1 such that the following is satisfied. Let D ⊂ X be a broken
divisor that is θ1-approximately J-holomorphic which intersects boundary divisors ω-
orthogonally. Then, there is a cylindrical structure on X for which D is cylindrical
and an adapted almost complex structure J1 ∈ J cylτ (X,D) that satisfies ‖J1−J0‖C0 <
θ0.
Proof of Lemma 4.16. The manifolds XP have a symplectic cylindrical structure in
the neighbourhoods of submanifolds XQ, Q ⊂ P that agree with the cylindrical
structure corresponding to J . We denote these by a consistent set of maps from a
neighbourhood of XQ in XP to the normal bundle
ψPQ : NPQ→ UPQ.
By the relative symplectic neighbourhood theorem 2.26, there is a different symplec-
tic cylindrical structure
φPQ : NPQ→ UPQ, Q ⊂ P
that is adapted to D. The map ψPQ can be deformed to φ
P
Q by an isotopy of XP . The
isotopy can be made C2-small by taking the neighbourhood UPQ to be small enough.
Therefore, there exist tamed almost complex structures that are cylindrical with
respect to the structure maps {φPQ} and which are C0-close to J . Now, by following
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arguments in Cieliebak-Mohnke [9, Section 8], one can find D-adapted cylindrical
almost complex structures close enough to J . 
In the rest of this section, we construct a cylindrical stabilizing pair for a broken
manifold. The construction of the divisors is via a slight modification of Donaldson’s
technique [13]. Let X̂ → X be a line-bundle with connection α over X whose cur-
vature two-form curv(α) satisfies curv(α) = (2pi/i)ω; since our symplectic manifolds
are rational we may always assume this to be the case after taking a suitable integer
multiple of the symplectic form.
Definition 4.17. (Asymptotically holomorphic sequences of sections) Let (sk)k≥0
be a sequence of sections of X̂k → X.
(a) The sequence (sk)k≥0 is asymptotically holomorphic if there exists a constant
C and integer k0 such that for k ≥ k0,
(4.9) |sk|+ |∇sk|+ |∇2sk| ≤ C, |∂sk|+ |∇∂sk| ≤ Ck−1/2.
(b) The sequence (sk)k≥0 is uniformly transverse to 0 if there exists a constant
η independent of k, and k0 ∈ Z such that for any x ∈ X and k ≥ k0 with
|sk(x)| < η, the derivative of sk is surjective and satisfies |∇sk(x)| ≥ η.
In both definitions the norms of the derivatives are evaluated using the metric gk =
kω(·, J ·).
Proposition 4.18. (Construction of a broken divisor) Suppose X is a broken man-
ifold, for which the symplectic form ωXP on each of the cut spaces XP , P ∈ P is
rational. Given a strongly compatible cylindrical almost complex structure J on X,
there is a sequence of asymptotically holomorphic and uniformly transverse sections
{sk,P : XP → X̂P } for all P ∈ P such that for any pair of polytopes Q ⊂ P ,
sk,P |XQ = sk,Q and the zero set s−1k,P (0) intersects XQ ω-orthogonally.
Proof. The sections are constructed by running Donaldson’s procedure simultane-
ously for all the manifolds in the set {XP }P∈P . To study sections on the line bundle
X̂kP → XP , we use the metric
gk := kω(·, J ·)
on XP . Under this metric, the effects of the non-integrability of J become negligible
as k increases.
We first describe a set of center points for the Gaussian section for each tensor
power of the given line bundle. Given k  0, a set of center points Λk,P ⊂ XP is
defined so that it contains Ckdim(XP ) number of points, and XP is covered by the
following neighbourhoods :
XP = (∪x∈Λk,PBgk(x, 1)) ∪ (∪Q⊂PBgk(XQ, 1)).
The set of center points also satisfies the condition that for any pair of polytopes
Q ⊂ P :
Λk,Q ⊂ Λk,P , and x ∈ Λk,P \Λk,Q =⇒ dgk(x,XQ) > 1.
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Let Λk be the union ∪PΛk,P . The set Λk is partitioned into subsets I1, . . . , IN where
N is independent of k while satisfying the following for any pair x ∈ Λk,P \∪Q⊂P Λk,Q
and y ∈ ∪Q⊂PΛk,Q
x ∈ Iα, y ∈ Iβ =⇒ β < α.
For any center point p, we now define an asymptotically holomorphic Gaussian
section centered at p for every manifold XP that contains p. Let P0 ∈ P be the
smallest polytope containing p. Let (z1, . . . , zm) be Darboux coordinates on XP0
centered at p which are complex linear at p, and fix a trivialization of the line
bundle X̂kP0 → XP0 so that the connection is
∑
i(zidzi − zidzi). Define a Gaussian
section σk,p,P0(z) as e
−k|z|2 multiplied by a cutoff function vanishing at a gk-distance
of k1/6 and extended by zero.
Extensions of Gaussian sections to higher dimensional manifolds are defined using
identifications of normal bundles to neighbourhoods of submanifolds. Since ω and J
have the same cylindrical structure, there is a set of consistent symplectomorphisms
{φPQ}Q⊂P (as in Definition 2.24),
(4.10) φPQ : NPQ→ UQP ,
each of which maps the neighborhood of the zero section of the normal bundle
NPQ to a neighbourhood UPQ of XQ in XP , and the fibers are biholomorphic to
a neighborhood of the origin in CcodimP (Q). For p ∈ Λk,Q, Darboux coordinates
(z1, . . . , zn) in XP are defined so that a subset of components, say (z1, . . . , zdimQ),
is the lift of Darboux coordinates in XQ. The other components (zdim(Q)+1, . . . , zn)
are coordinates in the fiber of the normal bundle NPQ, and for any zi, i > dim(Q),
the zero set {zi = 0} is a boundary divisor XP ′ of XP that contains XQ. Next,
choose a trivialization of X̂P that extends the trivialization of X̂Q for any Q ⊂ P ,
p ∈ Λk,Q, and so that the connection is
∑
i k(zidzi−zidzi) plus terms higher order in
zi, zi. Finally, define Gaussian sections as σk,p,P (z) = e
−k|z|2 multiplied by a cutoff
function vanishing at a gk-distance of k
1/6 and extended by zero. The Gaussian
sections are approximately holomorphic.
The Gaussian sections are approximately holomorphic and have the following
properties for polytopes Q ⊂ P :
(a) (Restriction) if p ∈ Λk,Q ⊂ Λk,P , then σk,p,P |XQ = σk,p,Q,
(b) (Transversality) if for some constants {wp}p∈Λk,Q , the section
σw,Q :=
∑
p∈Λk,Q
wpσk,p,Q
intersects the zero section η-transversely, then in a neighbourhoodBgk(XQ, 1) ⊂
XP , the section
σw,P :=
∑
p∈Λk,Q
wpσk,p,P
is η/e-transverse.
(c) (ω-orthogonality) If the transversality in the previous item holds, then the
zero set σ−1w,P (0) ⊂ XP is a Q-cylindrical divisor in a neighbourhood of XQ,
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and projects to σ−1w,Q(0) on XQ. Consequently for any polytope P0 : Q ⊆ P0 ⊂
P , the zero set σ−1w,P (0) ⊂ XP intersects the submanifold XP0 ω-orthogonally.
Gaussian sections whose centers are close to boundary divisors are multiplied
by a factor that vanishes up to order two at the boundary divisor. Consider a
lattice point p and let P0 be the smallest polytope that contains p. We know that
dgk(p,Q) ≥ 1 for all facets Q ⊂ P0. Let Q1, . . . , Qα ⊂ P0 be facets for which
1 ≤ dgk(p,Qi) ≤ k−1/6. Since the identifications of normal bundles in (4.10) are
holomorphic on fibers, and the fiber coordinates can be chosen to be holomorphic
on fibers. The fiber coordinate zi on the normal bundle NP0Qi vanishes on Qi and
∂zi(p) = 0. The modified Gaussian section defined as
σ′k,p,P = σk,p,P ·
∏α
i=1z
2
i /zi(p)
2
is asymptotically holomorphic and has a uniform lower bound on Bgk(p, 1). If p is
not close to any boundary divisors then α = 0, and the Gaussian section at p is
left unchanged. Such a section vanishes on boundary divisors because of the cutoff
function.
The globalization process consists of finding coefficients {wp}p∈Λk such that∑
p∈Λk,Pwpσ
′
k,p,P
is a uniformly transverse sequence for each P . The proof of globalization carries
over from [13]. The only new feature is to determine each coefficient wp in a P -
independent way. This can be done by Lemma 4.19 which is a modification of [13,
Theorem 20].
Finally we show that the zero set of the transverse section intersects boundary
divisors orthogonally. Suppose the globalization process produces constants wp ∈ C,
p ∈ Λk such that the section
sw,P :=
∑
p∈Λk,P
wpσ
′
k,p,P
is transverse to the zero section for all P . Consider a manifold XP and a boundary
divisor XQ ⊂ XP . The section σ′w,p,P vanishes near XQ if dk(p,XQ) > k−1/6. If for
a lattice point 1 < dk(p,XQ) < k
−1/6, then both the section σ′k,p,P and its derivative
normal to XQ vanishes along XQ. Therefore, on XQ, the section sw,P is equal to
sw,Q, and ω-orthogonality follows from that of the section
∑
p∈Λk,Q wpσ
′
k,p,P , which
is equal to sw,Qe
|z|2 . 
Lemma 4.19. (Quantitative Sard’s theorem) Given a tuple of positive integers
(n1, . . . , nk) ∈ Zk there is an integer p for which the following is satisfied. Suppose
0 < δ < 14 , and fi : B
ni
+ → C is a set of k functions on balls Bni+ ⊂ Cni of radius 1110
that satisfy ‖fi‖C1 ≤ η, where η := δ log(δ−1)−p. Then, there exists w ∈ C, |w| ≤ δ
such that fiw is η-transverse to 0 over the interior ball B
ni of radius 1.
The case k = 1 is Theorem 20 of [13], and the proof is by bounding the size of the
image f(B+) in the range. For a finite k, the volume is multiplied by a constant,
and the proof in [13] can be replicated by altering the constants.
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Definition 4.20. (Stabilizing pair in a broken manifold) Let D ⊂ X be a broken
cylindrical divisor which is disjoint from the Lagrangian L ⊂ X. For E > 0, an
adapted almost complex structure J ∈ J cyl(X,D), is E-stabilized if for every poly-
tope P ∈ P, the almost complex structure J|XP is E-stabilized in (XP , ωXP , DP ).
A pair (J,D) is stabilizing if J is E-stabilizing for all E > 0.
The existence theorem for stabilizing pairs extends to the broken case.
Proposition 4.21. (Stabilizing pair in a broken manifold) Suppose XP is a broken
manifold, such that the symplectic form ωXP on all of the cut space XP , P ∈ P, is
rational. Suppose L ⊂ XP0 is a compact (strongly) rational Lagrangian submanifold.
Then, there exists a stabilizing pair (J0,D), and for every E > 0 a neighbourhood
J cyl(X,D; J0, E) of J0 consisting of E-stabilizing cylindrical almost complex struc-
tures adapted to D. Additionally, L is exact in XP0 −DP0.
Proof. The first step is to construct a broken cylindrical divisor. Lemma 4.16 and
Proposition 4.18 imply that there exists a broken cylindrical divisor D of high enough
degree, such that there is an open neighbourhood of adapted almost complex struc-
ture J cyl(X,D) in J cyl(X). A stabilizing almost complex structure J0 ∈ J cyl(X,D)
is constructed on the manifolds {XP }P∈P , one at a time, starting from the man-
ifolds with the least dimension. For a polytope P , suppose the stabilizing almost
complex structure JQ is fixed for all Q ⊂ P . Let J cyl(XP , DP , {JQ}Q⊂P ) be the
set of adapted cylindrical almost complex structures on XP that are equal to JQ on
XQ. For any E > 0, we need to show that the space of E-stabilizing elements in
J cyl(XP , DP , {JQ}Q⊂P ) is open and dense. The openness is a consequence of Gro-
mov convergence in XP , and density follows from a Sard-Smale argument. Finally,
for a sequence En → 0, the intersection of the sets of En-stabilizing almost complex
structures is non-empty. 
Definition 4.22. (Perturbations adapted to a stabilizing divisor) Let k  0, and
(J0,D) be a stabilizing pair on the broken manifold X, such that DP ⊂ XP is
dual to k[ωXP ] for all polytopes P ∈ P. Further D is disjoint from the La-
grangian submanifold L. Suppose Γ is a type for treed disks. A perturbation datum
PΓ(X, L) = (JΓ, FΓ) is adapted to the pair (J0,D) if J0 is the base almost complex
structure for JΓ, and for any treed curve C = S ∪ T , and a connected component
S′ ⊂ S with d (S′) interior markings,
(4.11) JΓ(S
′) ⊂ J cyl(X,D; J0, 1kd (S′)),
where J cyl(X,D; J0, 1kd (S′)) ⊂ J cyl(X,D) is the neighbourhood of J0 consisting
of 1kd (S
′)-stabilizing almost complex structures (see Proposition 4.21). The set of
perturbation data adapted to (J0, D) is denoted by PΓ(X, J0, D).
The motivation to define perturbations of the form (4.11) will be explained in
Remark 4.26.
A cylindrical divisor D in a broken manifold X can be glued to give a family of
divisors Dν in neck-stretched manifolds Xν . There is a natural correspondence of
tamed cylindrical divisor-adapted almost complex structures
ρν : J cyl(X,D)→ J cyl(Xν , Dν).
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Definition 4.23. (Breaking perturbation datum) Let P be a perturbation datum
for the broken manifold X adapted to a cylindrical divisor D. A breaking perturbation
datum is a family of perturbation data {Pν}ν∈[ν0,∞] for the neck-stretched manifolds
(Xν , Dν) defined as Pν,Γ := ρν(PΓ).
Definition 4.24. (Convergence of breaking perturbations) A sequence of perturba-
tion data Pν = (Pν,Γ)Γ on X
ν converges to a perturbation datum P∞ on the broken
manifold X if the sequence ρ−1ν (Pν) converges in C∞loc in UΓ × X for all Γ.
4.5. Adapted maps. We consider adapted holomorphic maps whose domains are
equipped with markings are required to map to a Donaldson divisor.
Definition 4.25. (Adapted stable treed disks) A stable broken treed holomorphic
disk u : (C, ∂C) → (X, L) is adapted to a divisor D iff each interior marking ze, e ∈
Edge ,→(Γ) maps to D under u and each connected component C ′ of u−1(D) ⊂ C
contains an interior marking.
Remark 4.26. We will show later that for our choice of divisors, disks occurring in the
compactification of moduli spaces (of expected dimension 0 or 1) of adapted stable
trees are also adapted. The condition (4.11) ensures that a sequence of adapted
perturbed holomorphic maps converge to an adapted map. That is, the limit map
does not have components lying in the stabilizing divisor, and each spherical resp.
disk domain component in the limit has at least three resp. one distinct intersections
with the stabilizing divisor.
The moduli space of treed holomorphic disks is stratified by combinatorial type.
Definition 4.27. The combinatorial type of an adapted holomorphic broken treed
disk u : C → X adapted to a divisor D ⊂ X − L consists of
(a) the combinatorial type Γ of its domain C,
(b) the tropical structure on Γ, which consists of an assignment of polytopes for
vertices, and slopes for edges :
Vert(Γ) 3 v 7→ P (v) ∈ P, Edge−(Γ) 3 e 7→ T (e) ∈ tP (e),Z;
(c) a labelling
d : Vert(Γ)→ (∪P∈PΠ2(XP )) ∪Π2(XP0 , L)
that maps each vertex v of Γ to the homotopy class of the disk/sphere ΠP (v)◦
u(Cv),
(d) a labelling
µD : Edge ,→(Γ)→ Z>0
that records the order of tangency of the map u to the divisor D at markings
that do not lie on horizontally constant components (with the convention
that a transverse intersection has order 1).
The type is denoted simply as Γ, suppressing T , d, µD in the notation, or by ΓX if
we wish to distinguish a type of map from a type of treed disk.
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We introduce the following notations for moduli spaces. Let M˜brok(L,D) be the
moduli space of isomorphism classes of stable treed broken holomorphic disks in X
with boundary in L adapted to D, where isomorphism is modulo reparametrizations
of domains and is defined in Definition 3.20. Let
M˜brokΓ (L,D) ⊂ M˜(L,D)
be the locus of combinatorial type Γ. The group of tropical symmetries Ttrop(Γ) acts
naturally on M˜brokΓ (L,D). The quotient
MbrokΓ (L,D) := M˜brokΓ (L,D)/Ttrop(Γ)
is the moduli space of reduced isomorphism classes of (adapted, stable, treed, broken)
holomorphic disks in X with boundary in L. For x ∈ I(L)d( )+1, let
MbrokΓ (L,D, x) ⊂MbrokΓ (L,D)
denote the adapted subset made of holomorphic treed disks of type Γ adapted to D
with limits x = (x0, . . . , xd( )) ∈ I(L) along the root and leaves. The union over all
types with d( ) incoming leaves is denoted
Mbrokd( ) (L,D) =
⋃
Γ,x
MbrokΓ (L,D, x).
The space Mbrokd( ) (L,D) has a natural topology for which convergence is Gromov
convergence. Given any energy bound E > 0, the locus of treed pseudoholomorphic
disks satisfying that bound is M<E,brokd( ) (L,D). Assuming the perturbations satisfy
the coherence conditions above, M<E,brokd( ) (L,D) is compact for any energy bound
E and any number of markings d( ).
4.6. Fredholm theory for broken maps. We introduce a weighted Sobolev space
needed for the transversality result. The norm is defined by viewing the domain as
having punctures that map to cylindrical ends in the target. With this Sobolev
completion, we can enforce higher order tangencies with boundary divisors. The
Sobolev norm is defined component-wise for a broken map. In this section, we focus
on surface components of a broken map. The transversality result uses a standard
norm on tree components.
Definition 4.28. (Relative map) A relative map is a single component of a broken
map with the nodal points treated as ‘relative marked points’. The type Γ of a
relative map u is a graph with a single vertex v, and edges corresponding to relative
marked points, and ordinary marked points, equipped with the tropical data
P (v) ∈ P, T (e) ∈ tP (e),Z,
homology data u∗[P1] ∈ H2(XP (v)), and tangency data for ordinary markings with
the stabilizing divisor.
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We introduce the space of smooth maps whose Sobolev completion will be given
later. Let (C, j) be a connected Riemann surface with a set {ze : e ∈ Edge (Γ)} of
interior special points. Let
(4.12) C◦ := C\{ze : e ∈ Edge (Γ)}
be the curve with the interior special points removed. For a map u : C → XP of
type Γ, the restriction u|C◦ maps to
X◦
P
:= XP − boundary divisors
and X◦
P
has cylindrical metrics in the neighbourhoods of all its boundary divisors.
Let
MapΓ(C
◦, X◦
P
)
be the set of smooth maps, which can be extended smoothly over C and the orders
of tangencies with boundary divisors at the points in C\C◦ are as prescribed by Γ.
The tangent space at u consists of sections
ξ ∈ Γ(C◦, u∗TX◦
P
)
for which the limit
ξe := lim
z→ze
ξ
exists for any e ∈ Edge (Γ) in the space TXP (e)⊕tP (e),C. (We recall from (2.28) that
a neighborhood of ze in C maps to a neighborhood in XP that has an identification
to a P (e)-cylinder.) Further, if the vertical component of u|C at ze (see (3.11)) is
z 7→ zT (e)xe for some xe ∈ ZP (e),C, then the vertical component of expu ξ at ze is
z 7→ zT (e)(expxe(ξe)).
We now define the Sobolev norm. We assume that the neighbourhood of each
puncture in C◦ has holomorphic coordinates (se, te) ∈ R≥0 × S1. Define a cutoff
function
(4.13) β ∈ C∞(R, [0, 1]),
{
β(s) = 0 s ≤ 0
β(s) = 1 s ≥ 1 .
Let
(4.14) κ : C◦ → R
be equal to β(se)se near the puncture corresponding to ze, for any edge e, and 0
outside all the edge neighbourhoods. For a section ξ : C◦ → E of a vector bundle
E with connection ∇, integers k ≥ 0, p > 1 and constant λ ∈ (0, 1) define the
W k,p,λ-norm of ξ as
‖ξ‖p
Wk,p,λ
:=
∑
0≤i≤k
∫
C◦
|∇iξ|p exp(λκp) dvolC◦ .
The norm on a section ξ is
(4.15) ‖ξ‖◦Γ :=
∑
e|ξe|+ ‖ξ −
∑
eβTuξe‖W 1,p,λ ,
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where the notations involved are as follows:
ξe := lim
z→ze
ξ ∈ TXP (e) ⊕ tP (e),C,
uvert is the vertical component of u in the sense of (3.11), and
Tu : u∗vertTXP → u∗TXP
is the parallel transport map, and in the second appearance of ξe it is a constant
section
ξe : Uze\{ze} → u∗vertTX◦P .
There are similar Sobolev spaces of maps and one-forms. Let Map1,p,λΓ (C
◦, X◦
P
) be
the Banach completion of the space of maps MapΓ(C
◦, X◦
P
) under the norm (4.15).
That is, for a smooth map u ∈ MapΓ(C◦, X◦P ) and a section ξ ∈ Γ(C, u∗TXP )
satisfying ‖ξ‖◦Γ < ∞, the map expu ξ belongs to the completion Map1,p,λΓ (C◦, X◦P ).
Let
Ep,λ → Map1,p,λΓ (C◦, X◦P )
be the vector bundle whose fiber
Ep,λu = Ω0,1(C◦, u∗TX◦P )Lp,λ
is the space of (0, 1)-forms with respect to (j, J), where J is a fixed cylindrical
almost complex structure. The vertical projection of the linearization of the Cauchy-
Riemann operator ∂j,J at u
D◦u : Tu Map
1,p,λ
Γ → Ep,λu
is a Fredholm operator by results of Lockhart-McOwen [25].
There is a related Fredholm operator on sections with compactified domain which
is described as follows, and will be is used only to compute indices. Choose integers
k ∈ Z>0, p > 1, k > µ+ 2/p
where µ is the highest order of tangency mze(u,DQ) to any boundary divisor DQ ⊂
XP over all the edges e ∈ Edge (Γ). Let Mapk,pΓ (C,XP ) be the set of W k,p maps from
C to XP that intersect the boundary divisors at marked points with the prescribed
order of tangency. Consider the Banach bundle
Ek−1,p → Mapk,pΓ (C,XP )
whose fiber over any map u is
Ek−1,pu = W k−1,pΓ−1 (Ω0,1j,J(C, u∗TXP )),
where the space W k−1,pΓ−1 consists of sections, which have zeros of order one less than
that prescribed by Γ at marked points. More rigorously, a u∗TXP -valued (0, 1)-form
η is in W k−1,pΓ−1 if for any marked point ze and a boundary divisor Y with prescribed
intersection multiplicity mze(u, Y ) ≥ 2, the projection of η to the normal bundle
NY has a zero of order mze(u, Y ) − 1. The linearization of the Cauchy-Riemann
operator at u
Du : Tu Map
k,p
Γ (C,XP )→ Ek−1,pu .
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is a Fredholm operator.
Proposition 4.29. Let u ∈ MapΓ(C,XP ) be a holomorphic map. There are iso-
morphisms
ker(Du) ' ker(D◦u), coker(Du) ' coker(D◦u).
Proof. It is enough to prove the result for a map whose domain is a single curve
component with a single marked point, as all other cases are analogous. We assume
that the marked point is 0 ∈ C. We first consider the case that the marked point is
mapped to a single boundary divisor Y ⊂ XP , and the intersection multiplicity is
µ. In this proof, we denote X := XP and X
◦ := X◦
P
.
The proof is based on the fact that in a neighbourhood of the divisor the tangent
space splits into a vertical and a horizontal subspace. Indeed, because of the cylin-
drical almost complex structure, there is a neighbourhood UY ⊂ X of Y for which
there is a projection piY : UY → Y with holomorphic fibers. The tangent space splits
into a horizontal and vertical part:
TX|UY ' V ⊕H, H := pi∗Y TY, V := ker(dpiY ).
Under this splitting, the operator Du has the form
(4.16) Du =
(
∂ A
0 DYu
)
in a neighbourhood U0 ⊂ C of the marked point. Here ∂ : Γ(U0, u∗V )→ Ω0,1(U0, u∗V )
is the standard Cauchy-Riemann operator, A : Γ(U0, u
∗H)→ Ω0,1(U0, u∗V ) is mul-
tiplication with a tensor and DYu : Γ(U0, u
∗H) → Ω0,1(U0, u∗H) is the lift of the
linearized operator DuY , where uY := piY ◦ u.
The correspondence for the kernels follows by decay estimates. For an element
ξ ∈W k,p(C, u∗TX), we denote the horizontal part and vertical part by
ξh ∈W k,p(C, u∗H), ξv ∈W k,p(C, u∗V ).
Denote by | · | resp. | · |◦ the ordinary metric on TX resp. the cylindrical metric on
X\Y . Then, we have
(4.17) |ξh(z)|◦ ∼ |ξh(z)|, |ξv(z)|◦ ∼ |ξv(z)|/|u(z)|, z 6= 0,
where the norm on u(z) is a norm on the fiber of the projection UY → Y . Since
|ξh| ≤ c, |ξv(z)| ≤ c|z|µ, |u(z)| ∼ c|z|µ,
we conclude that |ξh|◦ and |ξv(z)|◦ are uniformly bounded and have a limit as z → 0.
The convergence is exponential :
|ξ(z)− ξ(0)|◦ ∼ c|z| ∼ ce−s
where (s, t) are cylindrical coordinates on P1\{0} near the puncture. First deriva-
tives transform as
|∇ξh(z)|◦ ∼ |∇ξh(z)| · |z|, |∇ξv(z)|◦ ∼ |∇ξv(z)| · |z|/|u(z)|.
Additionally, since |∇ξv(z)| ≤ c|z|µ−1, we conclude
ξ ∈W k,pΓ (C,X) =⇒ ξ − ξ(0) ∈W 1,p,λ(C◦, u∗TX◦)
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for any 0 < λ < 1, which implies kerDu ⊂ kerD◦u. The converse kerD◦u ⊂ kerDu is
proved using removal of singularity, elliptic regularity, and the estimate (4.17).
A similar argument holds for the cokernels. We first prove the inclusion coker(Du) ⊂
coker(D◦u). Consider η ∈ coker(Du). We view coker(Du) as a subspace in the
(W k−1,p)∨-completion of Ω1,0(C, u∗(T ∗X)), which is a space of distributions. (We
use Ω1,0(u∗(T ∗X)) instead of Ω0,1(u∗TX) to avoid making choices of metrics on C
and X.) By elliptic regularity, the distribution η is represented by a smooth section
in the complement of marked points. So we focus attention in a neighbourhood
U0 ⊂ C of 0. For any W k,p-section ξ : C → u∗TX that is supported in U0, and is
vertical, we have zµξ ∈W k,pΓ (C, u∗TX). So for any such ξ,
0 =
∫
C
(∂(zµξ), ηv).
Therefore, ∂(zµηv) = 0 weakly in U0 and so, z
µηv can be represented by a smooth
function. Next, using the split form (4.16), we observe that any section ξ that is
supported in U0 and is horizontal satisfies
(Aξ, ηv) + (D
Y
u ξ, ηh) = 0,
and so, A∗ηv+(DYu )∗ξh = 0 weakly in U0. The tensor A vanishes to order µ at 0 ∈ C
in the | · |-norm, as a consequence of the transformation relation (4.17) and the fact
that A is bounded in the | · |◦ norm. So, A∗ηv is smooth in U0. By elliptic regularity
ξh is smooth in U0. Finally, η is in cokerD
◦
u because of the following transformations
valid in U0 :
(4.18) |ηh(z)|◦ ∼ |ηh(z)|, |ηv(z)|◦ ∼ |ηv(z)| · |u(z)|, z 6= 0.
Indeed, |η(z)|◦ is bounded, and therefore is in Lp∗,−λ the dual space of Lp,λ. The
reverse inclusion coker(D◦u) ⊂ coker(Du) follows formally from the inclusion relation
W k−1,pµ−1 (Ω
0,1(C, u∗TX))→ Lp,λ(Ω0,1(C◦, u∗TX◦))
between the target spaces of Du and D
◦
u.
Finally, the proof carries over to the general case where a marked point is mapped
to an intersection of boundary divisors, say Y = ∩iYi, where Yi ⊂ X is a boundary
divisor. The new feature is that the vertical component of the tangent space splits
into a sum of normal bundles NYi. In each of the summands, the same arguments
can be used. 
4.7. Transversality. The perturbation scheme we use here only achieves transver-
sality for certain combinatorial types, as in Cieliebak-Mohnke [9].
Definition 4.30. A combinatorial type Γ of broken map u : C → X is crowded if
there exists a connected subgraph Γ′ ⊂ Γ such that u|Sv is horizontally constant on
all vertices v ∈ Vert(Γ′) and Γ′ contains more than one interior leaf.
Definition 4.31. For a type Γ of treed disks, a perturbation datum PΓ is regular
if for any uncrowded type Γ of tropical treed disks, adapted maps of type Γ are
regular, and so the moduli space MΓ(X, L,D) is a manifold of expected dimension.
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Theorem 4.32. (Transversality) Let X be a broken manifold with a cylindrical
structure. Let D ⊂ X be a cylindrical broken divisor and J0 ∈ J cylτ (X,D) be a
strongly tamed cylindrical almost complex structure adapted D such that (D, J0) is
a stabilizing pair. Suppose Γ is a type of stable treed disks, and regular perturbation
data for types Γ′ of stable treed disks with Γ′ < Γ are given. Then there exists a
comeager subset
PregΓ (D) ⊂ PΓ(D)
of regular perturbation data for type Γ coherent with the previously chosen pertur-
bation data. For any regular perturbation P ∈ PΓ, and an uncrowded type ΓX of
broken maps whose domain type is Γ, the moduli space MΓX (X, L,D) is a smooth
manifold of expected dimension.
In the statement of the above Theorem, the ordering on types of stable treed
disks is defined as follows : Γ′ < Γ if Γ is obtained from Γ′ by collapsing an edge or
making the length of a boundary edge finite or non-zero.
Proof of Theorem 4.32. Transversality, as in the unbroken case, is an application
of Sard-Smale as in Cieliebak-Mohnke [9] , Charest-Woodward [8] on the universal
space of maps. The new feature is that in neck pieces of the broken manifold the
almost complex structure is fixed in the fiber direction. This does not pose any issues
for maps whose horizontal projection is non-constant. Components of the map whose
horizontal projection is constant will shown to be automatically transversal.
The moduli space is cut out as a zero set of a section of a Banach bundle which
we now describe. We restrict our attention to types of maps for which all intersec-
tions with the stabilizing divisor have multiplicity one. Other types are discussed
later. We cover the moduli space of treed disks MΓ by charts ∪iMiΓ, so that on
a trivialization of the universal curve U iΓ, each of the fibers is a fixed treed curve
C = S ∪ T with fixed special points. The complex structure on S varies smoothly
in the sense that it is given by a map
MiΓ → J (SΓ), m 7→ j(m).
In order to apply Sard-Smale, we pass to maps from the normalized curve of a
fixed Sobolev class. Let
C˜ :=
⊔
v∈Vert(Γ)
Sv unionsq
⊔
e∈Vert(Γ)
Te
denote the normalized curve in the sense that spherical nodes in C are lifted to
double points in C˜ and the tree components in C are detached from the surface
components. Choose p > 2 and λ ∈ (0, 1). Let Map1,p,λΓ (C˜,X, L,D) denote the
completion of maps under the weighted Sobolev norm ‖·‖◦Γ in (4.15) for surface
components, and the ordinary W 1,p-norm for the tree components. That is, an
element of this space consists of
(a) a collection of W 1,p,λ-maps
uv : Sv → XP (v), (∂u)v : (∂S)v → L, v ∈ Vert(Γ)
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for each vertex v with tangency of order T (e) with the boundary divisors at
the node corresponding to any interior edge e ∈ Edge (Γ);
(b) and W 1,p maps
ue : Te → L, e ∈ Edge(Γ)
from tree components to L asymptotic to the critical points x on the leaves
Te, e ∈ Edge (Γ).
The metric on X◦
P (v)
is chosen to be cylindrical in the neighborhood of boundary
divisors, and so that L is totally geodesic. Let
PΓ = {PΓ = (JΓ, FΓ)}
be the space of perturbation data defined on UΓ whose distance from the base data
(J0, F0) is bounded in the C
ε-norm, and that agree with the given perturbation da-
tum on a fixed open neighbourhood of UΓ′ for the strata Γ′ < Γ; this neighbourhood
should be chosen sufficiently small so that any such perturbation is already regular
for maps u lying over it. We use the Cε-norm for JΓ and a C
l-norm for FΓ where
l > 1 is a fixed number. For any broken curve C of type Γ we obtain perturbation
data on C by identifying it conformally with a fiber of the universal tree disk UΓ.
Let
Bip,λ,l,Γ :=MiΓ ×Map1,p,λΓ (C˜,X, L,D)× PΓ(X,D).
Let E i = E ip,λ,Γ be the Banach bundle over Bip,λ,l,Γ given by
(E ip,λ,Γ)j,u,J ⊂ Lp,λ(Ω0,1j,J(S, (u|S)∗TX))⊕ Lp(Ω1(T, (uT )∗TL)).
Here the first summand is the space of 0, 1-forms with respect to (j(m), J). The
Cauchy-Riemann and shifted gradient operators applied to the restrictions uS resp.
uT of u to the two resp. one dimensional parts of C = S ∪ T define a C l−1 section
(4.19) ∂Γ : Bip,λ,l,Γ → E ip,λ,Γ, (C, u, (JΓ, FΓ)) 7→
(
∂j(m),JΓuS ,
(
d
ds
+ gradFΓ
)
uT
)
where s is a local coordinate on the tree components with unit speed. The evaluation
maps at lifts of nodal points, markings, and lifts of S ∩ T give a smooth map
(4.20) evΓ : Bip,λ,l,Γ → X(Γ)
where
(4.21)
X(Γ) =
 ∏
e∈Edge ,−(Γ),T (e)6=0
(ZP (e),C/TT (e),C)2
×
 ∏
e∈Edge ,−(Γ),T (e)=0
(XP (v(e)))
2

×
( ∏
x∈S∩T
L2
)
×
 ∏
e∈Edge ,0(Γ)
L2
×
 ∏
e∈Edge ,→(Γ)
XP (v(e))
 .
The first two factors in (4.21) correspond to lifts of interior nodes, the third term is
a lift of S ∩ T , the fourth is a lift of a boundary node with a zero length edge, and
the last term corresponds to evaluation at an interior marking. All the factors of
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evΓ are standard evaluation maps, except for the first factor which is the evaluation
of a leading order derivative as in (3.12). Let
∆(Γ) ⊂ X(Γ)
be the submanifold that is the product of diagonals in the first four factors of X(Γ)
in (4.21), and the stabilizing divisor DP (v(e)) ⊂ XP (v(e)) in the last factor. The local
universal moduli space is
Muniv,iΓ (L,D) = (∂, evΓ)−1(Bip,λ,l,Γ,∆(Γ)),
where Bik,p,l,Γ is embedded as the zero section in E ip,λ,Γ.
We will next show that this subspace is cut out transversely. We first consider
two-dimensional components of C˜ on which the map is not horizontally constant, and
show that the linearization of (∂, evΓ) is surjective. For components whose target
space is not a neck piece, the surjectivity of d(∂, evΓ) follows from [29, Proposition
3.4.2]. We recall that neck pieces are fibrations
VP → XP → XP
where VP is a TP -toric manifold, and the almost complex structure on XP is P -
cylindrical. For non-neck pieces TP is trivial. Consider a component Sv ' P1 that
maps to a neck piece XP , and the horizontal projection ΠP ◦ u : P1 → XP is
non-constant. The linearized operator
Du,J(ξ,K) = Duξ +
1
2
KDuj.
is surjective as follows. Let η ∈ Ω0,1(u∗TXP ) be a one-form in the cokernel of Du,J .
Variations of tamed almost complex structure of cylindrical type are J-antilinear
maps
K : TXP → TXP
that vanish on the vertical sub-bundle and are TP,C-invariant. Since the horizontal
part of Dzu is non-zero at some z ∈ C, we may find an infinitesimal variation K of
almost complex structure of cylindrical type by choosing K(z) so that K(z)Dzuj(z)
is an arbitrary (j(z), J(z))-antilinear map from TzC to Tu(z)XP . Choose K(z) so
that K(z)Dzuj(z) pairs non-trivially with η(u(z)) and extend K(z) to an infinites-
imal almost complex structure K by a cutoff function on the domain curve. For
two-dimensional components that are horizontally constant, by Corollary 4.36 the
linearization d∂ is surjective, and additionally the evaluation map at a single marked
point is surjective. Note that d evΓ may not be surjective on these components. Fi-
nally, for tree components, the linearization of the shifted gradient operator and
the evaluation map at the finite end is surjective, since we can perturb the Morse
function on the Lagrangian.
From the discussion so far, we conclude that matching conditions are cut out
transversely except if both components incident at the node are horizontally con-
stant. Now we handle this exceptional case. We consider a maximal connected
subgraph Γ′ ⊂ Γ so that the map is horizontally constant on the vertices of Γ′, and
Γ′ does not have tree components. By uncrowdedness, there is at most one marked
point in Γ′. So, it is possible to choose at most one special point (marked point
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or a lift of a nodal point) on each component of C˜Γ′ , so that for every nodal point
one of its ends is chosen. By Corollary 4.36, for a horizontally constant component
with a single marked point z, the linearized map D(∂, evz) is surjective. Since the
evaluation map is surjective at each of the chosen lifts, an inverse of the linearized
map D(∂, evΓ) can be constructed inductively, see [8, p63].
For types where the map has higher order intersections with the stabilizing divisor,
the universal moduli space is cut out inductively as in [9, Lemma 6.5]. Each step of
the induction cuts out a moduli space where the tangencies at one of the markings
is increased by one. We start out with a moduli space cut out of W k,p,λ where
k − 2p > µ and µ is the largest order of tangency with the stabilizing divisor that
occurs in the type Γ.
By the implicit function theorem, Muniv,iΓ (L,D) is a smooth Banach manifold,
and the forgetful morphism
ϕi :Muniv,iΓ (L,D)k,p,l → PΓ(L,D)l
is a smooth Fredholm map. By the Sard-Smale theorem, the set of regular values
P i,regΓ (L,D) of ϕi on Muniv,iΓ (L,D)d in PΓ(L,D) is comeager. Let
PregΓ (L,D) =
⋂
i
P i,regΓ (L,D).
A standard argument shows that the set of smooth domain-dependent PregΓ (L,D)
is also comeager. Fix (JΓ, FΓ) ∈ PregΓ (L,D). By elliptic regularity, every element
of MiΓ(L,D) is smooth. The transition maps for the local trivializations of the
universal bundle define smooth maps
MiΓ(L,D)|MiΓ∩MjΓ →M
j
Γ(L,D)MiΓ∩MjΓ .
This construction equips the space
MΓ(L,D) = ∪iMiΓ(L,D)
with a smooth atlas. Since MΓ is Hausdorff and second-countable, so is MΓ(L,D)
and it follows that MΓ(L,D) has the structure of a smooth manifold.

For regular perturbations, the tangent space to the moduli space can be identified
with the kernel of an operator called the linearized operator. Using the notations of
the proof of transversality, for a regular perturbation PΓ, consider the map
(∂, evΓ) : Bik,p,Γ → E ik,p,Γ × X(Γ)
where evΓ is defined in (4.20). Its linearization is denoted
(4.22) Du : T[C],uBik,p,Γ → (E ik,p,Γ)[C],u ⊕ ev∗Γ TX(Γ)/T∆(Γ).
The broken map u is regular if the operator Du is surjective.
The following Proposition implies that collapsing edges with non-zero slope in
a tropical graph does not change the expected dimension of the moduli space of
broken maps.
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Proposition 4.33. (Expected dimension) Suppose Γ is the combinatorial type of
a broken map with limits x ∈ I(L)d( )+1 along the root and leaves. Suppose Γglue
is the unbroken type obtained by collapsing all edges e ∈ Edge ,−(Γ) with non-zero
tropical slope T (e) 6= 0. The expected dimension of M˜brokΓ (L,D, x) is given by
Ind(D˜u) = i(Γ, x) where
(4.23) i(Γ, x) := i(x0)−
∑d( )
i=1 i(xi) + d( )− 2 +
∑
v∈Vert(Γglue)I(Γv)
− 2|Edge ,−(Γglue)| − |Edge0,− | − |Edge∞,− | − 2
∑
e∈Edge ,→(Γ)(µD(e)− 1),
where I(Γv) is the Maslov index of the sphere/disk with homology type prescribed for
v ∈ Vert(Γglue). Thus,
i˜(Γ, x) = i(Γglue, x).
Proof of Proposition 4.33. It is enough to carry out the proof in case of a tropical
graph with two vertices v± with an edge e between them and the curve components
of the broken map are
uv± : C± → X±,
where X± := XP (v±) are pieces of the broken manifold X. All other cases can be
worked out similarly. The node corresponding to e lies on XP (e), which is a trans-
verse intersection of boundary divisors, denoted by XQ1 , . . . , XQk . The intersection
multiplicity T (e) is then a tuple (µ1, . . . , µk) ∈ (Z>0)k. By Riemann-Roch, the
dimension of the moduli space of broken maps is∑
∗=±
(12 dim(X∗)(χ(C∗)) + I(u∗) + 2− 2
∑k
i=1µi − 6)− (dim(X)− 2),
where χ(C±) is the Euler characteristic of the domain curve C±, and I(·) is the
Maslov index. In the summation, +2 comes from the choice of nodal point, the term
2
∑k
i=1µi comes from the constraint on intersection multiplicity at the node, and 6
is the dimension of the automorphism of the domain. The last term (dim(X) − 2)
is from the edge matching condition. The indices for spheres are I(u±) = 2c1(u±).
The conclusion follows from the fact that the Euler characteristics are related as
χ(Cglue) = χ(C+) + χ(C−)− 2,
and the first Chern classes are related as
(4.24) c1(uglue) = c1(u+) + c1(u−)− 2
∑k
i=1µi.
The formula (4.24) is justified as follows. Because of the cylindrical complex struc-
ture on the ends, a neighbourhood of XP (e) in X± can be viewed as a neighbourhood
of the zero section of a direct sum of complex line bundles
pi± : ⊕ki=1Li → XP (e).
In this identification, the divisor Di is the total space ⊕j 6=iLj . In this region, the
tangent space splits as the sum of horizontal and vertical sub-bundles
TX = H ⊕∑iLi, H = pi∗±TXP (e).
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The maps u+, u− are obtained by cutting uglue to yield u◦+, u◦− and adding a capping
disk to either side. The horizontal bundle (u◦±)∗H extends trivially over the capping
disk, but for (u◦±)∗Li, the bundle over the capping disk is glued in with a µi twist
leading to (4.24).
Finally, a marking we whose intersection with the stabilizing divisor with the
stabilizing divisor is µD(e) cuts down the dimension of the moduli space by 2(µD(e)−
1). 
4.8. The toric case. In this section, we consider the question of regularity for
maps in a toric variety with the standard complex structure. The results are also
useful for maps in toric fibrations that project to a constant in the base space. We
consider relative maps whose target space is a toric piece XP in the broken manifold
X. That is, P ∈ P is a top-dimensional polytope and the tropical moment map Φ
generates a Hamiltonian T -action which makes XP a non-singular toric variety. In
case the domain of the map is a disk, then the Lagrangian L is a torus orbit in XP .
We also assume that all torus-invariant divisors of XP are boundary divisors of the
broken manifold X (see Definition 2.20). We recall that the domain of a relative
map has a single surface component and no tree components. Thus the type of the
map prescribes the order of intersection of the map with boundary divisors at each
of the marked points.
Proposition 4.34. Let X := XP be a toric piece of a broken manifold X as in the
previous paragraph, all whose torus-invariant divisors are boundary divisors of X.
Let L ⊂ X be a toric Lagrangian. Let Γ be a type of relative map (see definition
4.28). Any map u of type Γ is regular, and therefore, the moduli space of maps
MΓ(X) is a manifold of expected dimension.
Let ze be a marked point corresponding to an edge e ∈ Edge (Γ) that maps to a
torus-invariant submanifold Y ⊂ X. Then, the leading order evaluation map (as in
(3.12))
evT (e)ze :MΓ(X)→ NY
is submersive.
Remark 4.35. The maps considered in Proposition 4.34 can not map to a torus-
invariant divisor of X. Indeed since all such divisors are boundary divisors of the
broken manifold, a relative map can intersect those divisors only at relative marked
points.
Proof of Proposition 4.34. Suppose X is the toric variety corresponding to a mo-
ment polytope ∆ ⊂ t∨. Each facet Q1, . . . , QN defines a prime TC-invariant divisor
XQ1 , . . . , XQN in X, whose union is a representative of the first Chern class. Holo-
morphic disks to X with boundary on L are regular by Cho-Oh [11]. Holomorphic
spheres meeting the interior of X are also regular by the following argument. As in
Delzant [12], X can be viewed as a geometric invariant theory quotient CN//G where
N is the number of prime torus-invariant boundary divisors of X, and G ⊂ (C×)N
is a complex torus whose quotient (C×)N/G is TC. Each of the boundary divisors
XQ1 , . . . , XQN in X lifts to a coordinate hyperplane in CN . Consider a holomorphic
sphere u : P1 → X, that is not contained in any toric divisor. The vector bundle
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u∗TX ⊕ g on P1 is a sum of line bundles ∑Ni=1 u∗O(XQi), where g := g × P1 is
the trivial bundle. The degree deg(u∗O(XQi)) of the line bundle u∗O(XQi) is given
by the intersection of u with XQi . Hence each of the degrees deg(u
∗O(XQi)) is
non-negative. As a result, the operator
∂ : Γ(P1,⊕iu∗O(XQi))→ Ω0,1(P1,⊕iu∗O(XQi))
is onto. Consequently the cohomology group
H0,1
∂
(P1,⊕iu∗O(XQi)) ' H1(P1,⊕iu∗O(XQi))
vanishes. Consider the long exact sequence in Cˇech cohomology, corresponding to
the short exact sequence of sheaves
0→ g→ ⊕iu∗O(XQi)→ u∗TX → 0.
Vanishing of the zeroth resp. first cohomology of the first resp. second terms implies
that the first cohomology of the third term
H0,1
∂
(P1, u∗TX) ' H1(P1, u∗TX)
also vanishes. Therefore the sphere u is regular in X.
Next, we will show that the moduli spaces of spheres or disks with prescribed
tangencies at relative marked points are cut out transversely. The Maslov index
of a holomorphic disk or sphere u : C → X (not contained in a boundary divisor)
is twice the sum of its intersection multiplicities with all boundary divisors. In
fact, the moduli space containing u is parametrized by the set of intersection points
z ∈ C with the toric divisors. For maps with a higher order tangency with toric
divisors, some subsets of intersection points coincide. The locus of such maps is cut
out transversely from the space of all maps. Therefore the moduli space of relative
maps of any type Γ is regular.
The linearization of the evaluation map at relative marked points is surjective
because of the torus-equivariance of the evaluation map. Recall that if the marked
point ze maps to an intersection of boundary divisors Y = ∩iYi, the target space for
a higher order evaluation map is the normal bundle NY . The normal bundle can be
identified with a neighbourhood of Y in a standard way. With this identification,
evT (e)ze (tu) = t ev
T (e)
ze (u), ∀t ∈ TC.
A TC-orbit is an open set in X, and therefore ev
T (e)
ze (u) is a regular value of the map
ev
T (e)
ze . 
Proposition 4.34 implies an analogous result for toric fibrations, for which all
torus-invariant divisors are boundary divisors. This result was used to prove transver-
sality for horizontally constant components u : P1 → XP in a broken map. The
target space XP is a fibration XP → XP , whose fibers are smooth symplectic toric
varieties with the action of a compact torus TP . The T -action on the fibers is the
restriction of a TP -action on the total space XP . The torus-invariant divisors of XP
are precisely the vertical divisors of XP .
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Corollary 4.36. Suppose P ∈ P is a polytope and the toric fibration XP → XP
has an almost complex structure that is standard on the fibers. Let Γ be a type of
relative map that has a single sphere component Sv, v ∈ Vert(Γ) mapping to XP ,
which projects to a constant piP ◦ uv : Sv → XP , and has no tree components.
Any map u of type Γ is regular, and therefore, the moduli space of maps MΓ(XP )
is a manifold of expected dimension. For a marking ze corresponding to any edge
e ∈ Edge (Γ) that maps to a torus-invariant submanifold Y ⊂ XP , the leading order
evaluation map (as in (3.12))
evT (e)ze :MΓ(X)→ NY
is submersive.
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5. Hofer energy and exponential decay
Compactness for sequences of broken pseudoholomorphic maps requires bounds
on area. In this section we define various notions of area in the context of multiple
cutting.
5.1. Area and Hofer Energy. Neck-stretched manifolds and cut spaces have a
natural second cohomology class that contains symplectic forms. Pairing curves
with this cohomology class gives a notion of area. We recall that neck-stretched
manifolds Xν were constructed from a symplectic manifold (X,ω) with a tropical
structure (Φ,P). The cut spaces corresponding to (X,Φ,P) are symplectic manifolds
(XP , ωP ), P ∈ P.
Definition 5.1. (a) (Area on a neck-stretched manifold) Let C be a complex
curve with boundary. The area of a map u : (C, ∂C)→ (Xν , L) is
Area(u) := 〈u∗[C], [ω]〉.
(b) (Area of a broken curve) Let C be a treed nodal curve and let u : C → X be
a broken map. The area of a surface component (u|Sv) : Sv → XP (v) is
Area(u|Sv) =
∫
C
(piP (v) ◦ u)∗ωXP (v)
where ωXP (v) is the symplectic form on the base space of the projection
piP (v) : XP (v) → XP (v). The area of a broken map u is the sum of the areas
of the surface components
Area(u) =
∑
v∈Vert(Γ)
Area(u|Sv).
One needs an explicit two-form representing the second cohomology class in order
to define area for regions in a curve in neck-stretched manifolds. Neck-stretched
manifolds do not have a standard symplectic form, rather there is a family of coho-
mologous symplectic forms that we now describe.
5.1.1. Symplectic forms on neck-stretched manifolds. Neck-stretched almost com-
plex manifolds are embedded into a compact symplectic manifold via increasing
maps of dual complexes, which are defined next.
Definition 5.2. (Increasing maps on dual complexes) For any ν ≥ 1, a diffeomor-
phism ℵ : νB∨ → B∨ is said to be increasing if
(a) for any polytope P ∈ P, the restriction ℵ|νP∨ is a diffeomorphism onto P∨,
(b) and
(5.1) 〈(dℵP )x(ξ), ξ〉 > 0, ∀x ∈ νP∨, ξ ∈ t∨P .
Using an increasing map, we define a taming embedding of a multiply-stretched
almost complex manifold into a compact symplectic manifold. We first consider
the special case where the cylindrical almost complex structure J0 on X is strongly-
tamed. The manifold X has a symplectic cylindrical structure with a set of consistent
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connection one-forms α. By gluing we obtain the following symplectomorphisms on
neck regions for all P ∈ P :
UP
σP−−→ (Φ−1(P )× P∨, ωXP + d〈αP , piP∨〉), ∀P ∈ P.
where UP is a neighborhood of Φ
−1(P ). Any increasing map ℵ : νP∨ → P∨ induces
a diffeomorphism φνJ,P,ℵ on the P -neck region:
(5.2) (Xν , Jν) ⊃ Φ−1(P )× νP∨
φνJ0,P,ℵ−−−−→ UP .
Lemma 5.3. Let J0 be a strongly tamed almost complex structure and let ℵ : νB∨ →
B∨ be an increasing map. Then the symplectic form (φνJ,P,ℵ)
∗ω tames Jν .
Proof. Strong tamedness implies that there is a projection map piP : Φ
−1(P ◦) ×
νP∨ → X◦P whose fibers are Jν-holomorphic, and the horizontal tangent sub-bundle
ker(αP ) ⊂ TΦ−1(P ) is Jν-invariant. The symplectic form (φνJ,P,ℵ)∗ω is equal to
ωXP + d〈ℵP , αP 〉. On the vertical sub-bundle ker(dpiP ), the form is taming because
of the increasing condition (5.1) :
〈dℵP , αP 〉(v, Jv) > 0, v ∈ ker(dpiP ).
On the horizontal sub-bundle ker(αP ) ⊂ TΦ−1(P ), the form is ωXP +ℵPdαP , which
is taming if the neighborhood UP is small enough, and consequently ℵP is close to
zero. 
For any increasing map ℵ : νB∨ → B∨ on the dual complex, the maps in (5.2)
can be patched to produce a diffeomorphism
(5.3) φνJ0,ℵ : (X
ν , Jν)→ (X,ω).
The maps φνJ0,P,ℵ can indeed be patched because symplectic P -cylindrical structures
are consistent as in Definition 2.24. The pullback φ∗J,ℵω tames J
ν by Lemma 5.3.
We need the following weaker notion in the next section.
Definition 5.4. (Non-decreasing map) A non-decreasing map ℵ : νB∨ → B∨ be-
tween dual complexes is same as an increasing map, except that the increasing
condition (5.1) is replaced by a non-decreasing condition :
(5.4) 〈(dℵP )x(ξ), ξ〉 ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ νP∨, ξ ∈ t∨P .
Assuming J is an almost complex structure as in Lemma 5.5. A non-decreasing
map induces a surjection φνJ,ℵ : (X
ν , Jν)→ (X,ω) that is weakly taming, i.e.
(Weakly taming) (φνJ,ℵ)
∗ω(v, Jv) ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ TXν .
Families of weakly taming maps can be constructed for any tame J that is C0-close
to a strongly tame almost complex structure.
Lemma 5.5. Let J0 be a strongly tame cylindrical almost complex structure on X.
There exists  > 0 such that for any J ∈ B(J0) ∩ J cylτ (X), any ν > 0, and any
increasing resp. non-decreasing map ℵ : νB∨ → B∨ there exists a diffeomorphism
resp. surjective map
(5.5) φνJ,ℵ : (X
ν , Jν)→ (X,ω)
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such that Jν is tamed resp. weakly tamed by (φνJ,ℵ)
∗ω.
Proof. The proof is carried out for the ‘tame’ case, the ‘weakly tame’ case being
analogous. Let α(J) = (αP )P∈P be the consistent set of connection one-forms asso-
ciated to the cylindrical almost complex structure J. There exist symplectic cylin-
drical structure maps {φPQ}Q⊂P on X for the connection one-forms α(J). Indeed,
the maps φPQ can be constructed by induction on the dimensions of P , Q, and using
the relative symplectic neighborhood theorem (Lemma 2.26) to construct any map
as an extensions of pre-existing maps. Consequently, there are diffeomorphisms on
neighborhoods of submanifolds ψQP : UPQ→ UPQ such that JP is strongly (ψQP )∗ωP -
tame. If the maps ψQP are C
0-close to identity, then they extend to a collection of
diffeomorphisms
ψP : XP → XP satisfying ψP |XQ = ψQ ∀Q ⊂ P,
which is identity outside a neighborhood of ∪Q⊂PUPQ, and such that JP is ψ∗PωP -
tame. The symplectic manifolds (XP , ψ
∗
PωP ) are glued using the cylindrical struc-
ture {φPQ}Q⊂P . Stretching the neck by ℵ, we obtain the map (5.5) required by the
Lemma. 
5.1.2. Hofer energy for neck-stretched manifolds. Hofer energy is the supremum of
areas of a perturbed holomorphic map, where the symplectic form is given by a class
of embeddings into a fixed symplectic manifold. We first define this allowable class
of embeddings, which is more restrictive than the set of non-decreasing maps.
Definition 5.6. (Squashing maps) A surjective map ℵ : νB∨ → B∨ is squashing if
(a) ℵ is continuous and piece-wise smooth,
(b) for any polytope P ∈ P, ℵ(νP∨) ⊂ P∨,
(c) for any x ∈ νP∨,◦, the derivative dℵx : t∨P → t∨P is diagonalizable, has
orthogonal eigenspaces, and the eigenvalues are real and lie in [0, 1].
Remark 5.7. Condition (b) in the definition 5.6 is carried over from the definition
of increasing maps of dual polytopes. This condition ensures that for any polytope
P ∈ P, the diffeomorphism φνℵ : Xν → X1 induced by ℵ maps the region XνP to X1P
by stretching the P -neck. Condition (c) is a strengthening of the non-decreasing
condition in (5.4). The non-decreasing condition ensures that if a symplectic form
ω on X and an almost complex structure J on Xν have the same cylindrical struc-
ture, then neck-stretching by ℵ induces a weakly taming identification φνJ,ℵ between
(Xν , J) and (X,ω). The stronger condition (c) for squashing maps is needed to
prove weak tameness if we allow small perturbations to the connection one-form
(which is part of the datum of cylindrical structure), see proof of Lemma 5.9. We
recall that such perturbations are necessary for attaining transversality. This ends
the Remark.
Definition 5.8. (Hofer energy for neck-stretched manifolds) Let J ∈ J cyl be a
cylindrical almost complex structure as in Lemma 5.5, and u : C → Xν be any map.
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The J-Hofer energy of u is
EJ,Hof(u) = sup
ℵ:νB∨→B∨
∫
C
(φνJ,ℵ ◦ u)∗ω,
where the supremum is over all squashing maps ℵ, and φνJ,ℵ is as in (5.5).
The next result shows that the quantity (φJ,ℵ ◦ u)∗ω is pointwise non-negative if
the map u is pseudoholomorphic with respect to a almost complex structure that is
close to J.
Lemma 5.9. (Monotonicity of Hofer energy) Suppose J0 ∈ J cyl(X) is a strongly
tamed cylindrical almost complex structure. There is a C0-small neighbourhood
UJ ⊂ J cyl(X) of J0 such that the following is satisfied for any J1, J2 ∈ UJ and
any ν :
(a) (Weakly taming) For any squashing map ℵ,
∀v ∈ TXν φ∗J1,ℵω(v, J2v) ≥ 0.
(b) (Monotonic) Let u : C → Xν be a perturbed J-holomorphic map for a domain
dependent almost complex structure J : C → UJ (J0). For any J1 ∈ UJ , and
open subset Ω ⊂ C,
EHof,J1(u,Ω) ≤ EHof,J1(u,C).
Proof. Firstly we take the neighborhood UJ to be C0-small enough that for all
J1 ∈ UJ and any squashing map ℵ, there exists a family of maps φνJ1,ℵ that tame
Jν1 , see Lemma 5.5. In the rest of the proof we show that the maps φ
ν
J1,ℵ are weakly
taming cylindrical complex structures close to J1.
We consider a polytope P ∈ P, and prove the (Weakly taming) property in the
P -cylindrical subset XνP of X
ν . The almost complex structure on XνP is the pullback
of a P -cylindrical almost complex structure on the P -cylinder via the embedding
XνP → ZP,C in (2.28). The P -cylinder is a TP,C-bundle piP : ZP,C → XP , and J
on ZP,C is determined by its projection to XP , namely dpiP (J), and the associated
connection αJ ∈ Ω1(ZP , tP ).
We first consider perturbations to the horizontal projection of the almost complex
structure. We recall that the horizontal part of the two-form φ∗J0,ℵω is ωXP +ℵdαJ0 ,
and it tames J0. Further, since XP and P
∨ are compact, there is a constant c such
that
c−1ωXP (v, J0v) ≤ (ωXP + ℵdαJ0)(v, J0v) ≤ cωXP (v, J0v).
for any increasing map ℵ : νP∨ → P∨. Since on a symplectic manifold, tameness
is an open condition, for a small enough neighborhood UJ (J0) there is a constant
c > 0 such that for J1, J2 ∈ UJ (J0)
(5.6) c−1ωXP (v, J2v) ≤ (ωXP + ℵdαJ1)(v, J2v) ≤ cωXP (v, J2v)
for any v ∈ TXP .
Next, we study the effect of changing the connection associated to the almost com-
plex structure. Consider cylindrical almost complex structures J1, J2 ∈ J cyl with the
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same horizontal projection JP , and the connection one-forms α1 := αJ1 , α2 := αJ2 .
The difference
A := α2 − α1
descends to a tP -valued one-form on XP . For a vector (v, t) ∈ Tx(ZP,C), the differ-
ence between J2 and J1 is
(J2 − J1)(v, t) = −(A(JP vP ))Z + JF (AvP )Z , vP := dpiP (v),
where JF is the complex structure on the fibers of piP , and for any ξ ∈ t, ξZ ∈ Vect(Z)
is the vector field generated by ξ. Then,
(φ∗J1,ℵω)((v, t), J2(v, t)) = (φ
∗
J1,ℵω)((v, t), J1(v, t)) + (φ
∗
J1,ℵω)((v, t), (J2 − J1)(v, t))
= |vP |2 + 〈dℵx(α1(v)), α1(v)〉+ 〈dℵx(t), t〉(5.7)
+ 〈α1(v), dℵx(A(vP ))〉+ 〈dℵx(t), A(JP vP )〉 =: (∗).
By condition (c) in the definition of squashing maps, dℵx is diagonalizable and has
eigenvalues n1, . . . , nk. For any element ξ ∈ tP resp. t∨P , we denote by ξi ∈ tP resp.
t∨P the projection of ξ to the i-th eigenspace. We write
dℵ(ξ) = ∑ki=1niξi.
Then, since 0 ≤ ni ≤ 1, continuing (5.7)
(∗) ≥ ∑ki=1ni( 1k |vP |2 + |α1(v)i|2 + |ti|2 + α1(v)iA(vP )i + tiA(JP vP )i)
The last two terms can be bounded in a similar way as follows,
α1(v)iA(vP )i ≥ − |A|2 (|v2P |+ |α1(v)i|2),
where |A| := ‖A‖C0 . Therefore, the expression in (5.7) is non-negative if |A| ≤
1
k . Together with (5.6), the (Weakly Taming) property follows. The (Monotonic)
property follows from (Weakly Taming). 
B∨
νB∨
ℵ
νB∨
B∨ℵ
0
Figure 6. Examples of squashing maps. In both examples, solidly
shaded regions are mapped to points, ruled regions are mapped to
lines by contracting each ruling to a point, and blank regions are
mapped isometrically.
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Remark 5.10. (Translational squashing functions) The set of allowed functions ℵ
in the definition of Hofer energy may appear restrictive. However, note that there
exist squashing functions that map into any B∨-shaped region in νB∨. That is,
for any map ∆ : P∨ → νP∨ that is a translation in t∨P , there exists a squashing
ℵ : νP∨ → P∨ for which ℵ ◦ ∆ = IdP∨ . Such a map ℵ is constructed as in the
example in the left half of Figure 6.
Remark 5.11. (Comparison to Bourgeois et al. [5]) The above definition of Hofer
energy is inspired by the definition of energy in [5]. There are two differences between
our definition and the one in [5].
(a) The first difference is that we take supremum over the set of squashing func-
tions ℵ, which is a subset of the set of non-decreasing functions. We need
the broader definition for dealing with perturbed holomorphic maps in the
case of multiple cuts. In case of a single cut, the squashing condition is same
as the non-decreasing condition.
(b) The two-form φ∗J,ℵω in our definition appears different from the two-form
in [5]. The different versions give equivalent values of energy as we explain
below. Consider a cylindrical almost complex structure J on Xν . Recall
that the P -cylindrical region in Xν is denoted by XνP . The region X
ν
P can
be viewed as a subset of ZP,C which is a TP,C-bundle over XP . Suppose J is
associated to the TP -connection form αP . For an increasing diffeomorphism
ℵ : νB∨ → B∨ the symplectic form φ∗J,ℵω on XνP is
pi∗PωXP + d〈ℵ, αP 〉.
The expression for energy in [5] is given by pi∗PωXP + 〈dℵ, αP 〉. The differ-
ence is a horizontal term 〈ℵ, dαP 〉, which we claim is uniformly bounded by
cpi∗PωXP for some c < 1. Indeed for any value of ℵ ∈ P∨,
(5.8) (ωXP + 〈ℵ, dαP 〉)(v, Jv) > 0 v ∈ TXνP
since it is the horizontal component of the pullback symplectic form (φνJ,P,ℵ)
∗ω
in (5.2), and XνP is compact.
This ends the Remark.
5.1.3. Hofer energy on pieces of a broken manifold. We also define Hofer energy on
pieces of a broken manifold. For a polytope P ∈ P, the P -cylinder is a TP,C bundle
(5.9) piP : ZP,C → XP
with a cylindrical almost complex structure. We recall from (2.16) that the P -
cylinder compactifies to a toric fibration piP : XP → XP and there is a symplectic
form ωP on XP so that the fibers of piP have P
∨ as the moment polytope. Analogous
to breaking manifolds, increasing maps and squashing maps are defined from t∨P to
P∨. The maps satisfy a coherence condition : at the infinite boundary of t∨P an
increasing resp. squashing map restricts to an increasing resp. squashing map on
t∨Q for all faces Q
∨ of P∨. We introduce some notation to describe this coherence
condition. For any face Q∨ ⊂ P∨ let C(Q,P ) ⊂ t∨P denote the image of the dual
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cone ConeQ∨(P
∨))∨ ⊂ tP (see (2.10)) under the isomorphism t ' t∨ from (2.17).
There is a projection map
piQ,P : t
∨
P → t∨Q
so that C(Q,P ) ⊂ kerpiQ,P .
Definition 5.12. (Increasing maps for broken manifolds) For a polytope P ∈ P, a
diffeomorphism ℵ : t∨P → P∨,◦ is an increasing map if
(a) it satisfies the increasing condition (5.1);
(b) and there is a collection of diffeomorphisms (ℵQ : t∨Q → Q∨,◦)Q for all faces
Q∨ ⊂ P∨, each of which satisfies the increasing condition (5.1), and for any
point x ∈ t∨P and cone element ν ∈ C(Q,P ) we have exponential convergence:
For some constants C, k
(5.10) dP∨(ℵ(x+ tv),ℵQ(piQ,P (x))) < Ce−kt.
Definition 5.13. (Squashing maps for broken manifolds) For a polytope P ∈ P, a
surjective map ℵ : t∨P → P∨,◦ is a squashing map if
(a) it satisfies the squashing condition (Definition 5.6 (c));
(b) and there is a collection of surjective maps (ℵQ : t∨Q → Q∨,◦)Q∨⊂P∨ , each of
which satisfies the squashing condition (Definition 5.6 (c)), and for any point
x ∈ t∨P and cone element ν ∈ C(Q,P ) we have exponential convergence: For
some constants C, k
(5.11) dP∨(ℵ(x+ tv),ℵQ(piQ,P (x))) < Ce−kt.
Given a P -cylindrical almost complex structure J0 ∈ J cylτ (ZP,C), an increasing
function ℵ : t∨P → P∨ induces an embedding
(5.12) φJ0,ℵ : ZP,C → (XP , ωP )
onto the complement of the vertical divisors, such that J0 is φ
∗
J0,ℵωP -tame for all
increasing maps ℵ. The embedding φJ0,ℵ maps the fibers of ZP,C → XP holomor-
phically to the fibers of XP → XP , and the pullback of the ωP -complement of the
fiber tangent space is J0-invariant. We remark that unlike the case of neck-stretched
manifolds, the map φJ0,ℵ is defined for all tamed cylindrical almost complex struc-
tures J . Indeed, in neck-stretched manifolds the obstruction to defining φJ0,ℵ for an
arbitrary J lies in our inability to extend the taming map to the complement of the
neck.
Definition 5.14. (Hofer energy on a broken manifold) Let J0 be a cylindrical almost
complex structure on ZP,C. For any map u : C → ZP,C, the (P, J0)-Hofer energy is
EP,Hof,J0(u) = sup
ℵ:t∨P→P∨
∫
C
(φJ0,ℵ ◦ u)∗ωP ,
where the supremum is taken over squashing maps ℵ. When the almost complex
structure is obvious from the context we refer to EP,Hof,J0(u) as the P -Hofer energy.
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An analog of the monotonicity result (Lemma 5.9) holds for Hofer energy on
components of X : For any cylindrical almost complex structure J0 on ZP,C there
exists a neighbourhood UJ ⊂ J cyl(ZP,C) of J0 such that for any pair J1, J2 ∈ UJ ,
J2 is φ
∗
J1,ℵωP -tame for all squashing ℵ.
The following result says that in a cylindrical manifold, Hofer energy is the sum
of horizontal area, and a weighted sum of the intersection multiplicities.
Proposition 5.15. For any polytope P ∈ P, there is a constant c such that for a
perturbed holomorphic map u : P1 → XP that intersects boundary divisors at the
points z1, . . . , zd( ) with multiplicities T (zi) ∈ tZ,
EHof(u) ≤
∫
C
(piP ◦ u)∗ωXP + c
∑d( )
i=1 |T (zi)|.
If u(zi) maps to an intersection of boundary divisors, then |T (zi)| is the sum of the
intersection multiplicities of the map with each of the divisors at zi.
Proof. For a closed domain, Hofer energy is equal to the pairing of [u] with the
cohomology class of the symplectic form ωP in XP . We bound the topological
quantity 〈[u], ωP 〉 as follows. Suppose the moment polytope for the fiber of XP →
XP is
P∨ = {x ∈ t∨P : 〈µi, x〉 ≤ ci, i = 1, . . . , N}
where ci ∈ R and µi ∈ tP,Z, i = 1, . . . , N are primitive outward pointing normals to
the facets of P∨. Suppose the base symplectic form ωP on XP is given by reduction
at the origin 0 ∈ t∨P . Then,
(5.13) ωP (u) = ωP (piP ◦ u) + 2pi
∑d( )
i=1
∑
jcj ·m(zi, Dj),
where m(zi, Dj) is the intersection multiplicity at zi with the toric divisor Dj =
{〈µj , x〉 = cj}. Since the origin 0 ∈ t∨P is in the interior of P∨, the constant cj is
positive for all j. The Proposition follows from (5.13). 
Corollary 5.16. For a type Γ of broken maps, there exists a constant c(Γ) such
that any map u of type Γ has Hofer energy EHof(u) < c(Γ).
Proof. For a broken map u of type Γ, Area(u) and intersection multiplicities T (e)
at nodes we, e ∈ Edge ,− with the boundary divisors XP (e) are fixed, implying a
bound on Hofer energy EHof(u) by Proposition 5.15. 
5.1.4. Basic area forms. We sometimes need a fixed family of area forms on the
family of neck-stretching manifolds. For example, such a family is useful for the
proof of convergence of areas in Gromov convergence in Section 6. The following
result constructs a sequence of two-forms called ‘basic area forms’ on neck-stretched
manifolds that resemble symplectic forms. They converge to the pull back of the
base symplectic form in the components of the broken manifold. The basic area
form is given by a fixed squashing map which we will describe. This is in contrast
to Hofer energy which is the supremum over all squashing maps.
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Proposition 5.17. (Basic area forms on neck stretched manifolds) Let J ∈ J cyl(X)
be a strongly tamed almost complex structure. There is a sequence of closed two-
forms ων ∈ Ω2(Xν) on the family of neck-stretched symplectic manifolds Xν which
are cohomologous to ω, and for all polytopes P ∈ P there exist forms on the cut
spaces ωP ∈ Ω2(XP ) that are cohomologous to ωP satisfying the following.
(a) (Weakly taming) There is a neighbourhood UJ ⊂ J cylτ (X) of J0 such that for
any J1 ∈ UJ and any vector v ∈ TXν , ων(v, Jν1 v) ≥ 0.
(b) (Horizontal in cylindrical regions) There is a constant c > 0 such that for
any ν and any polytope P ∈ P, ων is equal to the horizontal form pi∗PωP
on XνP ⊂ Xν outside a neighbourhood of radius c of the boundary ∂XνP .
(Distances are with respect to the cylindrical metric.)
(c) (Convergence) Suppose for a polytope P ∈ P, tν ∈ νP∨ is a sequence of
translations tν ∈ νP∨ satisfying d(tν , νQ∨) → ∞ for any Q ) P . Then,
(etν )∗ων converges to pi∗PωP , where the embedding e
tν : X◦P×P∨ → XνP is
defined in (2.27).
The two-forms ων in the above Proposition are called basic area forms.
Proof of Proposition 5.17. The idea is to make the “vertical parts” of the two-forms
vanish in a neighborhood of the boundary divisors. By Lemma 5.9, there is a
neighbourhood UJ (J0) such that for any J in this neighbourhood, any ν, and any
squashing function ℵν : νB∨ → B∨, there is a surjective map
φJ0,ℵν : X
ν → (X,ω)
such that Jν is weakly tamed by φ∗J0,ℵνω. To prove the Proposition, it remains to
define a family {ℵν}ν of squashing maps so that conditions (b), (c) are satisfied
by the forms φ∗J0,ℵνω. For that to happen, ℵν |P∨,◦ ≡ 0 outside a uniformly-sized
neighbourhood of its facets Q∨, Q ⊃ P . Such a family ℵν is pictorially depicted in
the right half of Figure 6. For any top-dimensional polytope P , the white regions
in νP∨ are kept fixed as ν grows and the black region in νP∨ maps to the origin in
t∨P . 
Definition 5.18. (Area of a region of a map) Let Ω be a complex curve possibly
with boundary, and let u : Ω → Xν be a perturbed holomorphic map. The basic
area of the map is
Areabas(u,Ω) :=
∫
Ω
u∗ων ,
where ων ∈ Ω2(Xν) is the basic area form on Xν . If a map u has closed domain, or
it maps the boundary of the domain to the Lagrangian, then Area(u) = Areabas(u).
5.2. Removal of singularities. In this section, we prove a removal of singularities
result for holomorphic maps in a piece of a broken manifold. Of course, each of
the pieces in a broken manifold has a compactification into a compact symplectic
manifold, so the main question is boundedness of symplectic area.
The first result says that area is bounded by a constant times Hofer energy in
neck-stretched manifolds. To state the result, we fix an embedding of the P -cylinder
into XP . We recall from (5.12) that such embeddings are determined by choosing a
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cylindrical almost complex structure J0 on the P -cylinder, and an increasing diffeo-
morphism ℵ : t∨P → P∨. We choose an increasing diffeomorphism n : t∨P → P∨,◦ as
in Definition 5.12. For any cylindrical almost complex structure J , we denote
(5.14) ιJ := φJ,n : ZP,C → (XP , ωP ),
where φJ,n is the weakly taming map induced by the squashing map n, see (5.12).
The exponential convergence of n implies that the almost complex structure (ιJ)
∗J
extends to a weakly tamed almost complex structure J on all of XP , for which the
boundary divisors are J-holomorphic.
Proposition 5.19. For any cylindrical almost complex structure J ∈ J cylτ (ZP,C)
there is a constant c for which the following holds. Let  > 0 be such that any
J ′ ∈ B(J) is ι∗JωP -tame. There exists a constant c > 0 such that for any J ′ ∈ B(J)
and a curve C (possibly with boundary) and a J ′-holomorphic map u : C → ZP,C,
(5.15)
∫
C
(ιJ ◦ u)∗ωP ≤ cEP,Hof,J(u,C).
We recall that Hofer energy is the supremum of area forms defined via squashing
maps, whereas the embedding ιJ is not squashing.
Proof. We will prove the proposition using a version of Hofer energy defined by a
more restrictive class of squashing functions. Let
E∗P,Hof,J(u,C) := sup
ℵ:t∨P→P∨
∫
C
(φJ,ℵ ◦ u)∗ωP ,
where ℵ : t∨P → P∨ ranges over translational squashing functions described in Re-
mark 5.10. Since this is a subset of the set of squashing functions, E∗P,Hof(u) ≤
EP,Hof(u).
We first prove the result assuming the torus is one-dimensional. That is, TP = S
1
and therefore the cylinder is Z ×R. The main idea is that in the infinite ends of R,
the fiber symplectic form decays exponentially, and the complement of the infinite
ends can be covered by a finite number of copies of P∨. The details are as follows.
Translational functions are of the form
ℵx : R→ P∨ ' [−, ], t 7→
{
t− x |x− t| ≤ ,
 sign(t− x) |x− t| > .
for some x ∈ R. The horizontal component of the ωP area is the integral of ωP+ndαJ .
As in (5.6), the horizontal component of ωP -area is uniformly equivalent to ωXP -
area. Therefore, the horizontal component of ωP (φν,J(u)) is bounded by cE
∗
P,Hof(u)
for a uniform constant c. The vertical component in the Hofer energy is the integral
of dℵ ∧ αJ . Let uR : C → R be the projection of u to the R-coordinate. Then, for
t0 ∈ R ∫
u−1R ([t0−,t0+])
u∗(dn ∧ αJ) ≤ ce−|t0|
∫
C
u∗(dℵt0 ∧ αJ)(5.16)
≤ ce−|t0|E∗P,Hof(u).
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We write down the equation (5.16) for all t0 ∈ R/Z, and add all of them, to obtain
the required inequality (5.15).
For the case of a higher dimensional torus TP , we first describe a decomposition
of the polytope P∨ into a set of open subsets. Let Q0, . . . , Qk be the faces of P∨,
where P∨ itself is regarded as a face. For each i, let U(Qi) ⊂ P∨ be a tubular
neighbourhood of Qi. Define open subsets
Ri := U(Qi)\ ∪j:Qj⊂Qi U(Qj).
Since Ri is a subset of the tubular neighbourhood of the face Qi, there is a projection
map
pii : Ri → Qi ,
where Qi ⊂ Qi is the complement of neighbourhoods of faces of Qi. We may assume
that the fibers of pii are identical and so, Ri is a product
(5.17) Ri := Qi × Li,1 × Li,2 × · · · × Li,codim(Qi), Li,j := [0, i,j).
The decomposition of the polytope into regions corresponds to a decomposition
of XP into regions where the integral can be bounded. We first introduce some
notation. Recall that the fiber of the map piP : XP → XP is a toric variety VP∨ , and
ΦP∨ : XP → P∨ ⊂ t∨P is a moment map on every fiber. For any subset S ⊂ P∨, let
YS := {x ∈ XP : ΦP∨(x) ∈ S}.
The space YS is a fibration piP : YS → XP , and we denote the fibers by VS . Using
this notation, we see that the projection pii : Ri → Qi induces a fibration VRi → VQi .
This fibration is trivializable and so, by (5.17), VRi is a product
VRi ' VQi ×
∏
j
VLi,j , Qi ⊂ Qi.
Therefore, YRi is a fiber product over XP :
YRi ' YQi ×XP YLi,1 ×XP · · · ×XP YLi,codim(Qi) .
For each j, YLi,j is a disk bundle over XP , and the structure group is S
1. There are
projection maps
piQi : YRi → YQ•◦i , piLi,j : YRi → YLi,j , j = 1, . . . , codim(Qi).
To prove the proposition it is enough to prove the bound (5.15) assuming that the
image of the map ι ◦ u is contained in YRi for some i. The area of a map in YRi is
bounded by the areas of the projections in the fiber product :
(5.18) ωP (ι ◦ u) ≤ c(ωYQi (piQi ◦ u) +
∑
jωYLi,j (piLi,j ◦ u)).
The first term in (5.18) is bounded by
(5.19) ωYQi (piQi ◦ u) ≤ cE∗P,Hof(piQi ◦ u : C → YQi )
because n−1(Qi) can be covered by a finite number of copies of Qi. (This is similar
to the middle part in the one-dimensional case.) The second term in (5.18) is
(5.20) ωYLi,j (piLi,j ◦ u) ≤ E∗P,Hof(piLi,j ◦ u : C → YLi,j )
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by the proof in the case of a one-dimensional torus. The right-hand-side of both
(5.19) and (5.20) are bounded by c(E∗P,Hof(u : C → YRi). This finishes the proof of
the Proposition. 
The next result relates Hofer energy in the neck-stretched manifold to the Hofer
energy in the cylinder. Recall from (2.12) that a neck-stretched manifold is a union
Xν = ∪P∈PXνP ,
and XνP embeds into the P -cylinder ZP,C.
Proposition 5.20. Let J ∈ J cylτ (X) be a tamed cylindrical almost complex structure
that is close to a strongly tamed almost complex structure as in Lemma 5.5. There is
a constant c such that the following holds. For any polytope P and a Jν-holomorphic
curve u : C → XνP , there is an embedding ιP : XνP → ZP,C such that dpiP (J) is
(piP ◦ ιP )∗ωXP -tame and
(5.21) ωXP (piP ◦ ιP ◦ u) ≤ cEHof,J(u), EP,Hof,J(ιP ◦ u) ≤ cEHof,J(u).
The proof of Proposition 5.20 is the same as that of Proposition 5.19, and is
omitted. We remark that in the proof of the second part of (5.21), the bound on
the horizontal component of energy is a consequence of the first part of (5.21). For
the vertical component of energy, the terms in EP,Hof and EHof are identical.
Proposition 5.21. (Removal of singularities) Suppose J0 ∈ J cyl, Br ⊂ C is an
open ball of radius r and u : Br\{0} → ZP,C is a J0-holomorphic map with
EHof,J0,P (u,Br\{0}) <∞.
Then, letting d denote distance in the cylindrical metric in ZP,C,
(a) Let ιJ0 : ZP,C → XP be the embedding from Proposition 5.19. The map ιJ0 ◦u
extends holomorphically to a map u : Br → XP .
(b) Let uvert be the vertical component of u at 0. Then, there is a constant c such
that
d(u(s, t), uvert(s, t)) ≤ ce−s, s ≥ s0,
using the exponential coordinates in the domain z = e−s−it in the domain.
Proof. After applying the embedding results of this Section, the proof is a straight-
forward application of the removal-of-singularities result in compact symplectic man-
ifolds. By Proposition 5.19, the map
ιJ0 ◦ u : Br\{0} → XP
has finite ωP -area. By the removal of singularities in compact symplectic manifolds,
ιJ0 ◦ u extends holomorphically over 0. The exponential converge of ι at the infinite
ends, together with (a) implies (b). See Lemma 3.10 for details. 
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5.3. Breaking annuli. The next proposition governs the behavior of annuli with
small base area and bounded Hofer energy. For any L > 0, we denote by
A(L) := [−L2 , L2 ]× S1 ∼= {z ∈ C | |z| ∈ [e−L/2, eL/2]}
the annulus with length L.
Proposition 5.22. (Breaking annulus lemma) Let P ∈ P be a polytope, and let
J0 be a cylindrical almost complex structures on ZP,C. There are constants ~ ≥ 0,
0 < ρ < 1, c > 0 such that the following holds. For a sequence lν →∞, let
uν : A(lν)→ ZP,C
be a sequence of J0-holomorphic maps satisfying the following
sup
ν
EHof,J0,P (uν) <∞, ωXP (piP ◦ uν) ≤ ~, sup
z∈R×S1,ν
|duν(z)| <∞,
where the norm on duν is with respect to the cylindrical metric on ZP,C. Then, there
is a constant l > 0 and µ ∈ tP,Z such the following holds. Suppose ξν is a section
defined by the relation
uν = expuν,triv ξν , uν,triv(s, t) := e
µ(s+it)uν(0, 0).
There is a subsequence such that for k = 0, 1,
(5.22) |Dkξν(s, t)| ≤ c(eρ(s−
lν
2
) + eρ(−s−
lν
2
)), ∀s ∈ [− lν2 + l, lν2 − l] .
The proof of the breaking annulus lemma is based on the ordinary annulus lemma
on compact symplectic manifolds which can be stated in the following alternate way.
Proposition 5.23. (Annulus lemma on compact manifolds) Suppose (X,ω) is a
compact symplectic manifold with a tamed almost complex structure J . There ex-
ists constants 0 < ρ < 1, ~ > 0, c > 0 such that the following holds for any
J-holomorphic map u : A(L)→ X with E(u) ≤ ~. For x = u(0, 0), there is a map
ξ : A(L− 1)→ TxX such that u = expx ξ
on A(L− 1) and for k = 0, 1,
(5.23) |Dkξ(s, t)| ≤ c(eρ(s−L) + eρ(−s−L)), ∀s ∈ [−L+ 1, L− 1].
The constants ρ, ~, c depend continuously on J with respect to the C2-topology.
Proof. The proposition is a consequence of the annulus lemma, see [29, Lemma 4.7.3]
and elliptic regularity for holomorphic maps. 
Proof of Proposition 5.22. Step 0 : Fixing the constants ~, µ.
The Proposition is proved using the annulus lemma on compact symplectic mani-
folds. The cylinder ZP,C is embedded into a compact symplectic manifold by (5.14)
:
(5.24) ιJ0 : ZP,C → (XP , ωP ).
We recall that XP is a toric fibration over XP , and the image XP := ιJ0(ZP,C) is
the complement of the vertical boundary divisors in XP . There is a tamed almost
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complex structure JP on XP which is equal to (ιJ0)∗J0 on the image of ιJ0 . The
constants ~, µ are chosen so that the statement of the annulus lemma holds for
(XP , ωP , JP ). Additionally ~ is chosen to be smaller than the quantization of energy
constant for the almost complex manifold (XP , dpiP (J0)).
Let uν be a sequence as in the Proposition.
Step 1 : The sequence uν converges to either a constant map or trivial cylinder.
Let tν ∈ t∨P be such that pit∨P (etνuν(0)) = 0. It is enough to prove the Proposition for
the sequence etνuν , so we replace uν by e
tνuν , and assume that pit∨P (uν(0)) = 0. By
the derivative bound on the sequence, and since pit∨P (uν(0)) = 0, we conclude that a
subsequence of {uν}ν converges to a limit u : R×S1 → ZP,C in C∞loc. By Proposition
5.19, ωXP (piP ◦ u) < ∞. Therefore by removal of singularities, u extends to a map
u : P1 → (XP , ωP ). Quantization of energy implies that the horizontal projection
piXP ◦ u is constant. Consequently, u is a trivial cylinder and is of the form
(5.25) u : R× S1 → ZP,C, (s+ it) 7→ eµ(s+it)x, µ ∈ tP,Z, x ∈ ZP,C.
Step 2: The transformed sequence of maps
u˜ν(s, t) := e
−µ(s+it)uν
has uniformly bounded P -Hofer energy.
The energy of the horizontal projection is unchanged : ωXP (piP ◦uν) = ωXP (piP ◦u˜ν).
Therefore, it remains to uniformly bound
Eℵ(u˜ν) :=
∫
A(lν)
u˜∗νd〈ℵ, αJ0〉
for all squashing functions ℵ : t∨P → P∨. We claim that for any ℵ,
Eℵ(u˜ν) =
∫
∂A(lν)
u˜∗ν〈ℵ, αJ0〉 ≤ 2
∫
t∈S1
|ℵ| · |αJ0 | · |∂tu˜ν(±lν + it)| ≤ c,
where c is independent of ν, ℵ. In the last inequality, we use the fact that αJ0 is
defined on a compact set ZP , and
|∂tu˜ν(s+ it)| ≤ |∂tuν(s+ it)|+ |µ|,
and |duν | is uniformly bounded on A(lν). Thus, we conclude
(5.26) sup
ν
EP,Hof,J0(u˜ν , A(lν)) <∞.
Step 3: There is a compact set K ⊂ ZP,C that contains the images u˜ν(A(lν)). The
sequence u˜ν Gromov converges to a map u˜∞ : C → ZP,C, where C consists of two
disks attached at an interior node.
The claim is proved by embedding the P -cylinder into a compact symplectic manifold
as mentioned in the beginning of the proof, see (5.24). By Proposition 5.19, the
uniform bound on Hofer energy of u˜ν implies a uniform bound on ωP -area of
u˜′ν := ιJ0 ◦ u˜ν .
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After passing to a subsequence, u˜′ν has a Gromov limit in XP , which we analyze
next. The uniform derivative bound on uν given in the hypothesis of the Proposi-
tion implies a similar bound on u˜′ν . Therefore, there are no rational tails (bubble
trees) in the limit. The non-constant components in the Gromov limit are produced
because of area going off to the ends of the cylinders A(lν). So, the only domain
reparametrizations we need to consider are translations of the cylinder in the R-
direction. Thus the limit is a map u˜′∞ : C → XP where C is a nodal curve modelled
on a path of vertices labelled 0, . . . , k. The curve component Ci is a disk for i = 0, k
and is a sphere otherwise.
We now show that the Gromov limit u˜′∞ does not have any sphere components.
We recall that the sequence u˜ν : A(lν)→ ZP,C converges in C∞loc to a constant map x0.
Therefore in the Gromov limit u˜′∞, ιJ0(x0) is the image of a nodal point w of C. The
node w lies on the components Ci−1, Ci ⊂ C. The component u˜′∞,i : Ci → XP is the
C∞loc-limit of the rescaled u˜
′
ν(·+ri,ν), where ri,ν →∞. Since u˜′∞,i(−∞) = ι(x0) ∈ XP ,
there is a point z ∈ R×S1 in the domain such that u˜′∞,i(z) is in XP . Consequently
the sequence u˜ν(z + ri,ν) converges to a limit in ZP,C. Since the derivatives of du˜ν
are uniformly bounded, on any compact subset, u˜ν(· + ri,ν) converges in ZP,C. We
conclude that
(a) if the limit u˜′∞,i is a disk, the image ι
−1
J0
(u˜′∞,i) is contained in a compact
subset of ZP,C.
(b) The limit u˜′∞,i is not a sphere. Indeed, the image of u˜
′
∞,i can possibly intersect
vertical boundary divisors only at∞. Since ωXP (piP ◦u˜′∞,i) ≤ ~, u˜′∞,i projects
to a constant on XP . Therefore u˜
′
∞,i is constant on ZP,C, contradicting our
assumption that u˜′∞,i is non-constant.
Similarly, we obtain another disk bubble attached to the node w by the convergence
of maps u˜′ν(·+ ri−1,ν), where ri−1,ν → −∞.
Step 4: Finishing the proof.
We have shown that there is a compact set K ⊂ ZP,C that contains the image
u˜ν(A(lν)) for all ν. Since the sequence u˜ν converges to a pair of disks connected at
a node w, we conclude that for a large enough l,∫
A(lν−l)
u∗νωP < ~.
We now apply the standard annulus Lemma on the sequence of maps u˜ν , since they
map to the compact symplectic manifold (K, ι∗J0ω).
We conclude that
(5.27) |Dkξν(s, t)| ≤ c(eρ(s−L) + eρ(−s−L)), where u˜ν(s, t) = expu˜ν(0,0) ξν(s, t).
Since uν(s, t) = e
µ(s+it)u˜ν(s, t), we have the relation uν = expuν,triv ξν where uν,triv =
uν(0, 0). The result then follows from (5.27). 
In the proof of convergence of breaking maps, matching conditions at nodes and
(Thin cylinder convergence) follow as consequences of the breaking annulus Lemma,
as we show in the next result.
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Corollary 5.24. (Corollary of the breaking annulus lemma) Suppose uν : [
−lν
2 ,
lν
2 ]×
S1 → ZP,C is a sequence of annuli satisfying the hypothesis of the breaking annulus
lemma (Proposition 5.22), and for which the conclusions of Proposition 5.22 hold
with slope µ ∈ tP,Z. Further suppose t+ν , t−ν ∈ tP are translation sequences such that
(i) e−ιt
±
ν uν converges on compact subsets to a map u± : R∓ × S1 → ZP,C;
(ii) there is a sequence l′ν →∞ such that
t+ν − t−ν = µl′ν
and |lν − l′ν | is uniformly bounded.
Then,
(a) (Edge matching) The map u± extends holomorphically over ∓∞ and defines
u± : C± → XP± , C± := (R∓ × S1) ∪ {∓∞}.
The broken map (u−, u+) defined on the nodal domain C−∪∞∼−∞C+ satisfies
the edge matching condition at the node.
(b) (Thin cylinder convergence) The convergence of the cylinders [0, lν ] → S1
to (u−, u+) satisfies the (Thin cylinder convergence) condition. In partic-
ular, the sequence e
1
2
(t+ν +t
−
ν )uν(0, 0) converges to x0 ∈ ZP × t∨P , and u± is
asymptotically close to the trivial cylinder
u±,triv : R± × S1 → ZP × t∨P , (s, t) := eµ(s+it)x0.
Proof. Let δν := l
′
ν − lν and after passing to a subsequence, let δ := limν δν . The
rescaled sequences
(5.28) e−t
±
ν uν(s+ it+
lν
2 ± δν2 )
converge to maps
u′− := u−(· − δ2) : [ δ2 ,∞)× S1 → ZP,C, u′+ := u+(·+ δ2) : (−∞, −δ2 )× S1 → ZP,C
which are domain reparametrizations of u+, u−. The domain coordinates of u′−, u′+
are matching coordinates for the broken map u. Indeed, u′± is asymptotically close
to the trivial cylinder
(5.29) u′±(s, t) = e
µ(s+it)x0, where x0 = lim
ν
e
1
2
(t−ν +t+ν )uν(0, 0).
The existence of the limit in (5.29) is a consequence of the convergence of the se-
quences in (5.28) and the exponential decay estimate of the breaking annulus lemma.
Matching conditions follow from (5.29). The sequence of annuli A(lν) converge to
the matching coordinates, and therefore, (5.29) also implies (Thin cylinder conver-
gence). 
Remark 5.25. (Applying breaking annulus lemma in neck-stretched manifolds) The
breaking annulus Lemma is stated for a P -cylinder. Recall from (2.26) that for any
t ∈ νP∨, there is an embedding of the P -cylindrical region XνP ⊂ Xν embed into
the P -cylinder:
e−t : XνP → ZP,C.
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The map e−t is an isometry on the fibers of XνP → X◦P . It is not an isometry in the
base direction because the metric onXνP isQ-cylindrical along divisors corresponding
to facets Q ⊂ P . Suppose uν : A(lν) → Xν is a sequence of maps such that the
sequence e−t(uν) satisfies the area and energy hypothesis of the breaking annulus
lemma. Then the estimate obtained from the breaking annulus lemma will continue
to hold on XνP , after adjusting constants, if there is a compact set K ⊂ X◦P that
contains the images piP (iν(uν)). This ends the Remark.
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6. Gromov compactness
We prove the following version of Gromov compactness with breaking along mul-
tiple divisors. There are two compactness theorems we will need : The first concerns
the limit of holomorphic maps to the neck-stretched manifoldsXν in the limit ν →∞
and requires only an area bound:
Theorem 6.1. (Gromov convergence for breaking maps) Suppose (J0,D) is a stabi-
lizing pair for the broken manifold X, and P∞ is a perturbation datum on X adapted
to (J0,D). Suppose {P ν}ν is a sequence of perturbation data on neck-stretched man-
ifolds {Xν}ν that converges to P∞. Let uν : (Cν , ∂Cν) → (Xν , L) be a sequence of
treed P ν-adapted disks with uniformly bounded area. There is a subsequence of {uν}ν
that Gromov converges to a P∞-adapted broken map u : C → X modelled on a trop-
ical graph Γ. The limit is unique up to the action of the tropical symmetry group
Ttrop(Γ) from (3.17).
Gromov convergence is defined in the following section. Adapted perturbations
are defined in 4.22, and convergence of perturbation data on neck-stretched mani-
folds is defined in 4.24.
The second theorem is a compactness result for sequences of broken maps.
Theorem 6.2. (Gromov convergence for broken maps) Suppose (J0,D) is a sta-
bilizing pair for the broken manifold, and P is a perturbation datum on X adapted
to (J0,D). Suppose uν : Cν → XP is a sequence of adapted broken P -holomorphic
maps with uniformly bounded area.
After passing to a subsequence the type of the broken maps is ν-independent, and
is equal to, say, Γ. The sequence Gromov converges to a broken adapted P -map
u : C → XP of type Γ′ for which there is a tropical edge-collapse morphism Γ′ → Γ.
The tropical edge-collapse Γ′ → Γ is trivial only if the translation sequence is trivial
for all vertices of Γ in the sense of Definition 6.18. The limit is unique up to the
action of the tropical symmetry group Ttrop(Γ
′) from (3.17).
6.1. Gromov convergence. In this section, we define the notion of convergence
in the compactness results, Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2.
Definition 6.3. (Convergence of marked curves) A sequence of genus zero closed
complex marked curves (Cν , zν) converges to a stable nodal curve C if for every
irreducible component Cv ⊂ C there exist
(a) a sequence of exhausting curves
(Cv,ν , ∂Cv,ν) ⊂ (C◦v , ∂C◦v )
where the complement of nodes C◦v is defined in (4.12), and Cv,ν is not
necessarily compact;
(b) and a sequence of biholomorphisms
(6.1) φv,ν : (Cv,ν , ∂Cv,ν)→ (Cν , ∂Cν)
that is a restriction of φv,ν ∈ PSL(2,C) resp. PSL(2,R) if Cv is a sphere
resp. disk,
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such that
(a) (Limit of marking) for all i, v, for which zi,ν lies in the image of φv,ν for large
ν,
lim
ν
φ−1v,ν(zi,ν) = z
v
i ,
where zvi is the node in the component Cv connecting it to the component
that contains the marked point zi. If Cv contains zi, then z
v
i = zi.
(b) (Limit of a different parametrization) For all v 6= v′, limν→∞ φ−1v,νφv′,ν has
limit (uniformly in all derivatives on compact sets) the constant map taking
values in node wvv′ of Cv connecting to C
′
v.
Remark 6.4. In definition 6.3, if the limit curve C is stable, then convergence in
[Cν ] → [C] in the moduli space of marked nodal disks Md( ),d( ) is equivalent to
convergence in the sense of our definition. If the curve C is stable then the sequence
of reparametrizations {φν,v} is unique in the following sense. If ψν,v is another
sequence satisfying the conditions in the definition, then ψ−1ν,vφν,v uniformly converges
to the identity map.
Definition 6.5. (Annuli converging to a node) Suppose a sequence of curves con-
verges to a limit curve via biholomorphisms φv,ν : Cv → Cν for every irreducible
component Cv ⊂ C. Suppose w is a node with normalizations w+, w− on curve
components Cv+ , Cv− , and complex coordinates
z± : (Uw± , w±)→ (C, 0).
on neighborhoods Uw± ⊂ Cv± . A sequence of annuli
A(lν) :=
[− lν2 , lν2 ]× S1 ⊂ Cν
converges to the node w if there exists  > 0 such that
(a) φ−1v±,ν({∓ lν2 } × S1) converges to {z± = },
(b) and φ−1v±,ν(A(lν)) exhausts {z± ≤ }\{w±}.
The following definition describes the “renormalization” of neck coordinates needed
to obtain bubbles in the neck components in the neck-stretching limit.
Definition 6.6. (Translation sequence for a tropical graph) Suppose Γ is a tropical
graph. A Γ-translation sequence consists of a collection of sequences
{tν(v) ∈ νB∨}ν , v ∈ Vert(Γ)
such that the following hold :
(a) (Polytope) For each vertex v
tν(v) ∈ νP (v)∨ ⊂ νB∨.
(b) (Slope) For any node e between vertices v+, v−, there is a sequence lν(e)→∞
such that
(6.2) tν(v+)− tν(v+) = T (e)lν .
Definition 6.7. (Gromov convergence, multiple cuts) A sequence of holomorphic
maps uν : (Cν , zν)→ Xν converges to a broken map u : C → XP if
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(a) (Convergence of domains) the sequence of curves Cν converges to C via
biholomorphisms φv,ν : Cv → Cν for every component Cv ⊂ C in the sense
of Definition 6.3 and
(b) (Convergence of maps) there is a T -translation sequence {tν(v)}v,ν such that
for any irreducible component Cv ⊂ C, the sequence of curves
Cv,ν := (uν ◦ φv,ν)−1(XνP (v))
exhausts C◦v , see (4.12), and the sequence of maps (notation defined in (2.26))
e−tν(v)uν ◦ φv,ν |Cv,ν
converges in C∞loc(C
◦
v ) to u : Cv → XP (v). The map e−tν(v) : XνP (v) → XP (v)
is defined in (2.26).
(c) (Thin cylinder convergence) For a node w in C corresponding to an edge e =
(v+, v−) ∈ Edge (Γ), and matching coordinates z± on Cv± (see (Vertical matching)
in Definition 3.5) in the neighbourhood of the node w, let x0 ∈ ZP (e),C be
such that the maps u|C± are asymptotically close to
z± 7→ zT (e)± x0.
where T (e) ∈ tP (e),Z is the slope of the edge e. There is a sequence of annuli
A(lν) := [−lν/2, lν/2]× S1 ⊂ Cν
converging to the node w, see Definition 6.5, such that the sequence
xν := uν(0, 0)− 1
2
(tν(v+) + tν(v−))
converges to x0.
(d) (Area convergence) limν→∞Area(uν) = Area(u).
The (Thin cylinder convergence) condition in the above Definition roughly says
that for a sequence of annuli that converges to a node, the evaluation of uν at the
mid-points of the annuli converge to the evaluation of the node, after adjusting by
translation sequences.
6.2. Horizontal convergence. We discuss a notion of compactness for sequence
of points in a neck-stretching manifold, that is useful in the proof of convergence for
breaking maps.
Definition 6.8. (Horizontal convergence) A sequence of points xν ∈ Xν horizontally
converges to a point x ∈ XP for a polytope P ∈ P if
• xν ∈ XνP for all ν,
• the sequence piνP (xν) converges to x, where piνP : XνP → XP is the projection
map from (2.25),
• x lies in X◦P = XP \ ∪Q(P XQ,
• and for any subsequence of {xν}ν , the above conditions are not satisfied for
any polytope P0 ⊃ P .
The next result is a straightforward consequence of the definition of horizontal
convergence.
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Lemma 6.9. For any sequence xν ∈ Xν , there exists a subsequence of {xνk}k that
converges horizontally. There is a unique polytope P ∈ P for which the subsequence
{xνk}k converges horizontally in XP .
The following Lemma gives criteria to determine the polytope in which a sequence
of points converges horizontally.
Lemma 6.10. A sequence of points xν ∈ Xν horizontally converges in XP if and
only if the following holds : there exists a sequence tν ∈ νP∨ such that e−tνxν
converges in X◦
P
, and d(tν , νP
∨
0 )→∞ for all polytopes P0 ⊃ P .
Proof. We prove the ‘if’, and leave the ‘only if’ to the reader. The convergence of
the translated sequence e−tνxν implies that the projected sequence piP (xν) ∈ X◦P
converges in X◦P . There is no subsequence of xν that horizontally converges in XP0
for P0 ⊃ P , because of the condition d(tν , νP∨0 )→∞. Indeed, the limit limν piP0(xν)
lies in XP ⊂ XP0 , and not in X◦P0 . 
To state the next result, we recall some notation. The subset XνP ⊂ Xν is a
manifold with corners, and using notation from (2.12), its codimension one boundary
is the union
∂XνP =
⋃
(P0,Q):P0∩P=Q,codimP0 (Q)=1
Φ−1(Q•◦)× P∨0 .
Indeed, Φ−1(Q•◦) × P∨0 is a subset of the boundary of Φ−1(Q•◦) × Q∨ ⊂ XνQ ⊆ XνP .
Let dXν denote distance with respect to the cylindrical metric on X
ν .
Lemma 6.11. Let xν ∈ Xν be a sequence that converges horizontally in XP . Then,
dXν (xν , ∂X
ν
P )→∞ as ν →∞.
Proof. Suppose after passing to a subsequence, there are polytopes P0, Q such that
Q ⊆ P , P0 ⊃ Q, codimP0(Q) = 1, and dXν (xν ,Φ−1(Q•◦)×P∨0 ) is uniformly bounded.
Then, we arrive at a contradiction because xν horizontally converges in a polytope
P ′0 ⊇ P0. 
The next result may be seen as the horizontal convergence version of the Arzela-
Ascoli theorem.
Lemma 6.12. Suppose C is a compact curve and uν : C → Xν is a sequence of
differentiable maps satisfying supν‖duν‖L∞ < ∞. There exists a subsequence of
maps {uνk}k and a polytope P ∈ P such that for all z ∈ C the sequence uνk(z)
converges horizontally in XP . For the subsequence {uνk}k, the polytope P is unique.
Proof. Choose a point z0 on the curve C. By Lemma 6.9, after passing to a subse-
quence, there is a unique polytope P ∈ P such that uν(z0) converges horizontally
in XP . This implies uν(z0) ∈ XνP , and by Lemma 6.11 dXν (uν(z0), ∂XνP ) → ∞ as
ν → ∞. By the uniform boundedness of the derivatives duν and the compactness
of C, the image uν(C) is contained in X
ν
P for large ν. Further, for all z ∈ C,
(6.3) dXν (uν(z0), ∂X
ν
P )→∞ as ν →∞.
By Arzela-Ascoli, a subsequence of piP ◦uν : C → XP converges uniformly to a limit
map u : C → XP . Together with (6.3), we conclude that for any z1 ∈ C the sequence
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uν(z1) horizontally converges in XQ for some Q ⊆ P . The preceding argument then
implies that uν(z0) horizontally converges in XQ, which leads to the conclusion that
Q = P . 
6.3. Edges lie in the right regions. As a first step towards the proof of com-
pactness we show that cylinders with small energy map to certain regions in the
neck-stretched manifold.
Proposition 6.13. (Edges lie in right regions) Let A( lν2 ) := [− lν2 , lν2 ] × S1 be a
sequence of annuli, and lν2 → ∞. Suppose uν : A( lν2 ) → Xν is a sequence of
holomorphic maps satisfying the following:
(a) Areabas(uν) ≤ ~,
(b) supν‖duν‖L∞ <∞, and
(c) P+, P− ∈ P are such that uν |{±lν2 }×S1
horizontally converges in the compo-
nent XP±.
Then, P+ ∩ P− is non-empty and there is a constant l ≥ 0 such that the image
uν(A(
lν
2 − l)) is contained in XνP+ ∩XνP− for all ν.
Proof. We will prove the following Claim. The proposition follows from the Claim,
and an analogous statement for P+.
Claim. There is a constant l ≥ 0 such that the image uν([− lν2 , lν2 − l] × S1) is
contained in XνP− .
We will assume the contrapositive and use it produce a sequence of long cylinders
not lying in the expected region, which will lead to a contradiction. Suppose the
Claim is not true. Let
rν := min{r ∈ [− lν2 , lν2 ] : ∃θ ∈ S1 : uν(r, θ) /∈ XνP−}.
By our assumption that the Claim is not true, lν2 −rν →∞. Suppose, after passing to
a subsequence, the sequence uν(rν , θν) horizontally converges in XQ for some Q ∈ P.
Since uν(rν , θ) /∈ XνP− , we can conclude that Q * P−. We define reparametrized
cylinders
(6.4) u˜ν : A
′
ν := [− l
−
ν
2 ,
l+ν
2 ]× S1 → Xν , u˜ν(s, t) := uν(s− rν , t),
where l
−
ν
2 ,
l+ν
2 > 0 are the maximum values for which u˜ν(A
′
ν) ⊂ XνQ. Since the
derivatives of the maps u˜ν are uniformly bounded, by Lemma 6.12, we can conclude
that l
±
ν
2 →∞.
Next, we show that the sequence of reparametrized maps converges to a constant
map. Since the derivatives of the maps u˜ν in (6.4) are uniformly bounded, the
sequence {piQ ◦ u˜ν}ν converges to a limit
u˜0 : R× S1 → XQ
uniformly in all derivatives on compact sets. The limit u˜0 extends to a map on the
sphere. Since
Area(u˜0) ≤ lim inf
ν
Areabas(uν , Aν) ≤ ~,
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u˜0 is a constant map. The image of u˜0 image is a point denoted by
(6.5) x0 ∈ XQ\ ∪P(Q XP .
Indeed, x0 does not lie in toric submanifolds of XQ, because Q was chosen so that
u˜ν |({0} × S1) horizontally converges in XQ.
We now examine the Gromov limit of the sequence of maps piXQ ◦ u˜ν . The Gro-
mov limit indeed exists, because the maps have bounded area. We denote the
Gromov limit by u˜ : C → XQ, where C is a nodal curve with boundary. Since the
derivatives of u˜ν are uniformly bounded, the components of the limit are obtained by
reparametrizing the domain cylinders A′ν ⊂ R×S1 by translations in the R-direction.
Thus, the domain C of v is a nodal curve modelled on a path of vertices labelled
0, . . . , k. The curve component Ci is a disk for i = 0, k and is a sphere otherwise.
For any i, the pair Ci, Ci−1 is connected by a interior node. Since Area(u˜) ≤ ~,
there are in fact no spheres, and the limit consists of a pair of disks u˜+, u˜− attached
at a node. The node is mapped to x0. The disk u˜± : R∓ × S1 → XQ is the limit of
the sequence piQ ◦ u˜ν(· − l
±
ν
2 ).
Finally we arrive at a contradiction. By the maximallity of l−ν , for any l > 0,
there exists θν ∈ S1 such that u˜ν(−l
−
ν
2 − l, θν) /∈ XνQ. After passing to a subsequence,
the u˜ν(
−l−ν
2 − l, θν) horizontally converges in XP , where P is a polytope that does
not contain Q. By Lemma 6.12, for any (s, t) ∈ R × S1, the sequence of points
u˜ν(
−l−ν
2 + s, t) horizontally converges in P . Therefore,
(6.6) u˜−(s, t) = lim
ν
piQ ◦ u˜ν(−l
−
ν
2 + s, t) ∈ XQ∩P ⊂ XQ ∀(s, t) ∈ R+ × S1.
But u˜−(∞) = x0 and by (6.5), x0 is not in a toric submanifold of XQ. This contra-
dicts (6.6), and therefore the contrapositive assumption was incorrect. Thus both
the claim and Proposition 6.13 are proved. 
6.4. Proof of convergence for breaking maps.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Step 1 : Domain components for the limit map.
The sequence of domains (Cν , zν) converges to a stable treed nodal curve (C, z)
modelled on a tree T . The convergence is via a sequence of biholomorphisms
φv,ν : Cv,ν → Cν , Cv ⊂ C, v ∈ Vert(T ).
on exhausting subsets Cv,ν of C
◦
v . The perturbation maps Pν converge to a pertur-
bation datum P∞ = (J∞, F∞) defined on C. In the next few steps we will show that
there are no additional domain components in the limit map.
Step 2 : Boundedness of derivatives.
In this step we show a bound on the derivatives of the sequence of maps by ruling
out bubble trees (rational tails) with unstable domains in the limit.
In particular, we will show that for any v ∈ Vert(T ), the derivative of
uv,ν := uν ◦ φv,ν : Cv,ν → Xν
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is uniformly bounded for all ν. The norm on the derivative is with respect to the
cylindrical metric on Xν . On the domain we use a metric on C◦ that is cylin-
drical (or strip-like) in the punctured neighborhood of nodal points. We assume
that the exhausting subsets Cv,ν ⊂ C◦v are obtained by truncating the non-compact
cylindrical ends of C◦v .
Assuming, for the sake of contradiction, that the derivatives are not uniformly
bounded, we will construct a sequence of rescaled maps. After passing to a subse-
quence, there exists a sequence of points zν ∈ Cv,ν ⊂ C◦v and a point z∞ ∈ Cv for
some v ∈ Vert(Γ) such that
zν → z∞, |duv,ν(zν)| → ∞.
We first carry out the proof assuming that z∞ is not a nodal point, and thus z∞ ∈ C◦v .
We apply Hofer’s lemma 6.14 to the function |duv,ν |, x = zν and the constant
δ = |duν(zν)|−1/2.
Lemma 6.14. (Hofer’s Lemma, [29, Lemma 4.6.4]) Suppose (X, d) is a metric space,
f : X → R≥0 is a continuous function, and x ∈ X, δ > 0 are such that the ball B2δ(x)
is complete. Then there exists a positive constant  ≤ δ and a point ζ ∈ B2(x) such
that
sup
z∈B
f(z) ≤ 2f(ζ), f(ζ) ≤ δf(x).
We obtain another sequence ζν ∈ C◦v converging to z∞, and a sequence of constants
ν → 0 such that
cν := |duv,ν(ζν)| → ∞, sup
z∈Bν
|duν(z)| ≤ 2cν , cνν →∞.
The rescaled maps are
u˜ν := uv,ν((· − ζν)/cν) : Bνcν → Xν ,
and |du˜ν | ≤ 2, |du˜ν(0)| = 1.
Each of the rescaled maps converges to a limiting map with domain the affine
line. By Lemma 6.12 there is a polytope P ∈ P such that, a subsequence of u˜ν
horizontally converges in XP . We may view u˜ν as mapping to the P -cylinder, since
for any translation tν ∈ νP∨ ⊂ t∨P there is an embedding
e−tν : XνP → ZP,C,
see (2.26). We choose the translation tν ∈ t∨P so that pit∨P ◦ (etν u˜ν)(0) = 0. The
uniform bound on the derivatives of u˜ν implies that for any compact set K ⊂ C,
the images etν u˜ν(K) are contained in a compact set of ZP,C. By the Arzela-Ascoli
theorem, the sequence etν u˜ν converges in C
∞
loc to a non-constant Jz∞-holomorphic
limit u˜ : C→ ZP,C.
The limit map in the previous paragraph extends to a holomorphic map from the
projective line by removal of singularities. For any J ∈ UJ0(J ), EJ,Hof(uν , Cν)
is equal to area and therefore is uniformly bounded for all ν. By monotonic-
ity of Hofer energy (Lemma 5.9), EJz∞ ,Hof(u˜ν , Bνcν ) is uniformly bounded, and
therefore EJz∞ ,Hof(u˜,C) is finite. The definitions of Hofer energy in neck-stretched
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manifolds and the one in P -cylinder are different. By Proposition 5.20, the P -
Hofer energy is bounded by the energy in neck-stretched manifolds, and therefore,
EP,Hof,Jz∞ (u˜) < ∞. Finally, by Proposition 5.19, the P -cylinder ZP,C can be em-
bedded into a compact symplectic manifold (XP , ωP ) in a way that the symplectic
area u˜∗ωP is finite. Therefore, the singularity at ∞ can be removed, and we obtain
a Jz∞-holomorphic map u˜ : P1 → XP .
Finally, we arrive at a contradiction by showing that the limit map is constant.
The domain reparametrizations φv,ν were derived from the stable map compactifi-
cation, and so, there is at most a single marked point zi,ν that is contained in each
of the regions Bν (ζν). Therefore, the projection piP ◦ u˜ : C → ZP,C either lies in
the divisor D, or it has at most one intersection with the divisor D. Since (J0,D)
is a stabilizing pair for X, and the perturbation P is adapted to (J0,D) neither
possibilities can happen if piP ◦ u˜ is non-constant. Therefore, piP ◦ u˜ is constant, and
so the image of u˜ lies in a single toric fiber VP∨ . The image u˜(C) does not intersect
boundary divisors of VP∨ , and therefore u˜ is a constant map.
We now consider the case that the sequence of points with increasing derivatives
converges to a nodal point. The truncated curves (Cv,ν ⊂ C◦v )v,ν can be chosen so
that for any node we corresponding to an edge e = (v+, v−), the intersection of the
truncated curves Cv+,ν ∩ Cv−,ν contains a cylinder of length at least L, and L is a
constant independent of ν, e. Consequently, there is a constant  > 0 such that for
any sequence zν ∈ Cν that converges to a node we ∈ C, there exists a vertex v ∈ e
and a subsequence for which B(zν) ⊂ Im(φv,ν). Here we assume that the metric on
Cν is obtained by gluing the cylindrical ends in C◦. The earlier proof using Hofer’s
Lemma and a rescaling can now be applied to the maps uν |B(zν), because there are
no marked points on annular regions in Cν that converge to a node. We conclude
that |duv,ν | is uniformly bounded for all ν.
Step 3 : Determining stable components of the limit map.
In Step 2 we showed that the derivatives of the maps uv,ν are uniformly bounded,
where v is any vertex of Γ. Therefore, by Lemma 6.12 the maps uv,ν converge
horizontally in some polytope P (v) ∈ P, and the image of uv,ν is contained in
XνP (v). For any choice of translation tν(v) ∈ νP∨ ⊂ t∨P , there is an embedding
e−tν(v) : XνP (v) → ZP (v),C into the P (v)-cylinder, see (2.26). Choose a smooth point
zv ∈ Cv in each curve component. Fix the translation tν(v) ∈ νP (v)∨ so that
pit∨
P (v)
(e−tν(v)uv,ν(zv)) = 0. Then, for any compact set in the complement of nodal
points K ⊂ C◦v , the images (e−tν(v)uv,ν)(K) are contained in a uniformly bounded
region of ZP (v),C. Since the derivatives are locally uniformly bounded, the sequence
e−tν(v)uv,ν converges in C∞loc to a limit uv : C
◦
v → ZP (v),C. For any node w in Cv
there is a neighbourhood Ωv,w ⊂ Cv of w where the almost complex structure is J0 :
J∞|Ωv,w ≡ J0.
By arguments as in Step 2, EHof,J0,P (v)(uv,Ωv,w) is bounded. By Proposition 5.19,
there is an embedding of ZP (v),C into a compact symplectic manifold (XP (v), ωP (v))
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so that ∫
Ωv,w
u∗vωP (v) ≤ cEHof,J0,P (v)(v,Ωv,w) <∞.
Therefore, by removal of singularity, uv extends to a holomorphic map over the node
w. We obtain a J∞-holomorphic map uv : Cv → XP (v) that is adapted to D.
For later use, we remark that the convergence continues to hold if the sequence
tν(v) is replaced by a sequence tν(v)
′ for which supν |tν(v)′ − tν(v)| < ∞. In that
case, after passing to a subsequence, the limit uv would be replaced by e
−tuv, where
t := limν(tν(v)
′ − tν(v)).
Step 4 :There are no unstable limit components.
We have already ruled out unstable rational tails in the limit map in Step 2. In this
step, we rule out limit components with two nodal points and no marked points. To
do this, we will show that for any node w in C, and on a sequence of annuli
A(lν) = [− lν2 , lν2 ]× S1 ⊂ Cν
converging to the node w, the maps uν have arbitrarily small basic area. First, we
pass to a subsequence so that the limit
(6.7) Areabas(w) := lim
l→∞
lim
ν→∞Area
bas(uν , [− lν2 + l, lν2 − l]× S1)
exists. We need to prove that Areabas(w) vanishes. Suppose for the sake of con-
tradiction that Areabas(w) > 0. We recall that by Step 3, the sequence of maps
etν(v−)uν(·+ lν/2) converges in C∞loc to uv− : R+×S1 → XP (v−). We now find a limit
unstable bubble attached to Cv− at ∞. The reparametrization sequence rν ∈ [0, lν ]
and a subsequence of {uν}ν are chosen so that
Areabas(uν , [
−lν
2 ,
−lν
2 + rν ]× S1) = Areabas(uv− ,R+ × S1) +mw,
where
mw :=
1
2 min{Areabas(w), ~}.
If Areabas(w) > 0, then lν − rν →∞. A sequence of rescaled maps is defined as
u˜ν := uν(· − lν2 + rν).
We will arrive at a contradiction by showing that the rescaled sequence of maps
has a limit that is horizontally non-constant. Since the derivatives of the maps uν
are uniformly bounded, by Lemma 6.12 a subsequence of u˜ν horizontally converges
in XPw for some polytope Pw ∈ P. The horizontal convergence in Pw implies that
for any compact set K ⊂ R×S1, the images u˜ν(K) lie in XνPw for large enough ν. So,
we may view u˜ν(K) as lying in ZPw,C. Choose a sequence of translations tw,ν ∈ νP∨w
such that pit∨Pw
(etw,ν u˜ν(0)) = 0. Again using the boundedness of derivatives of u˜ν ,
we conclude that the sequence u˜ν converges in C
∞
loc to a limit uw : R× S1 → XPw .
By removal of singularities Proposition 5.21 the limit extends holomorphically to
uw : P1 → XPw , because of the finiteness of Hofer energy as in Step 2. By Lemma
6.10, the translations t′ν diverge from faces of νP∨+ , that is,
d(νP∨0 , t
′
ν)→∞ ∀P0 ⊃ Pw.
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Therefore, by Proposition 5.17 (c), the maps u˜ν map to a region where the basic area
is t∨Pw -translation invariant. Therefore, for any compact setK, limν Area
bas(u˜ν ,K) =
Areabas(uw,K). We conclude that Area
bas(uw,R−×S1) = mw > 0. Since there are
no marked points in the neck region A(lν), the sphere piPw ◦ uw either maps to the
stabilizing divisor DPw or intersects the divisor at a maximum of two points +∞,
−∞. Since (J0, DPw) is a stabilizing pair, both possibilities are ruled out. Therefore,
we conclude that Areabas(w) = 0 for all nodes.
Step 5 :Nodes lie in the expected submanifolds.
In this step we will prove the following claim.
Claim. Let e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edge ,−(Γ) be an edge with non-zero slope T (e) 6= 0. Let
we be the corresponding node, and w
±
e ∈ C˜ be lifts in the normalized curve. Then
(a) there is a sequence of annuli A(lν) ⊂ Cν converging to the node we that map
to XνP (e) where P (e) = P (v+) ∩ P (v−);
(b) there is a compact set K ⊂ X◦P in the complement of boundary divisors that
contains the the projection of the images piP (e)(uν(A(lν)));
(c) the projection of the evaluation piP (e)(uv±(w
±
e )) lies in X
◦
P (e), which is the
complement of the boundary divisors in XP (e).
Firstly, we recall from Step 2 that the curves corresponding to the vertices v+, v−
converge. In particular, there is a translation sequence etν(v±) ∈ νP (v±)∨ such that
the maps etν(v±)uv±(· ± lν2 ) converges in C∞loc(R∓ × S1) to uv± : R∓ × S1 → XP (v±).
Further the singularity can be removed and uv± extends over ∓∞.
We now prove (a) of the Claim. Let A(lν) ⊂ Cν be a sequence of annuli converging
to the node we. After decreasing lν by a ν-independent amount, we can assume that
Areabas(uν , A(lν)) ≤ ~/2, because by Step 4 Areabas(we) = 0. We apply Proposition
6.13 to the sequence of maps uν : A(lν) → Xν , and conclude that after decreasing
lν by a ν-independent amount, the image u
−
ν (A(lν)) is contained in X
ν
P (e), where
P (e) := P (v+) ∩ P (v−).
Parts (b) and (c) of the Claim are proved together. The images of the annuli
uν(A(lν)) can be viewed as lying in the P (e)-cylinder by choosing an embedding
iνP (e) : X
ν
P (e) → ZP (e),C,
as in (2.26). By an application of the breaking annulus Lemma to the sequence of
maps
iνP (e) ◦ uν : Aν → ZP (e),C.
we conclude that
piP (e)(u(w
+
e )) = piP (e)(u(w
−
e )) ∈ XP (e).
Two possibilities arise:
(a) Either piP (e)(u(w
±
e )) is contained in X
◦
P (e) ⊂ XP (v−), and the images piP (e) ◦
iνP (e)(uν(Aν)) of the annuli are contained in a compact subset of X
◦
P (e);
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(b) or piP (e)(u(w
±
e )) is in XQ ⊂ XP (v−) for a face Q ⊂ P (e), and uν(Aν) is
contained in XνQ, and the images piQ ◦ iνQ(uν(Aν)) are contained in a compact
subset of X◦Q, which is the complement of the boundary divisors in XQ.
The second case is ruled out as follows. As in (2.26), we choose an embedding into
the Q-cylinder
iνQ : X
ν
Q → ZQ,C.
By applying the breaking annulus Lemma (Proposition 5.22) to the sequence of maps
iνQ ◦ uν we conclude that the maps uν are asymptotically close to a cylinder of slope
µ, where µ ∈ tQ,Z. The asymptotic closeness continues to hold when the metric on
ZQ,C is replaced by the one in X
ν
Q, see Remark 5.25. The slope µ can be read off
from the tangency of u− to the boundary divisors. In particular, if XQ ⊂ XP (e) is
the intersection of the boundary divisors XQi ⊂ XP (e), Qi ∈ P, i = 1, . . . , k, then
tQ,Z/tP (e),Z 3 µ mod tP (e),Z =
k∑
i=1
mw(e)+(uv+ , XQi)νi,
where mw(e)+(uv+ , XQi) is the intersection multiplicity of uv+ with the divisor XQi at
the point w+e , and νi ∈ tQ/tP (e) is the normal vector of the facet Qi in P (e). Since the
intersection multiplicities are positive, we conclude that µ /∈ tP (e),Z. This produces
a contradiction as follows: Since uν(∂±A(lν)) ⊂ XQν and tν(v±) ∈ νP (v±)∨ ⊂ νQ∨,
the translated maps etν(v±)uν |∂±A(lν) converge in ZQ,C via the embedding
etν(v±) : XνQ → ZQ,C.
The difference of the translation sequences is tν(v+)− tν(v−) ∈ t∨P (e). Consequently
the projected images etν(v+)uν(∂+A(lν)), e
tν(v−)uν(∂−A(lν)) are separated by a uni-
formly bounded distance in ZQ,C/TP (e),C. This contradicts the fact that the annuli
uν(A(lν)) are asymptotically close to a cylinder of slope µ, where µ ∈ tQ,Z\tP,Z.
Step 6 :Finishing the proof of convergence.
We adjust the component-wise translation sequences in Step 2 by a uniformly
bounded amount so that they satisfy the (Slope) condition across all edges. The set
of component-wise translation sequences (tν(v))v,ν of Step 2 is an approximate trans-
lation sequence in the sense of Definition 6.15 as we now explain. Let A(lν) ⊂ Cν
be the sequence of annuli in Step 5 that converge to a node we corresponding to
an edge e = (v+, v−). The set of maps etν(v−)uν |∂−A(lν) converges in ZP (e),C. By
applying the breaking annulus lemma to the sequence of maps
etν(v−)uν : A(lν)→ ZP (e),C
we conclude that the images etν(v−)+µelνuν are contained in a compact subset of
ZP (e),C. The convergence of the sequence e
tν(v+)uν |∂+A(lν) implies that the sequence
tν(v+) − tν(v−) − µelν is uniformly bounded. Consequently (tν(v))v,ν satisfies the
(Approximate slope) condition, and is an approximate translation sequence. Finally
by Lemma 6.16, there is a Γ-translation sequence (tν(v)
′)v,ν such that supν,v |tν(v)′−
tν(v)| is uniformly bounded.
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The proof of convergence follows from Corollary 5.24 of the breaking annulus
Lemma. For an edge e = (v+, v−) using notation from the previous paragraph, we
apply Corollary 5.24 to the sequence of maps uν |A(lν) and translation tν(v±) ∈ tP (e).
The Corollary is applicable because besides satisfying the requirements on area and
Hofer energy, by Step 5, the projected images piP (e)(uν(A(lν))) are contained in a
compact subset of X◦P (e), see Remark 5.25. The corollary implies horizontal and
vertical edge matching at the node we, and thin cylinder convergence. Convergence
of area is a consequence of Step 4, where we prove that no basic area is lost at nodes.
Step 7 : The limit of a converging sequence is unique up to the action of the tropical
symmetry group Ttrop(Γ).
The limit of the domain curves is unique, because the limit is a stable curve. There-
fore, if {φν,v}, {ψν,v} are two sequences of domain reparametrizations, then ψ−1ν,vφν,v
uniformly converges to the identity map. For every vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ), the polytope
P (v) in the limit map is uniquely determined by Lemma 6.10.
Translation sequences are well-determined up to uniformly bounded perturbations
as follows : Suppose tν , t
′
ν are two distinct translation sequences, such that the
sequence etνuν resp. e
t′νuν converges to a broken map u resp. u
′ . Then for all
vertices v ∈ Vert(Γ), the sequence |tν(v) − t′ν(v)| is uniformly bounded, because
both the sequences etν(v)uν , e
t′ν(v)uν converge pointwise in C
◦
v . After passing to a
subsequence, let t(v) := limν tν(v) − t′ν(v). Then, for each vertex v, uv = et(v)u′v.
Since uv and u
′
v satisfy matching conditions at nodes we conclude that t is an element
of Ttrop(Γ) 
As in the case of usual Gromov compactness, there are two distinguished kinds
of rescaling, called hard and soft. In hard rescaling, one rescales at the rate the first
derivative blows up, so that the first derivative is bounded on the resulting limit
component. This is the highest rate at which one obtains a non-trivial map in the
limit. In soft rescaling, one rescales at the lowest rate at which one obtains a non-
trivial map in the limit. The limiting map in Gromov compactness is obtained by
iteratively applying soft rescaling; but hard-rescaling must be studied first to show
that bubbling occurs at only finitely many points.
Definition 6.15. (Approximate translation sequence) Suppose Γ is a tropical graph.
An approximate Γ-translation sequence consists of sequences {tν(v) ∈ νP (v)∨}ν for
each v ∈ Vert(T ) such that
• (Approximate Slope) For any edge e = (v+, v−) with non-zero slope T (e) 6= 0,
there exists a sequence lν(e)→ 0 such that
sup
ν
(tν(v+)− tν(v+)− T (e)lν) <∞.
Lemma 6.16. (From approximate to exact translation sequences) Suppose Γ is a
graph with tropical structure T and tν is an approximate T -translation sequence.
Then, after passing to a subsequence, there is a T -translation sequence tν such that
|tν(v)− tν(v)| is uniformly bounded for all ν, v ∈ Vert(T ).
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Proof. We first introduce some notation to state the (Approximate slope) condition.
On a tropical graph Γ define the discrepancy function on any edge e = (v+, v−) ∈
Edge ,−(Γ) as
Diffe : ⊕Vert(Γ)t∨P (v) → t∨/〈T (e)〉, (tv)v∈Vert(Γ) 7→ (tv+ − tv−) mod T (e).
The (Approximate slope) condition says that the sequences of discrepancies (Diffe(tν))ν
are uniformly bounded. Via uniformly bounded adjustments to tν , we aim to make
this quantity vanish for all edges.
We give an algorithm that transforms tν into a bounded sequence t
k
ν ∈ ⊕Vert(Γ)t∨P (v),
and will prove later that tν − tkν is an exact translation sequence. The algorithm is
as follows:
Step 1: Relativisation.
In this step, we replace tν by
t0ν(v) := tν(v)− ν limν (tν(v)/ν) ∈ t
∨
P (v).
The limit in the right-hand side is finite because the original translation sequences
tν lie in νB. For any v ∈ Vert(T ), The discrepancies across edges are preserved :
(6.8) Diffe(tν) = Diffe(t
0
ν).
Step 2: Subtracting fastest growing sequences.
By a sequence of further transformations, we will change t0ν to a bounded sequence
tkν ∈ t∨. At each step, the sequence tiν is replaced by ti+1ν defined as follows. Choose
a vertex v0 ∈ Vert(T ) for which the rate of increase of the sequence |tiν(v0)| is
the maximum. That is, for all v ∈ Vert(T ), limν |tiν(v)|/|tiν(v0)| is finite. Such
a vertex can indeed be chosen, because after passing to a subsequence, the limit
limν |tiν(vi)|/|tiν(vj)| exists in [0,∞] for any pair of vertices. Now, define
(6.9) ti+1ν (v) := t
i
ν(v)− |tiν(v0)| limν
tiν(v)
|tiν(v0)|
∈ t∨P (v).
We stop the iteration when the sequence tiν(v) corresponding to every vertex is
bounded, and suppose the final sequence is tkν .
The process terminates in a finite number of steps. Indeed, notice that ti+1ν (v0) =
0 for all ν. The number of vertices v ∈ Vert(Γ) for which ti+1ν (v) vanishes is at least
one more than the number of vertices v for which tiν(v) vanishes.
The iterations of the algorithm preserve the discrepancies across edges: For all
e ∈ Edge ,−(Γ) with T (e) 6= 0
(6.10) Diffe(t
i+1
ν ) = Diffe(t
i
ν).
Indeed, (6.9) implies
Diffe(t
i+1
ν ) = Diffe(t
i
ν)− |tiν(v0)| limν
Diffe(t
i
ν)
|tiν(v0)|
,
and the second term in the right-hand-side vanishes because Diffe(t
i
ν) is uniformly
bounded and tiν(v0)→∞ as ν →∞.
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We claim that tν − tkν is an exact translation sequence. For all vertices v the
(Polytope) condition (tν − tkν)(v) ∈ P (v)∨ is satisfied because tν(v) ∈ P (v)∨ and
tkν(v) ∈ t∨P (v) ' TP (v)∨. The (Slope) condition is satisfied because Diffe(tν) −
Diffe(t
k
ν) = 0 by (6.8) and (6.10). 
We state a corollary of the proof of the convergence theorem which is used in the
gluing proof. For a converging sequence of maps it relates the neck length in the
target space with the length of annuli in the domain that converge to a node.
Proposition 6.17. (Relation between annuli and neck lengths) Suppose uν : C →
Xν is a sequence of maps that converges to a broken map u : C → X with translation
sequence tν : Vert(Γ)→ νB∨. For a node we corresponding to an edge e = (v+, v−)
and a choice of holomorphic coordinates in the neighbourhood of the node
z± : (Uw±e , w
±
e )→ (C, 0),
let [−lν2 ,
lν
2 ]× S1 be a sequence of annuli that converge to a node w (in the sense of
Definition 6.5). Then,
sup
ν
|tν(v+)− tν(v−)− T (e)lν | <∞.
where T (e) ∈ tP (e),Z ⊂ tZ is the slope of the edge e in the tropical type of the map u.
The Proposition is apparent from Step 5 of the proof of the convergence theorem,
and the proof is left to the reader.
6.5. Convergence for broken maps. In this section we prove a Gromov compact-
ness result for broken maps. In the limit, one may have additional bubbling into
the tropical divisors. We show that such bubbling happens only in families whose
dimension is at least two, and so does not occur in the zero-dimensional moduli
spaces we use to define the Fukaya algebra.
Definition 6.18. (Collapsing edges tropically) A tropical edge collapse is a mor-
phism of tropical graphs Γ′ κ−→ Γ that collapses edges in Γ′ inducing a surjective map
on the vertex sets
κ : Vert(Γ′)→ Vert(Γ),
and satisfies the following conditions:
(a) the edge slope is unchanged for uncollapsed edges, i.e. if T ′, T are the edge
slope functions for Γ, Γ′, then T (κ(e)) = T ′(e), ,
(b) for any vertex v′ ∈ κ−1(v), P (v′) ⊆ P (v),
(c) κ maps white vertices Vert (Γ′) resp. black vertices Vert (Γ′) to the white
resp. black vertices Vert (Γ) resp. Vert (Γ).
Since the edge slope function T ′ extends T , we often use the same notation for both.
A tropical edge collapse Γ′ κ−→ Γ is trivial if κ is a bijection on the set of vertices,
PΓ(v) = PΓ′(v) for all v and the tropical weight on Γ (and hence Γ
′) is unique.
(Thus the notion is only meaningful if Γ is a rigid tropical graph.) This finishes the
definition.
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We next define relative weights for a tropical edge collapse morphism, and show
that a relative weight can be viewed as a difference between absolute weights.
Definition 6.19. (Relative weight) Suppose κ : Γ′ → Γ is a tropical edge-collapse
morphism. A relative weight TΓ′,Γ for the pair (Γ′,Γ) is a set of tropical weights
TΓ′,Γ(v) ∈ Cone(κ, v) ⊂ t∨, v ∈ Vert(Γ′),
where
(6.11) Cone(κ, v) := ConeP (κ(v))∨(P (v)
∨)
:= {t− t0 ∈ t∨ : t ∈ P (v)∨, t0 ∈ P (κv)∨}
is the cone in the polytope P (v)∨ based at points in P (κ(v))∨; and the weights
TΓ′,Γ(v) satisfy
(6.12) TΓ′,Γ(v+)− TΓ′,Γ(v−) ∈
{
R>0T (e), e /∈ Edge(Γ),
RT (e), e ∈ Edge(Γ).
This ends the Definition.
Remark 6.20. (Relative weight is a difference between absolute weights) Suppose
κ : Γ′ → Γ is a tropical edge collapse morphism, and T , T ′ are weights on Γ, Γ′.
Then the difference
Vert(Γ′) 3 v 7→ T ′(v)− T (κ(v))
is a relative weight. Further, the relative weight is non-trivial if and only if the
tropical edge collapse morphism κ is non-trivial.
Conversely, given a relative weight T(Γ′,Γ) and a weight T on Γ, a weight on Γ′ is
given by
Vert(Γ′) 3 v 7→ T (κ(v)) + αT(Γ,Γ′)(v).
Here α > 0 is a constant that is small enough that for any uncollapsed edge e =
(v+, v−) in Γ′,
T ′(v+)− T ′(v−) ∈ R>0T (e).
This ends the remark.
Remark 6.21. The set of relative weights for a pair Γ′ → Γ is a cone : If T(Γ′,Γ) and
T ′(Γ′,Γ) are relative weights, then the sum is a relative weight, and for any positive
scalar α > 0, αT(Γ′,Γ) is a relative weight.
Lemma 6.22. Suppose Γ′ → Γ is a non-trivial edge-collapse map between tropical
graphs Γ′,Γ. Then, a broken map modelled on Γ′ has non-trivial tropical symmetry
group Ttrop(Γ
′) (Definition 3.19).
Proof. We recall that the difference between two distinct weights gives a two-dimensional
family of tropical symmetries. In case of a non-trivial edge collapse, there is a non-
trivial relative weight T , see Remark 6.20. It generates a subgroup in the tropical
symmetry group:
(6.13) C 7→ Ttrop(Γ′), z 7→ ezT (v),
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where we view T (v) as lying in t. Since the set of relative weights is at least one-
dimensional, the group of tropical symmetries in Γ′ is at least two-dimensional. 
Relative translation sequences can be defined analogous to relative weights.
Definition 6.23. (Relative translation sequence) Suppose κ : Γ′ → Γ is a tropical
edge collapse. Then a relative translation sequence, also called a (Γ′,Γ)-translation
sequence, consists of a sequence
tν(v) ∈ Cone(κ, v) = ConeP (κv)∨(P (v)∨)
for every v ∈ Vert(Γ′), where Cone(κ, v) is as defined in (6.11) and the sequences
tν(v) satisfy the following conditions.
(a) (Polytope) For any vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ′) and a polytope Q ∈ P such that
P (v) ⊂ Q ⊂ P (κ(v)),
d(tν(v),ConeP (κv)∨(Q
∨))→∞.
(b) (Slope for collapsed edge) For any edge e ∈ Edge(Γκ−1(v)) connecting vertices
v+, v−, there is a sequence lν →∞ such that
tν(v+)− tν(v−) = T (e)lν .
(c) (Slope for uncollapsed edge) For an edge e of Γ′ that is not collapsed in Γ,
tν(v+)− tν(v−) ∈ RT (e).
This ends the Definition.
Definition 6.24. (Gromov convergence for broken maps) Suppose Γ′ → Γ is an edge
collapse morphism for tropical graphs which induces a vertex map φ : Vert(Γ′) →
Vert(Γ). A sequence of broken maps uν : Cν → XP of type Γ converges to a limit
broken map u : C → XP of type Γ′ if there is a (Γ′,Γ)-translation sequence such
that for any vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ), the sequence uν |Cv converges to u|Cφ−1(v) with
translation sequence tν |κ−1(v).
Proposition 6.25. (Finite number of types of broken maps) For any E > 0, d( ) ≥
1 there are a finite number of tropical graphs Γ that are types of broken maps u :
C → X of area at most E and d( ) boundary leaves.
Proof. Consider a broken map u : C → X of type Γ and area ≤ E0, whose edge
slopes are given by T : Edge(Γ)→ tZ.
Step 1: Uniform bound on the number of vertices.
The number of interior markings in Γ is bounded by kE0, where k is the degree of
the stabilizing divisor. Since u is an adapted map, all the components in its domain
are stable. The number of irreducible components in a stable curve is bounded by
the number of interior and boundary markings.
Step 2: Uniform bound on the sum of vertical component of edge slopes.
Let uv : C → XP be a component of the broken map corresponding to a vertex
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v ∈ Vert(Γ), and P := P (v). By the balancing property (Remark 3.16), the sum of
the edge slopes projected to t∨P is∑
e3v
pit∨P (T (e)) = c1((piP ◦ uv)
∗ZP (v) → XP ))
The right-hand side, which is the pairing of (piP ◦u)∗[C] and the Chern class c1(ZP →
XP ), is bounded because we work with almost complex structures in a small neigh-
bourhood of a base almost complex structure JXP . Indeed, for any  ∈ (0, 1), there
is a constant C such that for any almost complex structure J ∈ B(JXP )C0 and a
J-holomorphic sphere u : P1 → XP ,∫
P1
u∗c1(ZP → XP ) ≤ C
∫
P1
u∗ωXP .
This estimate is similar to the one in (4.7) and the proof is the same – by choosing
a two-form on XP representing the Chern class and bounding it pointwise by ωXP .
Step 3: Uniform bound on the horizontal component of edge slopes.
For a vertex v and an incident edge e, the horizontal component of the slope T (e)
is the sum of intersection multiplicities at the node we with horizontal boundary
divisors of XP :
pi⊥t∨P (T (e)) =
∑
XQ⊂XPmwe(uv,P , XQ)νQ, uv,P := piP ◦ uv : C → XP ,
where νQ is the normal vector of the facet Q ⊂ P . For any boundary divisor
XQ ⊂ XP , the sum
∑
e3vmwe(uv, DQ) is bounded by cωXP (uv,P ) for a uniform
constant c(XP , DQ). The proof is similar to the vertical case, by expressing the
intersection number with any divisor as an integral of a two-form.
Step 4: Finishing the proof.
We will show that the tropical edge slopes of Γ are uniformly bounded in t∨. Com-
bining Step 2 and 3, we conclude that for a vertex v and an edge e0 incident on
v:
(6.14) ∃c(E) : |T (e0)| ≤
∑
e3v,e6=e0
|T (e)|+ c(E)
Recall that Γ is a tree, any edge e ∈ Edge (Γ) is oriented so that it points away
from the root vertex. The slope of any incoming edge can be bounded by the slope
of outgoing edges by (6.14). Applying (6.14) iteratively, we conclude that for any
edge e in Γ
|T (e)| ≤ c(E)|Vert(Γ)|.
where the constant c(E) is same as the one in (6.14). The Proposition now follows
from the bound on the number of vertices in Step 1. 
The following definition is used in the proof of compactness for broken maps.
Definition 6.26. (Approximate (Γ′,Γ)-translation sequence) Suppose the tropical
graph Γ is obtained by collapsing edges in Γ′ and the induced map on the vertex
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set is κ : Vert(Γ′) → Vert(Γ). Then, a (Γ′,Γ)-translation sequence consists of a
sequence
tν(v) ∈ Cone(κ, v),
for every v ∈ Vert(Γ′) satisfying the following.
(a) (Slope for collapsed edges) For an edge e of Γ′ that is not collapsed in Γ,
tν(v+)− tν(v−) ∈ RT (e).
(b) (Approximate slope for uncollapsed edges) For an edge e of Γ′ that is not
collapsed in Γ,
tν(v+)− tν(v−) mod T (e)
is a bounded sequence in t∨/RT (e). (Recall that Cone(κ, v±) as embedded
in t∨ with vertex T (v±) mapped to the origin in t∨, and identify t to t∨ via
a pairing (2.17).)
An approximate (Γ′,Γ)-translation sequence can be adjusted by a uniformly bounded
amount to produce an actual (Γ′,Γ)-translation sequence.
Lemma 6.27. (From an approximate to an exact (Γ′,Γ)-translation sequence) Let
κ : Γ′ → Γ b a tropical edge collapse, and let {tν}ν be an approximate (Γ′,Γ)-
translation sequence. There exists a (Γ′,Γ)-translation sequence {tν}ν such that
sup
ν
|tν(v)− tν(v)| <∞
for all v ∈ Vert(Γ′).
Proof. The proof is by replicating the iteration in Step 2 of the proof of Lemma
6.16. At the start, we set t0ν := tν . At the (i + 1)-th step, we construct t
i+1
ν as
follows. As in the proof of Lemma 6.16, there exists a vertex v0 ∈ Vert(Γ′) such
that the sequence |tiν(v)| has the fastest growth rate. That is, for all v ∈ Vert(Γ′),
limν |tiν(v)|/|tiν(v0)| is finite. Define
ti+1ν (v) := t
i
ν(v)− |tiν(v0)| limν
tiν(v)
|tiν(v0)|
.
For the sequences {ti+1ν (v)}ν , v ∈ Vert(Γ′), the quantity{
pi⊥T (e)(t
i+1
ν (v+)− ti+1ν (v−)), e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edge(Γ′)
vanishes for collapsed edges, and is uniformly bounded for uncollapsed edges. Fur-
ther for any vertex v, ti+1ν (v) ∈ t∨P (v). After, say, k steps, the sequence |tkν(v)| is
uniformly bounded for all vertices v. Then, t := t− tk is an exact (Γ′,Γ)-translation
sequence. 
The notion of horizontal convergence extends in a natural way to broken mani-
folds, though it is easier to state in this case.
Definition 6.28. (Horizontal convergence in a broken manifold) Let P ∈ P be a
polytope. A sequence of points xν ∈ XP horizontally converges in Q ⊆ P if the
sequence piP (xν) ∈ XP converges to a point x ∈ XQ ⊆ XP , and x is not contained
in a submanifold XQ′ for any Q
′ ⊂ Q.
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Analogs of Lemma 6.10 and 6.12 hold for horizontal convergence in broken man-
ifolds.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. After passing to a subsequence, the tropical graph underlying
the maps uν is ν-independent. This is because by Proposition 6.25, there is a finite
number of tropical graphs that are types of broken maps with area < E. We denote
the ν-independent tropical type by Γ. Since the type is fixed, the Hofer energy of
the maps uν is uniformly bounded by Corollary 5.16.
We first find the limit map at each of the vertices of the tropical graph Γ. For each
vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ), we assume that the domain curve Cν,v for uν,v has marked points
corresponding to lifts of nodes e ∈ Edge−(Γ), v ∈ e, in addition to the marked points
corresponding to leaves e ∈ Edge→(Γ). We apply the proof of the convergence for
breaking maps to the sequence of maps uν,v. The conclusion is that there is a limit
map uv modelled on a tropical graph Γv. By connecting the graphs {Γv}v∈Vert(Γ)
using the edges of Γ, we obtain a tropical graph Γ′, though we are yet to prove that
Γ′ can be assigned vertex tropical weights.
We next show that the relative translation sequences corresponding to each ver-
tex of Γ, when put together, form an approximate (Γ′,Γ)-translation sequence. In
particular, we need to prove that the (Approximate slope for uncollapsed edges) is
satisfied. Consider an edge e of Γ, that is incident on v+, v− ∈ Vert(Γ′), and the
nodal point corresponding to e is the pair w± on Cv± . The edge matching condition
for broken maps (see Remark 3.15) implies
pi⊥T (e)(uν(wν,+)) = pi
⊥
T (e)(uν(wν,−)).
On a sequence of converging relative maps, the evaluations of the relative marked
points converge, i.e.
pi⊥T (e)(e
tν(v)uν(zi,ν))→ pi⊥T (e)(u(z)) in ZP (e),C/TT (e),C.
This convergence is a consequence of the convergence of the marked points zi,ν and
the convergence of maps etνuν . Hence, the sequence
pi⊥T (e)(tν(v+)− tν(v−)) ∈ tC/tT (e),C
is bounded, implying that {tν(v) : v ∈ Vert(Γ′)} is an approximate (Γ′,Γ)-translation
sequence.
An approximate (Γ′,Γ)-translation sequence can be adjusted by a uniformly bounded
amount to produce an actual (Γ′,Γ)-translation sequence by Lemma 6.27. Finally a
non-zero (Γ′,Γ) translation sequence is a relative weight for (Γ′,Γ), and the existence
of a relative weight implies that the tropical edge collapse Γ′ → Γ is not trivial.
The proof of uniqueness is similar to the case of breaking maps: The domain
curve is uniquely determined, and any two (Γ′,Γ)-translation sequences tν , t′ν differ
by a uniformly bounded amount : supν |tν(v) − t′ν(v)| < ∞. After passing to a
subsequence, the limit
t∞(v) := lim
ν
(tν(v)− t′ν(v))
exists, and is a (Γ′,Γ)-relative weight. Therefore, the limit maps limν etνuν , limν et
′
νuν
are related by a tropical symmetry element et∞ ∈ Ttrop(Γ′).
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
6.6. True boundary strata. We wish to show that the topological boundary of
the one-dimensional component of the moduli space consists of configurations with
an edge of infinite length.
Definition 6.29. The combinatorial type Γ of a broken treed holomorphic map
is rigid if the tropical graph T (Γ) is rigid, and the only edges e ∈ Edge−(Γ) with
zero slope T (e) = 0 are boundary edges e ∈ Edge (Γ) of finite non-zero length
`(e) ∈ (0,∞), and intersection multiplicity mw(e)(u,DP ) of u of type Γ at e∩S with
the stabilizing divisor D = (DP , P ∈ P) is 1.
Proposition 6.30. Let P be a regular perturbation datum. Let Γ be a type of an
uncrowded broken map and let x ∈ (I(L))d( ) be a tuple of limit points of boundary
leaves such that the expected dimension of the moduli space MΓ(L,P , x) is ≤ 1.
Then, for any curve u in the compactificationMΓ(L,P , x), there are no horizontally
constant components that contain interior markings.
Proof. We first consider a map u in the moduli space and show that its horizon-
tal components do not have interior markings. Suppose the map u is horizontally
constant on a component Sv, for a vertex v of Γ, and suppose Sv has an interior
marking ze. The restriction u|Sv cannot have more than two nodes – otherwise
moving the marking ze on the component gives a two-dimensional family of adapted
regular maps. By stability there are exactly two nodes on Sv. By rigidity of the
type Γ all interior nodes have non-zero slope. Since u|C1 is horizontally constant,
the balancing property (see Remark 3.16) implies that the edges e1, e2 ∈ Edge(Γ)
corresponding to both nodes have the same slope T (e1) = T (e2). This means the
type Γ has a non-trivial tropical symmetry group, contradicting the rigidity of Γ.
Next, we consider a map in a boundary of the moduli space. Suppose uν is a
sequence in MΓ(L,P , x) that converges to a limit u : C → X of type Γ′. First we
prove the proposition assuming that the limit u is uncrowded. Then u is an adapted
regular map, and its index is
(6.15) i˜(u) = i˜(uν)− 2#{e ∈ Edge ,−(Γ′)\Edge ,−(Γ) : T (e) = 0}
− |Edge0,−(Γ′)\Edge0,−(Γ)| − |Edge∞,−(Γ′)\Edge∞,−(Γ)|
Since i˜(uν) ≤ 1, there are no interior edges with zero slope in Γ′. If Γ′ → Γ is a
tropical edge collapse, then Γ′ has a tropical symmetry group that is at least two-
dimensional. This implies u is part of a family with dimension ≥ 2, which is not
possible. Therefore the tropical graph associated to Γ′ is same as that of Γ. By the
argument in the previous paragraph, there are no markings in horizontally constant
components of u.
Next, consider the case that the limit u has a crowded component. Forgetting
all but one leaf e meeting each of the crowded components Sv, v ∈ Vertcrowded(Γ)
yields an adapted map of u′ of type Γs. If a crowded component Sv ⊂ S becomes
unstable after forgetting all but one of its leaves e, e ∩ Sv 6= ∅ it is collapsed, and
in Γs the remaining leaf e is assigned a multiplicity of µ(e) plus the number of
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forgotten leaves e′ 6= e. The limit u′ is PΓs-adapted because of the (Locality axiom).
Indeed, forgetting markings changes the type of the limit curve, but it does not
affect the perturbation datum PΓ on the other curve components on which the map
is horizontally non-constant. Therefore, u′ is regular. If no component is collapsed
in Γ′ → Γs, then, the expected dimension of the type Γs is same as that of Γ′. In this
case u is an uncrowded map with a marking in a horizontally constant component.
This possibility has been ruled out in the last paragraph. If a component is collapsed,
the expected dimension of Γs is at least two lower than Γ and therefore, the map u
does not exist. 
Proposition 6.31. (Boundary strata) Suppose Γ is a rigid type for a broken map
and x ∈ (I(L))d( ) is a tuple of limit points of boundary leaves such that the ex-
pected dimension i(Γ, x) is 1. The boundary components of MΓ(XP , L, x) con-
sist of strata corresponding to types Γ′ with a single broken boundary trajectory
e ∈ Edge (Γ′), `(e) =∞ or a single boundary edge with length zero `(e) = 0.
Proof. Suppose u : C → X is a treed tropical map occurring as a limit of a se-
quence of maps uν : C → X in the moduli space MΓ(XP , L). By Proposition 6.30,
we conclude the limit u is regular and adapted. Spherical nodes of zero slope are
ruled out in u for dimension reasons using the index relation (6.15). We next claim
that the tropical type of u is Γ. If not it is of type Γ′ and there is a tropical edge
collapse morphism Γ′ → Γ, which implies u has a non-trivial tropical symmetry.
The expected dimension (Proposition 4.33) of MΓ(XP , L) is the unreduced index,
which is unchanged by this degeneration, so the index of u is ≤ 1. But the tropical
symmetry implies that the reduced index Ind(Du) is negative, which is a contradic-
tion. The only other phenomenon which occurs in the limit is the formation of a
boundary node w ∈ C corresponding to an edge e of length `(e) zero, or the length
of a boundary edge `(e) going to zero or infinity. 
Boundary components
Fake boundary, `(e) = 0 True Boundary, `(e) =∞
One-dimensional
components
e
0 < `(e) <∞
e
e
Figure 7. True and fake boundary strata of a one-dimensional com-
ponent of the moduli space of treed holomorphic disks. The sphere
components lie in different pieces of the tropical manifold.
Remark 6.32. (True and fake boundary strata) There are two types of strata that
occur as the codimension one boundary of a moduli space – one with a boundary
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edge of length zero, and the second with a boundary edge containing a breaking.
The first is a fake boundary, and the second one is a true boundary. Indeed, for
a type Γ′ containing an edge e of zero length `(e), one may either use disk gluing
to produce a configuration with one less disk component, or allow the length of the
edge to become positive. This implies that the stratumMΓ′(L, x) is in the boundary
of two one-dimensional components, and so does not represent a component in the
topological boundary ∂M(XP , L) of the moduli space M(XP , L). This is the fake
boundary in Figure 7. The only (true) boundary components of one-dimensional
strata thus consist of maps with a single broken Morse trajectory, see Figure 7.
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7. Gluing
In this section, we show that a rigid broken map can be glued at nodes to produce
a family of unbroken maps. A fixed perturbation datum P on a broken manifold X
can be glued in a natural way to produce a perturbation datum P ν for Xν which
is equal to P away from the neck regions. With respect to these perturbation data,
we construct a bijection between rigid maps for sufficiently large neck lengths.
Theorem 7.1. (Gluing) Suppose that u : C → X is a regular broken map of index
zero. There exists ν0 > 0 such that if ν ≥ ν0 there exists a family of unbroken maps
uν : C
ν → Xν of index zero, with the property that limν→∞[uν ] = [u]. For any area
bound E > 0 there exists ν0 such that for ν ≥ ν0 the correspondence [u] 7→ [uν ]
defines a bijection between the rigid moduli spaces M<E(Xν , L)0 and M<E(X, L)0
for ν ≥ ν0.
As for other gluing theorems in pseudoholomorphic curves the proof is an applica-
tion of a quantitative version of the implicit function theorem for Banach manifolds.
The steps are: construction of an approximation solution; construction of an ap-
proximate inverse to the linearized operator; quadratic estimates; application of the
contraction mapping principle, and surjectivity of the gluing construction. Through
the proof of the gluing theorem, the notation c denotes a ν-independent constant
whose value is different in every occurrence.
7.1. The approximate solution. A rigid map is modelled on a rigid tropical graph
Γ. We recall that a rigid tropical graph has unique weights {T (v) : v ∈ Vert(Γ)} on
its vertices. These weights determine the neck lengths for the approximate solution
as follows. For any edge e = (v+, v−) of Γ, there exists le > 0 such that
T (v+)− T (v−) = leT (e),
where T (e) ∈ tZ is the slope of the edge.
The domain of the glued family of maps is obtained by replacing nodes with necks
: The curve Cν has a neck of length νle in place of the node we in C. The lift of a
node we has matching coordinates (see (Edge matching) in Definition 3.5 of broken
maps) in the neighbourhoods U+e , U
−
e of the lifts w
+
e , w
−
e of the node :
Cv+ ⊃ U+e z
+
e−→ UP1(0), Cv− ⊃ U−e z
−
e−−→ UP1(∞).
The glued curve Cν is obtained from C by deleting a small disk in U±e for every
edge e in Γ, and gluing the remainder of the neighbourhoods U±e using the identifi-
cation z+e ∼ e−νlez−e , and leaving the tree part T unchanged. For future use in the
proof we point out that the punctured neighbourhoods U±e \{w±e } have logarithmic
coordinates
(se, te) : U
+
e \{w+e } → (−∞, 0]× S1, (se, te) : U−e \{w−e } → [0,∞)× S1.
We use translation sequences to map target components of the broken map to
regions in the neck stretched manifolds. Again, we recall that for a rigid tropical
graph, the translation sequences are unique and are given by
(7.1) tν : Vert(Γ)→ νB∨, v 7→ νT (v).
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Translation sequences give identifications
etν(v) : X◦
P (v)
→ XνP ⊂ Xν
that are well-defined away from boundary divisors of XP (v), see (2.27). The trans-
lated map
uv,ν := e
tν(v)uv : Cv → Xν
is well-defined away from the nodal points on Cv.
Translated maps can be glued at the nodal points to yield a sequence of ap-
proximate solutions for the holomorphic curve equation in neck-stretched manifolds.
For an edge e = (v+, v−), there is a point x′e ∈ Xν such that the map uv±,ν is
asymptotically close to the vertical cylinder (see (3.10))
u±e,ν : R± × S1 → Xν , (s, t) 7→ etν(v±)+T (e)(s+it)x′e
at the nodal point corresponding to e. Since tν(v+) − tν(v−) = νle, the vertical
cylinders agree on the glued cylinder in Cν . In the glued cylinder, we use the
coordinates [−νle2 ,
νle
2 ]× S1, and the vertical cylinder is
(7.2) [−νle2 ,
νle
2 ]× S1 3 (s, t) 7→ eT (e)(s+it)xe, where xe = e
1
2
(tν(v+)+tν(v−))x′e.
Asymptotic decay of the maps uv±,ν (Lemma 3.10) implies that
(7.3) uv±,ν = expu±e,ν ζ
±
e , ‖Dkζ±e (s, t)‖ ≤ ce−|s|
for any k ≥ 0. Let
(7.4) β ∈ C∞(R, [0, 1]),
{
β(s) = 0 s ≤ 0
β(s) = 1 s ≥ 1 .
be the cutoff function from (4.13). Define upreν to be equal to u± away from the neck
region, while on the neck region of Cν corresponding to an edge e ∈ Edge (Γ) with
coordinates (s, t) ∈ [νle2 , −νle2 ]× S1 define
(7.5) upreν (s, t) = expe(s+it)T (e)xe(ζ
ν
e (s, t)),
ζνe (s, t) = β(−s)ζ−e (s+ νle2 , t) + β(s)ζ+e (s− νle2 , t).
In other words, in the cylinder in Cν corresponding to an edge e, one translates the
domain on both ends by an amount νle2 , and then patches the map together using
the cutoff function and geodesic exponentiation.
Remark 7.2. This is a remark to explain the construction of approximate solution
in a simple special case where the broken map has a single node. Suppose X is
given by a set of n-orthogonal cuts, and the dual polytope is a cube with side
lengths (µ1, . . . , µn) where µi ∈ Z>0. Suppose that the components u+, u− map to
X+ := XP+ and X− := XP− both of which are non-neck pieces, and P := P+∩P− is
a point. Further, we assume that the edge connecting u+ and u− has slope µ. The
corner of X± containing the node has cylindrical ends via an isometric embedding
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ZP ×Cone(P∨) ⊂ X±. The glued target Xν contains a region obtained by removing
a part of the cylindrical end in X+ and X− and identifying
ZP × P∨ 3 (z, t) ∼ (z, νµ− t).
The translations etν(v±) leave the maps u+, u− unchanged, because tν(v±) lies in νP∨±
which is a vertex in the dual complex νB∨. The glued map is obtained by removing
a neighbourhood of the nodes, and identifying the punctured neighbourhoods via the
map z+ ∼ e−ν/z− The glued cylinder in the domain maps to the cylindrical region
in the target space, and the map is defined as in (7.5). This ends the Remark.
7.2. Fredholm theory for glued maps. We define a map between suitable Ba-
nach spaces whose zeroes describe pseudoholomorphic curves close to the approxi-
mate solution. Pseudoholomorphic maps are zeroes of the section
(7.6) Fν :MΓglue ×Map(Cν , Xν)1,p → Ω0,1(Cν , u∗TX), (j, u) 7→ ∂j,J(u).
For our purpose, in the domain of (7.6), we replace the moduli of curves MΓglue by
a universal cover of a region N ⊂MΓglue that contains Cν for large ν. The universal
cover is denoted by N˜ and is equipped with a ν-dependent metric gNν . The lift of Fν
is also called Fν . In this section, we describe the Banach manifolds in the domain
and target of
(7.7) Fν : (N˜ , gNν )×Map(Cν , Xν)1,p → Ω0,1(Cν , u∗TX), (j, u) 7→ ∂j,J(u).
The first space in the domain is a moduli space of curves and it is finite dimen-
sional. We give a careful description in order to obtain uniform bounds later. Recall
that the domain of u is C, which is a curve of type Γ. Consider a trivialization of
the universal curve UΓ →MΓ of type Γ in a neighbourhood
(7.8) MΓ,C ⊂MΓ
of C. The trivialization yields a map
jΓ :MΓ,C → J (C)
of complex structures on C which are constant in neighbourhoods of nodes. The
type Γglue is obtained by gluing the interior nodes in Γ. Gluing at a node we requires
a choice of isomorphism Tw+e C˜ ⊗ Tw−e C˜ → C, where C˜ is the curve C normalized at
we. We choose these isomorphisms to be matching coordinates for the broken map.
Points in a neighbourhood ofMΓ inMΓglue represent curves obtained by gluing the
nodes in Γ. There is a fibration
piΓ : Neighborhood of MΓ in MΓglue →MΓ.
For any curve C ′ in the neighbourhood MΓ,C from (7.8), the fiber pi−1Γ (C ′) is
parametrized by the space of gluing parameters namely
∏
e∈Edge (Γ)C. Thus, pi
−1
Γ (MΓ,C)
has a product structure, and a curve m ∈ pi−1Γ (MΓ,C) can be represented by
(7.9) m = (mΓ, (me)e), mΓ := piΓ(m), me := δe(m) ∈ C.
For a curve C ′ that does not have a node at e, the neck length at edge e is
nle(C
′) := − ln(δe(C ′)) ∈ R× S1.
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The region
(7.10) N := pi−1Γ (MΓ,C) ∩MΓglue ,
contains Cν for large ν, and is a product N = MΓ,C ×
∏
eC×. Since N is not
contractible, we cannot trivialize the universal curve UΓglue over it. Let N˜ be the
universal cover of N . On the universal cover the neck length functions lift to
nle : N˜ → R× R.
For every ν, we choose a trivialization of the universal curve UΓglue → N˜ so that the
complex structure on the fibers are given by
(7.11) τν : N˜ → J (Cν), m = (piΓ(m), (δe)e) 7→ jν + jΓ(piΓ(m)) +
∑
eje(nle),
where jΓ : UΓ(C)→ TjJ (C) is supported in the complement of the neck regions and
(7.12) je : R× R→ TjνJ (Cν) ⊂ Γ(Cν ,End(TCν))
is supported in the neck region corresponding to e. A ν-dependent trivialization of
UΓglue → N˜ is chosen so that je satisfies the following :
• (Symmetry) for any neck length nle, the section
je(nle) : [
− nle
2 ,
nle
2 ]× S1 → End(TCν)
is symmetric with respect to the midpoint (0, 0) of the neck. This ensures
that the midpoint of the neck is the same in the curves (Cν , jν) and (Cν , jν+
je(nle)) for any nle ∈ R× S1.
• (Constant) The section je(nle) ∈ Γ(Cν ,End(TCν)) is constant away from a
neighbourhood of the boundary of the neck. As a result there is a constant
C such that
(7.13) ‖je(nle)‖C1 ≈ c| nle−νe|/νe
for all ν.
The metric on gNν on N is the pullback of the C1-distance on J (Cν) by the map
τν in (7.11). We also allow variation of the length of treed segments in the domain
curve. This can be handled in a straightforward way by scaling the unit speed vector
d
dt on the treed segments. We drop this feature from the notation.
The second space in the domain of (7.7) is a space of maps Map(Cν , Xν)1,p. It is
the space of W 1,ploc maps from C
ν to Xν . The tangent space of Map(Cν , Xν)1,p at a
map u : Cν → Xν is the space of sections
Ω0(Cν , u∗TX) = Ω0(Sν , (u|S)∗TX)⊕ Ω0(T, (u|T )∗TL).
As in Abouzaid [1, 5.38] this space is equipped with a weighted Sobolev norm based
on the decomposition of the section into a part constant on the neck and the dif-
ference on the neck corresponding to each edge e ∈ Edge (Γ) described as follows.
Denote by
(se, te) ∈ [−νle/2, νle/2]× S1
the coordinates on the neck region created by the gluing at the node corresponding
to the edge e ∈ Edge (Γ). Let
λ ∈ (0, 1)
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be a Sobolev weight. Define a Sobolev weight function
(7.14) κν : C
ν → [0,∞), κν :=
∑
e∈Edge (Γ)β(νle/2− |se|)(νle/2− |se|).
Here, the function β(νle/2 − |se|) is extended by zero outside the neck region cor-
responding to e. As ν → ∞, κν converges to the weight function κ defined on the
punctured curve C − {we : e ∈ Edge (Γ)} in (4.14). Given a section
ξ = (ξS , ξT ) ∈ Ω0(Cν , u∗TX)
define
(7.15) ‖ξ‖1,p,λ := ‖ξS‖p1,p,λ + ‖ξT ‖p1,p
‖ξS‖p1,p,λ :=
(∑
e‖ξS,e(0, 0)‖p +
∫
Cν
(‖∇ξS‖p
+‖ξS −
∑
eβ(νle/2− |se|)T uξS,e(0, 0)‖p) exp(κνλp)d VolCν )1/p
where ξS,e is the restriction of ξS to the neck region [
−νle
2 ,
νle
2 ] × S1 correspond-
ing to the edge e, and T u is parallel transport from upre(0, t) to upre(s, t) along
upre(s′, t), s′ ∈ [0, s]. Let Ω0(Cν , u∗TX)1,p,λ be the Sobolev completion of W 1,ploc sec-
tions with finite norm (7.15); these are sections whose difference from a covariant-
constant section on the neck has an exponential decay behavior governed by the
Sobolev constant λ.
The metric on the domain of (7.7) is given by a sum of the norms described in
the preceding two paragraphs. The tangent space of any point in the domain is
Bν := T(Cν ,jν)MΓglue × Ω0(C, u∗TXν).
The norm on this space is given by combining the norms on both the factors. Given
(m, (ξS , ξT )) ∈ Bν ,
(7.16) ‖(m, (ξS , ξT ))‖Bν := ‖j(expCν m)− jν‖C1 + ‖ξS‖1,p,λ + ‖ξT ‖1,p.
The target space of (7.7) is a space of (0, 1)-forms, which we equip with a weighted
Lp norm. For a 0, 1-form η ∈ Ω0,1(Cν , u∗TXν) define
‖η‖0,p,λ =
(∫
Cν
‖η‖p exp(κνλp)d VolCν
)1/p
.
The implicit function theorem is applied on the ∂ map pulled back by an ex-
ponential map. Pointwise geodesic exponentiation defines a map (using Sobolev
multiplication estimates)
(7.17) expupreν : Ω
0(Cν , (upreν )
∗TXν)1,p,λ → Map1,p(Cν , Xν)
where Map1,p(C
ν , Xν) denotes maps of class W loc1,p from C
ν to Xν . We define
Fν :MiΓ × Ω0(Cν , (upreν )∗TXν)1,p,λ → Ω0,1(Cν , (upreν )∗TXν)0,p,(7.18)
(m, ξ) 7→ T −1
upreν
∂j(m),J(u),
where
Tupreν (ξ) : Ω0,1(Cν , (upreν )∗TXν)0,p,λ → Ω0,1(C, (expupreν (ξ))∗TXν)0,p,λ.
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is the parallel transport defined using an almost-complex connection.
In order to construct local models for moduli of adapted tree disks, we require
that the treed disks Cν have a collection of interior leaves e1, .. ., ed( ) and
(expupreν (ξ))(ei) ∈ D, i = 1, .. ., n.
Additionally we require matching conditions at boundary nodes and lifts of CνS∩CνT .
Using notation from the proof of transversality (Theorem 4.32), these constraints
may be incorporated into Fν to produce a map
Fν :MiΓ×Ω0(Cν , (upreν )∗TXν)1,p → Ω0,1(Cν , (upreν )∗TXν)0,p⊕TX(Γglue)/∆(Γglue).
whose zeroes correspond to adapted pseudoholomorphic maps near the pre-glued
map upreν .
7.3. Error estimate. We estimate the failure of the approximate solution to be an
exact solution in the Banach norms of the previous section. To derive the estimate,
we split the curve Cν into neck regions corresponding to nodes in C, namely
{(se, te) ∈ [−νle2 , νle2 ]× S1} ⊂ Cν , ∀e ∈ Edge (Γ);
and its complement
Cν := Cν\ ∪e∈Edge (Γ) ([−νle2 , νle2 ]× S1).
The one-form Fν(0) has contributions created by the cutoff function as well as the
difference between Ju and Jupreν :
(7.19) ‖Fν(0)‖Lp,λ(Cν) = ‖∂Jupreν u
ν
pre‖Lp,λ(Cν)+∑
e‖∂ expe(s+it)T (e)xe(β(−se)ζ−e (se + νle/2, te) + β(se)ζ+e (se − νle/2, te))‖0,p,λ.
The first term may not vanish because the almost complex structure is domain de-
pendent: in the complement of the neck regions, the map upreν is J(C, j)-holomorphic
but not J(Cν , jν)-holomorphic. For any metric dM on the compact manifoldMd( ),d( ),
the distance between the domain curves is bounded as
dM((Cν , jν), (C, j)) ≤ c max
e∈Edge (Γ)
exp(−νle).
Therefore, the distance between the domain-dependent almost complex structures
has a similar bound. On the complement of the necks upreν is J(C, j)-holomorphic,
so
(7.20) ‖∂J
u
pre
ν
uνpre‖Lp,λ(Cν) ≤ c‖J(C, j)− J(Cν , jν)‖L∞ ≤ c max
e∈Edge (Γ)
exp(−νle).
The second term in the right-hand side of (7.19) is equal to∑
e‖(D expe(s+it)T (e)xe(dβ(−se)ζ−e (se + νle/2, te) + dβ(se)ζ+e (se − νle/2, te))+
(β(−se)dζ−e (se + νle/2, te) + β(se)dζ+e (se − νle/2, te)))0,1‖Lp,λ(Cν).
On the neck regions, the almost complex structure is domain-independent. Holo-
morphicity of u implies that the terms are non-zero only in the support of dβe which
is contained in the interval [−1, 1] in the neck region in Cν . Both ζ±e and its deriv-
ative decay at the rate of e−se on the cylindrical end R+ × S1 in C◦, see (7.3). As
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a result both the difference between Ju and Jupreν , and the terms containing dβ are
bounded by ce−leν/2 where C is a constant independent of ν. The Sobolev weight
function (7.14) has a multiplicative factor of eλleν/2, and therefore,
(7.21) ‖Fν(0)‖ ≤ c
∑
e∈Edge (Γ)e
−(1−λ)leν/2,
with c a constant independent of ν. (See Abouzaid [1, 5.10]).
7.4. Uniform right inverse. We construct a uniformly bounded right inverse for
the linearized operator of the approximate solution from the given right inverses of
the pieces of the broken map. On the neck region for the edge e ∈ Edge (Γ) in Cν ,
let T u,±e be parallel transport along the path
expe(s+it)T (e)xe(ρζ
ν
e (s, t) + (1− ρ)ζ±e (s, t)), ρ ∈ [0, 1].
Given an element
η = (ηS , ηT ) ∈ Ω0,1(Sν , (upre)∗TXν)0,p ⊕ Ω1(T, u∗TL)
one obtains an element in the target space of the linearized operator Du of the
broken map
η˜ = (ηv)v∈Vert(Γ) ⊕ ηT ∈
⊕
v∈Vert(Γ)
Ω0,1(S◦v , u
∗
vTX
◦
P (v)
)
as follows. The element η˜ is equal to η in the tree components and in the complement
of the neck region on the surface components. On the neck region for an edge e, η˜
is defined by multiplication with the cutoff function and parallel transport:
ηe,+ = T u,+e β(s− 1/2)η, ηe,− = T u,−e β(1/2− s)η.
Since the broken map u is regular and isolated, its linearized operator is bijective.
We recall that the linearized operator is a map of Banach spaces (see (4.22))
Du : TmMΓ ×Map(C,X)1,p,λ → Ω0,1(S, (uS)∗TX)⊕Ω1(T, (uT )∗TL)⊕ ev∗Γ TX/T∆.
Bijectivity ofDu implies there is an inverse (m, ξ) for the element (η˜, 0 ∈ ev∗Γ TX/T∆).
We write ξ = ((ξv)v∈Vert(Γ), ξT ). The vanishing of the last term in Du(m, ξ) means
that ξ satisfies matching conditions at interior and boundary nodes, and the interior
markings zi satisfy the divisor constraint :
ξ(zi) ∈ Tu±(zi)D.
The matching at interior nodes implies that for any interior edge e = (v+, v−), the
limit of ξv+ , ξv− at the cylindrical end e is equal :
ξv+,e = ξv−,e =: ξe ∈ TXP (e) ⊕ tP (e),C.
We now define the approximate inverse by patching the inverse of the linearization
of the broken map. DefineQνη equal to ξ away from the neck regions ∪e[−νle/2, νle/2]×
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S1 ⊂ Cν , and on the neck region for an edge e by patching these solutions together
using a cutoff function
Qνη := β
(−s+ 14νle) ((T u,−e )−1ξv−(s+ νle/4)− T uξe)(7.22)
+ β
(
s+ 14νle
)
((T u,+e )−1ξv+(s− νle/4))− T uξe) + T uξe
∈ Ω0(Cν , (upreν )∗TX)1,p,λ.
Next, we give an error estimate for the approximate inverse. We need to bound the
quantity DuνpreQ
νη− η. On the complement of the neck regions of Cν , this quantity
is bounded by the difference in the domain-dependent almost complex structure J
on (C, j) and (Cν , jν). Similar to (7.20) in the estimate of Fν(0), we have the bound
(7.23) ‖DuνpreQνη − η‖Lp,λ(Cν) ≤ c max
e∈Edge (Γ)
exp(−νle).
On the neck corresponding to an edge e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edge (Γ), since
η = (T u,−e )−1ηv−(s+ νle/2) + (T u,+e )−1ηv+(s− νle/2)
the error estimate holds
‖DuνpreQνη − η‖Lp,λ = ‖Dupreν Qνη − (T u,−e )−1Duν−ξv− − (T u,+e )−1Duν+ξv+‖Lp,λ
(7.24)
≤ c exp(−(1− λ)νle/2)‖η‖Lp,λ + c‖dβ(s− νle/4)ξv−‖Lp,λ
+ c‖dβ(−s+ νle/4)ξv+‖Lp,λ ,
where the domain shift for ξv± is suppressed in the notation. The first term arises
from the difference between Dupreν and (T u,±e )−1DuT u,±e and is bounded in a similar
way to the estimate on Fν(0) in Section 7.3: the difference has support in the
interval [−12 , 12 ] in the neck. In this interval the distance between the broken map u
and the pre-glued map upreν is bounded by ce−νle/2. The Sobolev weight multiplies
a factor of eλνle/2. The second and third term arise from the derivative dβ of the
cutoff function β. Of these we analyze the second term, which is supported in the
unit interval [νle4 ,
νle
4 + 1] in the neck [
−νle
2 ,
νle
2 ]. In this interval, the Sobolev weight
in the curve Cv− and the glued curve C
ν differ by νle2 :
κν(s, t) = κC◦v− (s+ νle/2)− νle/2, ∓s ≥ νle/2.
There is a ν-independent constant c such that
(7.25) ‖dβ(s− νle/4)ξv−‖Lp,λ(Cν) < ce−λνle/2.
From (7.23), (7.24), (7.25) and a similar estimate for the third term, one obtains
an estimate as in Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [16, 7.1.32], Abouzaid [1, Lemma 5.13]: For
some constant c > 0, for any ν
(7.26) ‖Dupreν Qν − Id ‖ < c mine∈Edge (Γ)(exp(−λνle/2), exp(−(1− λ)νle/2)).
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It follows that for ν sufficiently large an actual inverse may be obtained from the
Taylor series formula
D−1
upreν
= Qν(Dupreν Q
ν)−1 = Qν
∑
k≥0
(I −QνDupreν )k.
The approximate inverse Qν is uniformly bounded for all ν. For large enough ν,
(7.26) implies that ‖Dupreν Qν − Id‖ ≤ 12 , and so,
(7.27) ‖D−1
upreν
‖ ≤ 2‖Qν‖ ≤ c.
7.5. Uniform quadratic estimate. We obtain a uniform quadratic estimate for
the non-linear terms in the map cutting out the moduli space locally. We recall that
a neighbourhood of the curve Cν is a product MΓ ×
∏
e(R × S1), and m ∈ TjνM
can be written as (mΓ, (me)e). The map Fν varies linearly with ∆j(m) from (7.12)
and so, it varies linearly with me. We prove quadratic estimates for the directions
mΓ and ξ ∈ Tu Map(Cν , xν). The estimate we prove is : there exists a constant c
such that for all ν
(7.28) ‖D(m1,ξ1)Fν(m2, ξ2)−Dupreν (m2, ξ2)‖ ≤ c‖(m1,Γ, ξ1)‖1,p,λ‖(m2, ξ2)‖1,p,λ.
Before embarking on the proof, we remark that the differential DFν is not uni-
formly bounded for all ν assuming (m1, ξ1) has a small enough norm. This is because
of the variation of the complex structure in the domain in the neck region. Indeed
if m is such that j(m)− jν is supported only in the neck region for an edge e, then
‖DuνpreFν(m, 0)‖0,p,λ ∼ eλνe/2‖j(m)− jν‖C1 .
Fortunately this is not an issue with the quadratic estimate because the map Fν
varies linearly with j(m). In fact, Dm1,ξ1Fν(m2, ξ2) is a zeroth order linear function
of both (je(m1)− jν) and (je(m2)− jν). Therefore in the quadratic estimate, these
terms occur only in cross terms of the form je(m1)⊗ ξ2 and ∆je(m2)⊗ ξ1. The cross
term is uniformly bounded as
‖je(m1)⊗ ξ2‖Lp,λ ≤ c‖∆je(m2)− jν‖C1‖ξ1‖1,p,λ.
for all ν.
The quadratic estimates is proved using bounds on parallel transport. Let
T ν,xz (m, ξ) : Λ0,1T ∗zCν ⊗ TxX → Λ0,1jν(m)T ∗zCν ⊗ Texpx(ξ)X
denote pointwise parallel transport. Consider its derivative
DT ν,xz (m, ξ,m1, ξ1; η) = ∇t|t=0Tupreν (m+ tm1, ξ + tξ1)η.
For a map u : C → X we denote by DTu the corresponding map on sections. By
Sobolev multiplication (for which the constants are uniform because of the uniform
cone condition on the metric on Cν and uniform bounds on the metric on Xν) there
exists a constant c such that
(7.29) ‖DT ν,xu (m, ξ,m1, ξ1; η)‖0,p,λ ≤ c‖(m, ξ)‖1,p,λ‖(m1, ξ1)‖1,p,λ‖η‖0,p,λ.
Differentiate the equation
T ν,xu (m, ξ)Fν(m, ξ) = ∂jν(m)(expuνpre(ξ)))
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with respect to (m1, ξ1) to obtain
(7.30) DTuνpre(m, ξ,m1, ξ1,Fν(m, ξ)) + T νu (m, ξ)(DFν(m, ξ,m1, ξ1)) =
(D∂)jν(m),expuν (ξ)(Dj
ν(m,m1), D expuν (ξ, ξ1)).
Using the pointwise inequality
|Fν(m, ξ)| < c|dexpupreν (z)(ξ)| < c(|dupreν |+ |∇ξ|)
for m, ξ sufficiently small, the estimate (7.29) yields a pointwise estimate
|Tupreν (ξ)−1DTuνpre(m, ξ,m1, ξ1,Fν(m, ξ))| ≤ c(|duνpre|+ |∇ξ|) |(m, ξ)| |(ξ1,m1)|.
Hence
(7.31) ‖Tupreν (ξ)−1DTuνpre(m, ξ,m1, ξ1,Fν(m, ξ))‖0,p,λ
≤ c(1 + ‖duν‖0,p,λ + ‖∇ξ‖0,p,λ)‖(m, ξ)‖L∞‖(ξ1,m1)‖L∞ .
It follows that
(7.32)
‖Tupreν (ξ)−1DTuνpre(m, ξ,m1, ξ1,Fν(m, ξ))‖0,p,λ ≤ c‖(m, ξ)‖1,p,λ‖(m1, ξ1)‖1,p,λ
since the W 1,p norm controls the L∞ norm by the uniform Sobolev estimates. Then,
as in McDuff-Salamon [29, Chapter 10], Abouzaid [1] there exists a constant c > 0
such that for all ν sufficiently large, after another redefinition of c we have
(7.33) ‖Tuνpre(ξ)−1Dexpuνpre (ξ)(Dmj
ν(m1), Dexpuνpre (ξ)
ξ1))−Duνpre(m1, ξ1)‖0,p,λ
≤ c‖m, ξ‖1,p,λ‖m1, ξ1‖1,p,λ.
Combining these estimates and integrating completes the proof of claim (7.28).
7.6. Picard iteration. We apply the implicit function theorem to obtain an exact
solution. We recall a version of the Picard’s lemma [29, Proposition A.3.4].
Lemma 7.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, U ⊂ X be an open set containing
0, and f : U → Y be a smooth map. Suppose df(0) is invertible with inverse
Q : Y → X. Suppose c and  > 0 are constants such that ‖Q‖ ≤ c, B ⊂ U , and
‖df(x)− df(0)‖ ≤ 1
2c
∀x ∈ B(0).
Suppose f(0) ≤ 4c . Then, there is a unique point x0 ∈ B satisfying f(x0) = 0.
Picard’s Lemma and the estimates (7.21), (7.27), (7.28) imply the existence of a
solution (m(ν), ξ(ν)) to the equation
Fν(m(ν), ξ(ν)) = 0
for each ν. The map
uν := expupreν (ξ(ν))
is a (j(m(ν)), Jν)-holomorphic map to Xν . Additionally, there is a ν-independent
constant  > 0 such that (m(ν), ξ(ν)) is the unique zero of Fν in an -neighbourhood
of ((Cν , jν), upreν ) with respect to the norm in (7.16).
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7.7. Surjectivity of gluing. We show that the gluing construction gives a bijec-
tion. Note that any family [u′ν : C ′ν → Xν ] converges to a broken map u : C → X by
Theorem 6.1. To prove the bijection we must show that any such family of maps is
in the image of the gluing construction. Since the implicit function theorem used to
construct the gluing gives a unique solution in a neighbourhood, it suffices to show
that the maps u′ν are close, in the Sobolev norm used for the gluing construction, to
the approximate solution upreν defined by (7.5).
We first show that the domain curves of the converging sequence of maps are close
enough to the domains of the pre-glued maps. By definition of Gromov convergence,
the curves C ′ν converge to C in the moduli space of curves. This implies
(7.34) piΓ(C
′
ν)→ C.
in MΓ. For large ν, piΓ(C ′ν) is contained in a neighbourhood of C used in section
7.2. Recall that the metric on the space of glued curves was defined after passing to
a universal cover N˜ → N of an open subset N of the moduli space of glued curves,
see (7.10). We identify C ′ν to a lift in N˜ that is nearest to Cν . Using notation in
(7.11) there is a biholomorphism
(7.35) (Cν , jν + jΓ(piΓ(C
′
ν)) +
∑
eje(nle(C
′
ν)))
φ−→ C ′ν .
Assume that the convergence u′ν → u is with a translation sequence tν as in Defini-
tion 6.6. By assumption the map u does not have any tropical symmetry. Therefore,
the translation sequence tν is uniquely determined by the tropical graph of u and co-
incides with the translations used for gluing. By Proposition 6.17 there is a constant
c such that for any edge e = (v+, v−)
| nle(C ′ν)− νelν | = | nle(Cν)− (tν(v+)− tν(v−))| ≤ c.
Further, since je(nle(C
′
ν) is constant on the neck, and the neck itself is growing, we
conclude (see (7.13))
(7.36) lim
ν→∞‖je(C
′
ν)‖C1 → 0.
Next, we show that the maps in the converging sequence are close enough to the
pre-glued maps. We need to bound the section ξ′ν ∈ Ω0(Cν , (upreν )∗TXν) defined by
the equation u′ν = expupreν ξ
′
ν in the weighted Sobolev norm (7.15). Consider a neck
region in Cν corresponding to an edge e with coordinates
(se, te) ∈ [−νle2 , νle2 ]× R/2piZ.
Denote the midpoint of the neck as
0e := {(se, te) = (0, 0)} ∈ Cν .
In the neck region, the maps upreν and u′ν are equal to a vertical cylinder perturbed
by a quantity that decays exponentially in the middle of the cylinder. The vertical
cylinder is determined by upreν (0e) resp. u
′
ν(0e). The sequence u
pre
ν (0e) converges
to xe because of the asymptotic decay of the sections ζ
±. The sequence u′ν(0e)
converges to xe by (Thin cylinder convergence) and the fact that the mid point of
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the cylinder is preserved by the biholomorphism φ in (7.35). On the neck region,
the section ξ′ν and its derivatives decay exponentially :
|Dkξ′ν(se, te)| ≤ ce−(νle/2−|se|), k = 0, 1.
This is because of the decay of the terms ζ±ν in the definition of u
pre
ν , and the
breaking annulus lemma applied to u′ν . Consequently ‖ξ′ν‖W 1,p,λ can be made small
enough by taking a large ν and shrinking the neck by a fixed amount: that is, we
decrease the cylinder length to νle − C where C is a constant independent of ν.
Next we consider the complement of the neck regions. Here, the sequences u′ν and
upreν uniformly converge to u. Since the domains are stable, the sequence of domain
reparametrizations is unique in the sense of Remark 6.4. So, by taking ν large
enough the maps upreν and u′ν are W 1,p-close enough in the complement of the neck
regions.
7.8. Tubular neighbourhoods. In this section we state a gluing result, without
proof, for gluing pseudoholomorphic curves at disk nodes. This result can be viewed
as a special case of the gluing theorem 7.1 where both components are in the same
component of the broken manifold, but generalized to include Lagrangian boundary
conditions.
Theorem 7.4. Let P = (PΓ)Γ be a coherent regular perturbation datum for all types
Γ. Suppose Γ is a type of broken treed disks and x ∈ I(L)n+1 is a set of limits for
boundary leaves such that i(Γ, x) = 1.
(a) (Tubular neighbourhoods) If Γ is obtained from Γ′ by collapsing an edge of
Edge ,−(Γ′) or making an edge or weight finite/non-zero or by gluing Γ′ at
a breaking, then the stratum MΓ′(X, L,D) has a tubular neighbourhood in
MΓ(X, L,D); and
(b) (Orientations) there exist orientations on MΓ(X, L,D) compatible with the
morphisms (Cutting an edge) and (Collapsing an edge/Making an edge/weight
finite/non-zero) in the following sense:
(i) If Γ is obtained from Γ′ by (Cutting an edge) then the isomorphism
MΓ′(X, L,D)→MΓ(X, L,D) is orientation preserving.
(ii) If Γ is obtained from Γ′ by (Collapsing an edge) or (Making an edge/weight
finite/non-zero) then the inclusion MΓ′(X, L,D) → MΓ(X, L,D) has
orientation (using the decomposition
TMΓ(X, L,D)|MΓ′(X, L,D) ∼= R⊕ TMΓ′(X, L,D)
and the outward normal orientation on the first factor) given by a uni-
versal sign depending only on Γ,Γ′.
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8. Broken Fukaya algebras
In this section, we describe A∞ -algebras structures defined by counting treed
holomorphic disks on broken and unbroken manifolds, and show that they are equiv-
alent up to homotopy.
8.1. A∞ algebras. The set of treed holomorphic disks has the structure of an A∞
-algebra. A∞ -algebras were introduced by Stasheff [44] in order to capture algebraic
structures on the space of cochains on loop spaces. We follow the sign convention
in Seidel [41]. Let g > 0 be an even integer. A Zg-graded A∞ algebra consists of
a Zg-graded vector space A together with for each d ≥ 0 a multilinear degree zero
composition map
md : A
⊗d → A[2− d]
satisfying the A∞ -associativity equations [41, (2.1)]
(8.1) 0 =
∑
j,k≥0,j+k≤d
(−1)j+
∑j
i=1 |ai|md−k+1(a1, . . . , aj ,
mk(aj+1, . . . , aj+k), aj+k+1, . . . , ad)
for any d ≥ 0 and any tuple of homogeneous elements a1, . . . , ad with degrees
|a1|, . . . , |ad| ∈ Zg. One of the first of these associativity relations is
(8.2) m2(m0, a)− (−1)|a|m2(a,m0) +m1(m1(a)) = 0, ∀a ∈ A.
The signs are the shifted Koszul signs, that is, the Koszul signs for the shifted grading
in which the structure maps have degree one as in Kontsevich-Soibelman [22]. The
notation [2− d] denotes a degree shift by 2− d, so that without the shifting m1 has
degree 1, m2 has degree 0 etc. The element m0(1) ∈ A (where 1 ∈ Λ is the unit)
is called the curvature of the algebra. The A∞ algebra A is flat if the curvature
vanishes. The cohomology of a flat A∞ algebra A is defined by
H(m1) =
ker(m1)
im(m1)
.
The algebra structure on H(m1) is given by
(8.3) [a1a2] = (−1)|a1|[m2(a1, a2)].
A strict unit for A is an element eA ∈ A such that
(8.4) m2(eA, a) = a = (−1)|a|m2(a, eA), md(. . . , eA, . . .) = 0, ∀d 6= 2.
A strictly unital A∞ algebra is an A∞ algebra equipped with a strict unit. Coho-
mology can be defined for a curved strictly unital A∞ -algebra if the curvature is a
multiple of the unit : m0(1) ∈ ΛeA, because in this case, (m1)2 = 0 by (8.2). More
generally, the cohomology exists for any solution to the projective Maurer-Cartan
equation [16].
Similarly one has homotopy notions of algebra morphisms. Let A0, A1 be A∞
algebras. An A∞ morphism F from A0 to A1 consists of a sequence of linear maps
Fd : A⊗d0 → A1[1− d], d ≥ 0
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such that the following holds:
(8.5)
∑
i+j≤d
(−1)i+
∑i
j=1 |aj |Fd−j+1(a1, . . . , ai,mjA0(ai+1, . . . , ai+j), ai+j+1, . . . , ad) =∑
i1+...+im=d
mmA1(F i1(a1, . . . , ai1), . . . ,F im(ai1+...+im−1+1, . . . , ad))
where the first sum is over integers i, j with i+ j ≤ d, the second is over partitions
d = i1 + . . .+ im. An A∞ morphism F is unital if and only if
F1(e0) = e1, Fk(a1, . . . , ai, e0, ai+2, . . . , ak) = 0
for every k ≥ 2 and every 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, where e0 resp. e1 is the strict unit in A0
resp. A1.
8.2. Composition maps. In this section, we describe an A∞ algebra whose com-
position maps are given by treed holomorphic maps in a broken manifold, with
boundary in a Lagrangian contained in the complement of the normal crossing di-
visor. The result is summarized in Theorem 8.4 at the end of the section.
We recall the count of pseudoholomorphic treed disks that defines the structure
coefficients of the Fukaya algebra. Let q be a formal variable and Λ the universal
Novikov field of formal sums with rational coefficients
(8.6) Λ =
{∑
i
ciq
αi
∣∣∣∣∣ ci ∈ C, αi ∈ R, αi →∞.
}
Denote by Λ≥0 resp. Λ>0 the subalgebra with only non-negative resp. positive
exponents. Denote by
Λ× =
{
c0 +
∑
i>0
ciq
αi ⊂ Λ≥0
∣∣∣∣∣ c0 6= 0
}
the subgroup of formal power series with invertible leading coefficient.
Lagrangians will be equipped with additional data called brane structures. We as-
sume Lagrangians are compact, connected and oriented. A brane structure consists
of a relative spin structure and a local system, which is an element of
R(L) = Hom(pi1(L),Λ×).
When working with multiple Lagrangian submanifolds, one needs a grading on each
of the Lagrangians, see Seidel [40]. We do not use gradings in this paper. For a
Lagrangian L with a brane structure define the space of Floer cochains
CF geom(L) :=
⊕
d∈Zg
CF d(L), CF d(L) :=
⊕
x∈Id(L)
Λ〈x〉
where Id(L) is the set of index d critical points of the Morse function F : L → R,
see Definition 3.2.
We recall the definition for composition maps in unbroken manifolds from [8].
For a Lagrangian brane L in a smooth manifold X, composition maps are defined
as follows. Given a treed disk u : C → X with boundary in L, we denote by
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y(u) ∈ Λ× the evaluation of the local system y ∈ R(L) on the homotopy class of
loops [∂u] ∈ pi1(L) defined by going around the boundary of each disk component in
the treed disk once. Denote by d (u) the number of interior markings on the map
u.
Definition 8.1. (Composition maps) For admissible perturbation data (PΓ) on the
manifold X define
md( ) : (CF
geom(L))⊗d( ) → CF geom(L)
on generators by
(8.7) md( )(x1, . . . , xd( )) =
∑
x0,u∈M˜Γ(X,L,Pγ ,x)0
w(u)x0
where the weight w(u) is defined by
(8.8) w(u) = (−1)♥(d (u)!)−1y(u)qA(u)(u),
the sign ♥ by
(8.9) ♥ =
d( )∑
i=1
i|xi|,
(u) ∈ {±1} is the orientation sign, and the sum is over all zero-dimensional com-
ponents of the moduli space of treed holomorphic disks u : (C, ∂C) → (X,L) with
d( ) incoming boundary edges.
The A∞ relation follows from the description of the true boundary of the moduli
space, see [8, Theorem 4.31].
Theorem 8.2. (A∞ algebra for a Lagrangian) For any admissible perturbation sys-
tem P = (PΓ)Γ on the manifold X, the maps (md( ))d( )≥0 satisfy the axioms of a
(possibly curved) A∞ algebra CF geom(L).
Composition maps on a broken manifold are defined analogously. Assume that
L ⊂ X is a Lagrangian submanifold that is contained in a single piece of X and does
not intersect boundary divisors. The Floer cochains and the brane structure on L
are defined as in the unbroken case :
CF geombrok (L) :=
⊕
d∈Zg
CF dbrok(L), CF
d
brok(L) :=
⊕
x∈Id(L)
Λ〈x〉
Definition 8.3. (Composition maps for the broken Fukaya algebra) For admissible
perturbation data (PΓ)Γ define
mbrokd( ) : (CF
geom
brok (L))
⊗d( ) → CF geombrok (L)
on generators by
(8.10) md(x1, . . . , xd( )) =
∑
x0,u∈M˜Γ(X,L,D,x)0
w(u)x0
where the weight w(u) is as in (8.8) and the sign ♥ is given by (8.9), and the sum
is over all rigid combinatorial type Γ broken treed disk u, see Definition 6.29.
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Theorem 8.4. (A∞ algebra for a Lagrangian) For any admissible perturbation sys-
tem P = (PΓ)Γ on the broken manifold X, the maps (m
brok
d( ) )d( )≥0 satisfy the axioms
of a (possibly curved) A∞ algebra CF
geom
brok (L).
The A∞ relation follows from the description of the true boundary of the moduli
space, see Proposition 6.31.
8.3. Homotopy units. In the Fukaya algebra constructed in the previous section,
a homotopy unit construction can be applied to produce a strictly unital A∞ -
algebra. Recall that the Morse function F : L → R used in the construction of
CF geom(L) is assumed to have a unique maximum point denoted x ∈ crit(F ).
In an idealized situation where domain-dependent perturbations are not required,
〈x 〉 is a strict unit for CF geom(L). This is because a boundary marked point
mapping to the unstable locus of x is an empty constraint, and such a marking can
be forgotten without affecting the disk. In our setting, marked points can not be
forgotten because domain-dependent perturbations depend on them. The homotopy
unit construction is a way of enhancing the Fukaya algebra so that the perturbation
system admits forgetful maps.
Theorem 8.5. There is a Fukaya algebra whose graded vector space is
(8.11) CF (L) := CF geom(L)⊕ Λx [1]⊕ Λx ,
with gradings
|x | = 0, |x | = −1
and whose composition maps are such that x is a strict unit, CF geom(L) ⊂ CF (L)
is a A∞ sub-algebra, and
m1(x ) = x − x mod Λ>0.
The composition maps are defined by counts of weighted P -adapted disks, where
the perturbation datum P is an extension of the perturbation datum used to define
CF geom(L).
The condition that x is a strict unit determines all A∞ structure maps involving
occurrences of x . In the following geometric construction of a homotopy unit, the
axioms are designed keeping this fact in mind.
Definition 8.6. (a) (Weightings) A weighting of a treed disk C = S ∪T of type
Γ consists of a partition of the boundary semi-infinite edges
Edge (Γ) unionsq Edge (Γ) unionsq Edge (Γ) = Edge ,→(Γ)
into weighted resp. forgettable resp. unforgettable, and a weight on semi-
infinite edges ρ : Edge ,→(Γ)→ [0,∞] satisfying
ρ(e) ∈

{0} e ∈ Edge (Γ)
[0,∞] e ∈ Edge (Γ)
{∞} e ∈ Edge (Γ).
The weighting ρ satisfies the following axioms.
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(i) (Infinite segment) An infinite segment can only have labels
→ , → , or → .
In the first two cases, the input has weight ρ(e) equal to ∞ or 0.
(ii) (Outgoing edge axiom) A disk output e0 ∈ Edge (Γ) can be weighted
only if the disk has exactly one weighted input e1 ∈ Edge (Γ), all
the other inputs ei ∈ Edge(Γ), i 6= 1 are forgettable, and there are
no interior leaves, Edge (Γ) = ∅. In this case, the output e1 has the
same weight ρ(e1) = ρ(e0) as the weighted input e0. A disk output
e0 can be forgettable only if all the inputs are forgettable, and there
are no interior leaves. In all the other cases, the output of a disk is
unforgettable.
(b) (Stability) A weighted treed disk is stable if each component is stable as a
treed disk, or is an infinite segment with labels → or → .
(c) (Isomorphism) Two weighted treed disks C and C ′ are isomorphic if there is
an isomorphism of treed disks φ : C → C ′, the edge labels are identical, and
the following is true.
(i) If the output edge is not weighted, then the weights on the inputs of
C1 and φ(C1) are equal;
(ii) if the output edge e0 is weighted, then the weights on the inputs are
equal up to scalar multiplication, i.e.
(8.12) ∃λ ∈ (0,∞), ∀e ∈ Edge◦,→(C)\{e0}ρ(e) = λρ′(φ(e)).
Consequently, if the output edge is weighted, the weights do not matter.
The type of a weighted treed curve is given by the type of the treed curve, and
the labels { , , } at the inputs and outputs, and whether the weight at any vertex
is zero, infinite or neither. The moduli space MΓ of weighted treed disks can be
identified with{
MΓ′ × [0,∞]|Edge (Γ)|, if the output label is not
MΓ′ , if the output edge is ,
where Γ′ is the type of treed disk obtained by forgetting the weighting. If the type
Γ is → resp. → , then MΓ is a point.
The (Cutting edges) morphism has some additional features for weighted treed
disks. Given a type Γ of a weighted treed disk, suppose Γ+, Γ− (here Γ+ contains
the root of Γ) are the treed disk types produced by cutting an edge e ∈ Edge ,−(Γ) in
Γ, and e± ∈ Edge ,→(Γ±) be the pair of new edges created by the cutting. The label
( , or ) and the weight at e+, e− are same, and is determined by the (Outgoing
edges axiom) applied to Γ−. There is a new type of (Cutting edges) morphism :
(Cutting a weighted input edge) Suppose e ∈ Edge (Γ) is an input, and
ρ(e) = 0 resp. ∞. Cutting e produces two types : Γ− is an infinite segment
→ resp. → , and Γ+ is Γ with e as an unforgettable resp. forgettable
edge, see Figure 8.
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e
ρ =∞
Cut e
e
Cut e
ρ = 0
ρ =∞ ρ = 0
Figure 8. Cutting a weighted input edge
Perturbation datum defined on the moduli space of weighted treed disks is co-
herent with respect to (Collapsing of edges, making an edge length/weight finite
or non-zero) and (Cutting of edges) for boundary edges as earlier. There is one
additional coherence condition.
(Forgetting edges) Suppose e is an input edge in a weighted treed type Γ
that is either forgettable or weighted with infinite weight, and Γ′ is the type
obtained by forgetting e. Then PΓ is the pullback of PΓ′ .
Let P = (PΓ)Γ be a coherent perturbation datum for weighted treed disks. An
adapted PΓ-map is a map u : C → X if it is adapted in the sense of treed holomorphic
disks, and additionally satisfies the following.
(Label axiom) a treed input or output segment labelled resp. asymptotes
to the maximum point x ∈ crit(F ).
An adapted map is stable if for any component of the domain, either the map is
non-constant, or the domain is stable in the sense of weighted treed disks. The new
feature is that the map may be constant on an infinite tree segment labelled →
or → .
For an uncrowded type Γ, and a prescribed tuple of inputs x := (x1, . . . , xd( )) ∈
(crit(F )∪{x , x })d( ) and an output x0 ∈ crit(F )∪{x , x } that respect the (Label
axiom), and for any tropical type T that is compatible with Γ, the moduli space
MΓ(L, x) of weighted treed disks with limits x is a smooth manifold of expected
dimension. We remark that if an input/output edge xi is x (i.e. is weighted),
we count curves whose weight at xi is finite non-zero since the moduli spaces with
infinite or zero weight are expected dimension −1 and so empty.
For an admissible perturbation datum P = (PΓ)Γ for weighted treed types define
composition maps on the generators of the Fukaya algebra
CF (L,P ) := CF geom(L,P )⊕ Λ〈x 〉 ⊕ Λ〈x 〉
as
(8.13) md( )(x1, . . . , xd( )) =
∑
x0,u∈MΓ(L,D,x)0
w(u)x0
where
w(u) = (−1)♥(d( )!)−1y(u)qA(u)(u), ♥ =
d( )∑
i=1
i|xi|,
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and the the sum ranges over all rigid types Γ, and the weight for any weighted input
is finite non-zero in the type Γ.
Proof of Theorem 8.5. For a one-dimensional moduli space of weighted maps of rigid
type, the true boundary strata contain one of the following configurations : a con-
figuration with a weight 0 or ∞ at a weighted input which is equivalent to the
broken configuration in Figure 8, a boundary node with a broken segment, or a bro-
ken Morse trajectory. These configurations exactly correspond to the terms in the
A∞ -associativity relations, and so CF (L) is an A∞ -algebra. The geometric part
CF geom(L) is a sub-algebra because if the inputs to a treed disk are unforgettable,
the output is also unforgettable.
The element x is a strict unit for the following reasons. For d( ) > 2, we have
md( )(. . . , x , . . . ) = 0
because the input x is an empty constraint, and can be forgotten because the
perturbation satisfies the (Forgetting edges) axiom. The term m1(x ) is also zero :
any disk that is counted has interior markings, and therefore, placing the marked
point x adds one to the dimension, and therefore the moduli space is not zero-
dimensional. Finally, by the same argument, m2(x , ∗) and m2(∗, x ) do not count
any disk with interior markings. The only contributions are from constant disks.
By the (outgoing edges) axiom, we conclude that both terms are equal to ±∗. 
Remark 8.7. (Leading order term in the first composition map) Constant trajectories
→ , → contribute to the first composition map m1(x ), and the choice of
orientation [8, Remark 4.23] implies
(8.14)
m1(x ) = x − x +
∑
x0,[u]∈MΓ(L,D,x ,x0)0,E(u)>0
(−1)♥(d( )!)−1qE(u)(u)y(u)x0.
This formula is similar to that in Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [16, (3.3.5.2)].
8.4. Quilted disks. Morphisms between Fukaya algebras are defined by counts of
quilted holomorphic disks. The domains of these curves are quilted disks, which we
describe in this section.
The terms in the A∞ morphism axiom correspond to codimension one cells in a
cell complex called the multiplihedron introduced by Stasheff [44]. Stasheff’s defi-
nition identifies the n-multiplihedron as the cell complex whose vertices correspond
to total bracketings of x1, . . . , xd( ), together with the insertion of expressions f(·)
so that every xj is contained in an argument of some f . For example, the second
multiplihedron is an interval with vertices f(x1)f(x2) and f(x1x2). A geometric
realization of this polytope was given by Boardman-Vogt [4] in terms of metric rib-
bon trees. A different realization of the multiplihedron is the moduli space of stable
quilted disks in Ma’u-Woodward [27].
8.4.1. Quilted disks.
Definition 8.8. (Quilted disks and spheres)
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(a) A quilted disk is a datum (S,Q, x0, . . . , xd( ) ∈ ∂S) consisting of a marked
complex disk (S, x0, . . . , xd( ) ∈ ∂S) (the points are required to be in coun-
terclockwise cyclic order) together with a circle Q ⊂ S (here we take S to be
a ball in the complex plane, so the notion of circle makes sense) tangent to
the 0-th marking x0. An isomorphism of quilted disks from
(S,Q, x0, . . . , xd( ))→ (S′, Q′, x′0, . . . , x′d( ))
is an isomorphism of holomorphic disks S → S′ mapping Q to Q′ and
x0, . . . , xd( ) to x
′
0, . . . , x
′
d( ).
(b) (Affine structures) An affine structure on a disk S with boundary point z0 ∈
∂S is an isomorphism with a half-space φ : S − {z0} → H. Two affine
structures φ, φ′ : S − {z0} → H are considered equivalent if
∃ζ ∈ R, ∀z ∈ S, φ(z) = φ′(z) + ζ.
A quilting is equivalent to an affine structure, by taking the quilting to be
Q = {Im(z) = 1}.
(c) (Quilted spheres) In this context the notion of quilted disk admits a natural
generalization to the notion of a quilted sphere: a marked sphere (C, (z0, . . . , zd( )))
equipped with an isomorphism φ from C − {z0} → C to the affine line C.
Again, two such isomorphisms φ, φ′ are considered equivalent if they differ
by a translation: φ(z) = φ′(z) + ζ for some ζ ∈ C.
(d) (Combinatorial types) The combinatorial type Γ of a quilted nodal marked
disk (S,Q, x) is defined similar to the combinatorial type of a nodal marked
disk disk. The set of vertices Vert(Γ) has a distinguished subset Vert1(Γ) of
colored vertices corresponding to the quilted components. Thus the unique
non-self-crossing path γe from the root edge e0 of the tree to any leaf e
is required to pass through exactly one colored vertex v ∈ Vert1(Γ). Let
Vert0(Γ) = Vert(Γ)−Vert1(Γ).
(e) (Nodal quilted disks) A nodal quilted disk of type Γ is a union of disks Sv, v ∈
Vert (Γ)−Vert1(Γ), spheres Sv, v ∈ Vert (Γ)−Vert1(Γ), quilted disks Sv, v ∈
Vert1(Γ), and quilted spheres Sv, v ∈ Vert1(Γ), with the property that along a
non-self-crossing path of components Sv, v ∈ Vert(Γ) from the root edge e0 to
any other leaf ei, a single colored vertex v ∈ Vert1(Γ) occurs. A nodal quilted
disk S is stable if there are no non-trivial automorphisms Aut(S) − {1}, or
equivalently, each component Sv, v ∈ Vert(Γ) has no automorphisms. In the
case of sphere components Sv, v ∈ Vert (Γ), this means that Sv has at least
three special points if it is unquilted, or at least two special points if it is
quilted.
The moduli space of stable quilted disks with interior and boundary markings
is a compact cell complex. As the interior and boundary markings go to infinity,
they bubble off onto either quilted disks or quilted spheres. The case of combined
boundary and interior markings is a straight-forward generalization of the boundary
and interior cases treated separately in [27].
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8.4.2. Quilted treed disks. There is a combined moduli space which includes both
quilted disk, spheres, and (possibly broken) treed segments.
Definition 8.9. A quilted treed disk C is obtained from a quilted nodal disk S of
type Γ by replacing each boundary marking we, e ∈ Edge ,→(Γ) with a semi-infinite
treed segment Te, e ∈ Edge (Γ), and each boundary node we, e ∈ Edge ,−(Γ(S))
with a treed segment with finite end-points satisfying a balancing condition : the
sum of edge lengths `(e) on the path γv connecting a colored vertex v ∈ Vert1(Γ) to
the vertex containing the outgoing leaf e0 is the same for all colored vertices.
Definition 8.10. The combinatorial type Γ(C) of a quilted treed disk C is the
combinatorial type Γ(S) of the surface with the additional labellings of the number
of breakings b(e) of each edge Te. A quilted treed disk is stable if
(a) any unquilted surface component Sv, v ∈ Vert0(Γ) has at least three special
points,
(b) any quilted surface component Sv, v ∈ Vert1(Γ)has at least two special points,
(c) and there are no infinite tree segments Te ∼= R, e ∈ Edge(Γ).
Let Mqd( ),d( ) denote the moduli space of stable marked quilted treed disks u :
C → X with n boundary leaves and m interior leaves. See Figure 9 for a picture
of Mq2,0. The quilted disks Sv ⊂ S, v ∈ Vert1(Γ) are those with two shadings; while
the ordinary disks Sv, v /∈ Vert1(Γ) have either light or dark shading depending on
whether they can be connected to the zero-th edge without passing a colored vertex.
The hashes on the line segments Te indicate breakings.
Figure 9. Moduli space of stable quilted treed disks
8.4.3. Orientations. Orientations of the moduli space of quilted treed disks are de-
fined as follows. Each main stratum of Mqd( ),d( ) can be oriented using the isomor-
phism of the stratum made of quilted treed disks having a single disk with R times
Md( ),d( ), the extra factor corresponding to the quilting parameter. The boundary
of the moduli space is naturally isomorphic to a union of moduli spaces:
(8.15) ∂Mqd( ),d( ) ∼=
⋃
i,j
d( )1+d( )2=d( )
(
Mqd( )−i+1,d( )1 ×Mi,d( )2
)
∪
⋃
i1+...+ir=d( )d( )0+
∑
d( )j=d( )
Mr,m0 × r∏
j=1
Mqij ,mj
 .
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By construction, for the facet of the first type, the sign of the inclusions of boundary
strata are the same as that for the corresponding inclusion of boundary facets of
Mqd( ),d( ), that is, (−1)i(n−i−j)+j . For facets of the second type, the gluing map is
(0,∞)×Mr,m0 ×
r⊕
j=1
Mq|Ij |,mj →M
q
d( ),d( )
given for boundary markings by
(8.16) (δ, x1, . . . , xr, (x1,j = 0, x2,j , . . . , x|Ij |,j)
r
j=1) 7→
(x1, x1 + δ
−1x2,1, . . . , x1 + δ−1x|I1|,1, . . . , xr, xr + δ
−1x2,r, . . . , xr + δ−1x|Ir|,r).
This map changes orientations by
∑r
j=1(r−j)(|Ij |−1); in case of non-trivial weight-
ings, |Ij | should be replaced by the number of incoming markings or non-trivial
weightings on the j-th component.
8.4.4. Morphisms of types. The combinatorial type of a quilted disk is the graph
obtained as in the unquilted case by replacing each quilted disk component with
its combinatorial tree (now having colored vertices), each unquilted disk or sphere
component with its combinatorial tree, and each edge being identified as infinite,
semi-infinite, finite non-zero or zero. We also wish to allow disconnected types. An
unquilted component is labelled 1 resp. 0 if it is closer resp. further from the root
than quilted components. of the unquilted components by {0, 1}. Morphisms of
graphs (Cutting an edge, collapsing edges, making edge lengths finite or non-zero)
induce morphisms of moduli spaces of stable quilted treed disks as in the unquilted
case. The new feature is that (Cutting an edge) is done such that one of the pieces
is quilted and the other unquilted. This implies that output edges of quilted disks
are cut simultaneously, and therefore the output has a disconnected type.
For example, in Figure 10, in the left picture, one can cut the e at the breaking to
obtain an unquilted disk labelled 0, and a quilted disk. In the picture to the right,
the edges e1 and e2 get cut simultaneously to yield an unquilted disk labelled 1 and
a disconnected type consisting of two quilted disks.
e
e1 e2
Figure 10. A quilted treed disk with edges of infinite length
For any combinatorial type Γ of quilted disk there is a universal quilted treed disk
UΓ →MΓ which is a cell complex whose fiber over C is isomorphic to C, and splits
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x x x
x x x
ρ
ρ
Figure 11. Unmarked stable treed quilted disks
into surface and tree parts UΓ = SΓ ∪ T ,Γ ∪ T ,Γ, where the last two sets are the
boundary and interior parts of the tree respectively
8.4.5. Weightings. Weights can be added to the inputs and output of a quilted treed
disks as in the case of treed disks. We suppose there is a partition of the boundary
markings
Edge (T ) unionsq Edge (T ) unionsq Edge (T ) = Edge ,→(T )
into weighted resp. forgettable resp. unforgettable edges as in the unquilted case.
The outgoing edge axiom is same as in the unquilted case. In the quilted case, the
trees in Figure 11 are stable. Isomorphism of weighted quilted disks is same as the
unquilted case, and therefore, the moduli space with a single weighted leaf and no
markings is a point.
8.5. Quilted pseudoholomorphic disks. The Fukaya algebra of a Lagrangian
submanifold is independent of the choice of perturbation data up to homotopy equiv-
alence. We outline the proof in the case that the degree of the stabilizing divisors
is fixed. One considers two systems of perturbations and extends them to a set of
perturbations for the moduli space of quilted treed disks. A morphism is defined
between the two A∞ -algebras by counts of quilted treed disks.
Theorem 8.11. Suppose P 0, P 1 are regular perturbation data that are defined using
stabilizing pairs (J0, D0) and (J1, D1), which are connected by a path of stabilizing
pairs {(J t, Dt)}t∈[0,1]. There exists a coherent perturbation datum P 01 which induces
a unital A∞ -morphism
φ01 : CF (L,P
0)→ CF (L,P 1)
which is a homotopy equivalence and such that φ001(1) has positive q-valuation.
In the next section, we use this result to show that the Fukaya algebra of a
Lagrangian in a neck-stretched manifold is independent up to homotopy of the neck
length parameter. The result is proved in [8]. We reproduce part of the proof because
the machinery is used again in Section 9. In this section, we only consider unbroken
manifolds. A broken version of quilted holomorphic disks will be encountered in
Section 9.
Definition 8.12. (Distance from the seam function) In order to specify which divi-
sor of the above family to use at a given point of a quilted domain, define a function
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as follows. For any point on the universal quilted disk z ∈ UΓ, let
d(z) := ±
∑
e edge to seams
`(e) ∈ [−∞,∞]
be the distance of z to the quilted components of C (with respect to the lengths of
the edges) times 1 resp. −1 if z is above resp. below the quilted components (that
is, further from resp. closer to the root than the quilted components). Note that on
any treed quilted disk C ⊂ UΓ, d is constant on surface components.
Definition 8.13. Given perturbation data P 0 and P 1 with respect to metrics
G0, G1 ∈ G(L) over unquilted treed disks for D0 resp. D1, a perturbation morphism
P 01 from P 0 to P 1 for the quilted combinatorial type Γ consists of
(a) a smooth function δ01Γ : [−∞,∞]→ [0, 1] (to be composed with d),
(b) a domain-dependent Morse function
F 01Γ : T ,Γ → R
constant to F 0 resp. F 1 on the neighbourhood T ,Γ − T cp,Γ of the endpoints
for which d = −∞ resp. d =∞ and equal to F 0Γ0 resp. F 1Γ1 on the (unquilted)
treed disks components of type Γ0, Γ1 for which d = −∞ resp. d =∞, and
(c) a domain-dependent almost complex structure
J01Γ : SΓ → Jτ (X)
with the property that on the curve associated to any point m ∈MΓ, J01Γ is
constant on SΓ,m−ScpΓ,m, where the compact set Scp is as defined in Section
4.1. Further, J01Γ is equal to the complex structures J
0
Γ0
resp. J1Γ1 on the
(unquilted) treed disks components of type Γ0, Γ1 for which d = −∞ resp.
d =∞:
(d) One can also require the following invariance property: A perturbation sys-
tem is quilt-independent if F 01Γ , and J
01
Γ are pull-backs under the forgetful
morphism forgetting the quilting on the quilted disk components.
To obtain a well-behaved moduli space of quilted holomorphic treed disks we
impose a stability condition and quotient by an equivalence relation. These are
similar to the unquilted case. A quilted treed disk u : C → X is stable if every
(surface or tree) component of C on which u is non-constant is stable in the sense
of weighted quilted disks.
Let P = (PΓ)Γ be a perturbation datum coherent with respect to (Cutting of
edges), (Making an edge length/weight finite or non-zero) and (Forgetting edges).
Given a quilted treed disk C, we obtain a stable quilted treed disk by collapsing
unstable surface and tree components. The result may be identified with a fiber
of a universal curve of some type s(Γ). By pullback we obtain a triple on C, still
denoted (δ01Γ , J
01
Γ , F
01
Γ ). A stable holomorphic quilted tree disk is adapted iff each
the interior marking zi maps to D
δ01Γ ◦d(zi), and for each t ∈ [0, 1], each component
of u−1(Dt) ∩ (δ01Γ )−1(t) contains a marking. We remark that the union
Dδ
Γ
01 = ∪z∈SΓ
(
{z} ×DδΓ01◦d(z)
)
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is an almost complex submanifold of SΓ × X, and the intersection multiplicity of
u : C → X with DδΓ01 at any marking zi is positive. The intersection number of u
with Dδ
Γ
01 is kω[u], where the divisor D0 (and D1) is Poincare´ dual to kω.
For any combinatorial type Γ of quilted disks we denote by MΓ(L,D) the com-
pactified moduli space of equivalence classes of adapted quilted holomorphic treed
disks. The moduli space of quilted disks breaks into components depending on
the limits along the root and leaf edges. Denote by MΓ(L,D, x) ⊂ MΓ(L,D)
the moduli space of isomorphism classes of stable adapted holomorphic quilted
treed disks with boundary in L and limits x along the root and leaf edges, where
x = (x0, . . . , xd( )) ∈ Î(L).
For a comeager subset of perturbation morphisms extending those chosen for un-
quilted disks, the uncrowded moduli spaces of expected dimension at most one are
smooth and of expected dimension. For sequential compactness, it suffices to con-
sider a sequence uν : Cν → X of quilted treed disks of fixed combinatorial type
Γ = Γν for all ν. Coherence of the perturbation morphism implies the existence of
a stable limit u : C → X which we claim is adapted. In particular, the (Markings)
property for adapted disks is justified as follows. A sequence of markings zi,ν ∈ Cν
converges to zi ∈ C, then, u(zi) ∈ Dδ01Γ ◦d(zi) – this is a consequence of the coher-
ence of the parameter δν01, which implies that Dδ01Γ ◦d(Ci) is the limit of the divisors
Dδ01Γν ◦d(zi,ν). For types of index at most one, each component of u
−1(Dδ01Γ ◦d(Ci)) is a
limit of a unique component of u−1ν (Dδ01Γν ◦d(Ci,ν)), otherwise the intersection degree
would be more than one which is a codimension two condition. Therefore, every
marking in C is a transverse divisor intersection. There are no other divisor in-
tersections because the intersection number with Dδ
Γ
01 is preserved in the limit for
topological reasons.
The moduli space of quilted broken disks then has the same transversality and
compactness property as in the unquilted case, by similar arguments.
Given a regular, stabilized and coherent perturbation morphism P 01 from P 0 to
P 1, define
(8.17) φd : CF (L;P 0)⊗d → CF (L;P 1)
(x1, . . . , xd) 7→
∑
x0,u∈MΓ(L,D,x0,...,xd)0
(−1)♥w(u)x0
where the weight w(u) is given by
(8.18) w(u) = ([u])(σ([u])!)−1qE([u]) HolL(u)x0
the sum is over strata Γ of weighted treed quilted disks with a single surface compo-
nent and whose input and output labels are compatible with (x0, . . . , xd) in terms
of the (Label axiom).
Remark 8.14. (Lowest energy terms) For any x ∈ crit(F 0) ∪ {x , x }, the element
φ1(x) contains zero energy terms coming from the count of a quilted treed disk with
no interior marking, that is, a treed disk with only one disk that is quilted and
mapped to a point. The domain is one of those in Figure 11. If x is x resp. x
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there is one such configuration whose output is weighted resp. forgettable. In the
latter case, it will be the only term with a forgettable output.
Remark 8.15. (Codimension one boundary strata) The codimension one strata are
of several possible types: either there is one (or a collection of) edge e of length `(e)
infinity, there is one (or a collection of) edge e of length `(e) zero, or equivalently,
boundary nodes, or there is an edge e with zero or infinite weight ρ(e). The case of an
edge of zero or infinite weighting is equivalent to breaking off a constant trajectory,
and so may be ignored. In the case of edges of infinite length(s), then either Γ is
(a) (Breaking off an uncolored tree) a pair Γ1 unionsq Γ2 consisting of a colored tree
Γ1 and an uncolored tree Γ2 as in the left side of Figure 10; necessarily the
breaking must be a leaf of Γ1; or
(b) (Breaking off colored trees) a collection consisting of an uncolored tree Γ0
containing the root and a collection Γ1, . . . ,Γr of colored trees attached to
each of its r leaves as in the right side of Figure 10. Such a stratum MΓ is
codimension one because of the (Balanced Condition) which implies that if
the length of any edge between e0 to ei is infinite for some i then the path
from e0 to ei for any i has the same property.
In the case of a zero length(s), one obtains a fake boundary component with
normal bundle R, corresponding to either deforming the edge(s) to have non-zero
length or deforming the node(s). This ends the Remark.
Proof of Theorem 8.11. The true boundary strata of one-dimensional moduli spaces
of quilted holomorphic disks are those described in Remark 8.15 and correspond to
the terms in the axiom for A∞ morphisms (8.5). The signs are similar to those in [8]
and omitted. The assertion on the strict units is a consequence of the existence of
forgetful maps for infinite values of the weights. By assumption the φd( ) products
involving x as inputs involve counts of quilted treed disks using perturbation that
are independent of the disk boundary incidence points of the first leaf marked x
asymptotic to xM ∈ X. Since forgetting that semi-infinite edge gives a configuration
of negative expected dimension, if non-constant, the only configurations contributing
to these terms must be the constant maps. Hence
φ1(xM ) = xM , φ
d( )(. . . , xM , . . . ) = 0, n ≥ 2.
In other words, the only regular quilted trajectories from the maximum, considered
as xM , being regular are the ones reaching the other maximum that do not have
interior markings (i.e. non-constant disks). The proof of convergence is left to the
reader. The proof of homotopy equivalence is via twice-quilted disks, and we refer
to [8] for details. 
8.6. Homotopy equivalence: unbroken to broken. In this section, we show
that the Fukaya algebra of the broken manifold X is homotopy equivalent to the
unbroken one. For the proof we need perturbation datum on the family of neck-
stretched manifolds that converges to one on the broken manifold, which we now
construct.
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Proposition 8.16. Let XP be a broken manifold. There exists a cylindrical structure
on XP and a stabilizing pair (J,D) consisting of
• a broken divisor D = (DP , P ∈ P)
• and a strongly tamed cylindrical almost complex structure J = (JP , P ∈ P)
adapted to D
such that the family (Jν , Dν) obtained by gluing consists of stabilizing pairs for all
ν ∈ [1,∞).
The proof is based on the following Lemma which shows that a degree bound for
stabilizing can be chosen uniformly for all glued manifolds Xν . We use the following
refined notation for the statement of the Lemma : a cylindrical structure on the
broken manifold X is denoted by
cyl := {φPQ}Q⊂P ,
and the set of almost complex structures which are cylindrical with respect to cyl
are denoted by J cyl(X). The distance between two cylindrical structures cyl0, cyl1
is
d(cyl0, cyl1) :=
∑
Q⊂P
dC2(φ
P
Q,0, φ
P
Q,1),
where the cylindrical structure cyli is given by the maps (φ
P
Q,i)Q⊂P for i = 0, 1.
Lemma 8.17. Let cyl0 be a cylindrical structure on the broken manifold X, and
let Jpre ∈ J cyl0(X) be a strongly compatible almost complex structure. There exist
constants  > 0 and k ∈ Z>0 for which the following holds. For any cylindrical
structure cyl1 and tamed almost complex structure J1 ∈ J cyl1τ (X) satisfying
d(cyl0, cyl1) < , ‖J1 − Jpre‖C0 < ,
k is a degree bound for stabilizing for Jν1 ∈ J cylτ (Xν), ν ∈ [1,∞] obtained by gluing
J1.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.11, which is outlined in
Remark 4.12. We first prove the existence of a uniform degree bound for breaking
almost complex structures with a fixed cylindrical structure cyl0. As in Remark
4.12 it is enough to produce constants  > 0, k∗ > 0, and a family of two-forms
γν ∈ Ω2(Xν) such that
(8.19) [γν ] = c1(TX
ν), γν(v, J
νv) ≤ kων(v, Jνv)
where Jν is obtained by gluing J, J ∈ Jcyl0 is any almost complex structure -close to
Jpre, and ων is the basic area form on X
ν . We start by choosing {γP ∈ Ω2(XP )}P
which represents c1(TXP ) for each polytope P , and which is a basic form in the
neighborhood of boundary divisors: For Q ⊂ P , the form on the Q-cylindrical end
ZQ,C is a lift of γQ. Choose constants , k∗ such that γP (v, Jv) ≤ k∗ωXP (v, Jv) for
all polytopes P ∈ P, v ∈ TXP and ‖J − Jpre‖ < . Here ωXP is the basic area form
on XP , see Proposition 5.17. The forms {γP }P∈P can be glued to produce γν on
the neck-stretched manifolds, the constants , k satisfy the bound in (8.19).
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Next, we allow the cylindrical structure to vary. The constant  is chosen small
enough that for any cylindrical structure cyl1, there is a set of diffeomorphisms
φP : XP → XP , φP |XQ = φQ ∀Q ⊂ P
such that φP is equal to (φ
P
Q,0)
−1 ◦ φPQ,1 on UPQ, is identity outside a neighborhood
of ∪QUPQ, and is such that for any J1 = (J1,P )P ∈ Jcyl1 , J1,P is weakly tamed
by φ∗PωP . We remark that φ
∗
PωP is a basic area form, and φ
∗
PγP is a basic form,
both with respect to the cylindrical structure cyl1. The constant k is chosen so that
the estimate (8.19) holds for J1,P , the basic area form φ
∗
PωP and the Chern class
representative φ∗PγP . The maps φP , P ∈ P yield diffeomorphisms φνP : Xν → Xν
of the glued manifolds. The estimate (8.19) follows for Jν1 , (φ
ν
P )
∗ων and (φνP )
∗γν ,
finishing the proof of the Lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 8.16. We choose a cylindrical structure cyl0 and a strongly
compatible Jpre ∈ J cyl0(X), and apply Lemma 8.17. We obtain a uniform degree
bound for stabilization
• for all almost complex structures which are -close to Jpre and whose associ-
ated cylindrical structure is -close to cyl0;
• and for all neck lengths ν.
Next, we find a broken Donaldson divisor D that is approximately Jpre-holomorphic.
The approximately holomorphicity of D ensures that there is a cylindrical structure
cyl in an -neighborhood of cyl0 for which D is cylindrical, and that
J cyl(XP ,D, Jpre, ) := J cyl(XP ,D) ∩B(Jpre)
is a non-empty open subset of the set J cyl(XP ,D) of D-adapted cylindrical almost
complex structures. Next, we claim that for any E > 0, an open and dense subset
of J cyl(XP ,D, Jpre, ) is E-stabilizing for all neck lengths. For this purpose, it is
enough to show that the set
J ∗ := {(J, ν) ∈ J cyl(XP ,D, Jpre, )× [1,∞] : Jν is E-stabilizing for Xν}
is open and dense in J cyl(XP ,D, Jpre, )× [1,∞]. The openness is a consequence of
Gromov’s compactness, see the proof of [9, Corollary 8.16]. For multiply breaking
manifolds, openness at the infinite neck length parameter is proved by Lemma 8.18.
The stabilizing condition is generic leading to density. Finally, let Ek → ∞ be any
sequence of real numbers with limit infinity. The set of almost complex structures
J reg =
∞⋂
k=1
J reg,Ek
that is stabilizing for all ν ∈ [1,∞] is the intersection of the set of Ek-stabilizing
almost complex structures for all k. The intersection J reg is non-empty because of
each of the sets in the intersection is open and dense. 
The following Lemma, used above in the proof of Proposition 8.16, is an openness
statement for stabilizing almost complex structures at ν =∞.
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Lemma 8.18. Suppose D ⊂ X is a cylindrical broken divisor, and J ∈ J cyl(X,D) is
a tamed adapted almost complex structure that is E-stabilizing. Suppose the divisors
Dν ⊂ Xν are obtained by gluing, and the sequence Jν ∈ J (Xν , Dν) converges to J.
Then, there exists ν0 such that J
ν is E-stabilizing for ν ≥ ν0.
Proof. Suppose uν : P1 → Xν is a sequence of non-constant Jν-holomorphic spheres
with area ≤ E that are not stabilized. That is, either the images are contained in
the divisor Dν or they have ≤ 2 distinct points of intersection with the divisor. We
will show that there is a unstabilized sphere in XP for some polytope P ∈ P.
First consider the situation that the derivatives of uν are uniformly bounded.
Then, the sequence uν converges horizontally in some polytope P . We then choose
a translation sequence tν ∈ νP∨ such that etνuν is contained in a compact subset
of ZP,C. Therefore, the sequence e
tνuν converges uniformly to a J-holomorphic map
u : P1 → XP , that is unstabilized. The basic area forms u∗νων converge to u∗ωP ,
and therefore the area of piP (u) is positive and ≤ E.
If the derivatives on uν are not uniformly bounded, we produce a sphere by hard
rescaling. By following the procedure in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 6.1, we
obtain a rescaled sequence of Jν-holomorphic maps vν : Brν → Xν on balls Brν
that exhaust C, a polytope P , and a sequence of translations tν ∈ νP∨ such that
etνuν converges in C
∞
loc to a non-constant map v : C → ZP,C. As in the proof of
Theorem 6.1, the map v extends to v : P1 → XP . The projection piP ◦ v : P1 → XP
is non-constant : otherwise the image of v is in a fiber VP which is a toric variety,
and there is only one point∞ ∈ P1 that maps to toric divisors of VP∨ , and therefore,
v is constant. Finally since the basic area forms on vν converge to the basic area
form on v, so Area(v) ≤ E. 
To prove the homotopy equivalence between a broken and unbroken Fukaya alge-
bra, we use a breaking perturbation datum on neck-stretched manifolds. We recall
from Definition 4.23 that given a perturbation datum P∞ on the broken manifold
X, by gluing on the neck we obtain a perturbation datum ρν(P
∞) on any Xν . The
cylindrical structure and the broken divisor found in Proposition 8.16 is fixed for
the rest of the section.
Proposition 8.19. Let P∞ be a regular perturbation datum on X. For any E0 > 0,
there exists ν0(E0) such that the following holds.
(a) There is a bijection between the zero-dimensional moduli spaces :
M˜(X, L, P∞)<E00 'M(Xν , L, ρν(P∞))<E00 , ν ≥ ν0.
(b) For any ν ∈ Z>0, there exists a regular perturbation datum P ν , and a per-
turbation morphism P ν,ν+1 extending P ν and P ν+1 such that for all E0 > 0
and ν ≥ ν0(E0), the A∞ morphism induced by P ν,ν+1
φν : CF (X
ν , L, P ν)→ CF (Xν+1L,P ν+1)
is identity modulo qE0.
Proof. The proof of bijection of moduli spaces is a consequence of the compactness
and gluing theorems – Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 7.1. By the gluing theorem, any
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regular P∞-disk can be glued to yield regular disks in Xν . Any sequence (uν)ν of
maps with area ≤ E0 converges to a broken disk u∞. By surjectivity of gluing, for
large enough ν, uν is contained in the image of the gluing map on u∞. Since the
moduli space M˜(X, L)≤E00 has a finite number of points, the constant ν0(E0) can be
chosen as the minimum obtained from gluing each of the broken maps.
On neck-stretched manifolds, a regular perturbation datum is constructed by
extending the breaking perturbation datum. For any E0 > 0 and an integer ν >
ν0(E0), the perturbation datum P
ν
Γ is equal to ρν(P
∞
Γ ) if E(Γ) ≤ E0. For the other
strata, a regular perturbation P νΓ can be chosen using the transversality result,
Theorem 4.32.
For strata with low enough area, perturbation morphisms are constructed using
the breaking perturbation data. For ν, Γ satisfying ν ≥ ν0(E(Γ)), the perturba-
tion morphism P ν,ν+1Γ = (δ
ν,ν+1
Γ , J
ν,ν+1
Γ , F
ν,ν+1
Γ ) is defined as follows. The function
δν,ν+1Γ : R→ [0, 1] is chosen arbitrarily. For any z ∈ SΓ,
Jν,ν+1Γ (z) := (ρδν,ν+1Γ ◦d(z)(J
∞
Γ′ ))(z),
where d is the distance to seams function, Γ′ is the type of broken disk obtained by
forgetting the quilting, and P∞Γ′ = (J
∞
Γ′ , F
∞
Γ′ ). The Morse datum F
ν,ν+1
Γ is defined
as equal to F∞Γ′ . The perturbation morphisms are extended to higher strata so that
they are coherent and regular.
We claim this perturbation morphism satisfies (b). If not, there is a sequence uν of
quilted P ν,ν+1-disks with bounded area. The sequence converges to a P∞-unquilted
disk of index −1. The existence of such a disk is a contradiction, since P∞ is a
regular perturbation. 
Proposition 8.20. Suppose the breaking perturbation P ν are as in Proposition 8.19.
Then, for any fixed ν0, there are strictly unital convergent A∞ morphisms
φ : CF (Xν0 , L, P ν0)→ CFbrok(L,P∞), ψ : CFbrok(L,P∞)→ CF (Xν0 , L, P ν0)
such that ψ ◦ φ and φ ◦ ψ are homotopy equivalent to identity.
Proof. The structure coefficients mn,ν of the Fukaya algebra on X
ν limit to the
structure coefficient mn,∞ in the broken Fukaya algebra. Indeed, for any energy
bound E, the terms in mn,ν are equal to the terms in m∞,ν modulo qE , because of
the bijection of the moduli spaces of disks in Proposition 8.19 (a). The bijection of
moduli spaces preserves the area Area([u]) of the map as well as the homology class
[∂u] ∈ H1(L) of the restriction of the map u : C → X to the boundary ∂C, hence
preserves the holonomies of the flat connection on the brane around the boundary of
the disk. It follows from the gluing results in e.g. [45] that the bijection is orientation
preserving.
The perturbation morphisms in Proposition 8.19 (b) induce A∞ morphisms
φν : CF (X
ν , L, P ν)→ CF (Xν+1, L, P ν+1), ψν : CF (Xν+1, L, P ν+1)→ CF (Xν , L, P ν),
for which the terms in φν with coefficient q
E(u), E(u) < E vanish for sufficiently
large ν except for constant disk.
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Therefore, there exist limits of the successive compositions: letting
φn := φν0 ◦ φν0+1 ◦ . . . ◦ φν0+n : CF (Xν0 , L, P ν0)→ CF (Xν0+n+1, L, P ν0+n+1),
the limit
φ = lim
n→∞φn : CF (X
ν0 , L, P ν0)→ lim
n→∞CFbrok(L,P
∞)
exists and similarly for
ψ = lim
n→∞ψn, ψn := ψν ◦ ψν+1 ◦ . . . ◦ ψν+n.
Since the composition of strictly unital morphisms is strictly unital, the composition
ψ is strictly unital mod terms divisible by qE for any E, hence strictly unital. The
limit map ψ resp. φ is an A∞ morphism whose domain resp. target is CFbrok(L)
because the composition maps in CF (Xν , L, P ν) converge to CFbrok(L,P
∞).
We claim that φ and ψ are homotopy equivalences. Let hk, gk denote the homo-
topies satisfying
φk ◦ ψk − Id = m1(hk), ψk ◦ φk − Id = m1(gk),
from the homotopies relating φν ◦ ψν and ψν ◦ φν to the identities. In particular,
hk+1, gk+1 differ from hk, gk by expressions involving counting twice-quilted breaking
disks. For any E > 0, for ν sufficiently large all terms in hk+1 − hk are divisible by
qE . It follows that the infinite composition
h = lim
k→∞
hk, g = lim
k→∞
gk
exists and gives a homotopy equivalence φ ◦ ψ resp. ψ ◦ φ and the identities. 
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9. Tropical Fukaya algebras
In this section we introduce a further degeneration of broken maps into split maps.
In split maps, the edge matching condition is of a split form on a subset of edges,
called split edges. A homotopy equivalence between the moduli space of broken maps
and that of split maps is constructed by deforming the edge matching condition at
the split edges. The maps with a deformed edge matching condition on split edges
are called deformed maps.
9.1. Deforming the edge matching condition.
9.1.1. Deformed maps. A deformed map is a version of a broken map where the edge
matching condition for split edges is replaced by a deformed matching condition. Let
(X,Φ,P) be symplectic manifold with a tropical Hamiltonian action as in Definition
2.12.
Definition 9.1. (Split edges) Let Ps ⊂ P be the set of polytopes P for which the
tropical moment map Φ generates a T/TP -action on XP , and this action makes XP
a toric manifold. For a tropical graph Γ, e ∈ Edge(Γ) is a split edge if P (e) ∈ Ps.
For a type Γ of broken maps, the set of split edges is denoted by
Edges(Γ) ⊂ Edge(Γ).
Definition 9.2. A deformation parameter for a tropical graph Γ is an element
(9.1) τ = (τe)e∈Edges(Γ) ∈
⊕
e∈Edge(Γ)
tC/tT (e),C,
where tT (e),C ⊂ tC is the linear span C〈T (e)〉 of the slope T (e) ∈ tP (e),Z of the edge
e.
Definition 9.3. (Deformed map) Let τ be a deformation parameter for a tropical
graph Γ. A τ -deformed map of type Γ consists of a
(a) a treed curve C of type Γ,
(b) and maps
uv : Cv → XP (v), v ∈ Vert(Γ)
satisfying edge matching conditions as in Definition 3.5 of broken maps for
all edges e ∈ Edge(Γ)\Edges(Γ). On split edges the maps (uv)v satisfy a
deformed matching condition described as follows: For a node w = (w+, w−)
corresponding to a split edge e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edges(Γ),
x+ = e
τex−, where x± := pi⊥T (e)(ev
T (e) uv±(w
±
e )),
where T (e) ∈ tP (e),Z and evT (e) is the evaluation of the T (e)-order derivative
as in (3.12).
Remark 9.4. The deformation parameter is in the quotient TC/TT (e),C (and not in
TC) because the matching condition in Definition 3.5 does not place a constraint in
the T (e) direction. For example, consider a node where the edge matching condition
is satisfied for a broken map, and so, x+ = x−. Changing the domain trivialization
has the effect of changing the matching to x+ = e
T (e)zx− for some z ∈ C.
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9.1.2. Moduli spaces of deformed maps. We define moduli spaces of deformed maps
with the deformation parameter varying smoothly with the domain curve. The
compactification of the moduli space for any type of map may contain maps with
additional vertices in the tropical graph. When this happens, it is necessary to
remember the set of split edges since the newly formed edges are not split edges.
So, we add the original tropical graph to the data of a deformed map. In fact,
this information is part of the domain curve. We define domain curves augmented
with the extra data of the ‘base tropical type’ that keeps track of the set of split
edges. The deformation datum is then defined as a smooth function on the moduli
space of these augmented curves. The reader might wish to keep in mind that these
additional strata, whose types we denote by Γ˜, do not occur for generic perturbation,
but this is a fortiori.
Definition 9.5. (Curve with base type) A curve with base type consists of
(a) a stable treed curve C of type Γ˜,
(b) a base tropical graph Γ that does not contain any edges with zero slope,
(c) and an edge collapse morphism κ : Γ˜ → Γ that necessarily collapses all disk
edges e ∈ Edge (Γ˜) and treed segments Te, e ∈ Edge (Γ˜). (This is an edge
collapse of graphs, and not of tropical graphs, because Γ˜ does not have a
tropical structure.)
The type of such a curve consists of the datum Γ˜
κ−→ Γ. The base tropical graph Γ is
suppressed in the notation. The moduli space of stable treed curves of type Γ˜ with
base type Γ is denoted by MΓ˜. This ends the Definition.
Remark 9.6. All curves in the compactification of the moduli space MΓ˜ have the
same base tropical graph.
Definition 9.7. (Based graph morphisms) The morphisms (Collapsing edges) and
(Making an edge length/weight finite/non-zero) are defined on types of curves with
a base in the same way. In both cases, the base tropical graph is left unchanged by
the morphism. In contrast the (Cutting edges) morphism affects the base tropical
graph and is defined as follows.
(Cutting edges for types with base) A type with base Γ˜
κ−→ Γ is obtained by
cutting an edge in Γ˜′ κ
′−→ Γ′ if
– Γ˜ is obtained by cutting an e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edge ,−(Γ˜′) containing a
breaking, and
– Γ′ is obtained by identifying the vertices κ(v+), κ(v−) in Γ.
The deformation datum for a deformed map is domain-dependent and satisfies
coherence conditions.
Definition 9.8. (Deformation datum) A coherent deformation datum τ = (τΓ˜)Γ˜
consists of a smooth map
τΓ˜ :MΓ˜ → Πe∈Edges(Γ)t/tT (e)
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for all types Γ˜ of curves with base, which are coherent under morphisms (Cutting
edges), (Collapsing edges), (Making an edge length/weight finite/non-zero), (For-
getting edges) and (Locality). Here, the morphisms are on types of stable treed
curves with base.
A perturbation datum for deformed maps P = (PΓ˜)Γ˜ consists of maps
PΓ˜ = (JΓ˜, FΓ˜), JΓ˜ : SΓ˜ → J cylτ (X), FΓ˜ : TΓ˜ → C∞(L,R)
for all types Γ˜ of curves with base, with coherence conditions corresponding to
morphisms of stable treed curves with base (same as the conditions for deformation
datum).
Definition 9.9. (Adapted deformed maps)
(a) Let Γ˜ → Γ be a type of based curve. Let PΓ˜ be a perturbation datum and
τΓ˜ be a deformation datum. An adapted deformed map consists of
(i) a curve C of type Γ˜,
(ii) a tropical structure on Γ˜ so that κ : Γ˜→ Γ is a tropical edge collapse,
(iii) and a collection of maps
u : C → X = (uv : Cv → XP (v))v∈Vert(Γ˜)
that is PΓ˜-adapted in the sense of a broken map, and satisfies the edge-
matching condition as in Definition 3.5 for edges e ∈ Edge(Γ˜)\Edges(Γ).
The split edge e ∈ Edges(Γ) is τΓ˜(C, e)-deformed.
(b) (Type) The type of the adapted deformed map in (a) consists of the tropical
graph Γ˜, the tropical edge collapse map Γ˜ → Γ, and the homology and
tangency data for the map u (as in the type of a broken map, see Definition
4.27). Whenever it is possible, the base tropical type Γ is suppressed in the
notation.
(c) (Rigidity) The type Γ˜→ Γ of a deformed map is rigid if Γ is a rigid tropical
graph and Γ˜ is rigid as a type of broken map. Thus for a rigid type, the
morphism Γ˜→ Γ only collapses treed components and boundary nodes.
For a type Γ˜ of adapted deformed maps, let
M˜def,Γ˜(P , τ)
denote the moduli space of adapted deformed maps with deformation parameter τ ,
and let
Mdef,Γ˜(P , τ) := M˜def,Γ˜(P , τ)/Ttrop(Γ˜)
denote the space of reduced moduli space of adapted deformed maps. If the type Γ˜
is rigid the two spaces coincide, since the tropical symmetry group Ttrop(Γ˜) is trivial.
Remark 9.10. Moduli spaces of adapted deformed maps of different base tropical
types do not intersect. That is, a piece of a compactified moduli space contains
deformed maps of a single base tropical type. For example, consider a connected
component of a compactified one-dimensional moduli space which has domain curves
of type Γ˜
κ−→ Γ and Γ˜′ κ′−→ Γ′ where Γ˜ → Γ is obtained from Γ˜′ → Γ′ by collapsing
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treed segments of positive length, and also collapsing the resulting boundary node.
In this case the base tropical types coincide Γ = Γ′ because the maps κ, κ′ collapse
all treed segments and disk edges. This ends the remark.
The following is an analogue of the theorems for broken (undeformed) maps, and
the proofs are analogous.
Proposition 9.11. Given a coherent deformation datum τ , there is a comeager set
Preg of coherent regular perturbations for which the following holds.
(a) For any uncrowded type Γ˜ of adapted deformed maps, regular perturbation
PΓ˜ ∈ Preg, and for any disk output and inputs x0, . . . , xd( ) ∈ I(L) such
that i(Γ˜, x) ≤ 1, the moduli space M˜def,Γ˜(P , τ , x) is a manifold of expected
dimension.
(b) Any one-dimensional component of the moduli space of rigid deformed broken
treed disks M˜def,Γ˜(P , τ , x) admits a compactification as a topological manifold
with boundary. The boundary is equal to the union of zero-dimensional strata
whose domain treed disks u : C → XP have a boundary edge e that either has
length zero or is broken (i.e. infinite length).
(c) For any E > 0, there are finitely many zero and one-dimensional components
of the moduli space of rigid broken treed disks with energy ≤ E.
As in the case of broken maps, for a one-dimensional component of the moduli
space, the configurations with a boundary edge of length zero constitute a fake
boundary, whereas those with a broken boundary edge constitute the true boundary
of the moduli space. We define a deformed version of the Fukaya algebra by counting
deformed broken maps:
Definition 9.12. (Deformed Fukaya algebra) Let τ be a coherent deformation da-
tum, and let P be a coherent regular perturbation datum for all base tropical types.
The deformed Fukaya algebra is the graded vector space
CFdef(L, τ) := CF
geom(L)⊕ Λx [1]⊕ Λx
equipped with composition maps
(9.2) mdefd (x1, . . . , xd) =
∑
x0,u∈M˜def,Γ˜(P ,τ,x)0
(−1)♥w(u)x0,
where ♥ = ∑di=1 i|xi|, the weight w(u) is given in (8.8), and the combinatorial type
Γ˜ of the deformed map u ranges over all rigid types.
Proposition 9.13. The composition maps in (9.2) satisfy the A∞ axioms, and the
Fukaya algebra CFdef(L, τ) is convergent and strictly unital.
The Fukaya algebras are independent of deformation parameters τ up to homotopy
equivalence. The proof is by constructing an A∞ morphism by counts of a version
of quilted disks which we now define. Perturbation morphisms contain all the data
as in the unbroken case as in Definition 8.13, and additionally include a path of
deformation data.
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Definition 9.14. (Deformed quilted holomorphic disks)
(a) (Perturbation morphism) Let τ0, τ1 be deformation data, and let P k be
a regular perturbation datum for τk, k = 0, 1. A perturbation morphism
(P 01, τ01) consists of
(i) a path of deformation data τ01 := {τ t}t∈[0,1] connecting τ0 and τ1,
(ii) a perturbation morphism P 01 as in the unbroken case connecting P 0
and P 1,
(b) (Adapted deformed quilted disk) Suppose (P 01, τ01) is a perturbation mor-
phism for quilted deformed maps. A map u : C → XP is an adapted deformed
quilted disk if
(i) it is P 01-adapted in the sense of a holomorphic quilted broken treed
disk,
(ii) and the deformation parameter at the node we corresponding to a split
edge e ∈ Edges(Γ˜) is τδ01
Γ˜
(d(we)),Γ˜
(C, e). Here we note that we is a point
in the universal curve U Γ˜, and so, δ01Γ˜ (d(we)) is in [0, 1], see Definition
8.13 (a).
The following Proposition is analogous to Theorem 8.11, and the proof of that
Theorem carries over.
Proposition 9.15. Given a path of deformation data {τt}t∈[0,1], and regular pertur-
bation data P 0, P 1 for the end-points, there is a comeager set of regular perturbation
morphisms extending P 0, P 1. Any such perturbation morphism induces a convergent
unital A∞ morphism
CFdef(L,P
0, τ0)→ CFdef(L,P 1, τ1)
that is a homotopy equivalence.
9.2. Split maps. We now come to the main new idea of the paper, which is the
study of the limit of the moduli spaces of deformed broken maps in which the defor-
mation parameters goes to zero. Formally, the action of the deformation parameters
fits into a torus action on the moduli space of maps without matching condition,
and the limit we study formally corresponds to taking the limit of the moduli space
under a generic one-parameter subgroup of the tropical symmetry group. Thus one
expects the limiting set to belong to the fixed point set of the tropical symmetry
group, and particular be fixed by this group. We call the limiting configurations
split maps.
A split map is a version of a broken map where there is no matching condition
along exit edges, and which has a sufficiently large tropical symmetry group. The
tropical symmetry group is generated by the cone of symmetries of the tropical
graph. The split map datum includes a generic vector that is required to be con-
tained in the interior of the cone of symmetries. This condition implies that the
tropical symmetry group is large enough that an orbit of a split map contains maps
corresponding to all values of the deformation parameter on the split edges. The
curves that appear in this limit will be indexed by base types Γ˜ that are more com-
plicated than the original stratum corresponding to a type Γ that we degenerate.
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The type Γ˜ has additional edges, sufficient to compensate in dimension for the loss
of the matching condition at the split edges which is now dropped completely. We
first define the notion of genericity that we require.
Definition 9.16. Let V ' Rn be a vector space equipped with an integer lattice
VZ ⊂ V . A vector η ∈ V is generic if
η = η1e1 + · · ·+ ηnen e1, . . . , en ∈ VZ basis
is an integral basis of V , and η1, . . . , ηn ∈ R are linearly Q-independent. In other
words, η ∈ V is generic if
min
{
|B|
∣∣∣∣∣ B ⊂ R, η ∈∑
b∈B
bVQ
}
= n.
Here VQ := VZ ⊗Z Q ⊂ V is a rational lattice in V , i.e. it is isomorphic to Qdim(V )
and is dense in V .
Remark 9.17. In the definition below, the vector spaces under consideration are of
the form t/RT (e), where T (e) ∈ tZ is the slope of an edge in a tropical graph.
The quotient t/RT (e) is identified with a subspace t⊥T (e) ⊂ t via the non-degenerate
pairing tZ × tZ → Z fixed in (2.17). The projection map
pi⊥T (e) : t→ t⊥T (e)
restricts to a map between integer lattices. This ends the remark.
In order to define a split map, we also need an ordering of the split edges. For a
treed curve with base type, there is a natural way to order the split edges described
in the following remark.
Remark 9.18. (Ordering of split edges) There is a coherent ordering of split edges
in a type Γ˜ that depends on the ordering of interior leaves in Γ˜. Consider two split
edges ei, ej , and let Γ˜i, Γ˜j be the sub-trees rooted at the nodes. Let i
′ resp. j′
be the least numbered marked point that occurs in the subtrees Γ˜i resp. Γ˜j . We
declare ei ≺ ej if one of the following holds :
(a) either i′ < j′,
(b) or i′ = j′ (in which case one of the subtrees is contained in another), and the
marked point zi′ is closer to w(ei) than to w(ej).
The ordering is coherent in the sense that it is preserved under cutting of disk edges.
Definition 9.19. (Pre-split tropical graph) A pre-split tropical graph Γ˜ consists of
(a) a base tropical graph Γ with no edges of zero slope,
(b) a graph Γ˜ with an edge collapse morphism κ : Γ˜→ Γ,
(c) and a tropical structure on each connected component of the graph Γ˜\Edges(Γ)
so that the restricted map
κ : Γ˜\Edges(Γ)→ Γ\Edges(Γ)
is a tropical edge collapse. Consequently for any vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ˜), PΓ˜(v) ⊂
PΓ(v).
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Definition 9.20. (Relative weights for a pre-split graph) A relative weight for a
pre-split tropical graph Γ˜
κ−→ Γ is a set of tropical weights
T (v) ∈ Cone(κ, v) ⊂ t∨, v ∈ Vert(Γ˜)
satisfying
(9.3) (Slope) T (v+)− T (v−) ∈
{
R>0T (e), e /∈ Edge(Γ),
RT (e), e ∈ Edge(Γ)\Edges(Γ).
There is no (Slope) condition on the split edges e ∈ Edges(Γ). Let
W(Γ˜,Γ)
be the set of relative tropical weights for the pre-split tropical graph Γ˜→ Γ. Define
Diff Γ˜ :W(Γ˜,Γ)→
⊕
e∈Edges(Γ)
t/〈T (e)〉,
T 7→ (pi⊥T (e)(T (v+)− T (v−)))e=(v+,v−)∈Edges(Γ)
(9.4)
as the amount by which split edges fail to satisfy the (Slope) condition. The dis-
crepancy cone for a pre-split tropical graph is the image
Cone(Γ˜,Γ) := Diff(W(Γ˜,Γ)).
The set Cone(Γ˜,Γ) is indeed a cone, because W(Γ˜,Γ) is a cone. This ends the
definition.
Definition 9.21. (Split tropical graph) Let η0 ∈ t∨ be a generic element, which we
call the cone direction. Let Γ˜ be a pre-split tropical graph, and let s(Γ˜) := |Edges(Γ)|
be the number of split edges in Γ˜.
(a) (ρ-increasing tuple) Let ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρs(Γ˜)−1) ∈ (R+)s(Γ˜)−1. A tuple
(ce)e∈Edges(Γ) ∈ (R+)Edges(Γ)
is ρ-increasing if for the ordering
e1 ≺ · · · ≺ es(Γ˜)
of split edges as in Remark 9.18,
cei+1 ≤ ρicei , i = 1, . . . , s(Γ˜)− 1.
(b) (Cone condition) A split tropical graph Γ˜ is a pre-split tropical graph Γ˜ that
satisfies the following cone condition : There exists ρ ∈ (R+)s(Γ˜)−1 such that
for any ρ-increasing tuple (ce)e∈Edges(Γ),
(9.5) (cepi
⊥
T (e)(η0))e∈Edges(Γ) ∈ interior(Cone(Γ˜,Γ)).
This ends the definition.
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Definition 9.22. (Split maps) Given a split tropical graph Γ˜→ Γ, a split map is a
collection
u : C → X = (uv : Cv → XP (v))v∈Vert(Γ˜)
whose domain C is a treed disk with type Γ˜ and satisfies the edge-matching con-
ditions as in Definition 3.5 for edges e ∈ Edge(Γ˜)\Edges(Γ). At the split edges
e ∈ Edges(Γ), the edge matching condition is dropped.
The moduli spaces decompose into strata indexed by combinatorial types, as
before. The type of a split map is given by the split tropical graph Γ˜ → Γ and the
tangency and homology data on Γ˜. Thus the type of a split map is same as the type
of a deformed map in Definition 9.9 (b) with the only difference that the tropical
graph Γ˜ does not satisfy the (Slope) condition (6.12) on the split edges. The type of
a split map is denoted by Γ˜ when the base tropical type Γ is clear from the context.
We wish to count those rigid split maps to define the tropical Fukaya algebra.
Rigidity, meaning that the expected dimension of the moduli space is zero, is a
condition depending only on the combinatorial type:
Definition 9.23. The type Γ˜→ Γ of a split map is rigid if
(a) Γ is a rigid tropical graph,
(b) in Γ˜ the only edges with non-zero slope T (e) 6= 0 are boundary edges e ∈
Edge (Γ˜) with finite non-zero length `(e) ∈ (0,∞),
(c) for all interior markings ze, e ∈ Edge ,→(Γ˜), the intersection multiplicity with
the stabilizing divisor is 1,
(d) and the cone of tropical weights W(Γ˜,Γ) has dimension
(9.6) dim(W(Γ˜,Γ)) = |Edges(Γ)|(dim(t)− 1).
The definition of tropical symmetry in the case of split maps is adjusted to reflect
the lack of matching condition at split edges.
Definition 9.24. A tropical symmetry on a split map with graph Γ˜ → Γ consists
of translations gv ∈ TP (v),C for each vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ˜) satisfying
(9.7) g(v+)g(v−)−1 ∈ TT (e),C
for all non-split edges e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edge(Γ˜)\Edges(Γ). We denote the group of
tropical symmetries as
(9.8) Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ).
For a split tropical graph Γ˜→ Γ, the space of relative weights W(Γ˜,Γ) generates a
subgroup of tropical symmetries (see (6.13)).
Remark 9.25. For a split tropical graph Γ˜→ Γ, the group Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ) is a product
(9.9) Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ) = Ttrop(Γ˜1,Γ1)× · · · × Ttrop(Γ˜s,Γs)
of tropical symmetry groups of the connected subgraphs
Γ˜1, . . . , Γ˜s ⊂ Γ˜\Edges(Γ), Γi := κ(Γ˜i) ⊂ Γ.
Indeed by definition there are no matching conditions (9.7) on split edges.
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Remark 9.26. A subset Ws(Γ˜,Γ) ⊂ W(Γ˜,Γ) of the relative weights satisfies the
(Slope) condition (6.12) on the exit edges also. This subset generates a subgroup
Ttrop,s(Γ˜,Γ) ⊂ Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)
of tropical symmetries which satisfy the matching condition (9.7) at split edges. The
(Cone condition) for split tropical graphs implies
dimC(Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)/Ttrop,s(Γ˜,Γ)) = |Edges(Γ)|(dim(t)− 1).
Thus the tropical symmetry group for a split map has dimension at least
dimC(Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)) ≥ |Edges(Γ)|(dim(t)− 1).
For a rigid split tropical graph, the dimension of the symmetry group is exactly
equal to this amount. This ends the Remark.
We give several examples of split maps.
Example 9.27. In this example, we present two rigid split tropical graphs with the
same base tropical graph and cone direction. The two graphs give different splittings
of the tropical symmetry group. Suppose a broken manifold X is obtained by cutting
a symplectic manifold X along two transversely intersecting hypersurfaces Z0, Z1.
Broken maps are modelled on tropical graphs in the dual complex B∨, which is a
square as in Figure 12. The torus T is (S1)2. Since t/RT (e) is one-dimensional, any
(1, 1)
e(1
, 1
)
(2,1
)
e
(0, 0)
(1, 1)
(0, 0)
(1, 1)
(0, 0)
deform edge e
Γ Γ˜1 Γ˜2
v+
v+
v−
v−
e
Figure 12. Split tropical graphs Γ˜1 → Γ, Γ˜2 → Γ with split edge e.
η0 ∈ t∨ satisfying 〈η0, (1, 1)〉 6= 0 is (trivially) a generic cone direction. There are
two non-equivalent choices of cone direction. We choose η0 such that 〈η0, (1, 1)〉 < 0.
In Figure 12, Γ˜1 → Γ and Γ˜2 → Γ are split tropical graphs.
(a) A relative weight T ∈ W(Γ˜1,Γ) satisfies
T (v+) = (2, 1)t for some t ≥ 0, T (v−) = (0, 0).
Thus,
pi⊥T (e)(T (v+)− T (v−)) = (1, 0)t, t ≥ 0.
For the connected component Γ˜±1 ⊂ Γ˜1\{e} containing v±, the component of
the tropical symmetry group (see (9.9)) is
Ttrop(Γ˜
+
1 ) = exp(C(2, 1)), Ttrop(Γ˜
−
1 ) = {Id}.
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(b) A relative weight T ∈ W(Γ˜2,Γ) satisfies
T (v+) = (0, 0), T (v−) = −(0, 1)t for some t ≥ 0, .
Thus,
pi⊥T (e)(T (v+)− T (v−)) = (0, 1)t, t ≥ 0.
In Γ˜2, the tropical symmetry group splits as
Ttrop(Γ˜
+
2 ) = {Id}, Ttrop(Γ˜−2 ) = exp(C(0, 1)).
(1, 1)
e2
(1
, 1
)
(2,1
)
(0, 0)
(1, 1)
(0, 0)
deform edges e1, e2
Γ0 Γ1
(1, 0)e2
e1
e1
e2(2,1
)
(0, 0)
(1, 1)Γ2
e1
(1, 0) (1, 0)
(1, 0)
v+
Figure 13. Γ˜2 → Γ is a split tropical graph, and Γ˜1 → Γ is not a
split tropical graph, see Example 9.28
Example 9.28. In this example, we show that if the ρ-increasing condition is dropped
in the cone condition for a split tropical graph, then the dimension of the tropical
symmetry group may be lower than expected. We continue with the broken manifold
of example 9.27, but consider a different base tropical graph Γ shown in Figure 13.
Genericity of a cone direction η ∈ t∨ ' R2 only implies pi⊥T (e)(η) 6= 0 for both split
edges in Γ. Since t/〈T (e)〉 is one-dimensional for any split edge e, a choice of cone
direction is equivalent to choosing a half plane for each split edge : we choose η such
that
〈η, (1, 1)〉 ≤ 0, 〈η, (1, 0)〉 ≤ 0.
In the pre-split graph Γ˜1 → Γ, the set of relative weights
W(Γ˜1,Γ) = {−(2, 1)t : t ≥ 0},
satisfies the cone condition individually for both split edges, i.e. the one-dimensional
cone
Diffe1(−(2, 1)t) = pi⊥(1,1)(−(2, 1)t), resp. Diffe2(−(2, 1)t) = pi⊥(1,0)(−(2, 1)t)
contains pi⊥T (e1)(η) resp. pi
⊥
T (e2)(η) in its interior. However, for dimensional reasons,
we conclude that Γ˜1 → Γ does not satisfy the cone condition in the Definition 9.21
of split tropical graphs. In the graph Γ˜2 → Γ, the set of relative weights is
W(Γ˜2,Γ) = {−(2, 1)t1 − (1, 0)t2 : t1, t2 ≥ 0},
and it can be verified that the cone condition is satisfied. We observe that
(9.10) Ttrop(Γ˜2,Γ) = Ttrop(Γ˜
+
2 , {v+}),
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where Γ˜+2 is the connected component of Γ˜2\Edges(Γ) that collapses to v+. In
general, for any pre-split graph Γ˜ → Γ that satisfies (9.10), the cone condition
simplifies to the following : The set W(Γ˜+, {v+}) of relative weights of the non-
trivial graph component contains a neighbourhood of the ray {(−t, 0) : t ≥ 0} in the
half-plane {〈t, (1, 0)〉 ≤ 0}.
e
(2
, 1
, 0
)
e
v+
(1,
1,
0)
(0, 0, 0)
(1, 1, 1)
(1, 1, 1)
(0, 0, 0)
deform edge e
v−
Γ0 Γ
Figure 14. A split tropical graph Γ˜→ Γ with split edge e
Example 9.29. In the split tropical graphs in Example 9.27 and 9.28, the product
splitting of the tropical symmetry group (as in (9.9)) has only one non-trivial com-
ponent. In this example, there are two non-trivial components. Consider a broken
manifold XP obtained by three transverse cuts applied to a symplectic manifold X.
Thus the structure torus is T = (S1)3, and the dual complex B∨ ⊂ t∨ is a cube.
Consider the pre-split tropical graph Γ˜ → Γ in Figure 14 with a single split edge e
with slope T (e) = (1, 1, 1). We take the transverse subspace tT (e)⊥ to be {(∗, ∗, 0)},
and show that Γ˜ satisfies the cone condition for the cone direction η0 = (r, 1, 0)
where 1 < r < 2 is irrational. For any relative weight T ∈ W(Γ˜,Γ),
pi⊥T (e)(T (v+)) = (2, 1, 0)t1, t1 ≥ 0; pi⊥T (e)(T (v−)) = −(1, 1, 0)t2, t2 ≥ 0.
Their difference is a cone {(2, 1, 0)t1 + (1, 1, 0)t2 : t1, t2 ≥ 0} which contains the
cone direction (r, 1, 0). So, Γ˜→ Γ is a split tropical graph. Let Γ˜± ⊂ Γ˜\{e} be the
connected component containing v±. The group of tropical symmetries is a product
TC/TT (e),C = Ttrop(Γ˜+)× Ttrop(Γ˜−), where
Ttrop(Γ˜
+) = exp(C(2, 1, 0)), Ttrop(Γ˜−) = exp(C(1, 1, 0)).
(1, 0)
(12 ,
1
2)
(0, 0)
e
(1, 0)
(0, 0) e
Homotopic
v+
v−
v+
v−
(12 ,
1
2) λ(v−)
Figure 15. Tropical graphs for the broken map u (left) and the split
map usplit (right) in Example 9.30
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Example 9.30. A broken map becomes a pre-split map if we forget the edge matching
conditions on split edges. The following is an example where such a pre-split map
satisfies the (Cone condition) and so, is a split map. Let u be a rigid broken map
of type Γ whose tropical graph is given on the left side of Figure 15. Let usplit be
the pre-split map the object obtained by dropping the edge matching condition for
u at the split edge e := (0, 0)–(12 ,
1
2). It turns out that usplit is a split map for any
choice of cone direction η0 ∈ t/〈T (e)〉. The details are as follows. Let Γ˜ → Γ be
the pre-split tropical graph obtained by forgetting the (slope) condition (6.12) on e.
In the graph Γ˜, the vertex at (12 ,
1
2) can be moved along the line x1 + x2 = 1. The
space of relative weights is one-dimensional and the image of Diff Γ˜ spans the line
t/〈T (e)〉. Any cone direction η0 is contained in the image of Diff Γ˜, and so, Γ˜ → Γ
is a split tropical graph for any choice of η0.
9.3. Tropical Fukaya algebras. We first define moduli spaces of split maps. We
fix a generic cone direction η0 ∈ t∨. Perturbation data consisting of almost complex
structures and Morse functions on the Lagrangian submanifold are functions on the
domain curve, which is a treed curve with base type. That is, for a type Γ˜ of treed
curves with base type, the perturbation datum is a pair PΓ˜ = (JΓ˜, FΓ˜), where
JΓ˜ : SΓ˜ → J (X), FΓ˜ : TΓ˜ → C∞(L,R).
Coherence conditions for domain-dependent perturbation data for types of split
maps are exactly same as types of deformed maps. After fixing a coherent pertur-
bation datum P = (PΓ˜)Γ˜, adapted maps are defined in a standard way.
Definition 9.31. The moduli space of split maps of type Γ˜ modulo the action of
domain reparametrizations is denoted
M˜split,Γ˜(L,PΓ˜, η).
Quotienting by the action of the tropical symmetry group defines the reduced moduli
space
Msplit,Γ˜(L, η0) := M˜split,Γ˜(L, η)/Aut(Γ˜,Γ).
Remark 9.32. The expected dimension of strata of split maps can be computed
as follows. Let (Γ˜,Γ) be a type of split map. Let Γ6=0 be the type of broken maps
obtained by collapsing edges e in Γ˜ that do not appear in Γ and which have non-zero
slope T (e). That is, the edges
{e ∈ Edge (Γ˜)\Edge (Γ) : T (e) 6= 0}
are collapsed to produce Γ6=0. Then the moduli space of split maps M˜split,Γ˜→Γ(L, η)
with boundary end points x ∈ (I(L))d( ) has expected dimension
i˜split(Γ˜→ Γ, x) = i(Γ˜6=0, x) + 2|Edges(Γ)|(dim(t)− 1).
Here i is the index function for types of broken maps defined in (4.23). Indeed
dropping the toric matching condition adds 2(dim(t)− 1) dimensions for each split
edge. Gluing along edges with non-zero slope doesn’t change dimension as proved
in Proposition 4.33. For a rigid split map, the tropical symmetry group Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)
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has dimension 2|Edges(Γ)|(dim(t) − 1). The expected dimension of the quotiented
moduli space is then
isplit(Γ˜→ Γ, x) = i˜split(Γ˜→ Γ, x)− 2|Edges(Γ)|(dim(t)− 1) = i(Γ˜6=0, x).
This ends the Remark.
Remark 9.33. (A slice for the action of the tropical symmetry group) Suppose u is
a split map of rigid type Γ˜→ Γ. We define a map
Def : M˜split,Γ˜→Γ(P ,L, η0)→
∏
e∈Edges(Γ)
TC/TT (e),C
such that a split map u is a Def(u)-deformed map. The (cone condition) implies
that for any split map u in the moduli space, the map Def is a homeomorphism
from the Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)-orbit of u to the target space
∏
e∈Edges(Γ) TC/TT (e),C. A slice of
the Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)-action by the condition is defined by
(9.11) (Slice) Def(u) = Id .
Rigidity of the split map implies that the Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)-orbit of u contains exactly one
solution of (9.11).
One can also define a moduli space of split maps that satisfy the slice condition
(9.11), are of type Γ˜ → Γ and whose treed components limit to x. We denote the
moduli space by M˜split,Γ˜,s(X, L, η0). The expected dimension is the slice index which
is given by
(9.12) i˜s(Γ˜→ Γ, x) = i˜(Γ˜→ Γ, x)− 2|Edges(Γ)|(dim(t)− 1).
The subgroup W s(Γ˜,Γ) of the tropical symmetry group (see Remark 9.26) acts freely
on the moduli space M˜split,Γ˜→Γ,s(X, L, η0). This ends the Remark.
Proposition 9.34. Let η0 ∈ t∨ be a generic element. There is a comeager subset
Preg
Γ˜
⊂ PΓ˜ of coherent perturbations for split maps such that if PΓ˜ ∈ PregΓ˜ then the
following holds. Let Γ˜→ Γ be a type of an uncrowded split map, and let x ∈ I(L)d( )
be boundary end points for which the index isplit(Γ˜→ Γ, x) is ≤ 1. Then
(a) the moduli space of split maps M˜split,Γ˜(PΓ˜, L, η0) and the reduced moduli space
Msplit,Γ˜(PΓ˜, L, η0) are manifolds of expected dimension.
(b) The moduli space Msplit,Γ˜(PΓ˜, L, η0) is compact if isplit(Γ˜ → Γ, x) = 0. If
this index is 1, then the compactification Msplit,Γ˜(PΓ˜, L, η0) consists of codi-
mension one boundary points which contain a boundary edge e ∈ Edge (Γ˜)
with `(e) = 0 or `(e) =∞.
Before starting the proof, we present another result useful for ruling out crowded
components in the limit of a sequence of rigid split maps. This is an analogue of
Proposition 6.30 for broken maps.
Proposition 9.35. Assume the setting of Proposition 9.34. For any split map u that
is a Gromov limit of a sequence {uν}ν of split maps M˜split,Γ˜→Γ(L,P , x, η0), there
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are no horizontally constant components u|Sv : Sv → XP (v) that contain interior
markings.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 6.30 entirely carries over with the following substi-
tutions :
(a) the index i˜ of the maps is replaced by the slice index i˜s(Γ˜ → Γ) defined in
(9.12),
(b) The triviality of the tropical symmetry group Ttrop(Γ˜) used in the proof of
Proposition 6.30 is now replaced by the triviality of the subgroup Ttrop,s(Γ˜,Γ).

Proof of Proposition 9.34. The proof of the first statement is by a Sard-Smale ar-
gument similar to the case of broken maps. The only variation is that there is no
matching condition on the split edges.
To prove compactness, we consider a sequence in the reduced moduli space and
impose a slice condition on each of the maps. Consider a sequence {uν}ν in the
moduli space Msplit,Γ˜→Γ(PΓ˜, L, η0). By remark 9.33, we may assume that uν is
a split map that satisfies the slice condition (9.11) for the action of the tropical
symmetry group Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ). That is, we assume that in each of the maps uν , edge
matching condition (as in Definition 3.5) is satisfied on split edges also.
We now determine the Gromov limit on pieces of the tropical graph. We apply
the convergence result for broken maps (Theorem 6.2) to the restriction of uν to each
connected component Γ˜i ⊂ Γ˜\Edges(Γ), i = 1, . . . , s. We conclude, after passing to
a subsequence, that for each i, the sequence uν |Γ˜i Gromov converges to a broken
map ui with relative marked points corresponding to end points of split edges. The
convergence is with respect to translation sequences {tiν}ν for each Γ˜i. The graph
Γ˜′ obtained by connecting the tropical graphs underlying ui at the split edges, is a
split tropical graph. This is because Γ˜′\Edges(Γ)→ Γ˜\Edges(Γ) is a tropical edge
collapse, and so, the set of relative weights W(Γ˜,Γ) is a subset of W(Γ˜′,Γ). Since
the cone condition is satisfied by W(Γ˜,Γ), the same is true for W(Γ˜′,Γ). Thus, the
limits {ui}i can be put together to form a split map.
Next, we adjust the translation sequences on each piece so that the resulting
limit map satisfies the slice condition. Consider a split edge e that is incident on
v± ∈ Vert(Γ˜i±), and the nodal point corresponding to e is the pair w± on Cv± . The
slice condition at e implies
pi⊥T (e)(uν(wν,+)) = pi
⊥
T (e)(uν(wν,−))
for all ν. Since the maps et
i±
ν uν converge, the evaluations of the relative marked
points converge. Hence, the sequence
pi⊥T (e)(t
i+
ν (v+)− ti−ν (v−)) ∈ tC/tT (e),C
is bounded. Therefore, the sequences {tiν}ν for 1 ≤ i ≤ s can be put together to
form an approximate (Γ˜′, Γ˜)-translation sequence {t′ν}, as in Definition 6.26. The
notion is still meaningful although Γ˜′ is not a tropical graph. By Lemma 6.27,
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there is a (Γ˜′, Γ˜)-translation sequence {tν}ν such that the difference |tν(v)− t′ν(v)| is
uniformly bounded for all vertices v ∈ Vert(Γ˜′). The slope condition across a split
edge e = (v+, v−), namely
(9.13) pi⊥T (e)(tν(v+)− tν(v−)) = 0,
implies that the limit maps limν e
tν(v±)uv± satisfy the edge matching condition at e.
We denote this limit map by u.
Finally, we show that the limit has either the same type as the sequence, or it
has a disk node with zero or infinite edge length. Suppose u : C → X is a treed
tropical map occurring as a limit of a sequence of maps uν : C → X in the moduli
space Msplit,Γ˜→Γ(XP , L, η0). By Proposition 9.35, we conclude the limit u does not
have crowded components, and so, it is regular and adapted. Spherical nodes of
zero slope are ruled out in u for dimension reasons by an analogue of the index
relation (6.15), where index i˜ replaced by slice index i˜s(Γ˜ → Γ). We next claim
that the translation sequences vanish. If tν is non-zero for some ν, then, it is a
(Γ˜′, Γ˜)-relative weight. The relative weight tν satisfies the slope condition at split
edges because of (9.13), and so generates a non-trivial subgroup of Ttrop,s(Γ˜
′,Γ).
Thus, the complex torus Ttrop,s(Γ˜
′,Γ) has dimension ≥ 2. The expected dimension
of the slice M˜split,Γ˜→Γ,s(X, η0) is ≤ 1, which is unchanged by the degeneration of Γ˜
Γ˜′. Since Ttrop,s(Γ˜′,Γ) acts freely on M˜Γ˜′→Γ,∞,s(X, η0), we obtain a contradiction.
Therefore, Γ˜′ and Γ˜ have the same interior nodes. The only other phenomenon
which occurs in the limit is the formation of a boundary node w ∈ C corresponding
to an edge e of length `(e) zero, or the length of a boundary edge `(e) going to zero
or infinity. 
Proposition 9.36. Given E > 0, there are finitely many types of split maps that
have energy ≤ E.
The proof is omitted because it is identical to the corresponding result Proposition
6.25 for broken maps.
Definition 9.37. Given η0, and a regular perturbation datum P we define a tropical
Fukaya algebra
mtropd : CFtrop(L,P , η0)
⊗d → CFtrop(L,P , η0)
by counts of isomorphism classes of split disks in Msplit,Γ˜→Γ(L, η0), where the split
tropical type Γ˜→ Γ ranges over all possible rigid types of split maps.
By Proposition 9.34, the A∞ -axioms are satisfied, and so, CFtrop(L,P , η0) is a
A∞ -algebra. The A∞ -algebra is convergent by Proposition 9.36 and compactness
of moduli spaces in Proposition 9.34.
Remark 9.38. The composition maps mtropd can be expressed as a sum of products.
The sum is over rigid types Γ˜ of split maps, and the product is over the connected
components Γ˜1, . . . , Γ˜s(Γ˜) of the graph Γ˜\Edges(Γ). Such a decomposition is possible
because split maps do not have any edge matching conditions. Therefore, for any
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type Γ˜ of a rigid tropical map, the reduced moduli spaceMsplit,Γ˜(L, η) is a product
of reduced moduli spaces :
Msplit,Γ˜(L, η) =
s(Γ˜)∏
i=1
MΓ˜i .
Here, MΓ˜i is the quotient
MΓ˜i := M˜Γ˜i/Ttrop(Γ˜i,Γi),
of the moduli space MΓ˜i of maps modelled on the subgraph Γ˜i ⊂ Γ˜i by the com-
ponent of the tropical symmetry arising from Γ˜i as in (9.9). Thus the composition
map decomposes as
(9.14) mdsplit =
∑
Γ˜:d( )(Γ˜)=d
md
split,Γ˜
, md
split,Γ˜
=
1
d (Γ˜)
s(Γ˜)∏
i=1
mΓ˜i ,
where
• the sum ranges over all rigid types Γ˜ of split maps with d inputs
• and mΓ˜i is a weighted count of rigid elements in MΓ˜i using the weight in
(8.8).
9.4. Homotopy equivalence: deformed to split. Consider a sequence of rigid
deformed maps of a fixed type, whose deformation parameters go to infinity in the
complex torus
T Γ˜s,C :=
∏
e∈Edges(Γ˜)
TC/TT (e),C.
If the deformation parameters approach infinity along a generic direction, we will
prove that a subsequence converges to a split map. The cone direction of the split
map is the direction in which the deformation parameters approach infinity. De-
formed maps in the sequence have index zero, whereas the index of the split map is
at least the size of its tropical symmetry group which is T Γ˜s,C. This seems to conflict
with the fact that gluing edges of non-zero slope produces a type with the same
index (Proposition 4.33). The conflict is resolved when we realize that gluing a split
map produces deformed maps for all deformation parameters close to infinity in a
neighbourhood of the cone direction. Thus in this section, we produce a cobordism
from the reduced moduli space of split maps (which is the quotient of the moduli
space by the tropical symmetry group) to the space of τ -deformed maps for large
deformation parameters τ .
Given a cone direction we define a notion of compatibility for a sequence of de-
formation data, to ensure that the deformed maps converge to a split map with the
given cone direction.
Definition 9.39. (Compatible deformation data for a cone direction) Given a
generic cone direction η0 ∈ t∨, a compatible sequence of deformation data consists
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of a sequence of maps
ηΓ˜,ν :M∗→Γ˜ → Πe∈Edges(Γ˜)t/RT (e)
for every rigid base tropical graph Γ˜, which are of the form
ηΓ˜,ν = cΓ˜,νpi
⊥
T (e)(η0),
where
cΓ˜,ν :M∗→Γ˜ × Edges(Γ˜)→ R
is a sequence that is coherent under (Collapsing edges) and (Cutting edges) for the
moduli space of curves with base type, and is increasing in the following sense : The
maps cΓ˜ are pointwise increasing in ν, and for any curve [C] ∈M∗→Γ˜ and a pair of
split edges ei ≺ ej (see ordering fixed by Remark 9.18) that lie on the same curve
component of C
(9.15) lim
ν
(cΓ˜,ν(ej)/cΓ˜,ν(ei)) = 0.
This ends the definition.
Lemma 9.40. Given a generic cone direction η0 ∈ t∨, there exists a compatible
sequence {η
ν
}ν of coherent deformation data.
Proof. In the moduli space of based curves, a connected component is determined
by a tuple γ := (Γ,m, n, γ0) consisting of the base tropical graph Γ, the number m
of boundary markings, the number n of interior markings, and a function
γ0 : {1, . . . , n} → Vert(Γ)
that maps a marked point zi on a curve component Cv ⊂ C to κ(v) ∈ Vert(Γ), and
we denote the component by Mγ . The sequence of functions
cγ,ν :Mγ × Edges(Γ)→ R
is constructed by induction on m, n, |Vert(Γ)|. We consider a connected component
(Γ, n,m, γ), and assume that a sequence of coherent data has been constructed for
smaller types. The data on the smaller types determines cγ,ν on the true boundary
of Mγ , The true boundary ∂Mγ consists of curves with at least a single broken
boundary edge. Let M0γ ⊂Mγ be the open stratum in Mγ that consists of curves
with no boundary nodes. On this stratum, we fix cγ,ν to be a sequence of M0γ-
independent functions cν : Edges(Γ) → R which satisfy the increasing condition
(9.15) for the ratios
cν(ej)
cν(ei)
, ei ≺ ej . The boundary ∂M0γ consists of curves which have
at least one disk node, and all whose disk nodes have edge length zero : `(e) = 0. In
Mγ , the two boundary spaces ∂Mγ and ∂M0γ are homotopic via a region Mγ\M0γ
parametrizing the set of curves with finite length trajectories at disk nodes. The
function c can be interpolated between these two codimension one strata, because
the ordering of the split edges is coherent. 
Proposition 9.41. (Convergence) Let η0 ∈ t∨ be a generic cone direction, and let
{η
ν
}ν be a coherent sequence of deformation data compatible with η0 (as in Definition
9.39). Let uν : Cν → XP be a sequence of ην-deformed maps with uniformly bounded
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area. Then, a subsequence converges to a split map u∞ : C → XP of type (Γ˜∞,Γ).
The limit map is unique up to the action of the tropical symmetry group Ttrop(Γ˜∞,Γ).
If the maps uν have index 0, and the perturbation datum for the limit is regular, then,
the split tropical graph Γ˜∞ is rigid.
The proof of the convergence result uses a less restrictive version of relative weights
defined below.
Definition 9.42. (Unsigned relative weight) An unsigned relative weight for a pre-
split tropical graph Γ˜
κ−→ Γ is a set of tropical weights
T (v) ∈ t∨PΓ˜(v) ⊂ t
∨, v ∈ Vert(Γ˜)
satisfying
(9.16) (Slope) T (v+)− T (v−) ∈ RT (e), e ∈ Edge(Γ˜)\Edges(Γ).
LetW±(Γ˜,Γ) be the set of unsigned relative tropical weights for the pre-split tropical
graph Γ˜→ Γ.
Proof of Proposition 9.41. We adopt the following notational convention. Recall
that for a relative tropical weight T , T (v) ∈ Cone(κ, v), which is a top-dimensional
cone in t∨PΓ˜(v). The following notation is used in the proof: For a pre-split tropical
graph Γ˜→ Γ, and a split edge e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edges(Γ), the difference of a tropical
weight across e is denoted by
(9.17) Diffe :W(Γ˜,Γ)→ t/〈T (e)〉, T 7→ T (v+)− T (v−).
As in the convergence of broken maps, the first step is to find the component-wise
limit map. By Proposition 6.25, there are finitely many types of deformed maps that
satisfy an area bound. Therefore, after passing to a subsequence, we can assume
that the maps uν have a ν-independent type Γ˜→ Γ, with deformation datum
ην(e) := ηΓ˜,ν(e), ∀e ∈ Edges(Γ).
We apply Gromov convergence for broken maps on each connected component of
Γ˜\Edges(Γ). The collection of the limit maps, denoted by u∞, is modelled on a
pre-split tropical graph Γ˜∞ → Γ, equipped with a tropical edge collapse morphism
κ : Γ˜∞ → Γ˜. The translation sequence
tν(v) ∈ Cone(κ, v), v ∈ Vert(Γ˜∞)
satisfies the (Slope) condition for all non-split edges e ∈ Edge(Γ˜∞)\Edges(Γ).
The limit map u∞ is a pre-split map. The rest of the proof is devoted to show
that the cone constraint (9.5) is satisfied, and the approach is as follows: The cone
condition is proved by examining the translation sequences, since translation se-
quences are relative weights for the pre-split tropical graph Γ˜∞. The proof exploits
the fact that the sequence of deformation data are increasing and compatible with
the cone direction. We would like these properties to be reflected in the translation
sequences. For this purpose, we would like the quantities
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(9.18) ((tν(v+)− tν(v−)) mod T (e))− ην(e), e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edges(Γ)
to vanish. Gromov convergence implies that the quantities in (9.18) are uniformly
bounded for all ν.
The next step is to adjust the translation sequences by a uniformly bounded
amount so that the discrepancy at the split edges is equal to the deformation pa-
rameters, i.e. the sequence in (9.18) vanishes. The adjustments to the translation
sequences is by an iterative process where we subtract a fastest growing sequence
in each step, and is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.27. The starting point of the
iteration is the existing sequence, and we denote
t0ν(v) := tν(v) v ∈ Vert(Γ˜∞), η0ν(e) := ην(e) e ∈ Edges(Γ˜).
At the end of the i-th step suppose we have sequences {tiν(v) : v ∈ Vert(Γ˜∞)},
{ηiν(e) : e ∈ Edges(Γ˜)} for which
((tiν(v+)− tiν(v−)) mod T (e))− ηiν(e),
is uniformly bounded for all ν and e ∈ Edges(Γ). After passing to a subsequence,
the set of sequences {tiν(v)}v ∪ {ηiν(e)}e has a fastest growing sequence. If one of
the fastest growing sequences is ηiν(e0) for a split edge e0, then we set rν := |ηiν(e0)|.
Otherwise, we define rν to be a fastest growing translation sequence |tiν(v0)|. Next,
we define
ti+1ν (v) := t
i
ν(v)− rν limν
tiν(v)
rν
, ηi+1ν (e) := η
i
ν(e)− rν limν
ηiν(e)
rν
.
The iterative process terminates when all the vertex and edge sequences are uni-
formly bounded. The process is guaranteed to terminate because in every step at
least one vertex sequence tiν(v) or an edge sequence η
i
ν(e) is changed to zero. Further,
if a vertex or an edge sequence is zero, it cannot become non-zero in subsequent iter-
ations. Suppose the iteration terminates at the k-th step. The translation sequence
for the convergence is
tν := tν − tkν .
We will show that the new translation sequence satisfies the slope condition (as
in Definition 6.23) for non-split edges. This is a consequence of the fact that t =∑k−1
i=0 (t
i+1− ti), and each of the summands satisfies an unsigned slope condition (as
in (9.16)). Additionally, if e is collapsed in Γ˜∞ → Γ˜, (t − tk)(e) satisfies a signed
slope condition because t satisfies the signed slope condition and the contribution
of tk is uniformly bounded for all ν.
We next show that the set of discrepancies across split edges for the space of
relative weights contains an open set in the target space. This step uses the genericity
of the cone direction, and the increasing condition on the sequence of deformation
data. The translation sequence tν and its discrepancies at split edges can be written
as a sum
tν =
∑k
i=1∆t
i
ν , where ∆t
i
ν := t
i+1
ν − tiν ,
Diffe(∆t
i
ν) = ∆η
i
ν(e) := η
i+1
ν (e)− ηiν(e)
(9.19)
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For any ν, ∆tiν is an unsigned weight for all i, but the sum tν is a signed weight.
In any step of the above iteration an edge sequence ηiν(e) is either left unchanged
or it is turned to zero. This is because no two edge sequences ην(e), ην(e
′) grow
at the same rate. Therefore, for any split edge e, there is a unique j(e) such that
∆η
j(e)
ν (e) = ην(e), and ∆η
i
ν(e) for i 6= j(e), and
e, e′ ∈ Edges(Γ), j(e) = j(e′) =⇒ e = e′.
Thus, for any ν, the discrepancy cones {DiffΓ(∆tj(e)ν ) : e ∈ Edges(Γ)} are linearly
independent. Further, by Lemma 9.43, the unsigned relative weight ∆t
j(e)
ν is the
sum of linearly independent unsigned weights :
∆tj(e)ν =
∑
1≤j≤k(ν,e)
∆tj(e)iν ,
The proof of Lemma 9.43 uses the genericity of the cone direction η0. We have
shown that the set
{Diffe(∆tj(e)iν ) : i ≤ dim(t)− 1}
spans t⊥T (e). Thus, the relative weight tν ∈ W(Γ˜∞,Γ) is a sum of unsigned weights
(9.20) tν =
∑
e∈Edges(Γ)
∑
1≤i≤k(ν,e)
∆tj(e)iν +
∑
j:j 6=j(e)∀e∈Edges(Γ)
∆tjν .
The image DiffΓ(W(Γ˜∞,Γ)) contains an open neighbourhood of DiffΓ(tν). Indeed
any value in this neighbourhood can be attained by adjusting the coefficients of the
terms ∆t
j(e)i
ν , e ∈ Edges(Γ), 1 ≤ i ≤ dim(t) − 1 in (9.20). If the adjustments are
small, the weight is signed, i.e. it lies in W(Γ˜∞,Γ).
It remains to show that the (Cone constraint) in the definition of split tropical
graphs is satisfied. The set of relative tropical weightsW(Γ˜∞,Γ) is a cone, i.e. the set
is closed under addition and multiplication by a positive scalar λ > 0. The cone can
be viewed as a subset of the vector space of unsigned relative weightsW±(Γ˜∞,Γ) cut
out by the conditions that each of the edge lengths is positive. Thus, the boundary
of the coneW(Γ˜∞,Γ) consists of a finite number of hyperplanes. The image of Diff Γ˜
is also a cone whose boundary consists of a finite number of hyperplanes. We have
shown that the image of Diff Γ˜ is top-dimensional in R
|Edges(Γ˜)|(dim(t)−1) and contains
(cν(e)ην(e)e for all large ν. Since
lim
ν
cν(ej)/cν(ej) = 0,∀ei ≺ ej
we conclude that im(Diff) contains any vector (cepi
⊥
T (e)η0) if the ratios
cej
cei
are small
enough for a pair ei ≺ ej . Therefore, u∞ is a split map. Uniqueness of limits is same
as in the convergence of broken maps. The last statement about the rigidity of the
limit split map follows from a dimensional argument, see Remark 9.32. 
The following Lemma was used in the proof of convergence. It shows that if
the cone direction at a split edge is generic, then a relative weights can be linearly
decomposed into the maximum possible number of relative weights.
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Lemma 9.43. Suppose Γ˜→ Γ is a pre-split tropical graph. Let e0 = (v0,+, v0,−) be
a split edge and let η ∈ t⊥T (e0) be a generic element. Let t ∈ W±(Γ˜,Γ) be an unsigned
relative weight (as in Definition 9.42) satisfying
Diffe(t) =
{
η, e = e0,
0, e ∈ Edges(Γ)\{e},
where Diffe is the discrepancy of a relative weight across a split edge, see (9.17).
Then there exists a set of linearly independent unsigned relative weights t1, . . . , tk,
k ≥ dim(t)− 1 which satisfy t = ∑i ti, and for any e ∈ Edges(Γ),
Diffe(ti) =
{
ηi, e = e0, i ≤ dim(t)− 1
0, e 6= e0 or i ≥ dim(t),
and the set {ηi}1≤i≤dim(t)−1 is linearly independent in t/〈T (e0)〉.
Proof. Choose an integral basis ε1, . . . , εdim(t)−1 of t⊥T (e) ⊂ t and write η =
∑
i ηiεi.
By genericity of η, the set
B := {η1, . . . , ηdim(t)−1} ⊂ R
is Q-independent. Let
Bˆ := {η1, . . . , ηN} ⊂ R
be a minimal set that contains B and is such that
t(v) ∈ BˆtQ.
for any vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ˜). The minimallity of Bˆ implies that any element t in the
Q-span of {t(v) : v ∈ Vert(Γ˜)} can be uniquely expressed as t = ∑Ni=1 ηiti, where
ti ∈ tQ. For any vertex v, we write
t(v) =
N∑
i=1
ηiti(v), for some ti(v) ∈ tQ.
We claim that for any i, ti is a relative unsigned weight for the pre-split tropical
graph Γ˜ → Γ. The slope condition is satisfied because for a non-split edge e ∈
Edge(Γ˜)\Edges(Γ), every summand in
(9.21) 0 = pi⊥T (e′)(t(v
′
+)− t(v′−)) =
∑
iηipi
⊥
T (e′)(ti(v
′
+)− ti(v′−))
vanishes. Indeed, the summands vanish because the map pi⊥T (e) : t → t⊥T (e) maps
rational points to rational points. The (Polytope) condition for an unsigned weight
is that t(v) ∈ tP (v). Since the projection pi⊥tP (v) : t → t⊥P (v) maps tQ to (t⊥P (v))Q, we
conclude that ti(v) ∈ t⊥P (v) for all vertices v. The Lemma is proved by the set of
unsigned tropical weights ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , because
(9.22) pi⊥T (e)(ti(v+)− ti(v−)) =
{
εi, i ≤ dim(t)− 1,
0, i ≥ dim(t).

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Gluing a rigid split map with a cone direction η yields a family of τ -deformed
maps, where the parameter τ is in a cone containing the ray {νη : ν ≥ ν0} for some
large ν0.
Proposition 9.44. (Gluing a split map) Suppose u is a regular rigid split map
of type Γ˜ → Γ with a generic cone direction η0 ∈ t∨. Then, there is an open
neighbourhood Uη0 ⊂ t of η0 and a constant c0 such that
(a) (Existence of glued family) there is a family of rigid τ -deformed maps uτ for
the deformation parameter τ = (cepi
⊥
T (e)(η))e∈Edges(Γ˜) where
η ∈ Uη0 , ce ≥ c0 ∀e, and ceicej ≥ c0 ∀ei ≺ ej
satisfying the following : for any sequence of deformation parameters τν =
(ce,νpi
⊥
T (e)(ην))e∈Edges(Γ˜) satisfying
ην ∈ Uη0 , ce,ν →∞ ∀e, cei,νcej ,ν →∞ ∀ei ≺ ej
the sequence of maps uτν converges to u.
(b) (Surjectivity of gluing) For any sequence η
ν
of deformation data that is com-
patible with η0, and a sequence of ην-deformed maps uν that converge to the
split map u, for large enough ν the map uν is contained in the glued family
constructed in (a).
The following is preparatory lemma for the proof of the gluing result.
Lemma 9.45. (Uniqueness of relative weights) Suppose Γ˜→ Γ is a type of a rigid
split map with cone direction η0. Let τ = (cepi
⊥
T (e)(η0))e∈Edges(Γ) be a deformation
parameter for which ce is sufficiently large and for any pair of split edges ei ≺ ej,
cei
cej
is sufficiently large. Then there is a unique relative weight (T (v))v∈Vert(Γ˜) which
satisfies
(9.23) pi⊥T (e)(T (v+)− T (v−)) = cepi⊥T (e)(η0), e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edges(Γ˜).
Proof. The existence of the relative weight T is a consequence of the cone condition.
The uniqueness is a result of the rigidity. Indeed, if there are distinct relative weights
T , T ′ ∈ W(Γ˜,Γ) satisfying the above condition then the difference T − T ′ satisfies
the slope condition for all edges, including the split edges. Then T − T ′ generates
a subgroup in Ttrop,s(Γ˜,Γ) :
C→ Ttrop,s(Γ˜,Γ), z 7→ (ez(T (v)−T ′(v)))v∈Vert(Γ˜).
The non-triviality of Ttrop,s(Γ˜,Γ) contradicts the rigidity of type Γ˜ of split maps,
finishing the proof of the Lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 9.44. We first construct the type of the deformed map that
occurs in the glued family. Recall that the edge collapse map to the base tropical
graph κ : Γ˜ → Γ collapses tree segments and disk nodes Te, e ∈ Edge(Γ˜), and it
collapses some interior edges tropically. The type Γ˜ does not have any interior edges
Edge (Γ) of zero slope T (e) = 0 since it is a rigid type. There is a type of deformed
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map Γ˜d obtained by tropically collapsing all the interior edges in Edge (Γ˜)\Edge (Γ).
The edge collapse map κ factors as
Γ˜
κ0−→ Γ˜d κ1−→ Γ,
Here κ0 is an edge collapse morphism which preserves tropical structure on Γ˜\Edges(Γ),
and κ1 collapses tree components and disk nodes. Thus the tree part of Γ˜d is same
as Γ˜, and the interior edges in Γ˜d are same as that of Γ. We will construct a family
of deformed maps of type Γ˜d → Γ.
The gluing construction is almost the same as the gluing of broken maps in The-
orem 7.1, so we only point out the differences at each step of the proof.
Step 1: Construction of approximate solution :
Given a deformation parameter τ , an approximate solution is constructed using
relative weights. By Lemma 9.45, there is a unique relative weight (Tτ (v))v∈Vert(Γ˜)
that satisfies
pi⊥T (e)(t(v+)− t(v−)) = cepi⊥T (e)(η0), e = (v+, v−) ∈ Edges(Γ˜).
For any edge e = (v+, v−) that is collapsed by Γ˜ → Γ˜d, we can assign a length
lτ (e) > 0 satisfying
t(v+)− t(v−) = lτ (e)T (e).
The domain and target spaces are as follows. The domain of the approximate
solution is a nodal curve Cτ of type Γ˜d – it is obtained from C with any node
corresponding to an edge e ∈ Edge (Γ˜)\Edge (Γ˜d) replaced by a neck of length
Tτ (e). A component of the glued curve corresponds to a vertex v of Γ˜d. The map
u|Cκ−10 (v) is a broken map with relative marked points, whose pieces map to XQ,
Q ⊆ P (v). Our goal is to glue at the nodes of u|Cκ−10 (v) to produce a curve lying in
XP (v).
We extend the definition of the deformation parameter τ to all edges in Γ by
defining
τe = 0 ∀e ∈ Edge(Γ)\Edges(Γ).
Thus by definition a τe-deformed map satisfies the edge matching condition for non-
split edges of Γ.
Next, we construct the pre-glued map. We will show that for any deformation
parameter τ , the pre-glued map upreτ is τ -deformed. We assume that u is a split map
that lies in the slice of the Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)-action. Thus u satisfies a matching condition
on the split edges: For any edge e = (v+, v−) in Γ˜
(9.24) evw+e (pi
⊥
T (e) ◦ uv+) = evw−e (pi⊥T (e) ◦ uv−).
For a vertex v in Γ˜d, and a vertex v
′ in the collapsed graph κ−10 (v), the translation
Tτ (v′) gives an identification (see (2.26))
eTτ (v
′) : X◦
P (v′) → X◦P (v),
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where X◦
P (v′) ⊂ XP (v′) is the complement of the boundary divisors of XP (v′). The
translated map
(9.25) uv′,τ := e
Tτ (v′)uv′ : C◦v′ → X◦P (v)
is well-defined on the complement of nodal points on Cv′ . For any uncollapsed inte-
rior edge e = (v+, v−) in Γ˜→ Γ˜d, the matching condition (9.24) and the translation
in (9.25) implies a deformed matching condition
(9.26) evw+e (pi
⊥
T (e) ◦ uv+,τ ) = eτe evw−e (pi⊥T (e) ◦ uv−,τ ).
because τe = Tτ (v+) − Tτ (v−). As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, for each vertex v
and τ , translated maps (uv′,τ )v′∈κ−10 (v) can be glued at the nodal points to yield an
approximate solution for the holomorphic curve equation which is denoted by
upreτ = (u
pre
τ,v )v∈Vert(Γ˜d), u
pre
τ,v : Cτ,v → XP (v).
Since the patching does not alter the maps uv,τ away from the collapsed nodes of
Γ˜→ Γ˜d, we conclude by (9.26) that the pre-glued map upreτ is τ -deformed.
Step 2: Fredholm theory: The Sobolev norms carry over entirely from the proof of
Theorem 7.1. On the curves Cτ , we use Sobolev weights on both neck regions created
by gluing, and on nodal points corresponding to interior edges in Γ˜d. The map Fτ
in Theorem 7.1 incorporated the holomorphicity condition, marked points mapping
to divisors and matching at disk nodes. Now, we additionally require a deformed
matching condition on interior nodes of Γ˜d. Since the pre-glued maps have the right
deformation parameters at these edges. So, we require that for any interior edge
e = (v+, v−) of Γ˜, the difference d ev
T (e)
w+e
−d evT (e)
w−e
vanishes. Incorporating these
conditions we obtain a map
Fτ :MiΓ˜d × Ω
0(Cτ , (u
pre
τ )
∗TX)1,p → Ω0,1(Cτ , (upreτ )∗TX)0,p ⊕ ev∗Γ˜ TX(Γ˜d)/∆(Γ˜d)
whose zeros correspond to adapted pseudoholomorphic maps near the pre-glued map
upreτ . Refer to the proof of transversality for the notation X(Γ˜d) and ∆(Γ˜d).
Step 3: Error estimate: The error estimate for the approximate solution is produced
in the same way as Theorem 7.1. The conclusion is that there is a constant C > 0
such that for all τ ,
‖Fν(0)‖ ≤ C
∑
e∈Edge (Γ˜)\Edge (Γ˜d)e
−(1−λ)le(τ)/2.
Step 4: Uniform right inverse: A uniform bound on the right inverse of DFτ is
proved using the inverse of the augmented linearized operator of the split map u.
This is the ordinary linearized operator augmented with the slice condition for the
Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)-action :
Daugu := Du ⊕ evΓ˜,s
where
evΓ˜,s = (d ev
T (e)
w+e
−d evT (e)
w−e
)e∈Edges(Γ) : Ω
0(C, u∗TX)→ ⊕e∈Edges(Γ)tC.
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The target space of the evaluation map is TZP (e),C which can be identified with tC
since XP (e) = ZP (e),C/TP (e),C is a T/TP (e)-toric variety. The operator Du is surjec-
tive and its kernel is the tangent space of the unreduced moduli space M˜split(P ,L, η0).
In this moduli space the component containing u is a single Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)-orbit. There-
fore, d evΓ˜,s : ker(Du) → ⊕e∈Edges(Γ)tC is a bijection. Consequently, the augmented
operator is a bijection, and has an inverse.
The other steps of the proof – uniform quadratic estimates, application of the
implicit function theorem, and the proof of surjectivity are exactly analogous to the
steps in the proof of Theorem 7.1, and are left to the reader. 
Proposition 9.46. For any set of disk input/outputs x, energy level E > 0, and a
generic cone direction η0 ∈ t∨, there is a c0 such that for any deformation datum
τ = (τΓ˜)Γ˜, τΓ˜ = (cepi
⊥
T (e)(η0))e∈Edges(Γ˜)
satisfying the following for any rigid tropical graph Γ˜
ce ≥ c0 ∀e, eiej ≥ c0 ∀ei ≺ ej ,
there is a bijection between the moduli space of rigid split disks Msplit(P , η0)<E and
the moduli space Mdef(P , τ)<E of rigid τ -deformed disks of energy < E.
Proof. This is a consequence of the convergence and gluing results for split maps,
namely Proposition 9.41 and Proposition 9.44. 
Proposition 9.47. Let η be a generic cone direction, and let τν be a compatible se-
quence of deformation data. Then, for any ν, there is an A∞ -homotopy equivalence
CFtrop(L, η)→ CFdef(L, τν).
Proof. The proof is exactly same as the proof of homotopy equivalence between un-
broken and broken Fukaya algebras, see Proposition 8.20. The homotopy equivalence
is constructed as a limit of homotopy equivalences using the bijection in Proposition
9.46 for lower order terms. 
Example 9.48. This is a continuation of Example 9.30. For the broken map u in that
example, we showed that forgetting the edge matching condition at the split edge e
yielded a split map denoted by usplit for any choice of cone direction η0 ∈ t∨. We
now show that the split map usplit can also be obtained as a limit of deformed maps
that are homotopic to u. Two cone directions describe the same condition if one is a
positive multiple of another. Therefore, in this example, there are two unique choices
of cone condition : namely the two ends of the line t/〈T (e)〉 ' R2/〈(1, 1)〉, which
we represent by (1,−1), (−1, 1) ∈ t⊥T (e). For τν → ∞, the sequence of deformation
parameters
ην := (τν ,−τν) ∈ t⊥T (e)
is compatible with the cone direction (1,−1). We write the broken map u as (u+, u−)
where u+, u− are the restrictions to the connected components of Γ˜\{e}. Then,
uν := (u+, e
(−τν ,τν)u−)
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is an ην-deformed map homotopic to u. As ν → ∞, the sequence converges to the
split map usplit with translation sequence 0 on v+, and (τν ,−τν) on the other two
vertices.
9.5. Unobstructedness. We apply the tropical Fukaya algebra to the question
of obstructedness. We introduce the following notation. Let P0 ∈ P be a top-
dimensional polytope and let L ⊂ XP0 ⊂ XP be an embedded Lagrangian submani-
fold.
Definition 9.49. The Lagrangian L is called a tropical moment fiber if
• XP0 is a compact toric manifold, and the tropical moment map ΦP0 : XP0 →
t∨ is an honest moment map,
• and L = Φ−1P0 (λ) for a point λ in the interior of the polytope P0.
Theorem 9.50. (Unobstructedness of Lagrangian fiber in toric piece) If L ⊂ XP is
a tropical torus then the Fukaya algebra CF (L) is weakly unobstructed: For any local
system y ∈ R(L), there exists a projective Maurer-Cartan solutions b(y) ∈MC(L).
We first prove a version of the unobstructedness theorem assuming that the torus-
invariant divisors in the toric piece XP0 are boundary divisors.
Proposition 9.51. Suppose L ⊂ XP is a tropical torus contained in XP0, where
P0 ∈ P and codimP(P0) = 0, and all the facets of P0 are elements of P. Then
for any local system y ∈ R(L), there exists a projective Maurer-Cartan solutions
b(y) ∈MC(L) in the A∞ algebra CF (L).
Proof. We prove unobstructedness for the split Fukaya algebra CFtrop(L). The
tropical Fukaya algebra is homotopy equivalent to the unbroken Fukaya algebra
CF (L) by Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Unobstructedness is preserved under homotopy
equivalence, see [8, Lemma 5.2].
We first describe the perturbation datum for the moduli space of split maps. Let
J0 be the standard almost complex structure on XQ for all Q ⊆ P0. By Proposi-
tion 4.34, all J0-holomorphic disks in XP0 are regular. Since all the torus-invariant
divisors DQ ⊂ XP0 correspond to polytopes Q ∈ P, spheres occurring in the com-
pactification of the moduli space intersect the divisors DQ at isolated points. Con-
sequently, J0-holomorphic spheres are also regular. Therefore, there is a coherent
regular perturbation datum P on X for which the almost complex structure on XP0
is standard.
Next, we show that m0(1) is a multiple of the geometric unit. The A∞ algebra
CFtrop(L) has a strict unit x . Consider a split disk [u] of type Γ˜→ Γ contributing
to m0(1) ∈ Λ, and whose boundary output asymptotes to x0 ∈ I(L). Let
Γ˜1 ⊂ Γ˜\Edges(Γ)
be the connected component containing the disk components, and let u1 := u|Γ˜1 .
Let u′ be the split disk obtained by forgetting the boundary output leaf, and let
Γ˜′ → Γ be the type of u′. For any torus element t ∈ T , the split map
(u′t)v :=
{
tu′v, v ∈ Vert(Γ˜1),
uv, v ∈ Vert(Γ˜)\Vert(Γ˜1).
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is not contained in the Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)-orbit of u
′. This is because the tropical symmetry
group has a trivial action on XP0 , which contains the disk components. By the same
reason, for any pair t1 6= t2 ∈ T , the maps ut1 , ut2 lie in distinct Ttrop(Γ˜,Γ)-orbits.
The regularity of u implies u′t is regular for all t ∈ T , Thus {u′t} is a dim(T )-
dimensional family in the reduced moduli space, and therefore.
dim(MΓ˜′→Γ,∞(L)) ≥ dim(T )
Therefore, for the reduced index of u to be 0, the output is necessarily the geometric
unit x . So, m0(1) = Wx for some W ∈ Λ.
The existence of a solution to the projective Maurer-Cartan equation now follows
: We first claim that m1(x ) only has zero order terms. If not, let u be a split
map with non-zero area contributing to m1(x ). By the locality axiom, and the
standardness of the perturbation datum on XP0 , we conclude that forgetting the
input in u produces a regular split disk u′ with no inputs. Since the index of u′
can not be negative, we conclude u can not exist for dimension reasons. Indeed, the
index of u is two more than the index of u′ : one from the choice of a boundary
incoming marking, and one from the weight on the incoming leaf. Therefore,
m1(x ) = x − x .
This implies that Wx is a solution of the projective Maurer-Cartan equation. 
Proof of Theorem 9.50. Given a toric pieceXP0 in a broken manifold X, we add more
cuts to P, so that in the new polytopal decomposition Pˆ contains all the facets of
P0. We first focus on the case when X has a single piece, so that P := {P0},
and X := XP0 . In this case the broken and unbroken theories are the same. By
assumption XP0 is a T -toric variety whose moment polytope is
(9.27) ∆ := Φ(X) = {x ∈ t∨ : 〈µi, x〉 ≤ ci, i = 1, . . . , N}
where µi ∈ t and ci ∈ R. The new set of polytopes Pˆ is given by the decomposition
of P0 into (N + 1)-top dimensional polytopes P
′
0, P1 . . . , PN described as follows.
The first polytope is
(9.28) P ′0 := {x ∈ t∨ : 〈x, µi〉 ≤ ci − , i = 1, . . . , N},
where  is a small enough constant that L is in XP ′0 , and P0 deforms to P
′
0 as a
polytope. The polytope Pi is the convex hull of the vertices of the i-th facet of both
P0 and P
′
0. The polytopes Pi are Delzant. Next, we consider the general case where
P has more than one polytopes. Then, we define Pˆ as the closure under intersection
of the set
(P\{P0}) ∪ {P ′0, P1, . . . , PN}.
In both cases, unobstructedness of CF (L) can now be proved by Proposition 9.51.

The set of polytopes Pˆ defined in (9.28) is called the augmented set of polytopes
corresponding to the toric component P0 ∈ P.
Example 9.52. If P = {P0} and P0 is a 3-dimensional cube, the augmented set of
polytopes consists of 7 polytopes shown in Figure 16.
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τ →∞
L P0
P1
u+
uτ−
Pˆ
`
Figure 16. Decomposition of a cube into 7 polytopes (left). For the
piece containing L, all facets neighbor other polytopes in Pˆ. Right :
a deformed map uτ = (u+, u
τ−) in XPˆ that is homotopic to a broken
index two Maslov disk.
If the Lagrangian is a tropical torus, the next result gives a sufficient condition
for when the leading order terms in the Batyrev-Givental potential correspond to
index two Maslov disks. The condition is that the least area index two disks in XP0
do not intersect boundary divisors of the broken manifold X.
Proposition 9.53. (Leading order terms in the potential) Suppose L ⊂ XP is a
toric moment fiber contained in the piece XP0 ⊂ XP , P0 ∈ P. Let L > 0 be the least
possible area of and index two Maslov disk u : (D, ∂D) → (XP0 , L). Suppose that
any index two Maslov disk in (XP , L) with area L does not intersect any divisor in
{XQ ⊂ XP , Q ⊂ P,Q ∈ P}. Then, the leading order terms of CFtrop(XPˆ , L) are
equal to the leading order terms in the Batyrev-Givental potential of (XP0 , L). Here,
Pˆ is the augmented set of polytopes constructed in (9.28).
Remark 9.54. Assume the setting of the above proposition. If XP0 is Fano, then
the minimum area disks in XP0 are in fact broken disks in XP , and the leading
order terms in the potential can be computed using the broken Fukaya algebra
CFbrok(XP , L). But in the general case, we need to use the augmented polytopal
decomposition Pˆ to ensure that the standard J in the piece containing L is regular.
Proof. We consider an index two Maslov disk of minimum area in the toric piece,
and show that it makes the expected contribution to m0(1) of the A∞ algebra. Let
u : D→ XP0 be such a disk in XP0 . We assume that u intersects the divisor
Di := {〈µi, x〉 ≤ ci}
in the notation of (9.27). By the hypothesis of the proposition, Di is not a boundary
divisor of X, and so, u is a disk in the unbroken manifold, which is denoted by
uν : D→ Xν
for large enough ν.
We now describe a broken disk in the augmented broken manifold which is homo-
topic to uν . We recall that in the augmented polytopal decomposition, the polytope
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P∨0
P∨1
`∨
v+
v−
v+
v−
e
Figure 17. Left : tropical graph of the deformed map uτ in Figure
16. Right : tropical graph for the split map which is the limit of the
deformed maps uτ . The edge e is a split edge.
P0 is broken into the polytopes P
′
0, P1, . . . , PN . The perturbation datum used to de-
fine the broken Fukaya algebra on XPˆ is chosen to satisfy the following : The almost
complex structure on XP ′0 is standard, and the pieces XP1 , . . . , XPN are fibrations
(9.29) pii : XPi → Di
whose fibers are holomorphic spheres, each of which intersects the boundary divisor
X0i := XPi ∩XP ′0 at a single point. In the neck-stretching limit, the disks uν : D→
Xν degenerate into a broken map ubrok := (u+, u−). Here u+ : D→ XP ′0 is an index
two Maslov disk intersecting the boundary divisor X0i, and u− : P1 → XPi is a fiber
of pii in (9.29).
The broken disk ubrok is homotopic to a split disk. There is a continuous family
TC/TT (e),C 3 τ 7→ uτ , u0 = u,
where uτ is a τ -deformed map described as follows. The τ -deformed map is a pair
uτ := (u+, u
τ−), where uτ− is a sphere in XPi homotopic to u− and satisfies
pi := evX0i(u+) = e
τ evX0i(u
τ
−).
(See Figure 16 for an example.) The component u+ stays constant under variation
of τ because it is a disk of Maslov index two in the toric variety XP ′0 , and is therefore
rigid. If τν is a sequence of deformation parameters compatible with a generic cone
direction, then e−τνpi ∈ X0i approaches a T -fixed point of p ∈ X0i as ν → ∞.
Consequently, the sequence uτ converges to a split map u∞ = (u+, u∞− ) where u∞−
maps to the neck piece X`. Here ` := pi
−1
i (p) is a one-dimensional polytope in Pˆ.
We verify that the tropical graph underlying u∞ satisfies the cone condition.
The pre-split tropical graph Γ˜ underlying u∞ has vertices v+, v− corresponding to
u+, u
∞− , which are connected by a split edge e. The vertex v− is free to move in
the dual complex `∨ which is n − 1-dimensional (see Figure 17). Thus the set of
relative weightsW(Γ˜,Γ) is an (dim(t)−1)-dimensional cone. The area and boundary
holonomy of u∞ are equal to the area and boundary holonomy of u, and therefore,
u∞ makes the expected contribution to m0(1) in CFsplit(XPˆ , L). 
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9.6. The Fulton-Sturmfels cone displacement formula. As a final remark, we
relate our result to the degeneration of the diagonal in a toric variety described by
Fulton-Sturmfels [15]. Let
∆P ⊂ XP ×XP
denote the diagonal of a toric variety XP corresponding to a polytope P . Standard
topology shows that the subvarieties XQ for Q ⊂ P form a spanning set for the
homology of XP :
span{[XQ], Q ⊆ P} = H(XP ).
By the Ku¨nneth formula, the homology class of the diagonal admits a decomposition
[∆P ] =
∑
Q−,Q+⊂P
n(Q−, Q+)[XQ− ]× [XQ+ ].
Of course, there are many such decompositions since the classes [XQ] are linearly
dependent. If XP admits an invariant Morse-Smale pair, then such a decomposition
may be obtained by Morse theory for a component of the moment map: In this
case one has n(Q−, Q+) if XQ− and XQ+ represent closures of stable resp. unstable
manifolds of the Morse function, and zero otherwise. However, for most toric vari-
eties, a generic component of the moment map is not part of a Morse-Smale pair.
Regardless, Fulton-Sturmfels [15] give one such formula for each choice of generic
vector η ∈ t for any toric variety XP : Let Cone(Q±) ⊂ t denote the cones dual to
the faces Q±. We write
(Cone(Q−) + η) ∩ Cone(Q+) = {pt}
if the intersection between the (displaced cones) is a transversely-cut-out point, and
if so, let
n(Q−, Q+) =
(span Cone(Q−) ∩ tZ) + (span Cone(Q+) ∩ tZ)
tZ
the quotient of lattices in t, necessarily finite.
Theorem 9.55. (Cone displacement formula, [15]) There exists an equivalence in
the Chow group
∆ ∼
∑
(Cone(Q−)+η)∩Cone(Q+)={pt}
n(Q−, Q+)XQ− ×XQ+ .
Example 9.56. In the case of projective space one easily obtains the usual Ku¨nneth
decomposition
[∆Pn ] =
n∑
i=1
[Pi]× [Pn−i].
Note that our direction is not chosen to be generic across edges, but rather we
require the ratios between the vectors for different split edges to be arbitrarily small.
In its current form, our condition appears stronger than the Fulton-Sturmfels for-
mula. It would be interesting to know whether there is a general formula for a
“generic direction” in the tropical symmetry group.
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